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ABSTRACT
In recent years there has been a tremendous growth in the
development and application of mathematical models in all areas of
science and engineering.

Aided by the advances and availability of

computers, models have been used in many new areas, such as biology
and the social sciences, and applied to increasingly complex systems.
At the same time, model validity and validation have become
correspondingly more problematic yet received little attention.

The

aims of this thesis are to clarify the meaning of model validity, to
develop a range of procedures for model validation, and to consider
in depth the validity of a number of specific models.

The main focus

is the use of models in systems science and in biology and medicine.
A review of the scientific literature of model validity and
validation is made which reveals many techniques for empirical
validation, but exposes the lack of a consistent conceptual approach
towards model validity.

In reviewing the philosophy of science with

reference to validity and validation, the importance of regarding
models and validation as part of an evolving research programme and
of heuristic considerations in assessing model validity are emphasised.
A new and innovative theory of model validity is proposed which
explicates model validity as a multidimensional concept closely related
to modelling objectives.

The different modelling objectives and types

of data are classified and the various concepts of validity are
expressed as validity criteria.

The general relationship between

modelling objectives, data, and validity criteria is explained.

The

theory is then used to devise a range of validation methodologies
suitable for models in research areas at different stages of development.
Models of the human cardiovascular, renal, and respiratory
systems are used as case studies for validation.

Extensive use is

made of the conceptual framework of the theory of model validity and
the validation methodologies.

The results are a precise delimiting of

the validity of the models, the areas of uncertainty, and the potential
for future development.

This indicates the critical value of the theory

and the appropriateness of the methodologies to complex biological
models.

Further support for the theory and its wide applicability is

obtained in using it to consider aspects of validity and validation of
models in the social sciences.

9

Finally, the implications of the work for modelling and validation
in systems science and in biology and medicine are examined.

In both

areas it is shown that the theory of model validity leads to an improved
understanding of the nature of modelling and validity, and that the
validation methodologies are suitable for the critical and effective
validation of a wide range of models.

In biology and medicine specific

recommendations are made for the types of model appropriate to different
modelling objectives and for suitable techniques and methodologies for
validation.

,

This thesis contributes to an improved understanding of the concept
of model validity and offers a repertoire of validation methodologies.
On another level, it is a broad methodological study of the kind
urgently required in systems science.

More practically, however, much

of the thesis is concerned with the detailed validation of three
specific biological models.

10

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Since the 1950's there has been a tremendous growth in the develop
ment and application of models^- in all areas of science and engineering,
made possible largely by the advances and availability of digital com
puting;

models are the fashion of contemporary science.

This growth

is most clearly reflected in the development of systems science, a modelbased science par excellence.

However, as models have dealt with ever

more complex subjects and have been applied to new areas, such as biology
and the social sciences, their validity has become increasingly problematic.
In some cases, for instance

the "World models", model validity is so

doubtful that their use has been strongly criticised.

Whilst conceptual

devices and practical techniques for model formulation and simulation
have proliferated, the problems of model validity and validation have
received relatively little attention.

Thus, having formulated a model,

it is often very difficult to assess the confidence that can be placed
in the conclusions drawn from the model or to decide whether or not the
model is suitable for some practical application.

There is an urgent

need therefore for research into the nature of model validity and the
ways in which models may be validated.

In this thesis, an attempt is

made to consider the whole range of the validation problem, from the
philosophical and methodological aspects of the meaning of validity to
the practical validation of some specific models.
In very simple terms, validity refers to the correctness, the
adequacy, or even the truth of a model.

Often, model validity is deter

mined by comparing the model with data (observations and measurements)
from the subject or system which is being modelled.

There are many fac

tors that may make validity problematic and validation difficult, of
which four major ones are outlined below:
(1)

The difficulty of acquiring sufficient data to validate the model

(e.g. in biological modelling it is often very difficult to make measure
ments of the internal states of a biological system).

For some models

(e.g. political models) not all model variables are presently measurable.

^

Throughout this thesis, the term "model" refers to theoretical models,
which may be verbal, symbolic, procedural, mathematical, or formal.
11

(2)

Inadequate theory or understanding on which to base the model and

against which to test it (e.g. for models of neural control in biology,
or for models in the social sciences in general).
(3)

The complexity of the systems which are modelled.

The large number

of interrelationships and possible behaviour modes may make models un
certain and very difficult to validate fully, even in areas where there
are few fundamental theoretical inadequacies or data problems (e.g. models
of complex physical or technological systems).
(4)

The limited resources available for modelling leave insufficient

time for validation which is usually (and incorrectly) only considered
after model formulation.
Furthermore, there is much confusion over the meaning of the term
"model validity".

The various usages of the term include:

between model and data;
understanding;
covery.

a close match

agreement with accepted theories, models, or

practical usefulness;

and potential for scientific dis

Unfortunately, these are all used more or less independently

and there is no satisfactory explanation of their interrelations or why
some should be important for some models but not for others.
There are two main aims of the thesis.

The first is to identify and

define the various aspects of model validity, and to investigate their
relations to each other and to other factors such as modelling objectives,
the availability of theories and data, etc.

The second aim is to devise

and test a variety of methods for validating models in practice.

These

two aims may be expressed more precisely:
(1)

To explicate the concept of model validity, and to provide a concep

tual framework for explaining model validity.
(2)

To develop and appraise methodologies for the critical and effective

validation of models in specific research areas.
The two aims are simply an attempt to answer the two main questions
of model validity and validation, namely, "what does model validity really
mean?", and "how can models be validated?".

In order to answer these ques

tions a wide-ranging research programme was required.
along three fronts:
methodologies;

This was pursued

extensive reviews of previous work and validation

detailed validation case studies;

and the development of

a conceptual framework, or theory, of model validity and of specific
validation methodologies.

The reviews covered the scientific and engineering

literature in areas in which the issues of model validity and validation
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have been seriously considered.

In addition, because the concept of model

validity raises many philosophical issues, a review was made of the major
schools in the philosophy of science.
The models used as case studies for validation were three mathemati
cal models of biological systems which have been developed in the Depart
ment of Systems Science.
two reasons:

The area of biological modelling was chosen for

firstly, there are both theoretical inadequacies and data

difficulties, associated with biological models, which expose many of the
problems of model validity and validation;

and, secondly, the models

themselves were in need of extensive validation.

An additional aim of

the thesis is an assessment of the potentialities and limitations of
biological modelling.

As well as the results of the detailed case studies

of biological models, the results of some more general investigations on
the validity and validation of models in the social sciences will be pre
sented in the thesis.

1.1

Structure of the Thesis
The thesis has three distinct parts:

reviews;

(1) scientific and philosophical

(2) theoretical and methodological development;

and (3) case

studies.
(1)

Scientific and philosophical reviews
A critical review of the scientific literature of model validity

and validation is presented in Chapter 2.

In the philosophy of science

validation is usually referred to as verification, confirmation, corrobora
tion, acceptance or, conversely, falsification.

A general review of the

major schools in the philosophy of science, with reference to their views
on validity and validation, is made in Chapter 3.
(2)

Theoretical and methodological development
In Chapter 4 a theory of model validity is developed which acts as a

conceptual framework for model validity and validation.

Where possible,

the theory makes use of the recommendations of the review chapters.

The

theory is used in Chapter 5 to devise validation methodologies and tech
niques appropriate for a wide range of modelling objectives and types of
model.

In one methodology, the range of techniques for comparing a model

with data, many of which are taken from Chapter 2, is presented in a
systematic form.
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(3)

Case studies
Firstly, the results of the detailed validation of the three biolo

gical models are reported, and then some more general considerations of
the validity and validation of models in the social sciences are made.
In all the case studies extensive use is made of the conceptual frame
work of the theory of model validity and the techniques and methodologies
for model validation previously developed in Chapters 4 and 5.

The case

studies are therefore a test both of the individual models and of the
applicability of the theory of model validity and the validation methodolo
gies.

The three biological models are mathematical models of the human

cardiovascular system (Chapter 6), the human renal-artificial kidney
machine system (Chapter 7), and the human respiratory control system
(Chapter 8).

The areas of modelling in the social sciences which are

considered (Chapter 9) include econometric modelling, world modelling,
and the modelling of bicommunal political conflict.
In Chapter 10 the overall implications of the work for methodological,
theoretical, and practical aspects of modelling and validation in systems
science and biomedicine are examined.

Finally, the conclusions to the

thesis are made in Chapter 11.
The appendices contain listings of the full mathematical models for
the biological case studies.

In addition, Appendix I is a historical

study in model validation based on William Harvey’s discovery of the cir
culation of the blood.

1.2

A Note on Technical Terms and Symbolisms
Throughout the thesis, many fairly common words or terms, such as

"scientific", "utilitarian", "objectives", or "range of application", are
used.

Because of the nature of a methodological study it is important to

give these words more precise, technical definitions, many of which are
given in Chapters 4 and 5.

Unfortunately, in their common usage, such

words often have a wider meaning or have other connotations.

To help with

the reading of the thesis, an index of key terms has been provided at the
end, and this should be consulted if there is confusion.
Owing to the wide range of topics and models considered, it is imprac
tical to devise a single symbolism.

Symbolisms are consistent within each

chapter and are defined at their first occurrence in each chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
THE SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE OF MODEL
VALIDITY AND VALIDATION
Review 1

2.1

Introduction
The past two decades have seen a tremendous growth in the use of

mathematical models in all areas of science and engineering as well as
•j

in the application of scientific techniques to business problems and
at various levels of public decision making.

For this reason, the

issues of model validity and model validation have a general scientific
and practical importance.

In this chapter a review of the literature

of model validity and validation across a broad range of sciences is
made.

The motivation for this extensive review was the demonstrable

lack both of understanding of the nature of model validity and satis
factory validation methodologies in specific areas (such as biological
modelling and systems science, the main areas of interest in this thesis)
as well as in general.

The aim was to search for a common core of

meanings for the concept of model validity and to catalogue the various
techniques for model validation.
Throughout the review it is apparent that there is much confusion
about the meaning of model validity and that many approaches to model
validation are over-simplistic.

Nevertheless, in the concluding section

(Section 2.9), a common core of concepts of model validity is identified.
It is interesting that this core is drawn from a wide range of applica
tion areas.

In Chapter A, it forms a partial basis of the theory of

model validity which is developed.

The various techniques for model

validation are systematised in a range of validation methodologies pre
sented in Chapter 5.
An important reason for the growing interest in model validity and
validation is the widespread use of mathematical modelling in new appli
cation areas, such as biology, geography, the social sciences, world
modelling, etc.

In these areas, there is often a lack of established

quantified theory and severe measurement difficulties compared with the
areas from which mathematical modelling originates (physics and engineering),
and this makes model validity problematic.

Furthermore, the availability

of powerful computing facilities has led to the simulation of models of
highly complex systems which, in all application areas, adds an extra
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dimension of difficulty to the validation problem.
The structure of the chapter is as follows:

in Section 2.2 some

formative ideas on model validity and validation in the 1950’s and
early 1960's are reviewed.

The development of a validation methodology

in simulation modelling (one of the few coherent well-developed methodo
logies) is outlined in Section 2.3.

Some aspects of model validity in

the social sciences are considered in Section 2.4, with reference mainly
to empirically-based models.

In Section 2.5, work on the validation of

biological compartmental models is reviewed.

Some of this work is

related to system identification and parameter estimation which are
considered in Section 2,6.

The concept of model adequacy, which was

offered as an alternative to model validity, is critically reviewed
in Section 2.7.

In Section 2.8, the cross-validation of statistical

models, the MIT energy laboratory assessment programme, and the nature
of model validity in the physical sciences and engineering are con
sidered.
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2.2

Some Early Ideas on Model Validation

2.2.1

Introduction
In this section some of the early work on model validation which pre

ceded the major growth of mathematical modelling (in the 1960's) is re
viewed.

Although some of the references are philosophical rather than

scientific, they form a good basis and introduction for the later sections.
•/

2.2.2

Model testing in Operations Research;

Churchman et al., 1957

"Introduction to Operations Research" by Churchman, Ackoff, and
Arnoff, is a classic work on the philosophy and methods of Operations
Research.

In it, the problems of model testing and data acquisition are

considered at length:

"Part IX

Testing, Control, and Implementation";

Chapter 20, "Data for Model Testing".
"In testing a model we ask, 'What are the possible ways
in which a model can fail to represent reality adequately and
hence lose some of its potential usefulness?"' (p. 577)
The authors suggest four ways in which the adequacy of a model may
be questioned:
(1)

"... the model may fail by including variables which are
not pertinent." (p. 577)

(2)

"The model may fail to include a variable which does have
a significant effect."

(3)

(p. 577)

"The model may inaccurately express the actual relationship
which exists between the measure of effectiveness (E) and
one or more of the pertinent independent variables

(xi t y . ) . "
(4)

(p. 578)

"it may fail to yield good results because of incorrect
parameter values."

This approach distinguishes between (1), (2) and (3) which are
concerned with the validity of the model structure, and (4) which is con
cerned with the accuracy of parameter values.

Such a classification has

been made often, and in diverse areas (e.g. Carson and Finkelstein, 1977,
in biological models;

Chrostowski et al., 1978, in mixed dynamic systems).

Note that the emphasis by Churchman et al. is on the "adequacy" of a
model rather than validity.

Adequacy can be defined by operational tests,
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whereas validity requires a conceptual definition.
The importance and problems of the process of collecting empirical
evidence are stressed:
"The design of the process of collecting evidence [for model
testingj consists of the following parts:

definition (including

measurement), sampling (including experimental designs), datareduction, use of data in the test, examination of the result,
and possible redesign of tbe evidence."

(p. 581)

The last phrase indicates that if a model fails the test against the
evidence, it may be the evidence that is at fault, not the model.

In

other words, the data itself may not be a valid representation of the
system.

This important consideration throws doubt on purely falsifi-

cationist accounts of model validity (e.g. Popper, 1935;

Braithwaite,

1953).
Although the book is clear and detailed on the collection and reduc
tion of data, there is little on the actual confrontation of the model
and evidence in testing, and how the four questions of adequacy may be
answered.

Possibly, the operational philosophy and lack of a clear con

cept of model validity makes this problematic.

2.2,3

Validity as isomorphism
In his stimulating essay, "Models and Archetypes", Black(1962) argues

convincingly for the use of models in science, both for the interpretation
of theory and as a tool for discovery.

This was largely an argument

against the philosopher Braithwaite who put forward strong criticisms of
models

(the tendency of positivist philosophers of science to prescribe

methodologies is discussed in the next chapter).

Black describes two

aspects of model validity:
"We can determine the validity of a given model by checking
the extent of its isomorphism with its intended application.

In

appraising models as good or bad, we need not rely on the sheerly
pragmatic test of fruitfulness in discovery;

we can, in principle

at least, determine the 'goodness’ of their 'fit'."

(p. 238)

The notion of a model as an isomorphism, or "partial" isomorphism,
of a system was also developed in the early cybernetic literature by Ashby
(1956) (although, in general, model validity has received very little
attention in cybernetics).

In equating the concept of validity with the
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formal concept of isomorphism it must be remembered, however, that a model
contains propositions of a general kind (e.g. mathematical equations),
whereas knowledge of the intended application (the system) is in the form
of data (measurement and observations) which are records of specific
events.

Thus model and data have a different logical

status.

Reasoning along these lines, Suppes (1962) sets out to show in a
formal way that:
"... an exact analysis of the relation between empirical
theories and relevant data calls for a hierarchy of models of
different logical type."

(p. 25)

Such an approach is also

"... closely connected to the statistical analysis of the empi
rical adequacy of theories."

(This paper is closely related to

Suppes' work on axiomatic measurement theory.)

2.2.4

Kaplan’s methodology for the behavioural sciences;
of model purpose on model validity. 1964

the effect

Kaplan's "The Conduct of Inquiry" (1964) is a careful analysis of
scientific method in the behavioural sciences from an instrumentalist
perspective.

This view considers the methods of science in relation to

the purposes or functions they serve in inquiry.

The book contains

chapters on experiment (IV), measurement (V), and theory (VII), which
are of particular interest.
In Chapter V, Kaplan firstly gives an account of the logical basis
of measurement (i.e. non-instrumental), but makes the switch back to an
instrumental viewpoint in considering the validity of measurements and
problems of measurement uncertainty (there is particular reference to
psychological measurement).

Here, the validity of a measurement is

assessed on the basis of its function in inquiry.

Perhaps this indicates

that neither a positivist nor an instrumentalist philosophy is alone cap
able of a satisfactory analysis of science.
§36 of Chapter VII, "The Validation of Theories", considers the vali
dity of a theory in relation to its purpose.

To Kaplan, the validity of

a theory depends upon its ability to satisfy its intended purposes as
well as not failing empirical tests, although he stresses that the metho
dological strength of methods of falsification should not be under-estimated.
Some other aspects of this book are reviewed in Section 2.4.2.
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2 .3

The Development of a Coherent Validation Methodology;
Study - Simulation Modelling

2,3.1

A Case

Introduction
Simulation modelling is a technique for solving stochastic modelling

problems using digital computers.

Its largely statistical nature stems

from its origin in Monte-Carlo methods.

These methods, which concern

experiments with random numbers, began their systematic development during
World War II when they were applied to problems related to the latomie
bomb.

The work involved direct simulation of probabilistic problems con

cerned with random neutron diffusion in fissionable material.

In the

1950's simulation experiments became feasible on digital computers,
allowing the solution of problems associated with the complex interactions
of system components.
The technique has been applied to a wide variety of systems, especially
nuclear and missile engineering, and economic and political systems.

The

main application, however, is in the modelling of operations, or events,
within a business or industrial framework.

A typical example is the two-

stage arrival/service-activity queuing model which may be simulated
stochastically in a simulation model.
A simulation model is composed of a logical structure which specifies
the discrete units of behaviour (events) and how these units are combined
to represent system behaviour.

Stochastic units and interactions are

represented by statistical distributions.

The motkU- is simulated by

applying the appropriate inputs (often stochastic) and by random sampling
from the statistical distributions.

Repeated runs of the simulation (as

in the Monte-Carlo method) build up a statistical picture of the model's
behaviour.

The use of a simulation model in this way is known as a

"simulation experiment".
The problems of model validity and validation arose as a practical
one associated with the need to justify the use of such a technique.
However, the first approaches to these problems were from a methodological
basis (Naylor et al., 1966, see Section 2.3.2;
Section 2.3.3).

and Hermann, 1967, see

In the late 1960's attention was focussed on the statis

tical adequacies of simulation models (e.g. Fishman and Kiviat, 1968),
such as investigating the true randomness of the so-called "random-number
generators".
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Simulation models are used primarily as black-box models, i.e. to
predict outputs for certain inputs.

Consequently, validation centred

around the statistical comparison of model and system outputs.
By the end of the 1960's, a coherent methodology for the validation
of simulation models had been developed, and the 1970’s saw the refine
ment and application of the various techniques (see, for example, Ignall,
1978, Section 2,3.10).
In the review of the literature which follows, it will be „seen that
the methodology is essentially statistical, and that many aspects perti
nent to a model’s validity (e.g. structural uncertainty, or measurement
problems) are largely neglected.

Although the methodology is probably

meaningful in the context of simulation modelling, it would be wrong to
apply it uncritically elsewhere, or, indeed, to suggest that it is a
general validation methodology, as Mihram has done (Mihram, 1972, Section
2.3.6).

2.3,2

Four methodological positions - Naylor et al,, 1966
"Computer Simulation Techniques" by Naylor, Balintffy and Burdick

(1966) deals with simulation models of economic and business systems.
Chapter 8, "The Probleth of Verification", discusses the validity of
such models by considering four distinguishable methodological positions.
They point out that their analysis goes beyond simulation models,
"The question of verification of simulation models is
in reality no different from the question of verification
when applied to any type of hypothesis or model, whether it
be expressed as a verbal model, a physical model, a mathemati
cal equation, or a computer program."

(p. 310)

The authors use verify and validate interchangeably, yet give an
impossible definition:
1To verify or validate any kind of model means to prove
the model to be true."

(p. 310)

However, it is not possible to prove a model to be true, but it
may be possible to disprove it.

Naylor et al. go on from this definition

to question the concept of truth, leaving the reader wondering quite what
the definition means.

Fortunately, it is not central to the main argu

ment of the chapter, which continues by describing four methodological
positions on validation (verification) that have been taken in economics.
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(i)

Synthetic apriorism
This holds "that economic theory (or for that matter any kind of

theory) is merely a system of logical deductions from a series of syn
thetic premises of unquestionable truth".

(p. 311)

The validity of a theory follows automatically and no empirical
test is necessary.
(ii)

Ultraempiricism
This is an extreme form of logical positivism which asks tjiat we

begin with facts, not assumptions.
(iii)
m

Positive economics
Milton Friedman, in his essay "The Methodology of Positive Economics",

"argues that critics of economic theory have missed the point with their
preoccupation with the validity of economic assumptions.

According to

Friedman, the validity of an economic model depends not on the validity
of the assumptions on which

the model rests, but rather on the ability

of the model to predict the behaviour of the endogenous variables that
are treated by the model."

(pp. 313-314)

However, this is a single criterion for validity which asks that we
accept the model, regardless of how implausible the assumptions are.
(Blaug, 1962, discusses this criticism more fully.)
(iv) Multistage verification
The three preceding methodological positions suggest yet a fourth
possible approach which is a three-stage procedure incorporating apriorism,
ultraempiricism, and positive economics.
First stage
Formulation of postulates or hypotheses.
Second stage
Submit postulates as tentative hypotheses:
"Wherever possible we will insist on applying Karl Popper's criterion
of falsifability to our postulates."

(p. 314).

The postulates may be

tested subject to the limitations of existing statistical tests, such as
the t-test, F-test, chi-square test, distribution-free tests, etc.
So after getting into a philosophical muddle by talking about truth
at the beginning of Chapter 8, the problem becomes reframed statistically
in a manner which characterises later work on simulation validation:
"Although we cannot solve the philosophical problem of
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'What does it mean to verify a postulate?', we can apply the
'best' possible statistical tests available to us to these
postulates."

(p. 315)

Third stage
Testing of the model’s ability to predict system behaviour.
Finally, a consideration is given to the distinction in validity
for normative and explanatory models.

The validity of the latter is

determined by the refutation or confirmation by empirical observations,
whereas normative models are to be judged by their efficacy in achieving
certain policy aims.

2.3.3

Five criteria for model validity - Hermann, 1967
Hermann’s 1967 paper considers problems of validation in games and

simulation, with reference to models of international politics.

Rather

than stumble at the question, "What is it for a model to be true?", as
do Naylor et al. in Section 2.3.2, Hermann adopts the approach, "In
what ways can a model be compared with empirical data/evidence in order
to check it?".

Firstly, he notes that the purpose of the model affects

the way in which a model is validated.
Secondly, he considers five types of validity criteria, which are
applicable to certain purposes.

The five criteria are:

(1)

Internal validity

(2)

Face validity

(3)

Variable-parameter validity

(4)

Event validity

(5)

Hypothesis validity

•(These criteria are discussed in more depth in Section 2.4.3.)
The paper concludes with an examination of the special problems of
validation of models which involve human participants (gaming models).
Reference is often made to this paper, but the ideas put forward in it
have received little further development in the area of simulation
modelling.

2.3.4

Validity as a statistical problem - Naylor and Finger, 1967
In their paper, "Verification of Computer Simulation Models",

Naylor and Finger (1967) review the philosophical and methodological
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positions on validation and then describe in detail a variety of statis
tical tests which may be used to validate simulation models.

2,3.5

The distinction between "Verification" and "Validation” Fishman and Kiviat, 1968
Fishman and Kiviat (1968) introduced the distinction between veri

fication and validation for simulation models:
"Verification determines whether a model with a particular mathematical structure and data base actually behaves
as an experimenter assumes it does.

Validation tests whether

a simulation model reasonably approximates a real system."
(p. 186)
Since the simulation invariably consists of applying random inputs
and random sampling of the model's statistical distributions (data base),
"verification"largely consists in testing the quality of the random
number generator,
"The most important hypothesis to test is that the pseudo
random number generator creates sequences of independent random
variables."

(p. 188)

This stage of verification is called "data verification".

The next

stage is examining the "substructure outputs and determining whether they
behave acceptably" (p. 189), and is "structure verification".

For

example, a simpler analytic or simulation model may be found to be
behaviourally equivalent to a more complex one, and the replacement leads
to a better understanding of the system, as well as improving computational
efficiency.
In simulation models, output functions usually satisfy covariance
stationarity assumptions, and the theory of covariance stationary pro
cesses provides a good framework within which to study the nature and
extent of autocorrelation, the principal form of intertemporal dependence.
Autocorrelation is given by :

R(x)
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...............

(2 .2 )

In validation, a similar distinction exists between data and struc
ture

validation.

Data validation basically consists in checking that

the numerical data conform to some theoretical distribution, which is
then used for sampling to expose the simulation to:
/
"the universe of possible stimuli rather than those that
have occurred in the past.

Often, graphical methods suffice

to judge the validity of theoretical distributions."

(p. 191)

"Structure validation" is usually done by an autocovariancje or spec
trum comparison of system and simulation outputs.

However:

"Validation, while desirable, is not always possible ...
Despite its difficulty, effort must be expended on model vali
dation - first, to give credence to results within the validated
range of model operations, and, second, to instill confidence
in the extrapolation beyond the range of model experience."

(p. 192)

Once the model has been verified and validated, Fishman and Kiviat
discuss a third stage - Problem Analysis.

This is using the model to

help collect and analyse data, to make inferences.
This important paper contributes to the validation methodology of
simulation modelling in two ways.

Firstly, it reinforces the relation

between validation and the classical body of statistical theory, and,
secondly, it introduces the distinction between verification and vali
dation.
of

However, the use of the word "verification" implies a proving

the model in an exact way, which is not meant by Fishman and Kiviat.

A more appropriate phrase might be validation of the model in simulation
vis-à-vis its intended mathematical, logical, statistical and algorith
mic form.

2,3.6

Textbook methodologies - Naylor, 1969
- Mihram. 1972
The book, "The Design of Computer Simulation Experiments", edited

by T. H. Naylor (1969) is a standard work on simulation models (with
particular reference to economic models) rather than a research text.
This is a good indicator that, by 1969, the paradigm of validation for
simulation modelling had achieved a coherency and acceptability by its
theorists and practitioners.

Consequently, there is little new concep

tual advancement recorded in the book, although the statistical content
is more sophisticated than in the earlier work.
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The importance of validation in simulation modelling is recognised,
and Chapter 8, "Validation", by R. Van Horn is devoted solely to the
issue.

This draws its basis from Naylor et al. (1966) and Fishman and

Kiviat (1968).

A new idea suggested by Van Horn is an equivalent to

the Turing test for models.

If a policy maker is unable to tell whether

events predicted by the model are from the model or the real system,
then the model is valid.

However, this is unacceptable since it would

limit the scope of the model to the knowledge of the policy maker and
disturbingly threaten the objectivity of the model.
Mihram's "Simulation:

'

Statistical Foundations and Methodology"

(1972) is another book in which previous results of simulation modelling
are brought together in a statistical framework.

Although not indicated

in the title, the book shows Mihram's belief that simulation methodology
is the correct one for the "system sciences".

This is clearly so in two

of his 1972 papers, "The Modeling Process" and "Some Practical Aspects
of the Verification and Validation of Simulation Models".

The latter

is a reasonable review paper which traces the development of simulation
validation.

In this validation is split into the two aspects of vali

dation and verification (cf. Fishman and Kiviat, 1968) and is regarded
as an essentially statistical problem.

2.3.7

Fitting, calibration and validation - Wigan, 1972
Wigan's 1972 paper, "The fitting, calibration, and validation of

simulation models", follows Naylor et al. (1966) in a methodological way,
yet does not refer to any of the later work in simulation validation
(Naylor and Finger, 1967;

Fishman and Kiviat, 1968, etc.).

This results

in a rather different approach, outside the "coherent methodology" des
cribed in the rest of this section.
In modelling, Wigan describes a "natural hierarchy" of five stages,
in which each stage is dependent upon those above it:
(1)

Postulates

(2)

Fitting

(3)

Calibration

(4)

Identification

(5)

Validation

The dependence of the final model validity upon the prior stages is
what, according to Wigan, makes validation a difficult problem.
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For this

reason

he considers the fitting and calibration stages as well as the

validation stage.
In the "Fitting" stage, parameterised functions are fitted to the
data, and the "Calibration" stage adjusts the interdependence of the
functions.
"Identification" is a difficult stage, and aims at "assuring that
the detail of the calibrated model is justified by the available data"
(p. 190).

The problem here is that different objective functions often

produce different results.
The final stage, "Validation", is the "process of discriminating
between

different sets of postulates by reference to fresh data not

used in the setting up, fitting,and a calibration process"

(p. 191).

This approach is then applied to a model for traffic flow assign
ment in a road network (Wigan works for the Ministry of Transport).
Although Wigan does not base his approach in a statistical frame
work, he does consider the most important aspect of model validity the degree to which the structure of the model can be justified prior
to the testing of the aggregate behaviour.

This point often gets sub

merged in a statistical swamp in the mainstream simulation methodology.

2.3.8

Deciding between competing models - Schaeffer, 1975
In "Model Validation using Simulation and Sequential Decision

Analysis", Schaeffer (1975) regards model validation as a problem of
choosing between a set of alternative models.
data in order to produce order statistics.

Models are compared with

Once enough data have been

obtained, a sequential decision algorithm chooses the most valid model.
(For a similar order-theoretic approach see Reggiani and Marchetti, 1975,
Section 2.7).
With this approach, it must be assumed that there is no a priori
reason for preferring some models to others in the model set.

2.3.9

"Four Questions regarding the Credibility of Simulation" - Mihram. 1976
and
"Four Further Queries concerning Similar Credibility" - Mihram. 1976
In the first of these papers, Mihram pedantically proposes that the

words "verification" and "validation" should be replaced by "scrutinisation"
and "confirmation".

This is probably justified in the case of "verification" •
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which is too strong for its intended meaning (see Section 2.4.2), but
not for "validation" which is a totally appropriate word.
The four queries are as follows:
(1)

Can data be split for calibration and validation?

(2)

How much effort should be spent on each stage of a model’s
development?

(3)

What specific procedure should be followed so as to ensure
•i

the credibility of models reported in the literature?
(4)

What is a suitable format for model publication?

The latter two have been discussed in depth by House (1974, see
Section 2.5.5).
The second of these papers is more contentious, and concerns the
appropriate methodology for the modelling of the dynamics of social and
world systems.

In this Mihram elevates the methodology of simulation

modelling into a philosophical status which is "in accordance with the
established Scientific Method"

(p. 1233).

A more practical and sensible point is made, however, in the
reporting of simulation models,
".... algorithmic simulation models, unlike models
written in a (first person) natural language or the (third
person) language of mathematics, are authored in a computerdirected (second person) language.

Thus their publication in

the printed medium is not particularly helpful ....

Thus the

credible computerised models of systemic scientists should be
reported in the printed medium of natural language."

2.3.10

(p. 1233)

Recent developments

The methodology of simulation validation has to date been an essentially statistical one.

The papers on the subject have either been con-

cerned with applications (e.g. Ignall et al., 1978, in developing and
validating analytic models of New York City’s fire and police operations;
Kheir, 1976, A validation procedure for missile system simulation models),
or with technical statistical problems (e.g. Rowland, 1978;

on the prob

lem of sparse data, which is solved using Theil’s inequality coefficient).
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2.4

The Validity and Validation of Models in the Social Sciences

2.4.1

Introduction
This section reviews some literature in which the problems of model

validity and validation in the social sciences have been considered.

The

main areas in which these problems have received attention include
economic modelling, business/management modelling, behavioural science,
and simulation modelling.

These areas are characterised by an empirical

methodology, and applications to practical problems.
In other areas of the social sciences, such as sociology or political
economics, there is a lack of coherent methodologies and, indeed, there
is often controversy between theoretical and practical schools.

An impor

tant aspect of this divide is the difficulty of finding close relation
ships between theoretical concepts and the empirical process of measure
ment.

On the other hand, in the aforementioned areas (economic modelling,

etc.) most conceptual variables are measurable (e.g. money, time, commodi
ties), although practical problems may exist.
It seems correct, therefore, to draw a distinction between measure
ment and non-measurement methodologies, and it is in the former, in which
the models used are subject to the empirical notions of validity and vali
dation, which is the concern of this review.

(Models are being increasingly

used in the social sciences for purposes such as the comparison and/or
integration of competing theories, the development of new theories, and
for structuring experimental research (e.g. in conflict dynamics;
Mitchell, Webb, 1979).

Bowers,

These uses of models are effectively a bridge bet

ween the two types of methodology to date;

there is no distinguishable

literature on the problems and techniques of model validity and validation
for this type of model and hence the review is unfortunately limited to
measurement-based methodologies in which these issues have received a
reasonable degree of attention.

In Chapter 9, however, the theory of

model validity (Chapter 4) is applied to the problems of model validity
and validation in the social sciences and an appropriate range of tech
niques for the validation of such innovative models which do not yet
have a complete empirical base is

proposed.)

The work of Naylor and his colleagues led to the development of a
coherent validation methodology for simulation modelling, and this was
discussed at length in Section 2.3.

This area of modelling is considered

more generally below, in Section 2.4.3.
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Others include:

the validation

of dynamic economic models (Section 2.4.4);
bility (Section 2.4.6);

the concept of model credi

and critical factors affecting the validity of

models in the social sciences as opposed to the physical sciences.

2,4,2

Behavioural science - Kaplan, 1964
Kaplan’s book, ’’The Conduct of Inquiry" (1964), concerns methodology

for the behavioural sciences, and was reviewed in Section 2.3.6.

From

his "instrumentalist" perspective, a theory or model is valid if it both
■i

satisfies its role in scientific inquiry (i.e. its purpose) and does not
fail empirical testing.

Kaplan, however, does not detail how a model is

to be validated vis-à-vis its purpose, nor the actual confrontation of a
model with empirical data.

(In many ways, these two issues were answered

by Hermann, 1967, see Section 2.4.3).
In Chapter V, on measurement, Kaplan considers the validity of
measurements.

The approach is that taken by the psychologiovt measurement

theorists, where three types of validity are distinguished:
(i)

Content validity:

This concerns the specified domain over

which the measurement or test.is made (e.g. the range and
sampling of a subject on which a student is examined).
(ii)

Predictive validity:

This compares the results of the test/

measurement with those of other tests, or actual experience
(e.g. do school entrance exams select children suitable for
their first year in the school?).
(iii)

Construct validity:

This concerns the validity of construct

measures, to which there is not a directly observable
dimension.

The validity depends upon the degree to which

the construct depends upon measurable components, and other
concepts.

It is clearly related to the validity of the

functional relationships.
A good reference on this subject in psychological measurement is
J. C. Nunnally (1970).
Most variables used in the social sciences are not directly observ
able (i.e. there is no single empirical attribute that can be used as a
measure of the variable).

However, many variables are reflected in a

cluster of directly measurable attributes, and measures of these may be
used to determine a value for the variable

in question.

In the social

science literature (e.g. Blalock, 1974) these component attributes are
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referred to as "indicators", and the indirect variables as "unobserved
variables.

There are three distinct methods of measuring unobserved

variables by indicator techniques:
(1)

Single Indicator.

A single indicator is used as a measure

of the variable (c.f. "pointer property" in physical
measurement«
(2)

Indices.

A group of indicators are combined to build a

single summary score or index.
(3)

Multiple Indicators.

*

In this method the indicators keep

their separate identity.
All three methods are subject to considerations of content and
predictive validity.

The validity of an index also depends upon the

conceptual framework (theory/model) which determines the indicator com
ponents and the mathematical way in which they are combined (construct
validity).

A recent paper by de Neufville (1978) illustrates some of

the problems of validating policy indicators in political science.
These considerations demonstrate two important points:

firstly,

that measurements or observations are not simply facts about the world,
but depend upon theories or models;

and, secondly, when comparing a

model with empirical data, the validity of the model depends not only
on the closeness of the model and data, but on the degree to which the
data are valid measures of the empirical system.

2.4.3

Gaming and simulation modelling - Naylor et al., 1966
Hermann. 1967
Naylor et al. in their book, "Computer Simulation Techniques" (1966),

distinguish four methodological positions on verification (i.e. valida
tion) in Chapter 8, "The Problem of Verification" (pp. 310-320).

These

are synthetic apriorism, ultraempiricism, positive economics, and multi
stage verification.

These positions, and the subsequent development of

a validation method in simulation modelling, were discussed in Section
2.3.

Unfortunately, their choice of a multistage verification, in which

the validation procedure examines the assumptions, their validity, and
overall predictive ability of the model, was not heeded in this develop
ment, and the methodology is essentially statistical, missing many
important aspects of validity.
Hermann's paper (1967) on the problems of validation in gaming and
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simulation models of international politics goes far beyond that immediate
application.

The paper is divided into three sections:

the first deals

with the effect of a model's purpose upon its validity, the second with
five criteria for validity, and the third is devoted to an example, in
which there are particular problems related to the use of human partici
pants in a gaming model.
In the "Effects of Purpose on Validity", Hermann states that a model
(or a game or simulation) frequently has

a

"The purpose to explain or predict the behaviour of B [a selected
reference systenQ.
that purpose.

Not all games or simulations, however, have

When the primary objective for a .... model is

not to replicate aspects of some system, then the model's
validity is affected."

(pi 217)

He outlines some other possible objectives:
(i)

"Alternatives and their Consequences"

Models may be intended to explore policy problems associated with
the consequences of alternative courses of action (p. 217).
(ii)

"Relative Predictive Ability"

"... the ability of a model to predict certain outcomes as com
pared to the projections of other methods of prediction."
(iii)

(p. 218)

"Instruction"

In this the objective is to maximise the learning experience of
the students,
"... the validity criteria have shifted from the observable
universe to the effects on the cognitive and affective systems
of those individuals whom the operating system is intended to
instruct."
(iv)

(p. 219)

"Hypothesis and Theory Construction"

For instance, a model may be used to test the completeness of a
theory.

Comparisons with the observable universe are still required,

although,
"the final validity criteria are in terms of the heuristic
payoff from the simulation for hypothesis and theory building."
(p. 219)
(v) "Nonexistent universes"
The reference system to a model may not always be the observable
universe,
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"The fact must be recognized that some simulations are
concerned with nonexistent universes rather than observable
ones."

(p. 220)

For instance, the investigation of,
"'What-would-have-happened-if?' worlds".
The next section of the paper examines five validity criteria which
relate ways in which a model can represent a reference system,
a
"In all but the first approach we are asking to what
features of the observable universe can we extrapolate or
generalize operations occurring in a game or simulation."
(p. 220)
(i)

"Internal Validity"
"With regard to operating models, the critical requirement
for reliability or internal validity is that the variations
[between repeated runs of the simulation] be accounted for by
identifiable relationships within the game or simulation."
(p. 221)

(This corresponds to Fishman and Kiviat’s use of the term "verification
of the computer simulation", 1968, see Section 2.3.5.
(ii)

"Face Validity"
"... is a surface or initial impression of a simulation
or game’s realism."

There is a danger, however, in applying this too far, for an experimenter
may not be aware of some actual behaviours of the system after a limited
experience of observing the actual phenomena.
(iii)

"Variable-Parameter Validity"
"Comparisons of the simulation's variables and parameters
and their assumed counterparts in the observable universe."
(p. 222)

(iv)

"Event Validity"
An "event" is defined to include patterns of behaviour as well as

isolated occurrences.

One critical problem, however, is the level of

generality at which events should be compared;

event validation is use

ful for checking the composite set of interrelations in a model, but may
be less useful for locating the exact parts of a model responsible for
incongruities between simulation events and those in reality to which it
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is being compared.
(v)

"Hypothesis Validity" (p. 223)
A hypothesis makes a relation between two or more variables and this

should be confirmed empirically.
done with the help of statistics.

As in hypothesis testing, this is often
Hermann distinguishes two kinds of

relationship:
(a)

Those which are an integral part of the model, and can be
stated as "researchable hypotheses" or from which "empiri•t

cally verifiable" propositions can be made.
(b)

Independent of relationships contained in the operating model.
A hypothesis can be investigated "even though the relation
ship is not required for the operation of the model."
(p. 224)

The final section of the paper investigates the validity of games
with human participants.

Often humans are used in gaming models to rep

resent the behaviour of people in a particular situation.

In this kind

of model there are other questions concerning model validity,
"How can college students behave like experienced political
leaders?

How

can American participants represent the cultural

values of other societies? ....

The issue raised by these

inquiries affects model validity as directly as do those of
purpose and criteria."

(p. 226)

Hermann argues that one of the main reasons for using human parti
cipants is to "reduce some validity problems" (p. 228), hut one must
still be certain that the game players are representative of those in
the reference system.

This "representativeness" is the requirement for

validity of such gaming models, although "the particular criteria will
depend upon the kind of situation we attempt to replicate."

(p. 230)

In the conclusion, Hermann notes that validity has received little
attention, and it is premature either to accept or reject the value of
gaming and simulation models in the behavioural sciences.

2.4.4 Validation of macro-economic models - Young et al., 1973
Keynes’ economic analysis (1936) and Tinbergen's pioneering work
(1937) stimulated the development of dynamic models of aggregated capi
talist economies.

In the paper by Young et al. (1973), macroeconomics

is treated as a case study in the modelling and identification of a
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dynamic system.
headings:

The paper divides econometric modelling into four main

Model Specification, Data Collection and Treatment, Identifi-

cation and Estimation, and Model Validation.
Model Specification deals with such aspects as "What is the purpose
of the model?

What are the important variables and relationships?

How

should the model be represented?” , etc.
In "Data Collection and Treatment", Young et al. point out- that
there is a tradition of assessing and dealing with errors of measurement
in the physical sciences that has not been
the social sciences.

sufficiently considered in

The problem with economic data is not just its

low quality,
" ... if the judgement of the quality of economic data
creates headaches, the paucity of the data makes things even
worse."

(p. 156)

Once the value of the data has been assessed, the modeller should
aim at a model which explains the data consistent with the level of con
fidence associated with the data.

(The problems of data uncertainty in

economics first received prolonged treatment in Morgenstern’s classic
work, "On the Accuracy of Economic Observations", Princeton, 1950.)
In "Model Identification and Estimation", a model structure is first
sought, and then the parameters of the equations are estimated.

There

is a need to remove non-stationary disturbances from the data, and to
use detailed and comprehensive noise models.

(N.B. The use of the word

"identification" has a different meaning from that in control engineering,
in which the system is identified from I/O measurements.)
On "Model Validation", Young et al. do not go into an analysis of
the concept of model validity, but rather discuss the inadequacies of
some existing methods of validation in econometrics,
" ... existing procedures - mainly ex-post forecasting appear to be rather inadequate."

(p. 156)

Too much emphasis is placed on statistics such as the correlation
coefficient, R^, and the Durbin-Watson statistic.

Even quoting of the

standard errors on the coefficients (i.e. the parameters) is insufficient
because they are likely to be highly correlated;

consequently, it is

essential to quote the variance-covariance matrix of the estimation errors
of the coefficients.
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Young et al. recommend more sophisticated tests such as those based
on residual correlation analysis, though these do little to "assess the
sensitivity of the model to parametric uncertainty" (p. 157).

Their

experience with Monte-Carlo simulation techniques suggests that it has
a considerable practical potential.
An example is given in which the technique is applied to the Livesey
model of GDP,

At each point in time, a probability density was obtained

by making a histogram based on the stable trajectories generated in a
500-run Monte-Carlo simulation and then fitting this histogram with a
probability distribution using an Edgeworth-Charlier distribution.

From

this it was shown that the "model is fairly sensitive to parametric
uncertainty"

(p. 157).

This method offers a way of validating the parameters in an econo
metric model, particularly when they are uncertain owing to the scarcity
and uncertainty of the data.

It does not deal with the problem of vali

dity of model structure, or the hypotheses involved in the model construc
tion, and for this reason the validity of the model structurally may
still be in doubt.

2.4.5

The need for standardisation of model reporting in the social
sciences - House, 1974
In this paper ("Diogenes revisited - the search for a valid model"),

House considers the problems of validating social science models for use
by policy makers.

He proposes that in using a model, the policy maker

should act as though buying a crystal ball which has a probable but not
exact accuracy.

House's criterion for validity is, therefore, an accept

able level of predictive ability.
The distinction between verification and validation in simulation
modelling is discussed (see also Section 2.3.5).

Verification is more

or less a "mechanical" procedure to test the "design consistency" of the
operating model - although it does establish some credibility - whereas
validation is the comparison of model outputs with real world data (mainly
in a statistical manner), and is more problematic.
It is impossible to validate a model completely for a variety of
reasons, including:

the complexity of the model and the problems of

measurement (data may be of low quality, and are not available at all
for validating future predictions).
From this position, House forms two hypotheses:
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(i)

In the formal sense, a model can be validated historically (i.e. in

the past and present) if there is a "data set of sufficient scope"
(p. 121).

However, for policy makers the real problem is the validity

of the future forecasts,
"What is needed .... is more intensive research on the
dynamics and modelling of turning points

in policy situations .

Possibly this can be done by more intensive and higher calibre
study of futures forecasting."
(ii)

(p. 121)

It is not meaningful to attempt to validate a model completely, as

the real world is too complex.
If futures forecasting becomes more successful, for instance by
examining the "turning points" that cause qualitative changes in the
system, House notes that it is quite likely that historical validity
may conflict with futures validity, and consequently this throws doubt
upon the value of historical validation for models used by policy makers.
House lists six points which are pertinent to the validation of
present-day social science models. These include:
validation;

problems of historical

difficulties with standard statistical testing - these

require "a definition of reality after the fact" (p. 122);

problems of

measurement of present and past, let alone of variables pertinent to the
future;

complexity of models;

lack of any general laws concerning

social systems.
In using models to help make decisions,
"... the real questions are therefore not whether man
should place confidence in such devices, but how good they are
compared to what else is available."

(p. 123)

One constituent of model validity is therefore relative predictive
ability of a model versus other models.

The "mental models" of policy

makers could also be included,but, at present,the validity of a policy
maker is assessed ex post facto (if his judgements prove to be invalid,
he probably loses office), whereas the validity of models is often
determined prior to their use.
The paper concludes with a proposal for a standardised model reporting
format,
"A good reporting format would at least inform people with
an interest as to where a particular model fits in the field
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and would allow them to evaluate the model on the basis of
actual performance rather than on promised results."

(p. 124)

Such a format would typically consist of:
Basic description of model
Subject matter of model
Modelling technique
Computer aspects of the model
Validation of the model
Model use and transferability.
House gives a good treatment of the problems of validity for models
that are required to assist policy makers.

These models need good pre

dictive ability, and this cannot be simply assessed by validating over
past data and extrapolating into the future with statistical limits.

The

credibility of a model can be increased if it includes parts which repre
sent changes, or turning points, in the system relevant to policy.
The idea of validity that House puts over is one of output validity
(cf. positive economics), where the assumptions and form
not directly tested.

of the model are

If these, as well as the outputs, are validated,

then confidence in applying the model outside the validation interval is
considerably increased;

This deductive aspect of model validity is implied

when House requires the turning points of behaviour to be modelled as
well, but he does not seem to be aware of the different methodological
position (see, for example, Naylor et al., 1966, Section 2.3.2).

2.4.6

Model credibility for large-scale systems - Kahne, 1976
In this paper, Kahne separates model "credibility" into two distinct

issues:

validity and value-;

and studies the evaluation of large-scale

models from the viewpoint of the buyer-seller interaction in the market
place.

The types of model Kahne has in mind are those that may be of

interest to governments, for instance, World Models (Forrester, Meadows,
etc.) or Leontief I/O models.

By credibility is meant,

" .... capable of being believed."

(p. 587)

The validity of a model is given by the closeness of its output vector
to the system's "natural" output vector under an equivalent input.

The

value is assessed by the model's use in a particular situation (e.g. in
making profit) and some direct considerations (e.g. computational
efficiency).
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Whilst this is a good point, it is part of a still larger one which
Kahne ignores.

Both validity and value must be assessed by the degree

to which certain objectives or purposes of the model are satisfied.

For

validity we may define certain criteria of theoretical and empirical rep
resentation, and for value particular performance criteria or measures,
and both sets of criteria are interdependent.

There may be cases in

which there are conflicting objectives (cf. computational simplicity
versus precision), and so it is not meaningful to talk of a single "value",
■»

or to separate the issues of validity and value.
There are many points to disagree with in this paper and thereby
refute Kahne's credibility hypothesis, yet he pre-empts this by stating,
"This approach is not offered as a theory to be proved
or disproved."

(p. 587)

and, instead, recommends

that it should be assessed by applying it to

a number of modelling situations.

Of course, any empirical methodology

should be tested out practically - this is its purpose;

on the other

hand, with issues such as validity, the methodologies must receive a
considerable degree of critical conceptual and theoretical evaluation
as well.

2.4.7

A critical factor for model validity - Karplus, 1977
Walter Karplus, in his paper "The Spectrum of Mathematical Modelling

and Systems Simulation" (1977), discusses the methodology of modelling in
the physical, life, and social sciences.

Models, Karplus states, in the

physical sciences tend to be derived structurally from basic laws and
insights in a process of deduction, whereas those in the social sciences
are formulated often from the basis of system input-output measurements
(i.e. induction).

From these two extremes, Karplus proposes a spectrum

of mathematical modelling according to the degree of induction/deduction
required in model construction.
A critical factor determining model validity is the derivation of a
model on a hypothetico-deductive basis rather than a purely inductive
basis.

This appealing approach also finds support in the analysis of

measurement theorists.
In his early work on system identification and pattern recognition
(1972), Karplus

suggests a technique whereby important structural infor

mation about the system can be determined by applying a pattern recognition
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algorithm to system measurements.

A very similar approach has been taken

by biological modellers (Bali et al., 1976;

Carson and Finkelstein, 1977;

see Section 2.5).
Although Karplus (1976) is not concerned with an analysis of the
concepts of model validity (and their criteria), but rather with the
reasons for the differences in mathematical modelling in a variety of
sciences, he provides a good, but perhaps over-simplistic, framework
in which to do so.

a

2.4.8 Berlinski's critique - 1976
In considering questions of the validity and validation of mathema
tical models, it is important at some stage to consider the validity of
general techniques and concepts used in modelling.

This is especially

so for the social sciences, where many of the modelling techniques have
been borrowed from the physical or engineering sciences.

Berlinski's

"On Systems Analysis" is a consistent negativist critique of the methods
of systems analysis and mathematical modelling as applied to the social,
political, and biological sciences, and attempts to delimit the domains
in which the methods are valid.

Although the book appears to be a

polemical attack against systems analysis, it contains many well argued
points of criticism which should be answered.

It is divided into three

sections:
I.

General Systems Theory
This concentrates on such aspects as the definition of a system and

theories associated with such definitions.

Berlinski focusses on the

lack of logical rigour that occurs in systems theory, and the difficulty
of the conception of "system" (e.g. as something which transforms inputs
to outputs).
II.

Dynamical Systems
This section discusses the limitations of the modelling of dynamical

systems by sets of ordinary differential equations.
comments include:

Berlinski's general

problems of existence theorems for solutions, desira

bility of analytic solutions, and geometric properties.
Berlinski argues that if models are to be a tool for understanding
and explanation, then we should first try to understand the analytic pro
perties of a model.

If this is not possible, then simulation should be

used to validate qualitative aspects of the model vis-à-vis the system
before uncritically accepting their quantitative results.
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On this point,

he gives an

example of the Klein—Goldberger model of the U.S. economy:

"The Klein-Goldberger model of the United States economy
consists of twenty-five difference equations ....

Its quali

tative properties were not perfectly understood when it was
first presented;
ficial cases.

analytical appraisals were restricted to arti

Then the Professors Adelman simulated the system

and ran it forward into the future to learn whether the model
depicted the oscillations of a modern industrial economy, i.e.
the so-called business cycles."
But with no additional constraints or shocks, the model was mono
tonic, and far from looping in cycles it surged ever

forward,

"So much the worse for the Klein-Goldberger model:

a

gap of such qualitative tractability between theory and reality
is evidence, if anything is, that a model is wrong."

(pp. 76-77)

(The validation of a model by comparing qualitative features derived
analytically or by feature extraction, subsequent to simulation, is very
important and discussed elsewhere in this review;

see, for example,

Section 2.5.4, and also in Chapter 5.)
In this section, there is also a long analysis of the "World Dynamics"
type of model (Forrester, Meadows, etc.);

both the form of representation

and the lack of empirical control are questioned.
III.

Mathematical Systems Theory
Amongst other areas, this section deals with control theory and its

application to particular models.

Because of the complex nature of

political systems, Berlinski concludes that control theory is misapplied
here, and it is wrong to assume that humans and their societies behave in
such a way as machines have been designed to do.
Berlinski raises many substantial criticisms to mathematical modellers,
particularly in the social and political sciences.

If these modellers

have meaningful concepts of validity and apply corresponding validation
tests to their models, they will have gone more than far enough to answer
them.
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2.5

Validation of Biological Compartmental Models.

2.5,1

Introduction
In this section, some papers concerned with the validation of biolo

gical compartmental models will be reviewed.

The use of this type of

model in biology stems from the analysis of isotopic tracer kinetics in
living organisms.
(i)

Three main advances in this area were:

Hevesey, 1923

-

The use of radioactive lead to demonstrate the uptake and
loss of lead ions by the roots of Vicia Faba.
(ii)

Zilversmit, 1943
The first quantitative treatment,

(iii)

Sheppard,' 1948
Introduction of the concept of a "compartment".

Together with theoretical advances in applying mathematical tech
niques, a greater range of isotopes became available for making tracer
tests on biological systems.

These two factors are the main ones con

tributing to the early developments in biological compartmental modelling,
and demonstrate the relation between the growth of thebry and concepts
and the empirical process of measurement.
In the 1950’s and 1960’s the introduction of computers (Analogue:
Hickey and Brownwell, 1954;

Digital:

Worsley and Lax, 1962) gave a

considerable impetus to compartmental modelling, and the ability to simu
late more complex systems, thereby achieving more realistic representations
of biological systems.
In recent years, compartmental analysis has adopted many of the
techniques of state variable dynamic analysis and has been applied to
other biological systems (e.g. metabolic processes, circulation and
respiration, pharmacokinetics, etc.).

These models have become increasingly

concerned with representing control aspects of biosystems in maintaining
their internal environment (i.e. homeostasis), and for this the mathe
matical theory of control has been very useful.

For an introduction to

the concepts and techniques of biological compartmental modelling consult
Atkins (1969)

or, for a more detailed account, Jacquez (1972).

Gold

(1977), and Finkelstein and Carson (1979) consider mathematical modelling
in biology more generally, and both contain short sections on model vali
dation.
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Questions of model validity and validation in this area are particu
larly interesting, because the models are a combination of known insights
and theories, and of structure and parameters inferred from the data.
Biological

theory often provides only a partial basis for developing a

model which may contain much theoretical innovation, and data, if avail
able, are usually highly uncertain.
written specifically on this subject.

Very little, however, has been
One of the papers reviewed below

(Bellman and XstrSm, 1970, Section 2.5.3) is not about validity or vali
dation, but about system identification, and is included because of the
importance identification has assumed in the appraisal of compartmental
models in biology (system identification is reviewed in more detail in
Section 2.6).
As pointed out many times in this first review, model validity is
related to the purpose of the model.

In compartmental modelling the

purpose may range from a convenient description of the data in mathe
matical form, to prediction for medical therapy, to educational purposes,
to hypothesis testing, and to a general increased understanding and
explanation of biological systems.

2.5,2

Testing of models - Berman, 1963
This paper ("The formulation and testing of models", 1963), which

is concerned with aspects of the formulation and testing of compartmental
models, is drawn from Berman’s experience in the use of such models for
interpreting tracer kinetics.
quantitative phases:

Berman discusses both the qualitative and

the choice of model type, number of compartments,

number of parameters, least squares fitting of the data, judgement of the
fit, and judgement of the model.
Model testing is implicitly regarded as a problem of parameter esti
mation with the aim, for a valid model, to be a unique, consistent, esti
mate of the parameter values.

To achieve this the difficulties of non

uniqueness and inconsistency in the estimates are considered.
For a model whose structure is known, parameters can be estimated
using a least squares fit to input-output data.

If the data contain

inadequate information, then only a class of adequate models (and not a
unique solution) can be determined.

Berman proposes two methods to cope

with this difficulty:
(i)
(ii)

Fix some parameters
Assign a presumptive precision.
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(In the first it is often difficult to choose which parameters should be
assumed.)
An "Inconsistent solution ..... occurs when the model chosen does
not have sufficient freedom to adjust to the data" (p. 186), and may result
in the model equations becoming singular.
An acceptable solution for the model is a local or global minimum
of the least-squared error residual.

(This approach is used by Bellman

and XstrUm, 1970, in defining the concept of "structural identifiability",
see Section 2.5.3).
For models of unknown structure, the simplest form compatible with
the data should be chosen, and can be derived from an exponential fit.
In an effort to overcome the problems of non-uniqueness, Berman
proposes two kinds of experiment:
(i)

From the same initial conditions make measurements
from other compartments

(ii)

New and independent initial conditions may be introduced.

Another approach is to change the parameters in the system and
repeat the experiment.

Choose the model in which a minimal number of

parameters need changing to give adequate responses in both cases.

This

is known as the "minimal change postulate".
Berman’s approach to model validity is one of achieving a unique
set of model parameters by estimation from the data, and this charac
terises the prevalent attitude towards validity in compartmental modelling
in general.

There are problems with this approach, one of which is that

of data uncertainty,
" ... the uncertainty in the data must be reflected in the
parameters of the fit regardless of the method."

(p. 192)

Similarly, the data uncertainty may lead to the inability to discri
minate model structure.
A further problem is associated with the implicit assumptions of
fitting a model.

The major one (in most cases) is that of linearity, and

many biological phenomena are essentially non-linear, leading to insoluble
problems of non-uniqueness if the model is to be evolved from the data
alone.

Attempts to resolve some of these difficulties have been made by

Carson and Finkelstein (1977, see Section 2.5.5), and Mehra (1980), for
example.
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2,5.3

Identifiability and model validity - Bellman and Rstrom, 1970
In 1970 Bellman and Xstrom published a paper in which they introduced

a new concept, "structural identifiability".
answering such questions as:

The concept is useful in

To what extent is it possible to get insight

into the internal structure of a system from input-output measurements?
What experiments are necessary to determine the internal couplings
uniquely?
The emphasis is on compartmental models, and the approach,, like
Berman’s (Section 2.5.2), is to produce a unique solution to minimising
a loss function, V(0), between the theoretical model response and the
data.
Bellman and Xstrbm define an "identifiable structure" thus:
"Assume that the measured output is generated by a system
S q e $ with parameters 0q .

The structure S is called (locally)

identifiable if the function V(0) has a minimum at 0 = 0 . If
o
the minimum is global, the structure is said to be globally
identifiable."

(p. 332)

A sufficient condition for a structure

S

to be identifiable is,

"that the matrix of second-order partial derivatives with
respect to the parameters, V Q£,, is positive definite for all
OD

0ex."

(p. 322)

They then consider this criterion applied to linear structures
characterised by:
=

Ax + Bu,

y

Cx

.........

(2.3)

where the matrices A, B and C are assumed to have constant coefficients
and

AeX. »Se&

,c

6C

, where

, and

G

are classes of matrices,

specifying all internal couplings of the system.

It is assumed that the

system is observable and controllable (Kalman, 1963).
Since the input-output relation of a system initially at rest is
uniquely given by the impulse response, "identification can be achieved
from an impulse response measurement."

(p. 333)

Some specific linear structures are discussed:
all states observable.
structures.

Diagonal, Companion,

The results are then applied to compartmental

They show that a system of n cascaded compartments is

identifiable if a tracer is injected into compartment n and if measurements
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are taken from the same compartment.

However, it is not possible to

determine the parameters (rate coefficients) if the experiment is
arranged in a different way.
If measurements are taken from all compartments, then it follows
that,
" ....

if the tracer’s injection is chosen in such a

way that the system is controllable, then the corresponding
structure will be identifiable no matter how complex the
interactions are."

*

(p. 338)

Implications for validity
Identification is an "inverse problem" - making inferences from
system data.

Difficulties arise when using this to test or validate a

model (as with Berman’s, see Section 2.5.2).
(i)

These include:

The model is assumed to belong to a certain class of
structures before identification (linear time
invariant)

(ii)

No consideration of measurement problems (e.g.
scarcity and uncertainty).

To include the results of "structural identifiability" a meaningful
validation procedure, the assumptions (as to model class, etc.) and the
limitations imposed by data uncertainty should themselves be investigated.
However, Bellman and Xstrbm’s paper is very important in that it
defines a class of soluble identification problems and shows the limita
tions of the purely inductive approach to modelling.
This was also argued by Carson and Finkelstein (1973):
"Good models must be based on ’a priori’ knowledge rather
than the'black-box' approach."

(p. 201)

by considering the problems of non-unique models identified from noisy
data (using an example of Albumin metabolism).

Further aspects of system

identification and its relation to model validation are considered in
Section 2.6.
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2.5.A

Feature space and pattern recognition techniques for validating
biological compartmental models

An alternative method of gaining insight into a system's internal
structure is to examine general features or patterns of its behaviour.
If these are found to occur in the model as well, this may be an indica
tion of structural (or broad) validity.
Karplus (1972) proposed a pattern recognition method of system iden
tification on the grounds that conventional methods break down when the
•t

model is not close enough to the data, or the data are of low quality,
and that combining all the data points into one objective function may
smooth out the effects of important features in the data.
A practical application of the use of feature space techniques is
that by Pullen (1976).

In validating a dynamic model of the human cardio

vascular system, he proposes a systematic procedure for validating non
linear models based on the comparison of features in a number of important
tests.

This model is used in the first case study in model validation

(Chapter 6) and feature comparison techniques are used extensively.
An example of the use of pattern recognition techniques in model
validation is that by Bali et al. (1976) in the validation of a model of
the human respiratory system.

The features chosen were sample values of

the ventilation rate response to percentage step changes in inhaled CC^.
A linear classifier was used to classify model responses according to the
input level.

The data provided a training set to construct the classifier,

which was then applied to the model responses under the same inputs.
This method was capable of discriminating between three candidate sub
models for respiratory control, only one of which was found to produce
correct model response classification for all inputs.

(There were

additional theoretical and empirical reasons for the choice of controller
submodel and so the pattern recognition results provided additional con
firmation rather than a sufficient test.)
The rationale behind these methods of validation is that particular
feature sets, or patterns of response, are associated with certain classes
(and modes) of system.

Theoretical work on this form of representation for

dynamic systems is an essential precursor if they are to be adopted in
criteria for model validity (Leaning, 1979).
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2,5.5

Validation of control system models in physiology ~
Carson and Finkelstein. 1977
This paper is an attempt to resolve some of the problems of vali

dation of mathematical (control system) models in physiology.

These

problems, which are regarded as those of achieving unique model struc
tures and physiologically feasible parameters, reflect the degree to
which the methodology of compartmental modelling is reliant upon the tech
niques of system identification.
knowledge as much as possible;

A model is built up from a priori
.1
the rest must come from identification

and parameter estimation.
The purposes of modelling physiological systems are discussed, and
this leads to a definition of model validity:
" ....

[a] model can be said to be valid if it not only

describes those aspects of structure and behaviour which
entered into its formulation, but also predicts correctly all
relevant behaviour of the system under future tests."

(p. 2)

The combination of inadequate structural knowledge with bad initial
estimates of parameters and low quality and insufficient data available
from the physiological system results in a non-unique model solution to
the identification problem.

A valid model is equated with a unique

solution, and consequently the method of identification is inadequate
for model validation.
Carson and Finkelstein propose two solutions:
(a)

Further studies should be made on the subsystems (i.e.
increasing the deductive validity of the aggregate
model, see Section 2.4.7)

(b)

Using feature space and pattern recognition techniques
to compare system and model.

The first approach is one which emerges time and time again in work
on model validity in the social and biological sciences (see, for example,
Berlinski, 1976, Section 2.4.8, and Karplus, 1977, Section 2.4.7) and
indicates that a good modelling procedure is one based both on a priori
understanding of the system as well as inductive identification and para
meter estimation techniques.

The second approach was discussed in

Section!-5.4 as a method for validating compartmental models of cardio
vascular and respiratory systems.
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For example, Attinger et al. (1977)

use cluster analysis in the validation of a hierarchical biological
control model of the respiratory system.
A point is made by Carson and Finkelstein (1977) that, " ....

having

constructed a mathematical model, the temptation exists to attempt simul
taneously to validate the model structure and estimate its parameters.
This cannot be achieved".

However, from the covariance matrix of parameter

estimates conclusions on the structural validity of the model can often be
made.

Another way to check structural validity is through consistency of

parameter estimates (discussed in Chapter 5).

Nevertheless, it is true

that greater confidence can be placed in the validity of a model if it is
estimated from one set of data and validated against a different set.
only one set of data is available, the date should be split, " ....

If
so

that some are available for validating structure, whilst others are used
to estimate the parameters of a given model".

An objective method of

splitting the data (e.g. as in statistical cross-validation, Section
2.8.2) should be used, so that the validity of the model could not be
suspect on this account (Mihram, 1976).

2.5.6

The validity of an arterial system model - Ohley et al. (1980)
Ohley et al. (1980) derived a mathematical model of an arterial

system based on a finite difference solution to the Navier-Stokes
equations which retains some nonlinear features.

To validate the model,

a series of functions was used to define the difference between the depen
dent variables of the model and corresponding haemodynamic variables of
the animals.

The variables chosen were mean diastolic pressure and car

diac output.

These difference functions were displayed as a family of

three-dimensional surfaces which related the function value to parametric
changes of the independent variables (heart rate and peripheral resis
tance).

Experimental data from dogs were compared with model predictions.

By examining the difference surfaces, Ohley et al. were able to determine
regions of validity for the independent variables.
They found that validity in certain regions in one animal does not
necessarily guarantee model validity in these regions for other animals.
Furthermore, validity for one dependent variable in a given region does
not necessarily imply validity in this region for another dependent
variable.

This suggests that the model requires modification.

Visual techniques of comparing model and data are very good for
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model validation, and many features can be noted which would be missed
by a standard statistical test.

The use of families of curves or, even

better, three-dimensional surfaces, can therefore be used as critical
tests of model validity.

However, in large models, there is a complex

interdependency between variables and it is not generally possible to
determine a subset of only two major dependent variables (maximum
allowable for graphical display).

There are also further complications

in models of human physiological systems - it is not always possible,
for ethical reasons, to vary systematically parameters or variables and
hence build up complete graphs.

This leads to further uncertainty, and

the need for a range of different validation tests (e.g. consideration
of the theoretical and empirical validity of the elementary submodels,
assumptions, etc.).
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2.6

System Identification and Model Validation

2,6,1

Introduction
System identification refers to the procedure of determining a

model, and its parameter values, of a system on the basis of inputoutput data.

The usual method, known as parameter estimation, is to

adjust the parameters until the model response is as close as possible
to the data, whilst assuming a certain model structure.
can be varied also until a "best fit" is obtained.

The structure

The origins of the

technique were in the estimation of economic variables or parameters,
which could not be directly measured, using econometric models.

The

use of system identification for biological compartmental models was
briefly discussed in Section 2.5.

These models are usually formulated

using understanding of the basic unit physical and chemical processes
in the biological organism.

However, data for such models are often

only available from experiments on a limited number of input-output
ports, and therefore system identification offers a method of deter
mining parameter values and resolving structural uncertainty in the
model.

There is an immediate problem, which is essentially theoretical,

concerning the extent of the correspondence between a given model struc
ture and set of parameters and a certain input-output transformation.
This problem is a general one in the application of system identifica
tion and stems from the lack of theory and direct measurability of a
system required to formulate a model completely (other classic areas of
application are aircraft dynamics and nuclear reactor physics).

The

problem was considered by many workers (e.g. Berman, 1963, Section
2.5.2), but it was not until 1970 that it was well-posed by Bellman and
XstrSm (Section 2.5.3).
fiability:

They introduced the concept of structural identi-

a model is said to be structurally identifiable if there is

a global minimum of the loss function (between model response and data),
i.e. the structure and parameters of the model can be determined uniquely
from input-output data.

This was applied to the class of linear compart

mental models, and it was found that only a limited number of experimental
designs (i.e. input/output sites) produce structurally identifiable models.
In this section, some of the concepts and methods of system identi
fication will be reviewed (using DiStefano and Cobelli’s, 1980, distinc
tion between a priori and a posteriori aspects) followed by a discussion
of the relationship between system identification and model validation.
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2.6.2

A priori (or theoretical) identiflability
Since Bellman and Xstrt5m defined structural identifiability (1970)

there has been a proliferation of many different concepts and new defi
nitions in the system identification literature accompanied by a con
siderable degree of confusion.

The paper by DiStefano and Cobelli

(1980) provides a new set of simple definitions which includes most
important points.

A priori identifiability is concerned with the

uniqueness of the correspondence between a model and locations for
input and output regardless of considerations of system data.
the system does not need.to exist at all.

In fact,

(The term ’’theoretical identi-

fiability" is perhaps a better one than "a priori identifiability".)
One of the formal difficulties in a priori identifiability has been the
inclusion of a priori information, for instance constraints on para
meters, but this is avoided by DiStefano and Cobelli (1980) by using an
extended model formalisation known as a "constrained structure".
constrained structure, with parameter vector

A

on the observation

interval tQ < t ^ T is defined by:
x(t, 2 )

=

fjx(t, 2)» u(t), t; 2I

......

(2.4)

x(t, E)

=

g[x(t, 2); ¿1

......

(2 *s)

x(tQ , E )

......

(2.6)

h[x(t, 2 )» u(t), E] > 0

......

(2.7)

=

where x,

u are

state, output and input vectors, respectively;

f is a nonlinear vector function which defines the known input-state
couplings between u and x, parameterised by 2 »

and h represents all

additional and independent algebraic constraints known a priori
relating x, u and 2 *
Definitions:
1,

The single parameter p^ of the constrained structure

is

said to be "unidentifiable" on [tQ , t] if there exists an infinite number
of solutions for p. from these relationships.

1

If one or more p. is unidenti-

1

fiable, then the model is said to be "system unidentifiable".
2.

The single parameter p^ of the constrained structure

is

said to be "identifiable" on [tQ , f) if there exists a finite number of
solutions (> 0) for p^^ from these relationships.

If all p^^ are identifi

able, the model is said to be "system identifiable".
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3.

The single parameter

of the constrained structure

is

said to be "uniquely identifiable" on £t , T] if there exists a unique
solution for p^ from these relationships.

If all p^ are uniquely iden

tifiable, the model is said to be "parameter identifiable".
(from DiStefano and Cobelli, 1980.)

System identifiability (2)

and parameter identifiability (3) correspond

to Bellman and Xstrbm's

local and global identifiability (1970).
Linear models have general analytic solutions and there a x e a
number of tests for checking the uniqueness of the parameter solutions
(such as the transfer function

and Markov parameter matrix methods).

Although these can involve complex algebraic manipulation, it is always
possible to determine the a priori identifiability for linear models.
For nonlinear models, although the above definitions still hold,
there are no general analytic solutions and therefore the a priori
identifiability cannot generally be determined. However, if the
linearised (first order Taylor expansion) model is system unidentifiable
then it follows that the full model is also system unidentifiable.

In

practice, in identifying nonlinear models it has to be assumed that the
model is sufficiently constrained (by a priori knowledge) that the para
meter estimation will yield a global minimum.
If a model has satisfied a priori parameter identifiability, then
it can be used in parameter estimation algorithm with data obtained from
the system.

The model is then subject to considerations of a posteriori

identifiability.

2.6.3

A posteriori (or practical) identifiability
There are many methods of

system identification.

Usually these

involve combining model outputs and system data in a loss function
(sometimes a likelihood function or Bayesian probability estimate) and
optimising this function in the model's parameter space (a standard
reference is Eykhoff, 1974).

If the model structure is uncertain, then

this too can be varied until the optimum model structure and parameter
values are obtained.

Since more complex higher-order models can also

exhibit the same behaviour as lower—order models (degenerate behaviour)
the minimal order model is usually accepted.
In practice, the uncertainty of the data (e.g. sampling errors,
noise disturbances, etc.) and of the model structure as a representation
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of the system (e.g. the number of state variables) leads to uncertainty
in the parameter estimates, which may not be unique even if the model is
a priori parameter identifiable.

Carson and Finkelstein (1973) showed

in simulation studies that uncertain data (with as little as 6% noise),
combined with inaccurate initial parameter estimates and structural
uncertainty, can lead to the identification of an incorrect model struc
ture and incorrect parameter values, even though the model was theoreti
cally a priori identifiable.
Cobelli and Salvan

A similar examination was conducted by

(1976) on the various factors affecting the relia

bility of parameter estimates;

these included:

the order of the model,

the effects of sampling and random errors, the type of estimation algo
rithm, and initial parameter estimates.

Brown and Godfrey (1977) tackled

the problem analytically and illustrated that a model which is a priori
parameter identifiable can become system identifiable or even system
unidentifiable if the data have a finite uncertainty interval.

They

termed the problem of a posteriori identifiability and model validation
as "determinacy".

Even quite simple linear models can become indeter

minate and Brown and Godfrey suggested that the only solution is to obtain
measurements from other locations in the system.

The requirement for

greater understanding of subsystem dynamics was stressed by Carson and
Finkelstein (1977) who also suggested the use of feature space techniques
in order to extract additional information from the data.
When a parameter estimate has been made, it is possible to determine
a measure of confidence in the estimated values, even though the estimate
may only be a local as opposed to global minimum.

The most informative

measure is a Bayesian probability, but it is rarely possible to acquire
sufficient information to evaluate this.

The Cramdr-Rao lower bound

gives the maximum achievable accuracy on a parameter estimate in terms
of the likelihood function (which is a substitution of the model/data
error residuals into the probability distribution for the data noise.
In the maximum likelihood estimator, the model parameters are adjusted
until the likelihood is maximised.)

The Cram6r-Rao inequality gives a

lower limit on the covariance matrix of the parameter estimates if the
estimator is unbiased (Eykhoff, 1974) equal to the inverse of the Fisher
information matrix.

The information matrix depends on the likelihood

function which, in turn, is a function of the input and therefore the
attainable accuracy of parameter estimates can be maximised by optimal
input design.
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If a least squares error estimator is used, an estimate of the
uncertainty of the optimum parameters can be obtained by sensitivity
analysis, and the assumption that the error residuals are Gaussian.

The

variance-covariance matrix of the parameters is very useful for model
validation.

2.6.4

The relationship between system identification and model validation
The role of system identification in model validation is a function

of the purpose of the particular model.

A model may be a priori para

meter identifiable, fit closely to the data, and yet may not represent
the internal structure of the system at all.

For instance, the model

may be linear whilst the system contains significant nonlinearities.
However, if the purpose of the model is simply to reproduce the inputoutput characteristics of the system (e.g. for a limited range of inputs)
then for this purpose it may be valid, and identification equals vali
dation.
If the model is to be used for future prediction, then validation
requires an estimate of confidence in the predictions as well as compari
sons of the predictions with new data (i.e. beyond the identification
interval [t ,

t ].

The.uncertainty covariance of the predictions can be

transmitted through the model from the variance of the parameter estimates,
and for validity a critical maximum acceptable level can be specified.
However, if the model also represents the internal structure of the system,
then much greater confidence can be placed in its predictions.

If a sig

nificant discrepancy is found between the predictions and new data then
it can be concluded that the parameter estimates are only a local minimum,
or, if they are a global minimum, that the model structure is incorrect.
If the model is intended as a

representation of both internal and

input-output characteristics, then the additional validation tests after
identification are much more stringent.

For instance, with linear models

tests of linearity should be made (e.g. by using different inputs and
testing for linear superposition).

Important qualitative and quantitative

features of the data should be reproduced in the model; even in linear
systems much information on system structure (and parameters) can be
revealed in this way (Leaning, 1979), for nonlinear systems the range
of qualitative behaviour is very varied (e.g. limit cycles, jump effects,
saturation, bifurcation phenomena and the loss of structural stability;
Thom, 1975) and provide a good starting point for nonlinear system iden
tification (Mehra, 1980).

However, care should be taken in inferring a
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mathematical model from qualitative aspects alone;

Sussman and Zahler

(1978) demonstrated the misuse of applied catastrophe theory models in
biological and sociological sciences on the basis of this type of be
havioural data.
The accuracy of the parameter estimates can be used to test further
the validity of the model’s structure.

For instance, if repeated para

meter estimates are made under different conditions (e.g. inputs) and
the estimates are inconsistent (i.e. finite local solutions) then, if
the model is a posteriori identifiable, it must be concluded that the
structure is invalid.

Sometimes, however, the inconsistency may be

simply due to the unidentifiability of the model and the estimator
locating various local solutions.

The variance-covariance matrix pro

vides yet more information and can be used to check both a posteriori
identifiability and model structure, i.e. validation (e.g. Cobelli and
DiStefano, 198®)•
On the whole, if a model has a good fit to the data (i.e. small
residuals), has small parameter variances and, especially, covariances,
and also exhibits interesting qualitative aspects, this is good evidence
for the validity of the model as a representation of the system.
importance of

The

model validation in system identification is widely recog

nised in the recent literature;

in the application to metabolic model

ling (Carson, Cobelli, and Finkelstein, 1980) and in theoretical aspects
of nonlinear system identification (Mehra, 1980), for example.

Mehra

(1980) distinguishes between "theory-based" and "data-based" validation
tests and recommends that "it is best to apply a whole battery of tests
to each model to reveal its theoretical and statistical deficiencies".
Theory-based tests include simulation tests, sensitivity analysis and
modal, eigenvalue and stability analysis.

Miller (1974) gave a method

of validation based on parameter sensitivity analysis which requires
that a deviance measure on the estimated values is less than a previously
defined critical value, but this is too simplistic.

Sensitivity tests

can clearly reveal the limitations and may be applied with respect to
parameters, inputs, structural changes and the data.
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2.7

The Concept of Model Adequacy

2.7.1

Introduction
The concept of model adequacy was conceived with the aim of avoiding

philosophical problems associated with validity.
with respect to a given set of models;

It is usually defined

the most adequate model being the

one which is closest to a given data vector and also satisfying a prag
matic objective, such as simplicity.

2.7.2

*

Vector Approach to Model Adequacy - Reggiani and Marchetti, 1975
Model adequacy is treated by Reggiani and Marchetti (1975) as the

inverse problem:
"The question consists in finding in {
to represent Q

the most adequate

[a set of models}

[a given object}."

(p. 322)

They describe a procedure which is based on the definition of a
vectorial distance between models.

It allows one to order models from

the standpoint of their adequacy and apply to the problem many results of
ordered sets.
A "single output can only rarely be considered sufficient to define
the adequacy of a model" (p. 323) and so "the distance between two models
(or else between a model and a given object) must be vector valued.".
The concept of a vector distance is supported by the mathematical study
of pseudometric spaces.
Once the vector distance between two models has been defined, it is
possible to define the distance -A jO between a model J \ . and the object 0
as well.

This distance is known as the "modulus"

(it is a vector).

A definition of model adequacy follows:

"..... we shall consider
representing

of the model

©

more adequate than

in

if the following relation

1 v/t» I

I

I holds."

(p. 324)

(n.b. the inequality holds component-wise)
This inequality orders the set {

and may be used to select the

most adequate model.
The paper concludes with an application of the method to an example
from transistor theory.

The particular problem is:
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" ....

for each transistor in a circuit C, find the

model of least complexity that will give acceptable accuracy."
(p. 326)
and is based upon the work of Lindholm (1971).
The vector distance 1»/^ | has n+1 components, where there are n
transistors in the circuit.

The first n components are assigned the

value 0 or 1 according to whether a particular transistor model is
valid or not in its particular location i, ie[l,n] (under the
til
operating conditions). The n+1
component is an integer giving the
total number of parameters required in the whole model.
The requirement for model adequacy is that the first n terms of
the distance |

| are zero, and the most adequate model is the one

which requires least parameters (i.e. minimum |vA|^]).
The example requires a slight modification of Reggiani and Marchetti's
framework, but on the whole establishes its applicability.
Implications for validity
To use the method in model validation two further requirements are
necessary:
(i)

The functions which comprise the model distance |J \ , | must be shown

to be a proper representation of the system.
model's purpose.

This will be related to the

For instance, if the model is required to demonstrate

and explain dynamic behaviour, then the vector distance should contain
pertinent dynamic components (if possible, those which can discriminate
model structures and be used in an estimation algorithm).
(ii)

The data obtainable from a system or object ©

certainty, making the exact determination of

will contain un

| problematic.

If the

theory is recast in a probabilistic form, this may be overcome.
In conclusion, the paper places the question of model adequacy in
a formal framework and is a valuable contribution to the work on model
validity.

2.7.3

A methodology for the evaluation of model adequacy - Argentesi (1978)

As discussed in Section 2.7.2, the approach of Reggiani and Marchetti
(1975) is rather simplistic, and the elements of the vector, V, charac
terising the model can be given any interpretation.

Argentesi (1978) ex

tends the concept of model adequacy by classifying these elements of V

into the following types:
1.

Global fitting index

2.

Partial fitting indices

3.

Simplicity index (e.g. number of parameters)

4.

Sensitivity analysis and error analysis indices

5.

"Relevant and characteristic indices that are related to
the occurrence in the model of an important feature
of 6 [the measurements/observations of object 0^]".

If the indices are appropriately chosen, all elements of V for the
data 8 will be zero.

Thus minimising the vector V is equivalent to

minimising |V(M) - V(8)|, as in Sectionl.7.2.

Essentially, this requires

that an adequate model has both a good overall (or macro) fit (index 1),
a good fit of its submodels (index 2), is economic (index 3) and neverthe
less reproduces key features observed in the data (index 5) as well as
satisfying some error criteria (index 4).

Far from avoiding the problems

of the concept of validity, this forms an implicit and fairly reasonable
theory of model validity.
It can be seen that, in modelling complex phenomena, there will be
a conflict between accuracy and simplicity of a model and it is possible
that there may not be a unique model which satisfies the criterion of
minimising V.

In general, there will be a trade-off between minimising

any two types of indices, and a multiobjective decision function is
required if the problem is to be solved.

This would involve a great

deal of formalisation and the need for this can be questioned.

The

choice between competing models is best made by devising critical theoreti
cal or empirical tests.

Frequently some alternative models are merely

contrivances in order to demonstrate the validity of the main model.
Anyway, it is a good maxim in model validation to keep close to the
model and data and to introduce as little formalisation as possible.
Perhaps the major contribution of Argentesi is to stress the multi
dimensional as opposed to unidimensional nature of model validity.

2.7.4

Model set compatibility - Baram, 1977
Baram (1977) proposed that a set of models could be represented by

an information distance measure, where the distance between two models is
the information required to tell them apart in parameter space.

If the

distance between models is "long" the model set is said to be (a priori)
"separable".

The information distance between models and the data is
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defined on the output space (in a posteriori validation).

The model set

may be considered incompatible if the shortest distance between the
actual system (data) and the set is greater than the span of the model
set.

The closest model to the actual system may be considered valid,

and the model set compatible, if its distance from the actual system is
of the same order of magnitude or smaller than its distance from close
models in the model set.
The concept of an information distance is both intuitively and mathe•i

matically appealing.

However, the development of the theory is limited

as yet to linear models and system data which is stationary and ergodic.
A further application of the information distance would be in devising
critical experiments in which the distance between competing models was
maximised.
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2.8

Cross-Validation, Energy Model Assessment, and the Validity of
Models in the Physical Sciences

2.8.1

Introduction
In this section, three additional aspects will he considered which

do not fall clearly into any of the previous sections:

the "cross-vali

dation" of statistical regression models (Section 2.8.2), the MIT energy
model assessment program (Section 2.8.3), and some general comments on
the validation of models in the physical sciences (Section 2.8.'4).

2.8.2

Cross-validation of statistical regression models
The method of cross-validation is to split the data into an esti

mation set and a prediction (or evaluation) set.

The coefficients of the

regression model are determined from the estimation set, and the predic
tive validity of the model is determined by comparing the model predic
tions with the data values in the prediction set.

An early paper is by

Mosier (1951), later work (e.g. McCarthy, 1976) contains algorithms for
splitting the data in ways which ensure that the two sets have similar
statistical properties (e.g. Snee's "DUPLEX", 1977).

Although cross-

validation is essentially concerned with the predictive validity of statis
tical regression models, similar data-splitting algorithms could be used
to resolve the problem of a single data set for both model structure iden
tification and parameter estimation (Carson and Finkelstein, 1977,
Section 2.5.5;

2.8.3

see also Section 2.6.A).

The MIT energy model assessment program
In recent years, the energy laboratory of MIT has set up a model

assessment program concerned with the validation of the complex models
they have developed in energy systems research (Wood, 1978).

These models

are used to predict the future state of the energy system given certain
policies and are intended as aids to decision makers.

A recent paper by

Gruhl (1979) outlines their general conceptual and methodological approach
to model validation, and is summarised below.
Validation is described as the "formulation and resolution or
evaluation of questions and hypotheses about the appropriateness, with
respect to a specified

set of applications, of the model's logical

structure and the validity of its implementation".

Energy models cannot

be validated by repeatedly comparing their outputs with data from designed
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experiments, since they are based on a single past historical tract.
"Instead of the ultimate and easy comparison of end results, such models
must be assessed by checking all of the steps in their evolution and use".
The first focal point for assessment activities is

"points of potential

corruption" in passing between development stages in model construction.
The second step is the assessment of the sources of potential inaccuracy
in model utilisation.

Gruhl gives two flowcharts for model development

and use and lists alongside the appropriate assessment techniques as well
a
as suitable documentation.
An array of validation techniques is presented for use in assessing
the extent of uncertainties introduced at the points of corruption.
techniques involve two steps:

These

first, some piece of the model is examined

or changed, and then this action is evaluated with respect to some basis
for comparison.

A typical change would be a parameter or structural varia

tion with the basis for comparison, "examination of reasonableness and
accuracy" (the standard sensitivity analysis).

Gruhl makes the point that

it is important to assess the potential inaccuracies in a model with
respect to a specific application.
Finally, the strategy qf the assessment process is considered.
Although many techniques are available for assessment, in practice it is
constrained by available manpower resources and funding:
"The development and choice of the most cost-effective
validation techniques is virtually a new field of research.
It seems as though systematic techniques and procedures may well
be the most appropriate, but they will be difficult to develop
as they are likely to be both model and application specific."

2.8.3

Validity of models in the physical sciences and engineering

Mathematical models are used extensively in the physical sciences
and engineering, both in research and industry, yet the literature of
modelling in this area is virtually devoid of detailed treatments of
the nature of model validity.

Why?

Models are used to design chemical plant, to test theories in
plasma physics, and many other important applications.

Most are success

fully used for their intended applications, and there is no higher measure
of validity.
The validity of these models arises from the methodology used to
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formulate them.

They are based on a well-established body of theories

and models, and applied to particular systems whose physical and geo
metrical properties are well-known.

This a priori input of deductive

certainty is the critical factor for model validity (see Karplus, 1977,
Section 2.4.7).
The questions of validity and confirmation (in physics, chemistry,
etc.) are usually dealt with at the level of theory and hypothesis and
the comparison (with empirical data) relies upon a great deal of additional
theory and experimentation.

The relation between theory and experiment is

consequently complex, and many philosophers of science have grappled with
this question (e.g. Popper, 1935;

Braithwaite, 1953j

tfunge, 1973; see

Chapter 3).
The modeller has all this theory and knowledge at his disposal and
constructs, on a deductive basis, a model of high validity.

The problems

he faces are essentially those of "top-up" validity, or of polishing of
the final article.

Here the techniques of system identification to resolve

structural uncertainties and estimate parameters have been invaluable, and
applied to an incredibly wide range of problems - aeronautical, nuclear,
chemical, process, etc.
1974;

The literature is vast (see, for example, Eykhoff,

or any of the IEAC Symposia on Identification and System Parameter

Estimation).

Occasionally, these techniques have been referred to as vali

dation (or "verification", Leal, 1977), but the real validity comes from
the deductive base, not the estimation of a few parameters.
There are some exceptions to the above general remarks.

One is in

the area of artificial intelligence and robotics.

An example of the latter

is given in a paper by Siklossy and Roach (1975).

They devised a computer

program (DISPROVERl) to test models of robots to see if certain robot tasks
are possible according to various conservation laws.
A paper which considers validation in more depth is that by Chrostowski
et al. (1978).

This deals with the validation of models of "mixed" physical

systems (e.g. containing fluidic, mechanical, electrical, etc. components),
and divided validation into two parts:
(i) checking of the model configuration,
(ii) parameter estimation,
and relates the closeness of model and system responses to the data uncer
tainty.

This is the identification method again (see Section 2.6).
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The methodology of validation in simulation modelling has recently
been applied to missile system models in the USA (Kheir, 1976;
and Holmes, 1978).

Kheir

2.9

Conclusions
The review has exposed the general confusion surrounding the nature

of model validity and the wide range of techniques available for model
validation.

Despite the confusion, there is a central core of meaning of,

and conceptual approach towards, model validity that emerges in the better
work in many different application areas:

model validity is a multi

dimensional concept closely related to the modelling objectives, the
nature of available data, and the overall process of modelling.^

This

is explained in detail below:
Kaplan's approach to model validation (in the behavioural sciences,
1 9 6 4 Section 2.4.2) related model validity to the instrumental purpose
a model was intended to serve.
(for political modelling, 1966,

This was elaborated in depth by Hermann
Section 2.4.3) who distinguished various

types of modelling objective (scientific, practical, educational, etc.)
and the various ways in which a model may be compared with empirical
data, which were expressed as validity criteria.

Each criterion may be

related to a set of modelling objectives and represents a different con
cept of model validity.

The importance of modelling objectives on vali

dity was also stressed in biological modelling by Carson and Finkelstein
(1977,

Section 2.5.5)-, and the variety of empirical validity criteria,

or bases for comparison, by Gruhl (in energy system modelling, 1979,
Section 2.8.3).

In comparing a model with empirical data, considerations

of the validity and scope of available data
sciences, Kaplan, 1964,
Section 2.4.2;

Section 2.4.2;

are very important (behavioural

psychology, Nunally, 1970,

biological modelling, Berman, 1963*

Carson and Finkelstein, 1977,

Section 2.5.5;

simulation modelling, Naylor and Finger, 1967,

Section 2.5.2;

statistical treatment in
Section 2.3.4).

The

extent to which a model is based on previously validated theories, models
or data and the influence of the overall modelling process has a profound
effect on model validity but has received less attention (in systems
science, Karplus, 1977*
Gruhl, 1979,

Section 2.4.7;

in energy system modelling,

section 2.8.3).

The similarity of the conceptual approaches towards model validity
in such a range of application areas suggests that it may be possible to
develop a theory of model validity which has general applicability.
However, there are serious omissions in the literature reviewed which
should be rectified before developing such a theory.
complete classification of modelling objectives;
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These include:

the relation between

a

modelling objectives and the intended range of application of the model;
other types of validity criteria, e.g. theoretical and heuristic (con
cerned with the understanding or discovering potential of a model), which
are extremely important;

the precise relation between modelling objec

tives and validity criteria;

and a full analysis of the role of the

available knowledge (theories, models, data, etc.) in a particular area.
In Chapter 4, a theory of model validity is developed which is based on
the common core of the review and which attempts to fill the omissions.
This theory is used in Chapter 5 to devise a range of validation methodo
logies which systematically incorporate many of the techniques for vali
dation that have been reviewed.
Throughout the review, model validity has been mainly treated as a
simple correspondence with data.

However, there are many scientific

and philosophical reasons why this is an inadequate account, including
the importance of theoretical coherency and heuristic potential.

In

addition, there are many philosophical questions which have been raised,
such as "is it possible to prove the validity of a model?", or problems
associated with epistemology.

In the next chapter, therefore, a review

is made of the philosophy of science with particular
issues of model validity and validation.

reference to the

This will provide further

insight into the nature of model validity (and also some aspects of
systems science and measurement) and provide a philosophical basis
for the theory of model validity which is developed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
A REVIEW OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
WITH REFERENCE TO MODEL VALIDITY AND VALIDATION
Review 2

3.1

Introduction
The scope of this chapter is an outline of the philosophy of science

with reference to model validity and validation.

In particular, the

major historical developments, including the rather dramatic recent
challenges to traditional views, some aspects of "systems philosophy",
and the philosophy of measurement will be considered.
the

inclusion of this chapter are as follows:

The reasons for

firstly, investigations

into the philosophy of science have been very fruitful in developing the
approach adopted in this thesis;

secondly, many issues of a philosophical

kind are raised throughout the thesis which philosophical techniques and
devices help to analyse;
of systems science.

and, thirdly,the weaknesses in the philosophy

The aim, therefore, is a general review of the

philosophy of science highlighting, where relevant, aspects related to
the current topics of model validity and validation and systems science.
As a prelude to the review some basic philosophical terminology
and ideas will be presented here.
logic, the theory of reasoning;

Philosophy has four main branches:
epistemology, the theory of knowledge;

metaphysics, the theory of concepts and their relations;
the theory of values (particularly moral evaluation).

and ethics,

The philosophy

of science is concerned with the logic, epistemology and metaphysics of
science (although some systems workers have introduced ethics as well).
In other words, the philosophy of science examines the reasoning processes
of scientists and the logical properties of scientific knowledge, the way
in which science provides knowledge about the world, and the nature of ■
scientific concepts (particularly those higher-order ones called meta
physical presuppositions).
Scientific theories or models can be regarded as sentential in form that is as sets of

symbolic propositions which may be natural language

sentences, mathematical equations, or, in general, well-formed strings
from a symbolic system.
delineating their:
status.

Propositions are located in logical space by

(i) Syntax, (ii) Semantics, and (iii) Epistemological

There are two distinct kinds of proposition.

proposition Q is such that not-Q
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If a well-formed

entails a contradiction in the symbolic

system, then it is:

analytic (syntax);

leads to a contradiction (semantics);
logical status).

necessary, since its negation
and must hold a priori (epistemo

On the other hand, if both Q and not-Q

the symbolic system, it is:

synthetic (syntax);

are allowed in

contingent or vulner

able, since its truth depends on something else (semantics);
determined a posteriori by experience (epistemological

which is

status).

Ordinary

empirical propositions are synthetic, contingent and a posteriori.
Analytic, necessary propositions are sometimes referred to as tautologies.
Some classic problems in the philosophy of science arise from the fact
that some scientific propositions (such as general laws) appear to have
an a priori epistemological status (the famous Kantian "synthetic a priori"
or self-evident facts) which contradicts the above dichotomy.
The review begins by considering the dominating influence that logical
empiricism has had on the philosophy of science for the first half of this
century (Section 3.2),

Logical empiricism is a combination of the empiri

cist tradition in British philosophy and the positivism of the Vienna
circle, and it attempts to reduce knowledge to the basic units of sensory
experience or, at least, physical observation.

It has a formal logical

approach and tends to regard theories as axiomatic deductive systems.
The focus of logical empiricism has been on the individual theory, its
structure and validation, and therefore offers a static view of science.
In logical empiricism great emphasis was placed on the principles of
confirming (validating) or falsifying, theories, and it offered many
prescriptive methodologies for this purpose.

More recently, attention

has been shifted from individual theories to series of theories and
even to overall views of science as a dynamic process - the so-called
"Weltanschauungen analyses".

These new developments are an attack on

basic positivist epistemology, and are outlined in Section 3.3, together
with a formal approach to the structural dynamics of theories, and the
latest historical realism in the philosophy of science which aims at
demonstrating the rationality and reasoning patterns used in scientific
practice.

These latest approaches have little to say about the individual

theory or model and how it should be validated.

This is partly because

the unit of analysis has become larger (groups of theories) and partly
because of some radical new epistemologies.

Despite this, it is these

approaches which have been most fruitful in the work reported in this
thesis, and model validation can only be correctly understood by regarding
it as part of an overall research programme.
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In Section 3.4 some aspects of systems philosophy and the philosophy
of systems science are considered.

The

earlier sections (Sections 3.2

and 3.3) will have provided some critical philosophical devices that
expose weaknesses in this philosophy.

There are nevertheless some

important philosophical problems associated with systems science and
these are discussed.

It is important, however, to distinguish between

systems-inspired philosophies of the world, and philosophical analysis
of the actual scientific practice of systems scientists.
a
In the theory of model validity developed in the next chapter,
detailed attention is paid to the nature of system data, that is the
measurements and observations of the modelled system.

As an introduc

tion, Section 3.5 is a review of the philosophy of measurement, in
particular the history of measurement theory, and some recent trends
and problem areas.

3.2

The Static View of Science - Logical Empiricism

3.2.1

Introduction - the origins of logical empiricism
The logical empiricist view of science originates in the British

tradition of empiricism in the 18th and 19th centuries and the logical
positivism of the Vienna circle (1920's - 30's).

Hume's epistemology

(1739, 1749) was an attempt to reduce all knowledge to elements of
subjective sense perception, and he denied that any general empirical
knowledge was possible.

Other philosophers such as Locke adopted Hume's

empiricism - Berkeley pursued the sceptical argument to a pure form of
subjective idealism which even denied the existence of an external
reality.

The British empiricist tradition was continued in the early

20th century by Russell, who introduced a new form of symbolic logic the propositional calculus ("Principia Mathematica", 1913) which was to
prove vital in the later developments of logical

empiricism.

In Europe in the 19th century Mach drew a distinction between
theoretical and observational terns in science and insisted that all
scientific concepts should be reducible to primary sensations (1886).
His paper of 1868 on the concept of mass forms a historical basis for
the theory of measurement.

Hertz (1894) demonstrated that Newtonian

mechanics could be formalised in an axiomatic system with very few axioms
and only one fundamental law.
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These are the two major developments leading up to the logical
positivism of the Vienna circle of the 1920’s and 1930's (e.g. Schlick).
The positivist programme consisted in showing how knowledge could be
built up logically from the basic units of sensory experience - the
basic facts.

It was an attempt to develop a metaphysics-free epistemology.

The Verification Principle asserted that for a statement to be meaningful
it is necessary to specify what kind of sensory facts would disclose it
as certifiably true.

Logical

empiricism grew out of the effort of posi

tivists such as Carnap and Hempel to apply positivism to the philosophy
of science.

Sensory data and the verification principle could not yield

scientific theories and so Carnap introduced a weaker "testability cri
terion" which only required that propositions are capable of verification
and a "protocol" language for the description of basic facts - essentially
a physical observation language (1936).
A standard logical empiricist approach to the philosophy of science
is first to consider facts as neutral observations or measurements of
the world, and then to show how such singular facts can lead to general
empirical knowledge (usually by probabilistic induction) or the confir
mation (or falsification) of scientific theories which have a deductive
logical structure.

As will be seen in Section 3.3, all these aspects

have been challenged in the contemporary philosophy of science.
3,2,2

Hypothetico-deductive systems, explanation and reduction
Logical empiricism regards scientific theories as hypothetico-

deductive systems.

A hypothetico-deductive system consists of a small

set of general empirical propositions together with rules for deducing
more specific empirical propositions from them.

It is only these specific

propositions, at the "bottom of the page", which confront experience and
by which the system is confirmed or falsified.

In a hypothetico-deductive

system, even the highest-level propositions are synthetic.

The structure

conforms well to that of some real scientific theories which have been
highly developed, as Hertz's axiomatisation of Newtonian mechanics
illustrates, and was advocated by philosophers such as Carnap (1936),
Hempel (1945), Popper (1935), and Braithwaite (1953).

However, as

Hanson points out (1971), it does not describe the structure of theories
in development nor how theories evolve.

Furthermore, there are alternative

logical and linguistic structures which are equally rigorous but not axio
matic and there is no reason why an axiomatic form is preferable (the
theory survives or falls as a whole, and the notion of "synthetic a priori"
axioms is unjustified).
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A central concern in the philosophy of science has been the way in
which scientific theories explain phenomena in the world.

In logical

empiricism the Hempel-Oppenheim thesis (1948) provided a model for deter
ministic explanation.

An event E is explained by showing how it follows

deductively from certain factual conditions (C^) under a set of scientific
laws (L^) - the deductive-nomological
tion.

model (D-N) of scientific explana

Later, Hempel (1962) developed the inductive-statistical model

(I-S) of statistical explanation where it is required that the event E
should follow from the conditions (L with a "high degree of probability".
The two models, which are also known as "covering-law" models, are sum
marised below:
D-N model

I-S model

1.., ..., L
1*
n

L ^ , ..., L
Explanans

C. , ..., C
1
m
E

C ^, ...» C
(with high probability]
Explanandum

E

The D-N model equates explanation with prediction, such that questions
about explanation are reduced to questions concerning deductive connections
between events and initial conditions.
prediction which

do

However, some theories are used for

not offer an explanation.

some classic cases , and he also

Hanson (1971) gives

argues that the D-N model is only a

necessary condition, not a sufficient condition, for explanation and
that the additional aspects of explanation are the familiarity and under
standing ("conceptual grip") which a theory brings.

The I-S model has

received even more criticism since it does not even fit most statistical
theories

an event can be "explained statistically" even if its probabi

lity as an outcome of some initial conditions is low (e.g. probability
of particle emission in radioactive decay).
Another feature of the logical empiricist view of science is the
notion of inter-theoretic reduction.

This is supposed to occur when a

new theory is introduced which explains all the phenomena that the older
theories did.
occurs.

In this way the onward cumulative progress of science

Whilst reduction of this form undoubtedly does occur, it is not

the whole case.

As Suppe (1977) points out, reduction often takes place

not between theories but between domains (bodies of scientific knowledge).
In extreme cases, favourites of Feyerabend (1958) and Kuhn (1962), the
change of theory is often accompanied by a complete meaning change and
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the new theory is incommensurable with the older ones.
3.2.3

Induction and confirmation
Induction is concerned with the epistemological problem of what type

of knowledge can be obtained by inductive inference.

Hume set out to

discover under what conditions induction was capable of proving the truth
of a generalisation G on the basis of the examination of instances of G.
Such a proof is only possible if there is an "induction hypothesis" in
the premisses of the argument.

This is effectively a proposition about

the regularity of the world and is therefore a synthetic contingent
generalisation which, in turn, has to be justified by introducing yet
another induction hypothesis.

This leads to an infinite regress, and

Hume concluded that no general empirical knowledge is possible.
The positivists believed that, whilst it was not possible for every
instance of a general proposition to be examined, nevertheless such a
proposition could have a high probability of being true.

This leads to

theories of probabilistic induction and involves showing that for a
statement S and set of data D, the conditional probability

p

Q>|d ] ife 1.

However, this requires a probabilistic induction hypothesis and leads to
an infinite regress.

Reichenbach (1951) developed a "self-corrective"

probabilistic induction method based on a frequency interpretation of the
probability operator, but this, too, requires a probabilistic induction
hypothesis.

In an attempt to avoid the induction hypotheses associated

with establishing the truth of general synthetic propositions, Carnap
(1950) introduced a system of logical probability such that P operates
on an analytic statement.

The statement is in terms of a set of objects,

a set of properties, state descriptions and a set of complex properties.
Unfortunately, as Popper demonstrated, the probability of a generalisation
in Carnap's system is always zero.

Hintikka (1965) modified Carnap's

system such that probabilities of generalisations are non-zero;

however,

this involved a priori partitioning of the world into kinds of individuals,
a metaphysical presupposition of the kind positivists wanted to avoid.
Such probabilistic induction can be valid against a background domain
(of scientific theories and knowledge) which can be regarded as limiting
induction to a certain class of systems ("local" as opposed to "global"
induction - Suppe, 1977), and provides a philosophical basis for tech
niques of statistical inference and system identification, for example.
Induction plays only a small role in the contemporary philosophy of
science.
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Confirmation of scientific theories is closely related to the problem
of induction in logical empiricism.

To confirm a scientific theory requires

a set of correspondence rules linking empirical terms to observational
terms, and a set of co-ordinating definitions linking higher order and
lower order theoretical propositions.

The positivist epistemology requires

that the observational terms are theory-neutral facts, and stems from the
very old "correspondence theory of truth".

The theory cannot be confirmed in

every possible instance (since there is an infinity- of cases) but receives more
confirmation each time it agrees with a fact.

Some attempts were made

by logical empiricists to formalise this probabilistically but the problems
of an induction hypothesis arise.

Popper (1935) and Carnap (1936) used

measures of confirmation (or "corroboration") that were non-probabilistic.
Popper's doctrine of falsification (1935) proved to be a

radical

one in the philosophy of science and was based on the trivial observation
of the logical asymmetry between verifiability and falsifiability;

that

whilst it is not possible to confirm a theory fully, a single fact that
disagrees with the theory will falsify it.

Thus Popper suggested that

scientists seek to disprove their theories in a critical fashion rather
than to confirm them conservatively.

This perhaps marked Popper's diver

gence from logical empiricism and can be regarded as a basis of Lakatos'
much later work on criticism, rationality and the growth of knowledge
(1970).

This doctrine also allowed Popper to formulate his "Criteria

of demarcation":

"it must be possible for an empirical scientific system

to be refuted by experience" (p. 41, 1972, orig. 1935).

It demonstrates

Popper's closeness to the positivistic aim of delineating meaningful
statements, but, unlike the verification principle, does not eliminate
the whole of natural science.
Logical empiricism maintains a clear distinction between theoretical
terms and observation terms expressed in a neutral language as facts
about the world.

Scientific knowledge about the world comes from the

correspondence between theoretical propositions and observation state
ments (positivist epistemology).

However, in the 1950's the idea of a

neutral observation language was challenged.

Hanson (1958) showed that

facts are essentially "theory-laden" and that they change depending on
the theory which is held.
of logical empiricism.

This undermined the objective epistemology

In logical empiricism, the way in which new

theories are created or modified is placed outside the context of
philosophical enquiry and regarded as a matter of psychological or
sociological fact.

Recent work in the philosophy of science shows that
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it is the good reasoning patterns in the evolution and selection of
theories which probably constitute
emphasise

the rationality of science, and

the dynamic processes involved, unlike logical empiricism

which offers a series of static pictures.

Logical empiricism forces

science into its formal straightjacket and is not based on historical
studies.

Work by philosophers such as Kuhn (1962), Feyerabend (1975)

and Shapere (1977) is much more concerned with drawing out general prin
ciples of the scientific process by very detailed studies of past and
contemporary science.

3.3

These are discussed in the next section.-*

The Dynamic View of Science - Contemporary Philosophy of Science

3,3.1

Introduction - the challenge to logical empiricism and new
directions
In the last section, the challenges to the basic principles of

logical empiricism were introduced:
observational distinction;

the denial of the theoretical-

criticism of the emphasis on the formal

structure of theories and on induction and confirmation;

inadequate

treatment of scientific explanation and inter-theoretic reduction;

and

the lack of consideration of the evolution of scientific knowledge.
Since the 1950's there have been dramatic changes in the character of
the philosophy of science.

Firstly, there was the strong reaction against

logical empiricism in the historical approach of Kuhn, Feyerabend and
others of the so-called "Wentanschauungen" school which focussed on the
dynamics of the overall process of science rather than the individual
theory (Section 3.3.2).

Kuhn's famous concept of a "paradigm" was a

great stimulus to many scientists as well as philosophers.

However,

the extreme position of the Weltanschauungen analyses entailed a subjec
tive idealist epistemology which meant, in effect, that science did not
have to say anything about the world.
received a great deal of criticism.

Consequently, these analyses have
Constructively, emphasis since the

late 1960's has been on the study of the rationality of scientific
development by examining actual scientific practice and attempting to
extract the general reasoning principles ("good" reasoning patterns)
which scientists use.

This is typified in the work of Lakatos, Toulmin

and Shapere (Section 3.3.4).

Suppe (1977) described this movement as one

of "historical realism", and it is characterised by a belief that science
does yield knowledge about the world and the principle that the objectivity
of science comes from the rationality (critical reasoning) of science.
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Although the confirmation or validation of theories has only a small role
in these newer philosophies of science they offer an understanding of the
overall scientific process ("theory of theories" - Harrii, 1972) which is
a crucial input into the theory of model validity (Chapter 4) and which
is absent from logical empiricism despite its emphasis on confirmation
theory.
3,3,2

Weltanschauungen analyses
In his famous "Patterns of Discovery", Hanson (1958) showed how

seemingly neutral observations of fact do contain theoretical aspects "theory-laden" observations.

This attacked the old Machian distinction

of theory and observation central to positivism.

Theories no longer cor

respond to the facts, but to the facts as seen by the theories, and this
weakens considerably the objectivity of science.

Hanson’s view on expla

nation was that of a D-N covering-law model ( see Section 3,2.2) which
additionally conceptually organises phenomena so as to render them compre
hensible;

however, he did not elaborate on how this function is fulfilled.

The early work of Feyerabend (1958) was concerned with establishing
a new kind of observation language which was capable of dealing with the
influence of theory on observations.

Reports of observations agreed on

by scientists through common consent are "uninterpreted" sentences.

Their

interpretation depends on theories, and it is only "interpreted"sentences
which can be true or false in a correspondence sense with the theory.

Thus

there is no connection between truth and the acceptance of interpreted
observation sentences.

Feyerabend’s doctrine on meaning was that no terms

common to different global theories have the same meaning and that all
propositions in a theory are analytic.

Therefore, different global theories

are incommensurable and theory reduction is not possible.

Another feature

of Feyerabend's philosophy was the insistence on theory proliferation in
scientific practice as opposed to holding on resolutely to the same old
theory.

However, this requires a technique for the comparative evaluation

of incommensurable theories which presupposes a common language, and this
is incompatible with Feyerabend's doctrine of meaning.

Some implications

of Feyerabend’s early work are that the rejection of a global theory becomes
an irrational process, knowledge yields to belief, and there are no reasons
for the proliferation of theories (since under Feyerabend’s epistemology
there is no guarantee of converging to the truth).
In "Against Method" Feyerabend (1970) attempted to correct these diffi
culties.

The basic method was to find cases in the history of science where
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people held theories in the face of "disconfinning observational tests".
Feyerabend concluded that there are no firm methodological rules and that,
in science, "anything goes" and put forward a principle of "counter
induction" (that there will always be a clash between the theory and the
facts).

This contradiction drives science forward, thus exemplifying

Hegel’s dialectical method.

However, Feyerabend did not give any means

for resolving contradictions, and the new views are compatible with his
earlier epistemological views and subject to the same criticisms.
Kuhn’s "Structure of Scientific Revolutions" (1962) was a formative
book in the modern philosophy of science.

Kuhn conceived of science as

periods of relative stability - "normal" science - interspersed with
"revolutions", periods of dramatic change.

During periods of normal

science, scientists share a "paradigm", a rather nebulous concept referring
to the background knowledge, world-views, techniques, theories, models,
etc. and the paradigmatic (standard) ways of applying theories to experience.
As normal science progresses, there is a build up of "anomalies" (data the
theory cannot explain) and unresolved problems which eventually lead

to a

crisis in which the paradigm is discarded and there is a temporary flux
of many new and competing theories ("revolution").

Soon, however, a new

paradigm is instated and science continues in this cyclic process.
was illustrated with many cases from the history of science.

This

At this stage,

Kuhn's views on epistemology and meaning were identical to Feyerabend’s
and he was subject to the same criticisms, in particular the charge that
science becomes an irrational process and a matter of "mob psychology".
These criticisms were taken very seriously by Kuhn (unlike Feyerabend)
and he has recently changed his position considerably (1970 and 1977).
The old concept of a paradigm is replaced by the new notion of an
"exemplar" together with the more structured notion of a "disciplinary
matrix"..

An exemplar is a learned resemblance relation which determines

how symbolic generalisations are applied to nature.
rix

The disciplinary mat

is a structured notion referring to the set of knowledge, putative

facts, and theories in a particular discipline.

With the use of exemplars

Kuhn maintains that the interpretation of observation sentences does
depend on experience but denies that any correspondence notion of truth
plays a role in acquiring knowledge from observation.

Thus he is still

subject to the criticism that this leads to scientific knowledge as mere
collective opinion.
During revolutions between periods of normal science there is a need
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to evaluate competing theories.

Kuhn weakens his doctrine of meaning

such that some terms in different theories are common but not all of
them.

This can lead to very difficult problems distinguishing theories

(and meanings), solutions of which repudiate many of his own views.
From historical studies, Shapere (1977) has gathered evidence that there
are, rational considerations used to evaluate tentative theories as fruit
ful for further research (see Section 3.3.4).

These depend on an agreed-

upon body of information - which Shapere calls a "domain" - outside of
Kuhn’s normal science and disciplinary matrices.

There is scepticism

over Kuhn’s claim that science oscillates between normal and revolutionary
science and that these are "rational reconstructions" on the complex
processes involved in the evolution of scientific knowledge.
Although the influence on the Weltanschauungen analyses is declining
under the weight of these criticisms, they have had a profound impact on
the philosophy of science:

in the downfall of logical empiricism, the

shift to a dynamic view of science with an emphasis on historical analysis.
But, in Section 3.3.4, it will be seen that the focus of the new ideas is
quite different:

the evaluation of reasoning patterns used in selecting

hypotheses or theories worthy of further development, or in deciding on
crucial problem areas;

and the detailed analysis of conceptual devices

actually employed in science.
3.3.3

Structural dynamics of theories
A structural, as opposed to sentential or statement, conception of

theories was proposed by Sneed (1971) in a case study of particle
mechanics.

This is based on a model theoretic formulation which stems

from Tarski’s work on model theory (1954), and is essentially a semantic
conception of theories.

Sneed’s approach was generalised and refined by

Stegmiiller (1976) and is known as the "Sneed-StegmUller synthesis"
(Mattessich, 1978).

This formalisation has many attractive features -

for instance, it can cope with the dynamics of theory change, as well as
being a concise symbolism.

In the Sneed-StegmUller synthesis, a theory T

consists of a fairly permanent core K, and a set of intended applica
tions I:
T

-

< K, I >

.......

(3.1)

where K consists of a set of models M, a set of possible models M^, a set
of partial possible models M ^ ,
ables v.

a set of constraints C and a set of vari

I is defined by Ie/A(K), where /A is the "application operation"
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T

=

(3.2)

< M, M , M , C, v, I >
P
PP

As the theory is developed the core is extended to include additional
laws L, additional constraints C , and additional variables v :
a*
a
=

(3.3)

< M, M , M
, C, v, L, C , v , I >
P
PP
a* a*

The notion of a "hard core" of a theory was introduced by Lakatos
(1970) and the series of theories T, Tg^, ^e2* •••

equivalent to a

"research programme" in Lakatos' sense (Lakatos' philosophy is .considered
in the next section).

The gradual extension of the theory is very much

like the processes occurring during a period of Kuhn's "normal science"
and, indeed, Kuhn has supported this version (1975).
revolution the entire core would

During a scientific

be replaced.

The set I of intended applications is not a strict definition but
an open set.

Typically, it might consist of a set I0 of paradigmatic

applications (somewhat like Kuhn's exemplars) and a growing set of appli
cations which the scientist discovers.
Ifc d

If this set is growing, i.e. if

then the theory is progressing (much like Lakatos' progressive

research programmes whose empirical content is increased).
of progress is that of core refinements.

Another notion

Stegmtlller uses the model to

cope with Kuhn's ideas'of revolutionary science, irrefutability of a
theory, and theory dislodgement (without falsification).
Whilst the Sneed-Stegmliller approach offers many possibilities for
future development, at present there are some substantial criticisms which
can be raised against it.

Firstly, there is no account of the way in

which competing extensions of the core are evaluated or the conditions
under which a core would have to be replaced.

Using Shapere's approach

(see next section) this could be achieved with certain reasoning-patterns
based on a body of accepted knowledge (domain), but this is outside the
Sneed-Stegmtlller formalisation of a theory (the same criticism as applied
to Kuhn's disciplinary matrix in Section 3.3.2).

If this is omitted, then

there is no guarantee that proliferation of core extensions would ever
converge on knowledge and representation of phenomena.

Secondly, it is

not clear how well different scientific theories will map into this struc
ture, and its application to a variety of case studies is essential in
order to validate it.

Thirdly, it can be questioned whether scientists

actually proceed by looking for new applications for a theory.

No doubt

this does occur at some times when it is hoped that a theory will have a
wide generality, but usually the intended application is well-known
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beforehand.

Perhaps what is meant here is the widening of the empirical

support for the theory over the intended application, a point clearly
made by Lakatos (see Section 3.3.4).
With this new formulation, the philosophy of science really becomes
a "theory of theories";

some writers have even developed the idea of a

theory of science as a general automata theory (Zeigler, 1976;
1977).

Suppe,

Suppe (1977) suggests that a semantic conception of scientific

theories (such as the Sneed-Stegmllller model), together with erotetic
logic ("question and answer" logic), may answer the tricky problems
about scientific explanation.
3.3.4

Realism and rationality in the philosophy of science
There are, according to Shapere (1974), "patterns of reasoning in the

construction or discovery (as well as the ultimate acceptance or rejection)
of scientific hypotheses and theories, and that a great deal of illumina
tion of the scientific enterprise can be attained by examining them".
The investigations of the current philosophy of science pay close atten
tion to actual scientific practice with the aim of developing a systematic
philosophical understanding of the justification of knowledge claims.

In

this work there is "a strong commitment to both a methodological realism
and an epistemological*realism" (Suppe, 1977) and this virtually precludes
the sociological view of knowledge (e.g. of Kuhn and Feyerabend).

The

outline below is based on Suppe (1977) and Shapere (1977) but with addi
tional material on Popper and Harr6.
Lakatos (1970) conceives of science as a sequence of ever-improving
theories T^, T2 , T^, ..., which form a "research programme", accompanied
by a series of "problem-shifts".

If theory T^+^ has excess empirical

content over T^, then the problem shift is "theoretically progressive"
and if this is corroborated empirically it is empirically progressive
(n.b.

the criticism of the Sneed-StegmUller approach in Section 3.3.3),

otherwise the problem-shift is "degenerating".

The "heuristic power" of

a research programme is divided into a positive heuristic which suggests
which paths to follow for a progressive problem shift, and a negative
heuristic which suggests what paths of research to avoid.

Lakatos assumes

that the negative heuristic is a "hard core" of the research programme
which cannot be modified, but does not go into the considerations for
deciding on this.

Once a research programme is degenerating it is irrational

to proceed with it further.

Lakatos does not develop what constitutes a

good positive heuristic or procedures for the comparative evaluation of
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positive heuristics;

in short, he does not give a full account of the

rational processes involved.

Suppe (1977) offers a very detailed criticism

of Lakatos and his key points are summarised below:
1.

In a shift from I\ to T^+^ there may be a partial semantical re

interpretation of terms in T^ and, since the hard core must remain, this
severely limits the reasonable means for modifying theories.
2.

Too much emphasis on theory development by testing experimentally

and modifying in response (underemphasises theoretical development).
3.

Misses out development of new concepts for dealing with a class of

phenomena.
4.

Lakatos totally ignores "the extent to which what is reasonable is

conditioned by the subject matter of the science".
(Lakatos' approach is based on Popper's noninductive methodology as
in "Conjectures and Refutations", 1962,where he regards the growth of
theories in the following tetradic schema:
Px

TT -> EE

P2

where P^ is the first problem, TT is a tentative theory, EE is a process
of error elimination (as in testing the theory), and P^ is the redefined
problem.

Popper concentrates mainly on the EE stage and has little to

say about how TT is arrived at, or the shift from stage to stage (i.e.
the dynamics).)
An interesting realist approach to theory development is given by
Harr£ (1970) in his theory of models.

He regards theories as essentially

concerned with the mechanisms of nature, and only derivatively with the
patterns of phenomena;

a theory as a "statement-picture complex".

The

chief means of picturing mechanisms in nature is by the use of real or
imaginary models and Harr6 argues that much of the theoretical activity
of scientists is spent in this pursuit.

He distinguishes between the

"subject" of a model - what is modelled - and the "source" of a model what it is modelled on.

This leads to a general categorisation of models:

"homomorphs", for which the subject is also the source, and "paramorphs",
in which subject and source are different (Harr6 develops this further into
a taxonomy of models).

Paramorphs are used in theory development to

postulate a hypothetical mechanism for a subject;
from another subject
tion.

the mechanism may be

(homomorphic model) or may be an imaginative crea

"Thus, at the heart of a theory are various modelling relations
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which are types of analogy" (Harre, 1970).

The view of a theory as a

statement-picture complex leads to four kinds of hypothesis which are
logically and epistemologically distinct:
1.

Existential hypotheses - these generate experimental or theoretical
(e.g. categorical) research.

2.

Descriptions of the model or hypothetical mechanism - empirical
pursuit of answers to corresponding questions cannot be
undertaken until questions as to the existence of t-he
entities are settled.

3.

Causal hypotheses - the power of a hypothetical mechanism to
produce the phenomena is queried (conditional statements).

4.

Modal transforms - equivalence of different modes of descriptions
raises complex issues in epistemology (bi-conditional state
ments) .
The traditional "statement" conception of theories does not yield

this variety of hypotheses, and this is a very important aspect of Harry’s
epistemology.

He also considers the relationship between theory and an

observation language, but this will not be considered here.

Some general

criticisms of HarrS are not of his approach, but rather what he omits in
his account of scientific development;

for instance:

the way in which

competing paramorphs are evaluated as candidates for hypothetical
mechanism, the further development of the theory and refinement of the
paramorphic model (ultimately

homomorphic), or the influence of back

ground knowledge on the reasoning processes.
work is used in Section 3.4

(Harrd's conceptual frame

in the outline of some problems in the philo

sophy of systems science).
Toulmin's philosophy of science is a very rich and metaphorical one.
It is based on very detailed studies in the history of science and an
evolutionary model of science derived from Darwin's theory of evolution
(Toulmin, 1972, "Human Understanding, Vol. I").

He regards the function

of science as to build up systems of explanatory and representational
techniques with which to reason about phenomena.

Theories are introduced

in one fell swoop and the incorporation of concepts in prior use requires
a "language shift".

Furthermore, theories (or models, etc.) are not true

or false, but to be judged according to whether they are fruitful in the
applications a scientist intends.
The "gene pool" of Toulmin's model is the set of fundamental aims of
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science, and the "species" are the separate scientific disciplines.
New theories (or other devices) are produced by a process of reproduction
and mutation, and the survival of successful theories depends upon reasons
(rational considerations)

:and causes (sociological and other factors).

In Toulmin’s view it is the progression
Conceptual variants
(explanatory ideals)

reasoned
comparison

selection

which provides science with its objectivity.

This is not a correspondence

theory of truth (hypothesis -*-»• facts) but rather criticism in the light of
experience.

The four major criticisms that Suppe (1977) raises against

Toulmin are:
1.

The model is only a satisfactory model of conceptual change in
"compact" (as opposed to diffuse) disciplines, and there is
little on what good reasoning actually is.

2.

There is little reference to the fitness of theories (but perhaps
could be convergence to truth, or fruitful ways of repre
senting phenomena).

3.

It is not clear how a subject proceeds rationally or converges on
representational techniques that both yield knowledge and
are explanatory.

4.

To be epistemically reliable and successful (an efficient, robust,
adaptive system) the production of conceptual variants will
have to be conditioned by the present state of the discipline
(analogously to the recent developments in the theory of
gene recombinations).
Underlying Shapere's work are three themes (e.g. 1977) expressed as

postulates:

"I.

Scientific development and innovation are often appro

priately describable as rational ...

II.

The rationality involved in

specific cases is often generalizable as principles applicable in many
other cases ...

.

III. These principles can in some sense be systematized.

Shapere indicates these three postulates in case studies over a range of
stages of scientific development (his approach is based upon a detailed
examination of actual scientific practice).
is the concept of a "scientific domain".

Central to Shapere’s philosophy

This consists of items of infor

mation (including possible facts, theories, etc.) associated together as
a body.

By its very nature the domain generates problems:

"domain

problems" are concerned with a clarification of the domain itself;
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"theoretical problems" are those whose solution requires a deeper account
of the domain in terms of theories.
solution to these problems.

The domain favours certain types of

Shapere (1977) poses six major questions

concerning domains:
1.

What considerations lead scientists to regard a certain body of
information as a unified subject (as a domain)?

2.

How is the description of items in the domain achieved and modified
in sophisticated stages of development?

3.

■*

What sorts of inadequacies are found in domains and what grounds are
there for considering some inadequacies as problems for
further research?

4.

What considerations lead to the generation of specific lines of
research, and what are the reasons for considering some lines
of research to be more promising than others?

5.

What are the reasons for expecting solutions of certain sorts to
be sought for these problems?

6.

What are the reasons for accepting a certain solution of a scientific
problem regarding a domain as adequate?

( p. 523, 1977)

So far, Shapere has mainly considered the following aspects:

the

grouping of observational facts into domains, rationales for introducing
new hypotheses which radically contradict established theory;
of background information;
laden facts);

the role

the maintenance of objectivity (with theory

and the role of conceptual devices in science.

At a primi

tive stage in the development of a domain nonproblematic observations and
facts are used to establish the appropriateness of theories and their
observational interpretations.

As the domain progresses to deeper levels

of description more theory is involved in observation and this leads to a
re-interpretation of the domain (e.g. distinction between direct and nondirect observation).

It is this link back to the early stages of the

domain through the good reasoning patterns employed which guarantees the
objectivity of science.

In studying the history of science, Shapere has

discovered that there are very many good-reasoning patterns, and that
these are affected by the content of the domain in a feedback fashion
(c.f. the stability of Toulmin’s evolutionary model).

Background infor

mation (outside the domain) plays a crucial role in the interpretation
of observations and objectivity of scientific knowledge;

however, there

are constraints on how this should be used (for instance, the background
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information should be from some field that coheres with successful con
cepts and theories of other domains).

Shapere’s analysis of science is

very detailed (the account here is very summarised) and offers a great
potential for future development.

However, Suppe (1977) points to the

areas which require most development - Shapere’s views on facts, knowledge,
and the justification of knowledge claims underlying his entire approach
to objectivity and rationality in science.

3.4

3.4.1

Systems Philosophy and the Philosophy of Systems Science

Introduction
This section deals with some aspects of philosophies associated with

systems science (for simplicity, "systems science" here refers generally
to all aspects of systems - inspired science, both theoretical and applied,
such as:

systems engineering;

systems research;

systems methodology;

systems approaches to - biology, - medicine, - ecology, - etc.; systems
oriented operations research, and so on, and even the abstract towers of
general systems theory).

A clear distinction must be made between

systems philosophies as views of the world, man and society (e.g.
Bertalanffy's holistic philosophy, Section 3.4.2;

Laszlo's systems

philosophy, Section 3.4.3) and philosophical analysis of the various
practices of systems science (e.g. Checkland’s or Mattessich's methodo
logies, Section 3.4.4).

The review is not intended to be comprehensive

but to pick out some of the key points with philosophical significance.
Consequently, many of the concepts and analytical devices presented in
earlier sections of this chapter will be widely used.

Four good source-

books for classic references on systems, yet with very different approaches
and opinions are

von Bertalanffy (1968), Emery

and Mattessich (1978).
the following way:

(1969), Berlinski (1976),

This critical appraisal fits in with the thesis in

the thesis is a general methodological study of the

problem of model validation in science, but with particular reference to
models in biology and medicine that are systems oriented.

These models

are rich in theoretical systems concepts (e.g. feedback, dynamic equili
brium, self-stabilisation, etc.) and are not simply models based on bio
logical data and concepts.

Intuitively this suggests that validation may

be problematic, since there are at least two distinct levels on which it
can be approached - the first is the representational validity of the
model in a specific case, and the second relates to the appropriateness
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of the systems

concepts to biological systems in general.

The latter

is typical of problems that occur in philosophical analyses of systems
science, and which this section attempts to clarify in such a way that
the theory of model validity (developed in the next chapter) will be
capable of providing techniques for their solution.
3.4.2

The two sides of Bertalanffy
The

widespread development and application of systems-oriented

sciences and techniques has occurred mainly since the 1960's, although
a few scientists were pursuing original work along these lines much
earlier (from the 1920's to the 1950's).

One of these was the biologist

Ludwig von Bertalanffy who, in the 1920's and 1930's, attempted to develop
a quantitative theory of metabolism and growth.

In doing so he proposed

that a biological entity should be conceived organismically as an open
system and that new laws, not based on existing laws of physics and
chemistry, would have to be found for such systems (1932).

An open system

is one which interacts freely with its environment (in physical systems
this involves exchanges of matter and energy) and Bertalanffy suggested
that this provided a general model for systems of any type (physical,
social, cognitive, etc.).

Furthermore, the logical and mathematical

properties of such an abstracted system could be determined and this
would form the basis of a "General System Theory".

In this aspect of

his work, Bertalanffy embraced a complete philosophical view of science
and the world (a "systems philosophy") that was dependent upon, but not
necessary to, his empirically-based work on theoretical biology.

This

view was that of a holistic conception which covered and unified the whole
of science.
The two sides of Bertalanffy's work - theoretical biology on the
one hand, and general system theory (GST) on the other - are reflected
in his writings (contrast 1950 or 1968 with 1964) and ultimately lead
to many contradictions (some are discussed below) . This dualism has not
been properly understood by several critics of systems science (e.g.
Berlinski, 1976, or Lilienfeld, 1978) and consequently Bertalanffy has
received substantial criticisms, notably of his general system theory
(yhich is undoubtedly weak) and the many ambiguities present in his work.
These criticisms are fuelled further by Bertalanffy's insistence that he
i

is the founding father of general system theory and the open system con
cept (both constant themes) and that there is a fundamental link between
GST and his work on theoretical biology.
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These two aspects will be

considered separately and in more detail below (his views on theoretical
biology are taken from 1964, and on GST and systems philosophy from
various chapters of 1968 - the introduction, and Chapter 2, "The Meaning
of General System Theory", originally written in 1956).
At the turn of the century, biologists were still having problems
with vitalisms - it was not possible to

.explain the dynamic and energetic

properties of living systems using the current laws of mechanics and
thermodynamics and it was tempting to introduce some kind of additional
(unobservable, non-physical) force or vital spirit which, scientifically,
was very unsatisfactory.

By considering a biological organism as an

open system across whose boundaries energy and matter may pass, Bertalanffy
showed that the closed system laws of thermodynamics no longer applied and
that, rather than regressing to a state of unordered equidistribution of
energy, such a system would possess characteristics very similar to living
systems (1932).

The two most important characteristics were that of

dynamic equilibrium (as opposed to a minimum energy steady state) , for
which Bertalanffy coined the term "Fleissgleichgewicht", and that of
equifinality

whereby two similar systems attain the same end states

despite different initial conditions (as in morphogenesis).

As well as

allowing a quantitative treatment of biological phenomena such as meta
bolism and growth, this provided a basis for posing teleological questions
in a non-vitalistic framework.

His claim of originality in this matter

is not completely founded since other biologists were tackling the prob
lem at the same time (e.g. Cannon's concept of homeostasis (1929) has
proved to be exceedingly fruitful, or Woodger’s organismic biology
(1930)).
Bertalanffy's 1964 paper is essentially a review in which he con
siders a variety of types of model used in quantitative metabolism (most
of which he has developed).

These are open systems, feedback and homeo

stasis, allometry and the surface rule, and theory of animal growth.
The models are fairly simple and usually well-backed up by empirical
data.

In this paper, he elucidates his philosophy of modelling in

biology which is very straightforward and empirically-based and in con
trast to his GST.

Although there is a close relation of facts to theory

and a new model may reinterpret old facts, Bertalanffy nevertheless insists
that "the decision whether or not a model is suitable exclusively rests
with the facts of observation and experiment" (1964).

In assessing some

objections that can be raised against modelling, he argues that gross
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simplification is necessary given the complexity of biological systems
and that ultimately this does lead to better explanations.

However, he

requires that models should contain few parameters and that all these
should be checked experimentally.

This latter requirement is one that

many physiological modellers or neuro-cyberneticians could not possibly
accept, and yet they would regard themselves as far more empiricallyoriented than Bertalanffy's GST.

It can be seen, therefore, that this

side of Bertalanffy cannot be simply dismissed & la Berlinski and that
he has made a very significant contribution to the development'’of
theoretical biology.
The same is not true, however, about Bertalanffy's General System
Theory and holistic philosophy.

GST is based on a holistic philosophy

that the world can be understood only by considering it as a series of
"wholes" and that these wholes - systems - will exhibit certain standard
types of behaviour.

Furthermore, this understanding will not be available

from a reductionist approach to science.
cept of GST in his

Bertalanffy introduced the con

early work on the theory of open systems in biology

and gradually developed it into a logical and mathematical formulation
(1950).

He limited himself in this regard to systems describable by

differential equations with which he is able to express precisely the
concepts of dynamic equilibrium, equifinality, and even system.

The

latter seemingly emerges from the consideration that

the off-diagonal

elements of the state-transition matrix are non-zero.

This theory was

simply a theory of differential equations and not of systems in the real
world.

Other workers, such as Mesarovid (1964), extended the definition

of system and GST to highly abstract set-theoretic terms which have even
less to do with reality.

In the preface of his 1971 (orig. 1968) book

he includes "dynamical system theory, cybernetics, automata theory, systems
analysis by set, net, graph theory and others" under the protective wing
of GST.

To some extent, Bertalanffy did base his system properties on

studies of particular scientific fields, but largely on the process of
abstraction.

This was carried to the extreme by Ashby (1958) who set out

to reveal these properties by starting with the "set of all conceivable
systems".
In 1954, Bertalanffy set up the Society for General Systems Research
(SGSR) with Boulding, Rapoport and others.
the underlying holistic systems philosophy:
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The aims of this society reveal

(1)

To investigate the isomorphy of concepts, laws and models
in various fields.

(2)

To encourage the development of theoretical models in
areas which lack them.

(3)

To minimise duplication of theoretical work in different
disciplines.

(4)

To promote the unity of science.

*
The aims to reduce duplication of work and to promote the unity of
science are very fine, but the fundamental flaw is that these will be
achieved as a consequence of discovering the general isomorphy of scien
tific fields.

The expected isomorphisms have not been found (except in

sofar as between the level of theory associated with the use of control
theory, cybernetics or other mathematical techniques in different fields)
and the subsummation of science into systems science has not occurred.
In fact, systems science augments rather than replaces more conventional
science.
The way in which Bertalanffy envisages that models are transferred
between different fields emerges from his analysis of the levels of
description in science-(1945, contained in 1968, pp. 84-85).

Firstly,

there are analogies which are based on the superficial similarity of
phenomena in different fields;

secondly, there are homologies which involve a

transfer of models from one field to another when the "respective laws
are formally identical";

and, thirdly, the level of explanation which

consists of the specific conditions and laws of a particular field.
It is logical homologies which give Bertalanffy the key point in his
argument.

The formal identity of laws does not relate to traditional

laws (if so there would be no need for the homology in the first place)
and the argument goes as follows:

"If an object is a system, it must

have general system characteristics, irrespective of what the system is
otherwise".

Therefore, having developed a model of one system in one

field, this model has complete generality to any other field.
ment overlooks

But this argu

the central concern of science, i.e. how do we know that

the object of our attention is system-A with system-A type properties?
Furthermore, this account makes the definition of a system critical for
scientific progress and yet the definitions of systems are notoriously
ambiguous or general ("A system can be defined as a set of elements
standing in interrelations", Bertalanffy, 1968, p. 55).
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Other criticisms of GST (in-house

criticisms by systems workers)

include:
(1)

Limit to generalisation and analogy possible in science
(Simon, 1969)

(2)

GST yields no hypotheses for empirical testing;

is dogmatic;

contains no self-criticism or pertinent testing/evaluation
procedures (Mattessich, 1978).
Thus the systems philosophy of GST leads to an imposition Of a view
of the world on the world itself, and reduces the process of science to
one of simply finding systems in the world which have certain defined
properties and not the struggle to find out what the world actually is
or how it is so.

Bertalanffy uses Kuhn's "paradigm" concept (1962, see

Section 3.3.3) as strong evidential support of GST's "new philosophy of
nature" (1968, p. xix), yet if he had pursued Kuhn's theory to its logical
conclusions he would have found that revolutions occur which overthrow the
old paradigm and instate a new
3.4.3

paradigm.

Laszlo's systems philosophy
Laszlo's "Introduction to Systems Philosophy.

Toward a new paradigm

of contemporary thought" (1972) is an example of a systems view of the
world and is completely faithful to Bertalanffy's GST.

The book purports

to offer a new approach to philosophical inquiry based upon systems
theory and a "synthetic" approach, yet it does not deal seriously with
questions that usually figure prominently in such an inquiry.

For instance,

the questions of epistemology (the basis of the evolution and justification
of knowledge) do not receive consideration until Chapter 11.

The structure

of the book is as follows:
Firstly, Laszlo puts forward some "primary presuppositions":
"1.

The world exists;

and
2.

The world is, at least in some respects,intelligibly ordered
(open to rational inquiry)."

(p. 8)

and some "secondary presuppositions":
"(i)

The world is intelligibly ordered in special domains;

or
(ii) The world is intelligibly ordered as a whole."
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The next step is to argue that these wholes or special domains are
systems whose properties are given by systems theory (or GST).

On this

basis, Laszlo develops a symbolic theory, "Outline of a general theory
of systems" which forms a major chunk of the book.

This theory is com

posed essentially of "second-order models" or "models of models" and
thus can be rather general although simple.
"THEORY:

R

=

It has the general form

f(a, 8, y, 6) where a, 8, y, 6 are independent

variables having the joint function R ("natural system")"

(p. 35)

The variables a, 8, y, 6 are "but a handful of systems properties"
(p. 35) yet nevertheless capable of describing the range of phenomena
in the "terrestrial microhierarchy".

They are defined thus:

a:

property of ordered wholeness (or the "systemic state property")

B:

self stabilisation (or "system-cybernetics I")

y:

self adaptation and organisation (or "system-cybernetics II")

6:

dual-functional-structural adaptation (or "holon

property")

Using this formulation Laszlo demonstrates the theory for physical,
biological, social,and cognitive systems and the mind.

In each case the

form of the theory is the same as above except that "natural" is replaced
by "biological", etc.

Finally, the book concludes with a systems view of

the philosophical problems of ontology, the mind, epistemology, and ethics.
(For instance, epistemology is considered under cognition and based upon
a second-order model of a cognitive system.)
It is difficult to know where to begin criticising Laszlo since his
style is seemingly erudite yet rather vague, and he often uses terms in
a different way from their conventional usage.
be directed at two specific issues:

Therefore, criticism will

the metaphysical assumptions his

approach requires, and his views on scientific theories and their valida
tion (in Chapter 11).

His primary presuppositions are commitments to a

metaphysical realism and rationality.

Although he does not adduce evi

dence that these are fundamental to scientific activity, this is a reason
able philosophical position to take (c.f. Shapere, 1977, see also Section
3.3.4).

In other words, the assumption is that there is an object of scien

tific inquiry and that knowledge of this object is possible.

However, this

objectivity and rationality are not inherent in the "perspectivist" view
of knowledge and science that he presents in Chapter 2.

The secondary pre

suppositions, (i) and (ii), concerning the division and ordering of the
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world are completely untenable.

Laszlo’s associates

(i) with the

development of special theories and (ii) with general theories.

Accep

tance of (i) requires the existence of strict boundaries to the appli
cation of theories as a metaphysical presupposition.

Scientists prag

matically expect their theories to be applicable only in the specific
field in which they are working, but do not eliminate the possibility
of extending its application as a metaphysical necessity (this would
eliminate any analogical exchange of models).

It is obvious that Laszlo

favours the second secondary presupposition in evidence of the validity
of a general theory of systems, and reasons "that the wide empirical
applicability of systems concepts argues for the justification of assuming
general order as a cogent hypothesis" (p. 11).

However,the validity of

a general theory is determined only by empirical investigation and not
metaphysical necessity.

Both of these secondary presuppositions are

completely unnecessary and unacceptable as a basis for scientific activity
and, since the second one (ii) forms a key step in Laszlo’s system philo
sophy, there is a fundamental flaw in its development.
Laszlo’s views on scientific theories and their validation are con
tained in a section on "Scientific Cognition" in Chapter 11 on "Cognition:
Framework for an Epistemology".

This is rather strange since he is proposing

a scientific approach to philosophy, and a consideration of scientific
epistemology should form a natural introduction.

He leads up to scientific

cognition (and epistemology) by considering cognitive systems in terms of a
systems or "gestalt" psychology based on his systems theories of biology
and the mind (Chapters 5 and 7).

Science forms a "multi-personal natural-

cognitive system" in which each scientist can share the same conceptual
constructs and experience the same phenomena.

Observation of the world

depends not only on the state of the world but on the state of the observer
in an inter-active sense giving "theory-laden" observations (Hanson, 1958,
see Section 3.3.2).

At this stage, Laszlo switches from a purely psycholo

gical analysis of science to a philosophical analysis, which is an odd
mish-mash of positivist and Weltanschauungen views.
Although, in Laszlo’s view, theories affect the observation, he states
that "confirmation is had when the observation bears out the prediction
flowing out of the construct system" (p. 210).

(Note that it is not clear

whether or not the "construct system" is the theory.)

This leads to the

standard positivist account of the way in which indirect constructs are
tested by using correspondence rules, in which the construct system is
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structured in a hypothetico-deductive way.

(The criticisms of this view

are contained in Sections 3.2.2, 3.2,3, and 3.3,1).

He does not analyse

epistemological implications of a correspondence theory of truth in which
the theory corresponds not with the facts tut the theory-seen facts notoriously difficult yet important ground in the philosophy of science.
Next, Laszlo analyses science as a "systemic control process" and
for this purpose uses Kuhn's socio-historical paradigm concept (1962).
Kuhn's paradigmatic conception of science was reviewed in Section 3.3.2,
but briefly it consists of periods of normal science (under the guidance
of a paradigm) interspersed with periods of crisis in which there is a
proliferation of new theories and eventual
digm.

instatement of a new para

Laszlo follows Kuhn’s analysis to the letter without remarking

that it is based on a historical analysis of the reductionist sciences
(the deficiencies of which Laszlo attacks at the beginning of the book),
or that it rests on doctrines of meaning, theory incommensurability and
confirmation that are totally incompatible with his own views in the
previous section.

However, Laszlo proposes a cybernetic model of Kuhn's

theory that is significant.
Normal science has "system-cybernetics I", that is it is selfstabilising through negative feedback eliminating the error between theory
and data, whereas crisis or revolutionary science has "system-cybernetics II"
which is self-organising through positive feedback.

There are times when

science does show such characteristics, and their analysis using these
models may prove illuminating (particularly if merged with the SneedStegmüller model-theoretic formulation, Section 3.3.3).

The criticisms

of Kuhn's theory were presented in detail in Section 3.3.2 and apply
equally to Laszlo;

for instance, the way in which competing theories are

assessed during a revolution (Laszlo - one theory is "confirmed and accepted",
p. 218) - implies a neutral observation language and evaluation procedure
which contradicts his views on the theory permeation of observations.
Although there are many more criticisms which can be made of Laszlo;'s
work, the inadequacy of his epistemology in satisfying his own presupposi
tions for empirical inquiry (realist rationalism) undermines his entire
approach.
3.4.4

Systems methodologies
Systems methodologies emerged out of the attempt to apply the concepts

of general system theory (GST) together with the computer-based techniques
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of systems analysis to scientific, technological, and business problems,
and consist of sets of methods and rules which, ideally, allow such
problems to be well-posed and solved.

The main emphasis has been on

methodologies applicable to "designed" as opposed to natural systems.
A formative work in this area was Hall’s "engineering system methodology"
(1962) for the systematic design process.

Checkland (1972) calls problems

related to such systems (technological and business) "real-world
which seems to entail a severe attenuation of reality;

problems"

however, his "Soft

Systems Methodology" has received a great deal of attention and has been
used widely.

This will be briefly outlined below, together with some of

the major criticisms.

Systems methodologies are almost entirely instru

mental, that is they are to be used to achieve some practical end, such
as the design or improvement of a system.

Consequently, theories capable

of dealing with normafc/Vistic concepts (such as M ’Pherson’s multi-objective
decision theory, 1979) are associated with such methodologies.
Checkland’s "soft-systems" methodology is based on his experience in
"action-research" (practical industrial- or business-based research) at
Lancaster University and received full articulation in his 1972 paper.
It is intended to provide a methodology for solving real-world problems,
and consists of nine stages (1972, p. 98):
1.

Problem situation

2.

Analysis (of what exists at present in the problem situation;
a "rich picture")

3.

Root definition of relevant systems

4.

Conceptual modelling

5.

Comparison (between 2 and 4)

6.

Definition (of a range of possible changes)

7.

Selection (of a desired, agreed-to-be-feasible change)

8.

Design (of the agreed change)

9.

Implementation of the agreed change.

Stages 3, 4, 8 and 9 involve "further systems thinking" (explained
below).

Central to Checkland's methodology are stages 3 (root definition)

and 4 (conceptual modelling).

The root definition consists in an expres

sion of "the basic nature of the system or systems thought to be relevant
to the problem situation" (p. 100) and is essentially "a condensed repre
sentation of the system(s) in its most fundamental form".

There may be a

number of root definitions corresponding to the perceptions of different
actors in the real situation.

Conceptual modelling is a development of the
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root definition to model the systems relevant to the problem.

It is done

by considering the system as a "human activity system" and by allowing
only the minimum of activities such that the root definition is satisfied
(usually straightforward "events" in a business process).

Since the model

will form the basis for a decision about the best course of action (to
solve the problem) it is obviously very important that the model is valid.
Checkland proposes that the conceptual model can be checked against his
own "simple general model of a purposeful human activity system" (p. 109)
or Beer's organismic model (1972), but since the emphasis is on'"usability
rather than sophistication" this will not always be necessary.

This leads

to fairly simple descriptive models of the system.
A severe criticism of Checkland's methodology is that it does not
generate models based on the way the system works (i.e. a theoretical
model), but simply a descriptive model based on the root definition.
Thus there is no guarantee that the implementation of the agreed change
(stage 9) would produce the results expected using the model.

This

criticism has been developed constructively by Molloy and Best (1980) who
argue that the methodology can be augmented and construed as a "theory
building methodology".

This involves a replacement of the statement or

"sentential" type of conceptual model (based on the root definition) by
a dual "sentential-iconic"model, that is a "statement-picture complex" in
Harry's sense (1970, see Section 3.3.A).

The picture or iconic model pro

vides a hypothetical underlying mechanism for the system, i.e. a theory.
They propose that such a model could be based on the organismic model of
Beer (1972) which provides a model of a viable system.

Initially, the

use of the model would be paramorphic (Harr6, 1970), but with development
it would become homeomorphic and offer a full theoretical explanation of
the system.

A further point should be made, that Molloy and Best omit,

that the model should be validated in its present role as a model of the
specific system, and this can be done to the viable system model as well.
The introduction of an explanatory model may lead to a reperception of
the original problem and, heuristically, the validity (or value) of the
model may have to be regarded in this light.

These technical aspects can

be understood simply by the maxim that somewhere in the methodology there
should be the requirement of improving the understanding of how the system
works.
Models of "viable" systems, such as Beer's organismic model (1972)
or M'Pherson's"proto-system" (1980), are based on a specific type of
system, biological and technological, respectively.
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The claims for

generality of these models should be assessed by validating them in other
areas than their source and not by the GST metaphysical principle ("this
is a system, therefore

Furthermore, the model may not be a valid

representation of its source material (Beer's model is now erroneous by
current neurophysiological theory).
An example of a methodology based on the systems analysis school is
that of Mattessich (1978) whose book purports to be an "epistemology of
the applied and social sciences".

It is essentially a thorough develop

ment of decision theory (going through logic, deductive logic, multi
valued logic, inductive logic and probabilistic induction, Von Neumann/
Morganstem decision theory, to probabilistic decision theories) sandwiched
between relatively short sections on systems philosophy and epistemology.
Mattessich is concerned with applied sciences, or the instrumental use of
reason.

He is thus concerned with "epistemic utility" as opposed to "cog

nitive epistemology" or, in other words, truth only if it is useful, and
so decision theory (being normative) plays an essential role.

In Chapter 7,

"Philosophy and the Systems Approach", he shows how there is a strong
normativistic element in systems methodology and the philosophies of the
Weltanschauungen schools (Hanson, Kuhn, Feyerabend).

It is difficult to

see how he justifies his emphasis on logic, confirmation theory, etc. in
earlier chapters when such philosophers completely reject such an orien
tation in the philosophy of science.

In fact, Mattessich offers very

little by the way of methodology for applied and social sciences and his
positions on epistemology, theory development and validation are not clear.
3.4.5

Some philosophical problems of systems science - and some possible
solutions (with reference to model validation)
This section has considered some of the philosophical issues associated

with systems science, ranging from the grand claims of GST to the practicallyoriented systems methodologies.

Despite the differences between different

aspects, there are several common threads or claims:

at some stage in

scientific activity it is necessary to look at a more global level (synthesis)
the theories or methodologies have a wider generality than is usually the
case;

systems science nearly always entails working across conventional

disciplinary boundaries.

These raise questions which are both philosophically

important and of relevance to the practice of systems science.

In particular,

these questions are associated with the generality of systems theories/
methodologies, and the analogical transfer of models from one discipline
to another, and raise important issues in model validation.
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The outline

of the philosophy of science in the previous section provides some very
powerful philosophical tools with which to pose and tackle these problems,
and many will be incorporated in the theory of model validity developed
in the next chapter.
The over-optimistic claims made by people such as Bertalanffy and
Forrester on the potential of systems science, and its failure to go any
where near meeting them has led to some stinging criticisms of systems
science.

Berlinski (1976), in an informed yet negativistic criticism,

attacks mainly technical problems associated with systems science;
the definition of a system;

the application of Forrester's "system

dynamics" to world modelling (Meadows et al., 1972);
models in biology, etc..

e.g.

some cybernetic

Lilienfeld's critique (1978) is an ideological

one associating the rise of systems theory with the growth of an authori
tarian bureaucratic scientific elite and applies equally to the elitification of all areas of intellectual activity.

Although the target of his

critism is GST (his own interpretation of it), it should not be dismissed
lightly and systems scientists should remember that their subject, with
all its jargon and complex computerised techniques, makes scientific know
ledge even further removed from the average person and a more restricted
commodity.
The generality of systems science leads to some difficult problems
in model validation.

Firstly, general theories such as GST are assumed

to apply to any system, no matter what area it is drawn from.

If the

theory could be validated empirically for some specific systems, could
its general validity be inferred?

The answer to this is affirmative only

if a metaphysical hypothesis is accepted akin to an induction hypothesis
(see Section 3.2.3), namely that there is a regularity in the world that
holds in all areas.

Such a hypothesis is even worse than an induction

hypothesis since it asks for the acceptance not just of a regularity, but
a regularity of a certain kind (i.e. systems), and not as an empirical
hypothesis, but as a metaphysical necessity.

At best, a general system

theory could be validated (theoretically and empirically) in a finite
number of application areas, and, probably, the degree of validity would
vary greatly due to theoretical difficulties, measurement problems, etc.
In these areas, and using domain knowlédge (of each area), a postulate of
"appropriate chunking" will apply such that Bertalanffy's "ontological-must"
argument holds, i.e. "this chunk of reality (in this area) is a system and
therefore must have certain system characteristics".
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This takes the problem

into a complex middle ground (between general theories and models of
specific systems or areas) where some concepts, models and theories are
believed to apply to a number of different systems (areas) and these are
far removed from GST.
The second type of problem for model validation in systems science
occurs in this middle ground where concepts and models are freely trans
ferred between different areas (this is characteristic of, but not limited
to, systems science).
models have?

What

epistemological and scientific basis do such

What criteria are there for judging the results of the analo

gical transfer of models between areas?

The following considerations may

help determine the epistemological basis and heuristic potential of this
aspect of systems science:
(i)

An analogical model is a paramorph (Harr6, 1972) which provides a

hypothetical mechanism to explain phenomena in the new area (as a "state
ment-picture complex", Section 3.3.4);

it gives structure and hence

understanding to an area (Hanson, 1958, Section 3.3.2).
(ii)

Empirical validation may be possible, but a model will certainly

introduce new terms and variables ("language-shift" - Toulmin, Section
3.3.4) and its data requirements for extensive empirical validation may
not be met until later.

An important aspect is to use patterns in the

data to reveal structural properties of the system.
(iii)

According to Lakatos' theory of research programmes (1970, Section

3.3.4) , a research programme is theoretically progressive if the empirical
content of a domain is increased, and empirically progressive if this is
also empirically validated (as in (ii)).
(iv)

The introduction of an analogical model may lead to a redefinition

of an old problem in the area or to the generation of new problems which
are considered more important or fundamental (Popper's tetradic schema,
1962, Section 3.3.4;
(v)

Lakatos' problem-shifts, 1970, Section 3.3.4).

In terms of Shapere's "domains" (1977, Section 3.3.4) - does the model

solve a domain problem (e.g. in reorganising knowledge) or a theoretical
problem (which requires a theory to explain the domain)?
(vi)

The use of the model may not satisfy (i) to (v) but may nevertheless

be instrumental in meeting some other objective (such as improved health
care).

However, the satisfaction of such objectives usually requires, and

is certainly not impaired by, an increase of knowledge and explanation of
phenomena in the area in question brought about by the use of the model.
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These are some of the aspects that will be included in the theory
of model validity (Chapter 4) with relation to the role of the model in
the overall process of model development or scientific activity rather
than its representational validity of a specific system.
this is referred to as "heuristic" validity.

In Chapter 4,

The relative emphasis on

these two distinct features is determined mainly by the specific modelling
objectives in the particular validation study and the stage of domain
development.

(in Chapter 5, a range of validation methodologies is

devised using the theory of model validity.

The c-methodology (Section

5.6) is intended as a heuristic methodology for the validation of analo
gical and innovative models and develops many of the above considerations.)
Similar types of consideration may be made concerning the validity
of the application of systems methodologies.

Primarily, these can be

assessed pragmatically, i.e. by checking whether a methodology achieves
its utilitarian objectives (e.g. design or optimisation of some system).
The range of application to different systems or types of problem can be
determined from a critical philosophical and theoretical examination of
the methodology or by testing it out in practice.

Quite often a methodo

logy will embody some theoretical concepts or rest upon the development
of a model (as in the Checkland methodology) and in these cases the
validity of the theory or theory-building procedure will be of paramount
importance.
As systems science progresses, there will be a growing body of systems
concepts, models, theories and methodologies, and at the same time a more
critical delimiting of their ranges of valid application (theoretically,
empirically, pragmatically and heuristically).

If this results in a sub

stantive common body or core, then the claims of the visionaries such as
Bertalanffy will have been borne out.

This core can be regarded as the

research aim of systems science which distinguishes it from most other
sciences, but it must be strived for in a legitimate scientific manner and
emerge as a property of the world.

It can never be a metaphysical assumption

that systems of this kind do exist and systems scientists must be aware of
the possibility that the critical and rational development of their indivi
dual researches may lead to an irrevocable and fundamental differentiation
of systems theory.

In any case, the evidence is now that systems science

will only augment conventional science and never replace it.
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3.5

Philosophy of Measurement

,3.5.1

Introduction

The theory of model validity developed in Chapter 4 (and, indeed,
a philosophy of science) calls for detailed considerations of the nature
of data available from the system (object, phenomena, etc.) which is
modelled.

By "data" are meant the records of observations, experiments

and measurements of the system.

These considerations range from an

examination of the possible inaccuracies in measurements, through a de
limiting of the extent to which the system is practically and theoretically
observable (or measurable), to a philosophical analysis of the foundations
of data.

In this section, the philosophy of measurement will be outlined

with reference to the theory of measurement.

The theory of measurement

is concerned with an analysis of the logical foundations of measurement
and stems from the positivistic analyses of Mach on the concept of mass
(1868) and temperature (1896) and Helmholtz's analysis of counting and
measuring (1887).

Mach intended to show that all scientific theories could

be reduced to, or deduced from, the basic elements of sensory experience
which were pure facts.

However, all measurement contains some theoretical

content and is not a simple connection to the facts of reality.

The theory

of measurement can be regarded as a theory of the elementary level of
theory in measurement.

Evidence for the relation of theory and measurement

is contained in the simultaneous growth of understanding, theories and
models of an area and the development of measurement science in that area
(e.g. the use of isotopic tracer techniques in biology and the concepts
and theories of compartmental analysis).
The philosophy, or theory, of measurement has received little atten
tion in contemporary philosophy of science.

There are a number of reasons

for this, of which the following two are perhaps the most important:
firstly, Hanson’s analysis of the theory-ladenness

of observations (1956)

and the Weltanschauungen philosophies of Feyerabend and Kuhn led to subjec
tivist epistemologies where the measurements were considered

determined by

the theory (the criticisms of this view are given in Section 3.3.2);

and,

secondly, the focus of attention has shifted from the individual theory or
model to the overall dynamic process of scientific development (e.g.
Lakatos, 1970, Section 3.3.4), in which considerations of particular
details of measurement have played only a small role.

Despite this,

measurement and observation play an essential role in scientific develop
ment as the means for finding out about reality.
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It is likely that a

historical-realist approach such as Shapere's (1977), which focusses on
the development of a scientific domain, will provide a much more satisfac
tory epistemology which will clarify the nature and role of measurement.
The rest of this section is structured thus:
development of measurement theory is outlined;
trends and problem areas are discussed;

firstly, the historical

secondly, some recent

and, finally, the implications

and relevance for the theory of model validity are assessed.

For a com

prehensive review of measurement theory consult Leaning (1977).
3.5.2

History of measurement theory

Modern measurement theory stems from the work of the nineteenth century
mathematicians and physicists on the foundations of mathematics and the
elementary concepts in science (Mach (1868, 1896) - mass and temperature;
Helmholtz (1887) - counting and measuring).

Holder (1901) formalised the

axioms for the measurement of empirical quantities (attributes or properties)
that were additive.

The British physicist Campbell (1920, 1928) analysed

the fundamental nature of physical measurement and gave three rules for
measurement:
(i)

Measured attributes are capable of being ordered.

(ii) Measured attributes are additive.
(iii)

A copy can always be found.

In essence, this forms the basis of a theory of measurement, although
nowadays it is recognised that these rules are necessary (not not sufficient)
conditions for "extensive" measurement, and that there are many other typfes
of measurement.

Many of these were discovered by social scientists for

dealing with attributes that are non-extensive.

The classic work by Von

Neumann and Morganstern (1944) was a theory of utility and chance in
economics which was based on the axioms of preference and decision, and
stimulated the development of both the theory arid practice of measurement
in the social sciences (e.g. S. S. Stevens, C. H. Coombs).
Tarski's concept of a relational system (1954) allowed a new axiomatic
formulation of measurement theory (Scott and Suppes, 1958).

In this

approach measurement is regarded as a homomorphic mapping between an
empirical relational system and a symbolic relational system, such that
the symbols assigned in measurement represent relations between the
empirical attributes of objects or events.

Such a theory is known as a

representational theory of measurement", and put

the analysis of measure

ment on a formal basis which allowed the methods of modern logic to extend
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greatly the range and scope of measurement theory.
Ellis (1966) produced the first hook devoted solely to a philosophical
analysis of measurement since Campbell (1928). The first presentation of
a unified axiomatic theory of measurement was by Pfanzagl (1968).

A com

prehensive theory of measurement applying both to physical and social
sciences was given by Krantz, Luce, Suppes and Tversky (1971) which uses
all the devices of modern logic, set theory and mathematics, although
still leaves many questions unanswered (see Section 5.3).

Measurement had

been treated as a numerical assignment, but Finkelstein (1975) showed that
it could be generalised to representation by symbols.
At the heart of measurement theory is a definition of measurement
(usually'expressed formally) as "the objective assignment of symbols to
attributes of objects or events in such a way as to describe the relations
between them".

Measurement theory then proceeds technically by showing

what basic empirical properties must be discernible (in respect of an
attribute) for that attribute to be measurable on a numerical or any other
type of scale.

However, the definition also allows the clear articulation

philosophical questions on the nature of measurement.

For instance,

there has to be a priori identification of the type of object or events
appropriate for the attribute;

if the attribute is a universal concept,

what is its ontological status?

At the primitive stages of measurement,

the objects are items of everyday experience and the ontology of the attri
bute is linked to a set of particular empirical operations.

As measure

ment develops the attribute becomes conceptualised and theoretical under
standing develops.

At a sophisticated level of measurement, the attribute

is a variable in a theory (independent of an empirical operation), and the
identification of objects is determined by the theory.

To deal with these

questions properly the theory of measurement needs augmenting with some
more philosophical apparatus.

However, although it provides a static view

of measurement, it nevertheless provides a very good basis for understanding
measurement across the whole scientific spectrum.
3» 5.3

Some recent trends in measurement theory

Although all

measurement depends on theory, it is usual to dis

tinguish between direct and indirect measurement.

Direct measurement con

sists of measurement of an attribute involving that attribute alone.

In

indirect measurement, however, the value of an attribute may be determined
by measuring other related or component attributes and combining the results
together in a numerical law or mathematical model.
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In practice, nearly all

measurement is indirect (or "conjoint" in the psychological literature).
A well-known property of laws in physics is that they are dimensionally
•
,
invariant monomial functions and that attributes (variables) are related
multiplicatively.

The reason for this has long been of interest in

measurement theory (e.g. Bridgman, 1922;

Causey, 1969), yet no satisfac

tory explanation in qualitative empirical terms had been offered.

Recently

Luce (1978) has shown that dimensionally invariant laws correspond to
meaningful qualitative relations on the empirical relational system.

The

latter are simply the set of automorphisms of the original relational struc
ture.
to

Much work needs to be done in extending the theory of measurement

include indirect measurement based on models.

A clear prerequisite for

using models in this way is that they have been validated and is therefore
highly relevant to this thesis.
Anhther problem area of measurement theory is that of uncertainty.
The primary source of uncertainty in measurement arises from the inability
to discriminate precisely the fundamental empirical relations.

Only a few

attempts have been made to develop a theory of measurement for uncertain
relations:

the algebraic deterministic theory of semiorder (Luce, 1956);

the qualitative probabilistic approach (Domotor, 1969);

and a numerical

probabilistic theory based on a probabilistic homomorphism (Leaning, 1977).
This still remains an area for further research.
3«5.4

Implications for the theory of model validity

The most important implication for the theory of model validity is
that the theory of measurement provides a good explanation of the nature
of measurement which is a central aspect of the theory of model validity.
Tor instance, it explains the different scale types, the dependency on
theory (particularly indirect measurement), the differences in measurement
between different sciences, etc.

An understanding of this latter point

provides a major reason for the differences in validation methodologies
in different sciences.

In physics, most measurement is indirect, relying

on valid general laws, theories, and models.

In biology, there is a

growing trend towards using models for indirect measurement to cope with
the complexity and relative impenetrability of biological systems.

In

the social sciences, by contrast, measurement is still largely a correla
tional activity, where theoretical
attributes often do not correspond.

concepts and empirically measurable
One common and interesting feature,

however, is the emphasis on the multidimensional character of measurement,
and this suggests that theories and models are applied as a whole and not
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built up from knowledge of individual empirical attributes.
More practically, the theory of measurement can aid in coping with
measurement uncertainty and the meaningful use of measurement data in
empirical model validation.

For instance, if a variable is measured

ordinally, it cannot be used to validate cardinal properties of the
model.

Similarly, there is a variety of statistics, appropriate to

different scale types, which can be used to deal with measurement uncer
tainty.

Individual biological systems within a class (e.g. human cardio

vascular systems) show considerable variation when measured and measurementtheoretic considerations can help extract quantitative features for the
data that do not show such variation and can be used to validate general
models of the class rather than an individual.

3.6

Conclusions
In Chapter 2, most of the scientific literature reviewed treated

validity as synonyinous with empirical correspondence, which is also the
ePistemological basis of logical empiricism (Section 3.2).

However,

logical empiricism has been severely challenged in the recent philosophy
of science, in particular for its views on theory or model confirmation
(validation) and the basis of scientific knowledge (Section 3.3.1).

The

extreme views of the Weltanschauungen philosophers (Feyerabend, Kuhn,
Section 3.3.2) led to a concept of validity that was equated with coherence
with existing theory at most times and non-existent at times of dramatic
scientific change.

Unfortunately, this approach does not ultimately require

that scientific theories or models express information about an objective
reality and is therefore defective.
The historical realist school of the philosophy of science (Shapere,
Suppe , Section 3.3.4) is based on detailed studies of the actual dynamic
process of science (unlike logical empiricism which is essentially a
static reconstruction of science).

The epistemology of historical realism

is dependent on the assumption that an external reality exists and that
there are critical methods for obtaining objective knowledge about such a
reality.

These methods include those based on the empirical and theoretical

concepts of validity and, additionally, the use of "good reasoning patterns"
which are associated with the recognition of the potential or fruitfulness
°f a theory, model, research programme, etc. (i.e. "heuristic" potential),
relative importance of empirical, theoretical, and heuristic validity
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concepts depends largely on the content and

stage of development of the

scientific domain associated with a theory or model.

There is much evi

dence, however, that many of the decisions on retaining, modifying, or
rejecting a model are made using heuristic considerations.
An important omission of the philosophy of science (including his
torical realism) is the consideration of pragmatic validity, which is
associated with the practical use of theories and models.

Although prag

matic validity should not affect representational (theoretical^ empirical)
or heuristic validity it may

have a significant effect on the content and

direction of an area of scientific research.

The concept of pragmatic

validity emerged in the review of Chapter 2, and is operative, for example,
in the validation of methodologies for "real-world" problem solving (e.g.
systems methodology, Section 3.4.4).
In the next chapter, a theory of model validity is developed in
which the four concepts of model validity (empirical correspondence,
theoretical coherence, heuristic potential, and pragmatic value) are
expressed as sets of validity criteria.

In this theory, the relationship

between the modelling objectives, the nature of available data, and the
validity criteria is carefully analysed and explained.

The modelling

objectives and available data are taken as indicators of the content and
stage of development of the scientific domain associated with a model,
although the role of domain knowledge in model validation is also con
sidered separately.

The review of the philosophy of measurement (Section

3*5) provides a basis for the theory of data in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 5, the theory of model validity is used to devise a range
°£ validation methodologies.

One of these (the e-methodology, Section

5*6) is heuristically-based and is suitable for dealing with the problems
°f validation that arise in connection with the analogical transfer of
models between different domains that occurs in systems science (Section
3*4).

in conclusion, the review of the philosophy of science presented

in this chapter has been very useful in explicating the various concepts
of model validity listed in these conclusions and in explaining the role
of model validation in the ongoing process of scientific development.
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CHAPTER 4
A THEORY OF MODEL VALIDITY

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

Introduction
In this chapter a theory of model validity is presented which forms

the central core of the work reported in this thesis.

The function of

the theory is to clarify and explain the various concepts of model
validity that have emerged from the previous two chapters.

It does this

by classifying the diverse aspects of model validity* and relating them
to a set of possible modelling objectives and a theory of data.

As such

it can be regarded as a form of extended definition of model validity.
However, it is a theory because it not only describes and classifies
the various aspects of model validity but it explains their relative
importance under certain conditions (modelling objectives and data
availability) and how the operational use of them in model validation
can lead to a satisfaction of modelling objectives.

There are two

distinct applications of the theory:
(i)

In the critical analysis and assessment of model vali
dation in the development of particular research areas
(the province of the history and philosophy of science);

(ii)

To develop validation methodologies in areas where there
is a lack of adequate methodologies, or existing ones are
problematic.

The former has played the larger part in the development of the
theory (based on scientific and philosophical reviews;

Chapters 2 and

3), whereas the latter is more important to the main aim of the thesis,
namely the development and application of validation methodologies with
emphasis on mathematical models in biology and medicine.

The use of the

theory in generating methodologies is considered in Chapter 5, and the
application of appropriate methodologies for biological models is illus
trated in Chapters 6, 7 and 8, and for models in the social sciences in
Chapter 9.
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4.1,2

Preliminary definitions, assumptions and other considerations
Before outlining the nature, scope and application of the theory

(Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4), some preliminary definitions, assumptions
and other considerations are necessary.

Although the definitions of a

valid model and model validity are intentionally a little idealistic
and general and their inadequacies highlight the need for a theory of
model validity, nevertheless in essence they underpin the entire approach.
In Section 4.7, some of the philosophical implications of these defini
tions and assumptions and of the theory itself will be raised.
an assumption
A>

Firstly,

must be made about the primary aim of science.

The primary aim of science is the rational acquisition and evolution

of knowledge and understanding of phenomena which themselves have an
objective existence.
This assumption leads to a realist

epistemology that the world

exists and that there are legitimate scientific ways of finding out
about it, and on which the concepts of model validity and techniques of
model validation must be based to avoid the dangers of subjectivist
epistemologies.

It is not trivial (see Chapter 3).

In science there is a great diversity of knowledge representation
devices ranging from descriptive accounts, reports of observations or
measurements, diagrams and physical analogues, to the precise abstrac
tions of symbolic and mathematical models and theories.

This thesis

concentrates on the validity of mathematical (or theoretical) models.
A model is defined thus:
jl.

A model is a theoretical device which embodies both description

and explanation of phenomena.
This definition is based on the use of models in actual scientific
practice and differs from the notions of a model on a theory (or formal
language) or a model as an exemplar, although it may also satisfy them.
A model, therefore, is intended to satisfy the primary aim of science
(A).

The distinction between models and theories, and the use of models
other (pragmatic) objectives are discussed further below.

It should

be noted at this stage, however, that the view taken in this thesis is
fcbat the successful use of models for pragmatic purposes (such as system
optimisation) depends on their scientific nature (i.e. satisfying Dl).
The adjective "valid" is derived from the Latin, validus-valere,
meaning to be strong.

The conventional meanings of valid are strong,

sound, legitimate, or efficacious with respect to a set of rules or
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purposes.

Typically it is used in legal terminology (valid according

to legal rules and procedures)or in logic (a valid derivation from a
set of axioms).

The use intended here is that designating legitimate

or efficacious with respect to a specific purpose.

A valid model can be

defined as:
D2.

A valid model is one which satisfies the purposes (or objectives)

for which it is intended.
Adopting the definition of a model (Dl) with the primary aim (A),
a general definition of a valid model for scientific purposes is:
D2a, A valid model is one which represents the phenomena of interest.
By ’'represent" is meant both a description of the phenomena and an
explanation of them.

This involves a correspondence of the model with

the phenomena themselves and with the other factors that lead to these
phenomena (i.e. a mechanism or explanation).

Model validity can be

simply defined as:
D3.

Model validity is the extent to which the model satisfies the

purposes for which it is intended;

or:

D3a. Model validity is the extent of the representation of the phenomena
by the model.
D2a and D3a lead to the notion of an isomorphism or partial iso
morphism (homomorphism) between the model and the phenomena.

Model

validation is then the process of discovering the extent of the homo
morphism with the phenomena of interest.

This would involve comparing

the model with the facts (observations and measurements) concerning the
phenomena.

D2a can be rephrased as:

D2b. A valid model (of a set of phenomena) is one which corresponds to
the facts about the phenomena,
and D3a as
D3b. Model validity is the extent of the correspondence between the
model and the facts about the phenomena.
It is at this stage that many problems arise.

In general, these

are concerned with the philosophical difficulties associated with the
correspondence concept of truth (Chapter 3, Section 3.2).

Some of these

are discussed in Section 4.7, but for the rest of this subsection some
realistic scientific considerations will be made which temper the above
definitions.

The main problem arises from the fact that "facts" are

very rarely neutral records of phenomena.
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In science knowledge about phenomena is contained in many forms
ranging from data records to more or less validated models and theories.
So-called "facts" themselves contain theoretical concepts (possibly even
structured by the model with which they are being compared).

Of course,

the scientific basis of models must be in experience, but this is an
evolutionary process in which theories and models develop from simple
concepts rooted in everyday observation

to sophisticated abstractions

with which to regard and shape phenomena.

The various areas of scientific

research form distinct evolving bodies of knowledge, concepts, ■'etc.
which may be called "domains" (Shapere, 1974;

see also Section 3.3.4).

D A . A domain is a more or less structured body of knowledge related to
a certain research area and which may contain data (putative facts), ,
hypotheses, models and theories, etc.
A domain is not necessarily internally consistent and may contain
problems (contradictions, inadequate models, incomplete data banks, and
so on) which drive the research ahead.

As the domain evolves there will

he changes in models, theories, conceptual meanings (semantics), important
problems, and maybe even in what are considered

facts.

If the develop

ment of the domain is progressive then the major models and theories will
he considered highly valid, and a new model will be assessed primarily
against these, whereas at an early stage in the domain’s history models
will be validated mainly against data.

Thus the "stage of development"

°f a domain will affect substantially what is meant by a valid model.
The two meanings of model validity distinguished so far are coherency
with other theories or models, and correspondence with the facts.

Thus

the definitions D2b and D3b are insufficient since they entail only
correspondence with facts, and the less precise definitions D2a and D3a
must be adopted instead.

(Philosophies or theories based on D2b and

D3b will inevitably lead to an incomplete analysis of science as evidenced
hy the failure of the positivist programme;

see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1).

The notion of a dynamic domain suggests that models may also play
a role in the evolution of knowledge which is not simply checked against
other models or theories, or data.

This role is that of the model in

helping discover new phenomena, gain further understanding, or to re
define the problems of interest, and may be summed up as a recognition
of the "heuristic potential" of the model.

There is strong evidence

that the decision to accept models in science is often made on this basis
(see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4) and yet there are few philosophies of
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science or scientific theories of model validity which are explicitly
aware of this fact.

The next step in this analysis of the concept of

model validity is to note that models are frequently used to satisfy
some practical or utilitarian purpose, such as the improvement of a
system.

To the users of models in this way, a model will be considered

valid (in a pragmatic sense) if it does indeed achieve the practical end
required of it, regardless of whether it satisfies D2a and D3a in rep
resenting the phenomena.

In other words, if it satisfies the first

general definitions of a valid model (D2) and model validity (D3) in
terms of the modelling objectives.
The single concept of model validity as correspondence with the
facts has therefore been replaced by a multidimensional concept which
includes empirical or factual validity, theoretical validity, practical
value, and potential for scientific development or understanding.
different aspects

These

are united only at the level of validity as a satis

faction of modelling objectives.

It might be argued that this simply

equates validity with acceptance, and that validity should relate to
empirical and perhaps theoretical aspects only.

To some extent the

first part of the criticism is correct, and the adjective valid is used
because its root meaning is strong, legitimate, sound, acceptable, etc.
However, to call a "valid model" an "acceptable model" blurs an important
distinction.

The various concepts of validity above are the types of

scientific reason for accepting a model, but in practice the acceptance
of a model by a scientific community is a sociological event, and may
be modulated by psychological, social, political, or economic causes.
In other words, scientific reasons of validity plus non-scientific
causes equals acceptance.

Scientific honesty tries to keep the causes

as small as possible, a point not fully understood by many political
and social analyses of science (which cannot explain therefore why
science works).

The second part of the criticism is incorrect and leads

to incomplete theories of model validity as well as defective validation
procedures (see Chapter 2 for many illustrations).
The theory of model validity developed in Section 4.3 extends the
above analysis considerably and shows how the different aspects of vali
dity are interrelated and how different aspects become important under
different modelling objectives, data theory, and stage of development
°f the domain.

This subsection concludes with an examination of the

differences between models and theories.
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Usually, models have a greater specificity than theories but more
generality than data records.

Like theories, and unlike pure data, they

may embody explanation (understanding) as well as description (Harré’s
statement-picture complex", 1970, see Section 3.3.4).

Sometimes a

model is considered to be "on a theory" when a theory is reduced by con
straints, initial conditions, etc., so that the model satisfies the
theory.

This assigns a very unimportant role to models 9nd many writers

concluded that models were unnecessary (e.g. Braithwaite, 1953).
ever, models play essential roles in scientific development.

How

Ft>r instance,

in biology a mathematical model may be based on a descriptive theory with
additional empirical data, and will be theoretically (or formally) richer
than the theory itself.

Although the distinction between models and

theories is useful, no strict dividing line can be drawn which does not
eliminate most of the interesting properties of models.

The theory of

model validity may also apply to theories, but this is not elaborated
»

further.
So far, in this chapter, the use of the word "system" has been
avoided.

It is tempting to talk about a "model of a system" and this

implicitly involves a presupposition that the existence of the system is
self-evident, but "system" is itself a theoretical concept.

It is the

modelling of a group of objects/events/phenomena which imparts the struc
ture and properties of

system to them.

If the model turns out to be

valid, then it is justified to consider the grouping a system (or, more
correctly, a type of system with the type-properties this entails).

This

consideration ties up a loose-end in systems science which is generally
considered to be model-based.
Another interesting implication for model validity in systems science
arises from the concept of domains.

The essence of systems science is

interdisciplinary, taking models and concepts from one area and applying
them to another.

This involves a combination of the systems science

domain (mathematical modelling, etc.) with a host domain, or domains
(e-g. human biology and pharmacology).

Since the content and stages of

development are very different it is highly likely that the research
and modelling objectives, and operative validity concepts will mismatch.
This mismatch is often reflected in a partial language barrier, and offers
a challenge for the application of the theory of model validity (Chapter 5,
Section 5.6).
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A.1.3

Nature and scope of the theory
The theory of model validity elucidates the various aspects of model

validity and their relation to modelling objectives, etc.

It can be

regarded as an analytical framework, but a more precise notion is that
of a metatheory (introduced in a similar context by Tarski in his famous
paper on the concept of truth, 1931).

The terms of the metatheory pro

vide a metalanguage with which to talk about the validity of models, and
are structured (related) according to the metatheory.

The subject of a

metatheory is theories (or models) and it is therefore distinguished from
theories (or models) whose subjects are empirical phenomena.

The concept

of the theory of model validity as a metatheory has two immediate impli
cations.

Firstly, in order to talk about the validity of models it is

necessary also to talk about the models themselves and the phenomena
they are intended to represent.

This entails that the theory should

contain, or be part of, a theory of models and should also contain a
section on the nature of data (a theory of data).

Secondly, model vali

dity at the level of the model is a semantic concept which, at the level
of the (meta)theory, becomes a syntactical property (i.e. obeys certain
rules).

This suggests that the various aspects of model validity may

be expressed as a set of criteria.
The theory is a verbal scientific theory with occasional uses of
symbolism for brevity and precision. The structure of the theory is
classificatory.

Some use of set theory is made.

There are three distinct origins of the theory.

The first is the

work on the validation of a group of biological models (reported in
Chapters 6, 7 and 8) which has formed the major topic of research and
has provided many ideas (and problems) on the nature of model validity.
The second is an extensive review of the literature of model validity
and validation in a wide range of sciences (Chapter 2).

Most of the

work reviewed concentrated on methodologies for model validation, and
tended to be oriented to a particular class of models (e.g. simulation
models, see Chapter 2, Section 2.3, or Fishman and Kiviat, 1968).

Some

exceptions, which have been formative in the development of the theory,
are those by Kaplan (1964, Section 2.4.2), who related model validity
to model purpose and questioned the validity of data;

Hermann (1967,

Section 2.4.3) whose seminal paper related a range of modelling objec
tives to a set of validity criteria;

Karplus (1977, Section 2.4.7)

who distinguished between deductive and inductive validity;
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and Gruhl

(1979, Section 2.8,3) who suggested that, in model validation, the overall
methodology of modelling should be examined in order to expose the critical
points at which uncertainties, or corruptions, are introduced into a
model.

These contributions were more oriented to the nature of model

validity rather than to validation methodologies and this suggests that
successful validation methodologies will be based on a good understanding
of what is meant by a valid model.

Also, in this second area, work on

the validity of biological models was reviewed and, in particular, the
papers by Berman (1963, Section 2.5.2) and Carson and Finkelstein (1977,
Section 2.5.5) were most helpful.

The latter suggested that the validity

°f biological models was problematic because of the lack of subsystem
data and/or theory.

A related area is that of system identification

and, whilst little attention had been paid to model validity by the
beginning of the project, an increasing emphasis has been given in the
recent literature (e.g. Mehra, 1980;
1980;

both Section 2.6.4).

Carson, Cobelli and Finkelstein,

In this area, the influences range from

the social and behavioural sciences (Kaplan, Hermann), to the biological
sciences (Berman, Carson and Finkelstein), to energy system modelling
(Gruhl), to physical systems (Karplus, Mehra).
The third area is that of work on the philosophy of science
(Chapter 3).
the theory.

This has been an important element in the development of
The philosophical status of the theory (which is not

intended to be a philosophical theory) lies in the historical realist
school of the philosophy of science as espoused by Toulmin (1953, 1972,
Section 3.3,4), Lakatos (1970, Section 3.3.4), Harr6 (1970, Section
3.3.4) and Suppe (1977, Section 3.3.4), although, naturally, the focus
on the specific issue of model validity is rather different.

Detailed

considerations of the philosophical significance of the theory are
left until Section 4.7.
The scope of the theory is model validity in any scientific or
application area.

The theory is intended to be as comprehensive as

possible, although additional types of modelling objectives or validity
concepts may be required for areas that have not been directly considered.
Ibis should not affect the general form of the theory, however.

The

wide scope of the theory arises from its developmental base in many
different areas, as described above, and not as an arbitrary generalisa
tion.

This grand claim is justified in part by the fact that the theory

is relatively simple.
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The theory offers an explanation of model validity which is an
acceptable objective in its own right.

However, the main application

°f the theory is for models which cross disciplinary, or domain, boun
daries and for which the concept of model validity and legitimate tech
niques for validation are problematic.

This characterises the biological

models in the case studies (Chapters 6, 7 and 8) and models in systems
science in general, and is the central concern of this thesis.
,4.1.4

On the application, testing, and development of the theory

The theory of model validity has two types of application:
(i)

Critical or historical analysis of modelling methodologies
(including model validation).

It provides a very powerful

tool for critical analysis.
(ii)

In the suggestion of appropriate validation methodologies.

The second application is slightly normativistic:

a consideration

°f the modelling objectives, stage of development (of the domain), and
data theory determine

what aspects of validity should be important.

These can then be used to devise an appropriate programme or methodology
for model validation.

This use is exemplified in Chapter 5.

The theory is not a metaphysical theory which is self-evidentially
true, but one which can be used, tested, and changed.

The testing may

occur through use in devising validation methodologies for problematic
areas, or through historical studies of actual scientific practice.
Since the subject of the theory is models (or theories) it cannot
strictly be applied to theories of theories (metatheories), but a fruit
ful way of testing it might be by applying the theory to itself.
Undoubtedly, testing the theory will lead to inadequacies, and it is
expected that the solution to these will entail an extension of the set of
modelling objectives or validity criteria, or the role of domain knowledge,
but not a change of the general form of the theory.

If this ultimately

proves to be necessary, then the value of the theory will be in encouraging
more research effort on the concepts of model validity and the development
°f efficient and appropriate methodologies for model validation.
.4» 1.5

Summary of chapter
Section 4.2 briefly outlines the theory of model validity, which is

Presented in full in Section 4.3.
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The role of model validation in the

overall modelling process is discussed in Section 4.4.

The way in which

the theory can be used to devise ("generate") validation methodologies
is described in Section 4.5, as a prelude to Chapter 5.

Section 4.6 is

concerned with the ways in which the theory may be tested, and Section
4.7 deals with the philosophical significance of the theory.

4.2

Outline of the Theory of Model Validity
The theory of model validity presented in the next section has four

parts.

These are briefly outlined below, together with an introduction

to some of the symbolism used in the theory.
(i)

Analysis of modelling objectives (Section 4.3.1)

This is concerned with the articulation, analysis, and classifica
tion of the various types of modelling objective.

In Section 4.1 a

definition of model validity was finally adopted that related validity
to the role a model is intended to play in an ongoing research programme.
In the theory of model validity the various roles are represented as
explicit modelling objectives.
denoted by

0

= {Of}.

The set of modelling objectives, CK, is

The classification of 5

is related to the

different ways in which models contribute to the critical evolution of
knowledge in a specific scientific domain.

(The same is true of the

validity criteria (iii).)
(if)

Theory of data (Section 4.3.2)

Tl^is part of the theory deals with the means by which empirical
phenomena may be represented, ranging from the verbal accounts of obser
vations t;o the mapping into a formal abstract space (measurement).

The

different forms of representation are known as data types, D . , and
denoted by'the set Q

= {Dj}.

The relationship between the available

data types and the stage of development of a domain is considered.

In

general, as 4 domain develops, evolving theories and models, the reper
toire of data! types expands, eventually including representation by
measurement. 'The emphasis is on the logico-empirical foundations of
data types rather than on specific techniques.

The nature of experimen

tation and the problem of uncertainty are also investigated.
(iii)

Validity criteria (Section 4.3.3)

The validity criteria are a ,set of rules expressed in natural
language.

They provide either a basis of comparison, or a basis for

assessment and cover the range of possible modelling roles.
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Validation

consists in the application of the appropriate criteria for the model.
As far as possible the model should satisfy each applicable criterion;
however, this is rarely an exact yes or no decision.
criteria, V^, is
(iv)

The set of validity

denoted by V' = (V^).

Synthesis of the theory (Section 4.3.4)

The final and most important part of the theory is concerned with the
overall relationship between modelling objectives («), data theory (or
types) (£)), and validity criteria (T).

The operative, or relevant,

validity criteria for a model are determined by the model’s objectives
and the available data types.
of the map 0 * £)

In general, therefore, the theory consists

V

Although the meaning of model validity changes with the stage of
development (for instance, theoretical sophistication) of a domain (area
of research), the theory of model validity itself does not change.

It

is an assumption of the theory that, for questions of model validity,
the nature of a domain is adequately characterised by the modelling
objectives and data types at a particular stage of development.

The

independence, or generality, of the theory is assured by including a
comprehensive range of (9 and P to describe domains in any stage of
development.

In applying the theory to a specific model (or class of

models) considerations about the domain enter at the level of D
® •

and

The appropriate validity criteria, V , for the model are then

determined by the theory without further reference to the domain.

The

criteria, V , may then be used as the basis of a validation methodology .
(This use of the theory is described fully in Section 4.5).
The use of systems models in biology and medicine raises some
interesting questions about model validity associated with domains.
This type of modelling involves the interaction of at least two domains:
the domain of systems modelling, and the domain of human physiology, for
instance.

The differing nature of the domains will result, most likely,

in different modelling objectives and data types.

This leads to diffi

culties at every level, from problem perception, to model formulation
and data acquisition, to model validation, and calls for a clear articu
lation of the modelling objectives, as well as the theoretical foundations
and data type requirements of the model.
are dealt with further in Section 4.4.

This problem and some solutions
(Incidentally, the problem is

even worse for systems models in the social sciences;
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see Chapter 9.)

4.3

Theory of Model Validity

4.3.1

Analysis of modelling objectives

^4,3.1.!

The nature of modelling objectives

The term "modelling objectives" refers to the purposes a model may
serve, the roles a model may play, or the ends a model is intended to
achieve in a scientific research programme or practical application.
These objectives are related to a set of problems such as inadequate
scientific theories, experimental design, or to problems perceived in a
socio-technical framework ("real-world" problems).
objectives are not always explicit;

When modelling,

for instance, new areas of research

roay be too weakly structured to pose problems well and modelling objec
tives, therefore, will be vague and probably implicit (n.b. this disorder
is an essential aspect of early domain development, some implications of
which for model validity are discussed in Section 4.4).

In established,

well-developed domains, modelling objectives will often be implicitly
known and yet precise - part of the legitimate research techniques.

In

this analysis of modelling objectives, a distinction is made between
objectives of a general kind and objectives of a specific kind.

The former

(Section 4.3.1.2) refer to the wider, often longer-term, objectives that
do not specify the application of the model, whereas the latter (Section
4.3.1.3) refer to objectives that relate the model to a class of systems
°r phenomena of intended application.

(It might seem that the modelling

objectives should include a reference to model validation or, more critically, to the invalidation of the model.

However, for formal reasons,

this can lead to tautologies or paradoxes stemming from the definition of
model validity (D2, Section 4.1.2).

To avoid this, a distinction should

be made between modelling and validation objectives.

Validation objectives

depend upon the modelling objectives in a way determined by the theory of
model validity (see also Section 4.7)).
_4.3.1.2

General modelling objectives

There are two classes of general modelling objectives:

scientific

and utilitarian.
-•3»1.2.1

General scientific modelling objectives

This class of general objective is associated with the use of a
model for the wide aim of the evolution of scientific knowledge and
understanding (assumption

A in Section 4.1.2).

Quite simply, the most

general scientific modelling objective is that a model should contribute
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to the growth of scientific knowledge and understanding (in practice
this is usually related to the scientific domain on which the model is
based).

As a representation device, it is convenient to distinguish

three general scientific modelling objectives:
(a)

Description.

Model is required as a compact representation

of empirical data.
(b)

Prediction.

On the basis of an existing data set, the model

should be capable of making predictions in accordance with
••

new data.
(c)

Explanation.

The model should provide understanding.

In this

role, the model may also satisfy description (a) and pre
diction (b), but usually it has an additional element, namely
the concept of an underlying mechanism.

(Frequently, an

associated objective is the use of a model as a framework
for hypothesis testing or theory construction.)
A fourth objective which may be based on (a), (b) or (c) is the use
of models for experimental design, i.e. the optimisation of empirical
knowledge gained through data acquisition.

In general, the type of general

scientific objectives that are important, or operative, for a particular
model will depend upon"the nature, content, and stage of development of
the scientific domain of which it is a part.

Usually, as a domain develops

there is a trend from verbal description to mathematical explanation.
(This concept of a dynamically-evolving domain which becomes more theoreti
cal is very important for the epistemological base on which this theory
rests, see Section 4.7.)
6j

denoted by

The

class of general scientific objective is

.

4.3.1.2.2 General utilitarian or pragmatic modelling objectives
The class of general utilitarian objectives is associated with the
use of the model in a practical application.

The following list covers

the more important classes of utilitarian objective, but it is probably
incomplete:
(a)

To improve (or optimise) an existing system, which may range
from technical to social to political.

(b)

The use of models for design, to meet the requirement of new
needs (genuine or synthetic).

Once a candidate design has

been provisionally accepted, objective (a) may be used.
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(c)

As an aid for decision makers.

By providing predictions of

likely future courses of events (e.g. economic forecasts)
under different circumstances, the model can help decision
makers choose a "best" course of action, or policy.
(d)

For "real-world" problem solving.

To help define a practical

problem and suggest means for its resolution.
(e)

As an educational tool.

A model may either be intended as a

knowledge representation device (surrogate t e a c h e r o r form
part of a learning system for cognitive development.
A major characteristic of utilitarian objectives is that they frequently
conflict.

This is a consequence of the differing viewpoints, or frames of

reference, of the different users of the model and sometimes the contradic
tory objectives of an individual user.

There are various techniques for

dealing with situations like this which can be regarded as normativistic
theories of rational choice;

however, the amount of preference information

(to construct multiattribute, multiobjective utility functions in a piecewise fashion) is very large, making their practical application very diffi
cult.

Perhaps the best achievable objective under these circumstances is

an awareness and understanding of the various aims that different people
have.
Models which are used for utilitarian objectives may be assessed
purely pragmatically according to whether the desired practical ends are
achieved.

However, many general utilitarian objectives also imply general

scientific objectives, and the view adopted here is that the value of
models used for utilitarian purposes must rest on the scientific validity
the models used or, in other words, on the precise fact that models
embody a representation and understanding of the system it is desired to
change.

The class of general utilitarian modelling objectives is denoted

byeu.

-4»3.1.3

Specific modelling objectives

The specific modelling objectives specify, or delimit, the intended
range of application of a model.

This is the class of systems, or phenomena,

together with constraints to which the model is intended to apply.
specify the intended range of application (denoted by

To

) some domain

knowledge is required, and this can be regarded as a background frame of
reference for the use of the model.

The two classes of specific objectives

are determined by the two classes of general objective, scientific and utili
tarian.
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,4.3.1.3.1

Specific scientific modelling objectives

These specify the class of systems or phenomena that the model is
intended to represent, together with a set of constraints concerning
time scales, resolution, boundaries, etc.

The intended range of appli

cation becomes the intended range of representation (still denoted by
•

It is important to recognise the bimodality of 5vj- •
(a)

Structural or physical modality
This consists of a description of the structure, geometrical

properties and topology of % £
(b)

Functional modality
This describes

£x

in terms of its behaviour, functioning,

functional properties, dynamics, etc.
The functional modality description is essentially theoretical and
depends entirely on the domain knowledge.

(Often a model is used to try

to solve a problem, difficulty, or inadequacy associated with the domain)
The expression of the structural modality is in a more neutral observa
tion language of geometry, structure, and natural language.
quence of the bimodality of

One conse

is that different data types are

required when applying empirical validity criteria (Section 4.3.3.4).
This analysis of the intended range of application allows a clear
interpretation of the concept of system.

$-r

may be regarded as a

system if it has certain global structural and functional properties.
Structural properties are generally unequivocal, whereas functional
properties depend much more on explanatory theories.

Thus, if a system

S is largely defined structurally (or physically) its ontological status
is given.

However, if S is defined in the functional modality (e.g. a

control system), the ontology of S depends on the validity of the
functional theories.

If a model M assumes that

^

is a system S (a

functional system) and if M satisfies the appropriate validity criteria,
then it may be meaningful to consider

as S.

Furthermore, models

used in this way (e.g. control system models in biology) provide a legi
timate epistemological base for scientific inquiry at the system level
(hence the term "model-based systems science").
In established domains, the intended range of application

S ix

will act as a fixed reference frame for the model (e.g. in the modelling
of physical instruments

-^r

is determined structurally by euclidean

geometry, and functionally by highly validated classical physical theory)
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whereas in rapidly developing domains the formulation and validation
of a model may lead to the acceptance of a new frame of reference,
constituting a problem shift or change in the specific objectives and
possibly a theoretical advance.

For this reason it can be seen that it

is very important to include information on domain development when
expressing the relationship between modelling objectives and appropriate
validity criteria (Section 4.3.4).
For model M, the set of specific scientific objectives is denoted
by 0s (M). These cannot be classified in the same way as general objectives O j , since 0g (M)
%£
and, therefore, this would involve a
general classification of all empirical phenomena.
In practice, modellers hope to achieve their specific modelling
objectives 0 (M) by demonstrating that the model is an accurate repre
sentation of

» and therefore satisfying at the same time their

general objectives

However, if the model does not satisfy'

0 (M) it may nevertheless lead heunstically to the satisfaction of
It is possible that, if this heuristic gain is sufficient, the model
will be accepted as valid by redefining 0 ^ (M) and
4.3,1.3,2

.

Specific utilitarian modelling objectives

In using a model to help in a practical situation, the specific
utilitarian modelling objectives are identified with the "real goals"
or objectives of the interested parties.

These objectives will be of

the general kind described in Section 4.3.1.2.2 related to a system of
interest;

for instance, (a) may be applied to the thyroid assay service

in a health care system;
science.

or (e) to computer-based education for medical

Usually, but not always, the specific utilitarian objectives

will require that the model represents a certain subsystem or process
in the system of interest, i.e. entail specific scientific objectives
(these were discussed in Section 4.3.1.3.1).

In addition, specific

utilitarian objectives always require the specification of the system
of interest outside the range of application or scope of the model.
Typically, this involves a definition of the "real goals", and the
possible courses of action available for change.

The course of action

is chosen which maximises the satisfaction of the "real goals".
For technical problems (e.g. engineering design) this method works
very well, but for more complicated situations (e.g. at a social or
economic level) it becomes problematic.

Firstly, it may be very diffi

cult to satisfy scientific modelling objectives, and, secondly, the
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specification of the system of interest may be incorrect.

The latter

may follow from a misperception of the "real goals", or from the invali
dity of the implicit social theory concerning the means of control,
change, and power distribution in the system of interest.

Furthermore,

utilitarian objectives have a greater variability of change than scien
tific objectives and, therefore, the assessment of a model’s (pragmatic)
validity may vary considerably.
These considerations suggest that when models are used primarily
for utilitarian objectives the specific scientific objectives (and

)

as well as the theory implicit in the description of the system of
interest should be made very clear.

For model M, the set of specific

utilitarian objectives is denoted by 0u (M).
4.3.1.4

The relationship between modelling objectives and model type

Within the definition (Dl) of a model given in Section 4.1.2
there is a very wide variety of model types, ranging from simple models
of observations expressed in natural language to sophisticated mathema
tical models.

The choice of model type is largely determined by the

content and stage of development of the particular scientific domain,
and this will be reflected in the general ( 0$ ) and specific (0g) objec
tives for the model and the available data types (described in the next
section, 4.3.2).

To some extent, however, the model type is merely

conventional, depending upon the traditions of a research area.

A

simple classification of model types is given below:
(a)

Linguistic model types
(i)

Models based on natural language using a conceptually
enriched vocabulary

(ii)

Semiformal models employing symbolic representations
(e.g. intuitive set and graph theory, programmatic
codes)

(b)

Logico-mathematical model types
(i)
(ii)

Formal logical models
Mathematical models, which may be static or dynamic,
statistical (black-box) or functional (based on
theory, either stochastic or deterministic).

It would be possible in principle to cross-categorise this classifi
cation with a range of modelling objectives, but this would be very
involved and outside the scope of thesis, and is not necessary for the
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theory of model validity.

However, an important aspect for model

validity is the degree of specification of the model with respect to
the modelling objectives, an issue considered in Section A.3.3
("Validity criteria"):
(a)

Underspecified model type.

The model is insufficiently

detailed or sophisticated for the modelling objectives
(e.g. as a representation of &j- ) and available data
types.
(b)

Overspecified model type.

The model is too complex or

sophisticated for the modelling objectives and available
data types (and stage of domain development).
Occasionally, a model type may be underspecified with respect to
the modelling objectives and overspecified with respect to data types
(or vice versa), a situation which arises in the use of control system
models in biology and medicine.

_4-3.2

Theory of data

A.3.2.1

Introduction

Data may be defined as records containing information about empiri
cal phenomena (objects or events).

Data vary considerably in the kind

and amount of empirical information they contain.

These may be classified

according to the different empirical representation techniques involved.
The theory of data presented here provides a theoretical basis for a
simple classification of these different "data types" and introduces
various concepts related to data types, such as available and required
data types.

The theory is not concerned with details of specific data

acquisition techniques, but rather with the logico-empirical foundations
of data.

It has two roles in the theory of model validity:

firstly, it

is involved in the articulation of the general relationship between
modelling objectives and appropriate validity criteria (Section A.3.A),
and, secondly, to aid in structuring the validation of a specific model
(or class of models).

In the theory of model validity much emphasis is

placed on the effect of the scientific domain (specific area of research
associated with the model) on model validity and validation, and a theoreti
cal analysis of the nature of data can help in identifying the stage of
development of a particular domain.
The theory of data is concerned with the elementary level of theory
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that forms the basis of data and demonstrates that all data involve
theoretical or linguistic concepts.

This implies that data are not

unique representations of reality but.ipay change as theories and con
cepts change.

A purely static analysis would suggest that theories

determine data;

however, a historical analysis of the dynamic develop

ment of scientific domains indicates that theory-rich data still retain
their realism, or objectivity.

At an early stage of domain development,

data are based on facts of everyday experience expressed in natural
language ("observational data types", Section 4.3.2.2).

As the'domain

develops abstract theories and models data become more theoretically
based ("symbolic data types", Section 4.3.2.3).
4.3.2.2

Observational data types

Observational data types are descriptions of empirical phenomena
expressed in natural language.

As a scientific domain develops the obser

vation language becomes enriched with new concepts and vocabulary (a
semantic and syntactic extension).

The observation language, or universe

of discourse U, forms part of a frame of reference R =

^U,

where L

is the set of possible statements about the world.
,4.3.2.3

Symbolic data types

Symbolic data types are mappings of empirical phenomena into an
abstract symbolic space which has certain properties.

The elementary

empirical operations or relations on the empirical phenomena are repre
sented in the symbolic space, so that symbolic data types are isomorphic
(or homomorphic)

mappings of aspects of empirical phenomena.

Symbolic

data types range from intuitively-based representations in a finite space
(e *g. graphs of a political ideology, Farbey, Mitchell, Webb, 1979;
pattern recognition, Finkelstein, 1975) to formal systems of measurement.
In measurement, basic empirical relations of binary ordinality, ternary
concatenation, or quaternary ordinality allow mappings into the full
ordinal or cardinal number systems.

This requires that the basic empirical

relations hold universally and is therefore associated with the concept of
a universal attribute.

In science, (in formal problems) universal attri

butes are the free variables (parameters and variables) of a mathematical
model or theory.

Thus in measurement there is a direct link to theory.

Although theory underlies measurement, it is usual to refer to the
explicit use of theory as "indirect" measurement.

Indirect measurement

consists of measuring one or more empirical attributes and performing
some physical or mathematical operation on them in order to determine the
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value of other attributes.
a model or theory.

The nature of the operation is dictated by

For this purpose, it is necessary that the model or

theory should have been previously validated.

This raises interesting

problems when a model is used for indirect measurement (e.g. parameter
estimation) at the same time as it is being validated (this is considered
further in Chapter 5).
Symbolic data types are reported alongside observational data types
which provide a frame of reference.

For instance, the observational

data types may identify characteristics of a set of objects or experi
mental situation

whose attributes or results are compactly expressed

by symbolic data types.
The logical foundations of measurement (and some forms of finite
symbolic data types) are the subject of the theory of measurement.

A

comprehensive account of the theory of measurement may be found in
Krantz et al. (1971) or Leaning (1977).
,4.3.2.4

Available and required data types

The specific scientific objectives of a model determine its intended
range of application
types (Da ) for

(Section 4.3.1.3,1).

The "available" data

are the currently available data types from both the

structural and functional modalities of %■ £ .

The data types may be

observational or symbolic as discussed above, and may also include details
of their spatio-temporal limits and resolutions.
In applying empirical validity criteria to a model M of

> certain

data types are needed to validate its structure and others to validate its
behaviour (e.g. in the case of a dynamic mathematical model, the latter
will be the values of some or all of the model parameters and the time
responses of some or all of the model variables).

These will be known

as the "required data types" D

.

n

for model M of

A comparison of the available, D^, and required, D^, data types
can reveal much concerning the nature of the model M, and the opportuni
ties or difficulties in model validation.

This is considered further in

Section 4.3.3.4 ("Empirical validity criteria").
■4-3.2.5

Data uncertainty

The term "data uncertainty" refers to the general doubt concerning
the validity or accuracy of available data, or to the problems associated
with data acquisition.

Several aspects of data uncertainty are considered

below.
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■4-3.2.5.1

Uncertainty of basic empirical relations in symbolic data
types

The basis of symbolic data types (e.g. measurement) is the discri
mination of primitive empirical relations (equivalence, order, etc.).
In practice there is always a least discernible difference and thus will
be manifested as a possible (unknown) error, or uncertainty, on the
results of measurement.

If the source of the least discernible difference

is stochastic then the results of measurements will exhibit statistical
error fluctuations, and the statistical theory of errors may be an
appropriate tool for their analysis and interpretation.
The uncertainty of the basic empirical relations causes problems
in the theory of measurement concerned with demonstrating the logical
possibility of meaningful measurement under these conditions.

Obviously

such measurement is meaningful in practice to scientists, but there is
not yet a widely accepted theory of uncertain measurement.

(Attempts to

develop such a theory include the deterministic algebraic theory of
Luce, 1956, and the probabilistic theories of Domotor, 1969, and Leaning,
1977.)
A-3.2.5.2

Uncertainty arising from theoretical inadequacy

Both observational and symbolic data types are theoretically dependent.
If the theoretical concepts are new, or have not been validated, then
observational and symbolic data will be uncertain (in measurement this is
referred to as uncertainty in the concept of an attribute).

Symbolic

data types, however, depend much more heavily on theories and models.
In indirect measurement data uncertainty arises from the uncertainty of
the structure or parameters of a mathematical model.

This uncertainty can

be analysed by "transmitting" expected structural and parametric uncertain
ties (expressed statistically as probability distributions, or second order
statistics) through the model (see, for example, Clifford, 1973).
A.»3.2.5.3

Uncertainty arising from data transmission

"Data transmission" refers here to the transfer of data between the
site and time of observation or measurement and the final data record.
Uncertainty can occur in a great many ways from errors of recording and
Perception, to problems associated with the frequency of changes in
phenomena that are being recorded (for which signal theory is very help
ful in analysing).
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j_»3.2.5.4

Uncertainty in the representation of

The available data types D

from

-^r (or system)

(intended range of application

A

or system) may not fully describe
as to whether

and this can lead to uncertainty

provide complete, or at least sufficient, empirical

information about

.

Attempts to resolve this uncertainty are made

usually by increasing the spatio-temporal resolution of the data, but it
may also be achieved by employing a different theoretical model, thereby
affecting the required data types for the functional modality (see also
Section 4.3.2.4).
.^•3.2.5.5

Data uncertainty associated with experiment

If an experiment on
conditions on ^.r
discussed above.

precisely matches the normally prevailing

then the data uncertainty is due simply to the sources
However, experiments are usually performed in a care

fully controlled environment, such as a laboratory,and for a relatively
small range of experimental conditions.

Under these circumstances uncer

tainty may exist in assuming the generality of the data to non-experimental
conditions as well.

For instance, do results of in vitro tests on the

properties of biological tissues hold for tissues in vivo?, or can func
tional data based on animal experiments (such as experiments on the neural
control of the cardiovascular system in dogs) be used in models of humans?
,^»3.2.6

Meaningful

operations on data types

A "meaningful operation" on a data type may be defined as one which
does not assume that the data type contains more empirical information
than it does.

In the case of observational data types this requires the

logical use of the observation sentences in a deductive sense.

The induc

tive generalisation of an observation sentence may be a valid scientific
inference, but it is not a meaningful operation in terms of an observa
tional data type.
A more precise definition of a meaningful operation can be given for
symbolic data types:

a meaningful operation on a symbolic data type is

an admissible transformation which preserves the isomorphism (or homo
morphism) of the symbol assignment.

The concept of a meaningful operation,

or admissible transformation, is very important in model validity.

This

is because it determines the applicable operations on different symbolic
data types (e.g. applicable arithmetic for different measurement types:
nominal, ordinal, interval, etc., Leaning, 1977, p. 15) and therefore the
correct interpretation in comparing a model with data.
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For instance,

when data contain stochastic uncertainty, only certain types of statistical
measures are meaningful operations for different symbolic data types, as
shown in Table 4.1.

Symbolic
Data
Type

Statistical Measures
Location
Dispersion

Symbolic
Data Code

Association

Significance

Mode

Information

Transmitted
Information

Chi-sqüared
Test

Ordinal
Measure
ment

Median

Percentiles

Rank-order
Correlation

Sign Test

Internal
Measure
ment

Mean

Std. Deviation
Av. Deviation

Product-mean
Correlation

t-Test
F-Test

Ratio
Measure
ment

Geometric &
Harmonic Mean

% variation

Table 4.1:

4.3.3

Statistical Measures which
are Meaningful Operations on
various Symbolic Data Types

Validity criteria

4.3.3.1

Introduction

The introductory analysis of this chapter (Section 4.1) showed that
there are several distinct meanings to the terms "a valid model" and "model
validity", ranging from empirical correspondence to heuristic potential.
To each meaning or concept there is a set of tests, means,standards,

or

rules for judging whether a model is valid with respect to that meaning.
For most meanings a model cannot be shown conclusively to be valid (a
consequence of the general nature of a model as opposed to the singular
nature of empirical data) and the tests will be concerned with judging
the extent of the validity of a model.
dity criteria" and are denoted by V i 6

These tests are known as "vali
(the set of validity criteria).

In this section, the set of validity criteria "V is classified and for
each class the nature of appropriate tests or rules is explained.
A primary distinction can be made between "internal" validity
criteria

(

and "external" validity criteria
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( V e>T) .

The former

consist of tests on the model without reference to anything outside the
model, whereas the latter require reference to aspects external to the
model (such as data).

are divided into tests on consistency

(Section 4.3.3.2.1) and algorithmic validity (Section 4.3.3.2.2) and, in
general, must be completely satisfied before any other aspects are con
sidered.

They are therefore prerequisite criteria ("necessary" in philo

sophical terms).

'V e * r

, on the other hand, depend upon something else

and are therefore vulnerable, or contingent.

They are divided into

representational criteria (Section 4.3.3.3), pragmatic criteria-1 (Section
4.3.3.4), and heuristic criteria (Section 4.3.3.5).

The application of

the validity criteria to a class of models is determined by considera
tions of modelling objectives ($), available data types (2)), and also
the stage of development of the scientific domain.
between V" , <9 and JD

The relationship

is explained and illustrated in Section 4.3.4

(Table 4.2 in this section provides a compact summary of the validity
criteria and associated validity concepts).
^•3.3,2

Internal (or necessary) validity criteria

A-3.3.2.1

Consistency validity criterion,

This criterion requires that the model should contain or entail no
logical contradictions..

In mathematical models it can be checked by

examining for algebraic loops.

In formal models (i.e, deductive systems)

there are various techniques for proving consistency, although if the
model is complex (i.e. a high-order deductive system) it m a y b e possible
to prove that consistency is undecidable (Godel, 1931;
^•7).

see also Section

For linguistic and semiformal model types (Section 4.3.1.4) it may

be difficult to determine consistency completely.

The same is true,

incidentally, of verifying computer programs with many multi-conditional
branching points.
4.«3.3.2.2
V.

ALiG

Algorithmic validity criteria, V ^ G
are variety of tests for checking that the algorithm for. solution

(analytical) or simulation of the model are correct and lead to accurate
solutions.

Algorithms for numerical approximation may be checked for

stability and assymptotic convergence (e.g. Euler or Runge-Kutta methods
for integrating differential equations).

The rounding-off errors (asso

ciated with the word length for storage of variables in a computer) also
should be tested.

Simulation models which contain stochastic elements

(e *g. pseudo-random binary number generators) should be tested in respect
°f their statistical properties.

(This is referred to as model "verification".
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by some authors, see Section 2.3, Fishman and Kiviat, 1968, or Mihram,
1976.)
A. 3.3.3

Representational validity criteria,

Vr e p are divided into empirical (Vj^) and theoretical (VTHE0R)
criteria and are concerned with testing the extent of the representation
of the intended range of application

by model M.

They are therefore

closely linked to the specific scientific objectives 0g (M) of the model.
4.3.3.3.1

Empirical validity criteria,

VEMP recluire that the model should correspond to data available D^.
The most stringent requirement is that the correspondence should hold at
all levels from elementary submodels to the overall model structure and
behaviour;

however, in practice, it may not be necessary to test every

aspect of the model empirically.

The resolution at which

are

applied may be called the "level of validation" (discussed further in
Section A.3.3.3.3).
Some initial tests in V

EMP
model, D^, with those available,

compare the required data types of the
(the data types include the obser-

vational/symbolic distinction, Section A.3.2, as well as details of
spatial and temporal resolution).
full empirical validation.

If

C.

then the model may receive

This is usually the case for simple models

or hypotheses, and the techniques of statistical comparison (hypothesis
testing, significance testing, etc.) may play a major role.

If

P

D^,

the data requirements of the model exceed those currently available, and
empirical validation will require an extension of available data (although
this is not always possible).
given to the mismatch Dw

M

In Section A.A further consideration is

D . , with some examples.
A

(VgMp is equivalent to the correspondence notion of truth.

Tarski

(1930) attempted to formalise the concept of truth as a criterion for
deductive systems, but instead he proved that(in sufficiently rich systems)
no precise criterion could be formulated which does not lead to an incon
sistency, or paradox.

He suggested that truth should form a primitive

concept in a theory of truth.)
When comparing a model with data, the subtle qualitative charac
teristics of the data and model should be tested, as well as the comparison
of numerical values.

Consideration should also be given,

of course, to

the likely uncertainty on the data, and this can lead to probabilistic
assessments of empirical validity (see Chapter 5).
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^EMP s^ou-*-^ be applied as fully as possible over

%%

; however,

a model is a symbolic generalisation whereas data are records of singular
events, and so a model can never be logically proven on the basis of
data.

The empirical validity can be increasingly confirmed by making

ever more severe tests.

The emphasis should be on critical tests which

aim to invalidate the model, and thereby delimit its valid range of
application (denoted by
if its

S lv

).

covers areas of

A decision may be made to accept a model
that competing models do not.

4.3.3.3 .2 Theoretical validity criteria,
~~
■
..
y ,
iH.kOK.
The representational validity of a model may also be tested by com
paring it with currently accepted theories and models that apply to
In applying

•

it is assumed that the theories or models used as a

basis have already received validation and established their represen
tational validity (or, at least, they should be the best available repre
sentations of £ x ).

The requirement of VTHE0R is that the model should

"cohere" with the accepted models or theories.
theory T with language

If model M is based on

then a formal expression of theoretical validity

is that M is a valid derivation in

from T, in symbols

(or if CLt denotes the consequence class, M

g

. Cl ^,(T)).

T -> M
This is in accor

dance with the concept of a model "on" a theory, and describes correctly
the situation where a model is derived from a theory (for instance, by
applying the initial conditions and boundary constraints of

x ).

If,

however, the model has not been derived from the theory, it is not generally
possible to determine a decision procedure to decide the validity of M
(GBdel, 1931).
In practice, few models are simply derivations from theory, and
many involve new hypotheses, assumptions, concepts, etc. which imply that
the model is formally richer than the theory. ' Theoretical validity
criteria can still play a large part in model validation, particularly
in re-examining assumptions, structure, elementary submodels, etc., but
if the theoretical advance is large they will not be appropriate, and
other criteria will be used (empirical and heuristic).

Strict adherence

to the coherence concept of validity would lead to very conservative
evolution of models and science.
A«3.3.3.3

The recursive nature of representational validity criteria

B°th VEMP and VTHEOR Can be aPPlied at any level of a model, from
elementary submodels to the overall model.

Applied at the lowest level

in the model they test directly the validity of the basic relationships,
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hypotheses, and mechanisms and form a strong (a priori) deductive base
for inferring the validity of the overall model.
overall model (a posteriori.) V

and V , A

When applied to the

determine the validity of

the aggregate model (e.g. system level) but may also be used for inferring
the validity of submodels within the model.

Thus the representational

validity of the model rests on the validity of its submodels, which in
turn can be partly determined from the validity criteria applied to the
overall model.

In other words, representational validity is a recursive

concept.
^•3.3.3,A

*

Primacy of empirical validity criteria

Ultimately, models represent reality and not other theories or
models and therefore the basis of representational validity must be in
empirical validity.

However, in the long process of

evolution of a

scientific domain, models and theories develop from an empirical base,
having frequent contacts with reality (empirical validity criteria) and
become more theoretical yet still embodying knowledge about phenomena.
Thus the application of theoretical validity criteria is justified since
they rest on an application of empirical validity criteria over a long
Period of time.
Representational criteria are not the only reasons for accepting
a model, and other types of validity criteria may be more important,
depending upon the situation.
A-»3.3.4

Pragmatic validity criteria, V___
T
* "
11
FRAG
VpRAc are tests of a model in satisfying general and specific utili

tarian objectives (Sections 4.3.1.2.1 and 4.3.1.3.2).
tives

Utilitarian objec

are fairly straightforward aims, such as the improvement or design

°f a system.

In principle, the application of

should be simple,

involving the definition of measures of effectiveness in the system of
interest and then determining whether the objective (e.g. improvement)
has been achieved.

A large number of utilitarian models may satisfy this

scheme, but for others it is problematic.

This is because once a model

has been used in some practical situation, it modifies that situation in
such a way that there is no longer information on how the situation would
have developed if the model had not been used.

In this case, or where

collectively accepted measures of effectiveness are lacking, other tests
will be involved in V p F o r

instance, a model may be critically

assessed in terms of the potential benefit it offers, or the understanding
that it gives to people involved in the practical situation.
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Models used for utilitarian purposes invariably entail specific
scientific objectives (i.e. an

)» and they are therefore subject to

the representational criteria

and

.

In particular, such

models are frequently required for prediction, and so the predictive
validity of models should be tested.

(An important point to make here

is that predictive validity depends on the knowledge that a model rep—
resents the important mechanisms responsible for change, and is not
simply a statistical analysis of variances of a regression line.)
_4.3.3.5

Heuristic validity criteria, VIIEu r

V

, are concerned with the assessment of the potential of the
riEUR
model for scientific understanding and discovery, i.e. its role as a
heuristic device.

They are closely related to the overall aim of

science, i.e. as an evolutionary knowledge acquisition process concerning
empirical phenomena, and also general modelling objectives (Section
4.3.1.2.1).

To some extent V„m ,_ require that a model satisfy the repreHEUR
sentational criteria V„.m and V-.,--«, but they are more concerned with
EMP
inbUK
whether a model will be fruitful or promising for future developments.
The type of judgement involved in VU_TT_ is that exercised by scientists
m

their day-to-day activity as well as in more important decisions on

model validity.

Current trends in the philosophy of science are to

emphasize the role of good reasoning patterns and heuristics in science
as well as the notion of dynamically-evolving scientific domains (see
Chapter 3, Section 3.3, or Lakatos, 1970, or Shapere, 1977).
heuristic validity criteria are outlined below;

Three

however, research in

this area is at an early stage and there are probably many more:
(i)

Expansion of empirical content.

If a series of models M^, Mj, ...

in the development of a scientific domain have intended ranges of appli
cation

-^(M^),

gressive" if
-^v(M^)

c.

^ i O^)» then the development is "theoretically pro

J?j(M^)
Mj).

should be stopped.

C~

and "empirically progressive" if

If not, then the development is "degenerative" and
(Based on Lakatos' theory of research programmes,

1970, see Section 3.3.4).
(ii)

Problem shifts and the resolution of anomalies.

If a model resolves

an outstanding anomaly or problem in the scientific domain then it may be
regarded as having heuristic validity, even if it has not yet fully satisfied VEMP °r VTHE0R (based originally on Einstein, 1905).
with a progressive series

Associated

, M 2 ... there will be a series of problem

shifts to P^, P2 ... and these may indicate better and more fruitful
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directions for research.
(iii)

Better "understanding".

understanding of

In some way a model may provide a better

31 .^ than is previously available.

This may be because

it embodies a picture or hypothetical mechanism underlying the phenomena
(Harrd’s "statement-picture complex", 1972;
will eventually receive empirical validation.

see Section 3.3.4), which
A long unresolved problem

in the philosophy of science is the nature of scientific explanation, and
a clear solution would help in defining what is meant by a better explanation or understanding.
4.3.4

The relationship between validity criteria, modelling objectives
and data types
The previous three sections have given an analysis of the range and

types of modelling objectives (6), a theory of data types (J))» and a
classification and explanation of the various validity criteria (Y )•
In each, much reference was made to the other two, and also to what is
called the "stage of development of the scientific domain" which refers
to the nature (e.g. elementary, advanced, etc.) and content of the specific
body of knowledge (including data, theories, models, etc.) associated with
the field of research.

In this section an attempt is made to explain the

relationship between ©., £) , V

and the stage of domain development on a

fairly general level.
Table 4.2 summarises the various validity criteria, their terms of
reference and associated validity concepts.

In general, the internal

criteria, VggN and V ^ g , must always be satisfied before any use of a
model, in validation or otherwise, and will not be considered further
(for statistical models, the application of V ^ g may be non-*-trivial,
however).

The next step is to delimit the applicability of the various

external validity criteria ( V ^ , ^THEOR* VPRAG* VHEUR} t0 the ^ e s

of

modelling objective (Section 4.3.1) purely in formal terms (i.e. based
on the definitions).

Firstly, a distinction can be made between the use

of validity criteria as a basis for comparison of a model with data or
other models or theories, and the use of validity criteria as a basis
for critical or rational assessment.

In the former it is the relation

ship between a model and its specific range of application that is impor
tant, whereas in the latter a wider, longer-term view is taken in relation
to the specific and general modelling objectives.
the scientific representational criteria,

Into the former category

and VTHE0R, and pragmatic

validity criteria, vpRAG1» may be placed (VpRAG1 is the set of pragmatic
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criteria associated with measures of effectiveness of a model directly
related to the system of interest, SOI).

The second category contains

the scientific heuristic validity criteria,

an^ t^ie more general

pragmatic criteria, vpRAG2*
Figure 4.1 illustrates the general relationship between modelling
objectives, validity criteria, and empirical data based on the above
argument.

The arrows on the diagram are to be read as "depends on",

"leads to", or "contains” ;

thus 0

0 means "the specific utiliU S
tarian modelling objectives may contain specific scientific objectives".
j

VPRAG2 refers t0 the set of Seneral> critical pragmatic criteria at the
level of overall assessment.

Empirical data enter into the comparison

of a model over its intended range of application ( i ^ ) in

an^

also in the assessment of the effectiveness of a model in the SOI, i.e.
in V

. Figure 4.1 may therefore be regarded as a general form of
*KAG1
the map
Ox $
Y
and forms the central core of the theory of model
validity.
The arrows on Figure 4.1 indicate that the satisfaction of V ^ p ,
^THEOR* and/°r

may lead to a satisfaction of the modelling

objectives, both specific and general.

anc* ^PRAG2 can

*nter”

preted as criteria that forecast that a model will eventually satisfy
VEMP’ VTHEOR * °r VPRAG1.
In Figure 4.1, there are several points at which the domain knowledge
plays a significant role.

The specific modelling objectives (08 and 0u)

are very largely determined and constrained by the domain (e.g. by its
content and typical research directions).
of application of the model, % i

The articulation of the range

or SOI, requires a great deal of back

ground data and theory (unless the model is completely innovative).
available data (of

The

and SOI) and currently accepted theories or models

required for comparison are closely inter-related and also related to the
stage of development of the domain.
The general relationship represented in Figure 4.1 is effectively a
general theory underlying the validity of a model.

However, in practice,

certain validity criteria may appear to be more important, and indeed
some will be.
upon 0 , D

The relative importance of validity criteria will depend

and the stage of domain development.

Furthermore, they may

be embedded in the process of model formulation (e.g. from problem per
ception, to conceptual modelling, to the complete model) so that model
validity is a consequence of the modelling methodology.
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Under these

circumstances the explicit stage of "model validation" in the overall
methodology may be simply an empirically refining or tuning process.
In Section 4.4 the relationship between the theory of model validity and
the overall modelling process is examined in more detail and some
specific modelling situations are considered.
The theory can also be used as an analytical framework which can
provide a precise analysis of model validity under particular modelling
objectives, data types and domain development.

For instance, it can

structure a validation programme of a complex model (see the first case
study on the validation of a dynamic mathematical model of the human
cardiovascular system, Chapter 6).

Alternatively, it can be used to

devise appropriate validation methodologies for classes of models in
specific research areas (see Section 4.5, and Chapter 5).
To conclude this section, an important point should be reiterated.
The primary aim of models (and science, of course) is to represent and
explain real phenomena.

Therefore the empirical validity criteria

have a primacy over all other criteria.

However, this does not mean that

at any one time V
cation of

will be the most important. It means that the appli
EMP
over an extended period of time, from the earliest stages

of a scientific domain on, through a developing series of models and
theories and data types, forms the epistemological basis of science.

.4«4

Implications of the Theory of Model Validity on the Overall
Modelling Process
In this section an analysis is made of the conventional "model"

(or paradigm) of the overall modelling process using the framework of
the theory of model validity (Section 4.4.1).

In addition, the problems

for model validity and validation that are involved in the use of models
in multidisciplinary ("multi-domain") research are considered (Section
4.4.2).

The conclusions of Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 suggest that the

theory of model validity should form part of research into a wider theory
of models, or modelling (Section 4.4.3).

A±4.1

Analysis of the conventional model of the overall modelling process

The conventional model of the overall modelling process, or methodology, has three distinct phases.

Firstly, there is the statement of the

problem to be considered and the consequent modelling objectives.
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Secondly,
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the model is formulated and simulated, and, thirdly, the model is vali^
dated by comparison with empirical data.

Although the second phase is

often subdivided, the model represents the essential features of many
accounts of the modelling process (e.g. Mihram, 1976;

M'Pherson, 1980)

and is often quoted as exemplifying "The Scientific Method".
illustrates the conventional model.
comparison test, then it is valid;

Figure 4.2

If a model passed the empirical
if not, then the model may have to

be modified, or reformulated, or even the problem may have to be redefined.
The main feature of interest here is that model validation is
regarded as a distinct phase which follows model formulation and con
sists of empirical comparisons (i.e. V ^ p ) which are decisive in deter
mining the validity of the model.

For simple models a few iterations

of the formulation—validation loop may produce an acceptable model, but
for large complex models the conventional model implies that it should
be completely reformulated each iteration, an obviously impossible task.
In practice the formulation stage of modelling involves many decisions
associated with the choice of structure and form of the model, the
checking of elementary submodels, assumptions, etc., which implies that
validity criteria are being applied implicitly the whole time.

In

addition, empirical criteria are applied to the individual submodels
long before the overall model is complete.

The conventional model,

therefore, is a coarse picture of the modelling process which wrenches
apart the subtle interplay between formulation techniques and validity
criteria thereby reducing both to mere mechanical procedures.
Figure 4.3 shows an extended model of the modelling process based
on the theory of model validity.

The implicit validity criteria in the

model formulation process allow a complex iteration between the different
stages of formulation that are listed, which depends on how well the
specific modelling problem is going (n.b.
which they are listed is not important).

consequently the order in
Included in Figure 4.3 are

the external sources of information which affect model formulation and
validation.

These sources are the background domain and new data from

experimental research.

It is apparent from Figure 4.3 that model vali

dation is actually "distributed" through the entire process of modelling
and therefore the separation of the final empirical validation is largely
arbitrary.

However, one interpretation is that by the time final empiri

cal validation has started there is already considerable confidence in
the validity of the model, and the final stage is simply a calibration,
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tuning, or parameter estimation stage.

In other words, the validity is

established automatically because of the implicit validity criteria in
the formulation stage.
This interpretation is in accordance with the situation in the
areas of modelling on which the conventional model (Figure 4.2) has
teen based.

These areas are typically technical application areas

(such as control engineering) in which models are derived from wellestablished physical theories and concepts and data are widely available
.1
from the intended range of application. The fact that the important
validity criteria exist only at an implicit level in the conventional
model means that it is misleading when applied to areas (domains) in
which theories or models are in a formative stage and there are limited
available data.

Under these circumstances it is essential that the

validity criteria

involved during formulation are made explicit.

Never

theless, the need for an extensive validation assessment (independent
if possible) of all aspects of model validity once the model is complete
is very important.
4.4.2

Multi-domain research
Many models are the result of research in two or more scientific

domains, and since the stages of development (theoretical sophistication,
available data types, and content) may be very different, model validation
can be problematic.

This will be illustrated in this section with

reference to systems models in biology.

The two domains involved are

those of biology (d o M ^ q ) and of systems modelling (DOMg^g) * (DO**sYS
includes systems theory, cybernetics, control theory, etc. and successful
applications).
The intended range of application

of a biological model is

defined on the biological domain, whereas the model type (for the
specific objectives) is largely determined by DOMgYg.
on the structural modality of

in

exceed the capability of the model, but

The information

<'e *8 * anatotay) w*11 far
the functional theories (under

standing) of DOMgYO are rarely good enough to describe the functional
modality of

.

Therefore the model provides a theoretical innovation

which is usually based on systems control theories.

The situation can be

summed up by saying that, for the structural modality, the available
data types (D ) exceed those required by the model (D ), in symbols
A

Dm , whereas for the functional modality it is the reverse,
-

V
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If the main use of the model is in the representation of structure,
then it may be fully validated empirically.

On the other hand, if the

model is intended to explain behaviour it will be very difficult to vali
date empirically (in full) since there is an insufficient range of data
types (D^

z

>

D^) .

(For instance, it is very difficult to obtain continuous

measurements of many biological variables (e.g. plasma sodium concen
trations) at one site, let alone with high spatial resolution.)

Initially,

in such applications, the role of the model will be largely as an "analo
gical construct" in supplying potential increased understanding'to D O M ^ q ,
and it will be assessed mainly by heuristic criteria, V

.

Eventually,

as new techniques of measurement develop, the model can be validated
using empirical criteria, V.^^, and the model may be accepted as an
adequate explanation of

^ .

At the same time, a new domain is estab

lished ("biological modelling") which overlaps with DOM^^g and DOMg^g and
has its individual body of knowledge as well (it can be regarded as a
bridge between DOMgIO and DOMgYg) .

In general, however, it is probably

advisable to limit the mismatch between Dw and D. in order to allow more
M
A
complete empirical validation and thereby avoid straining the credulity
of biologists too far.
Similar considerations can be applied to questions of validity of
systems models in the social sciences (e.g. the Bowers-Mitchell-Webb
model of bicommunal conflict, 1979) and this topic is raised in Chapter 9.
^•4.3

The theory of model validity as part of a theory of models

The previous two sections have demonstrated that the concepts of
model validity play an intimate role in the ongoing process of modelling
and scientific development, and therefore that the theory of model
validity should form part of

a

theory of models or modelling.

Some

details of such a theory have been outlined, but a full development
requires extensive research and is beyond the scope of this thesis.

4.«5

The Theory of Model Validity as a Generator of Validation Methodologies
Although the relationship between modelling objectives, validity

criteria and empirical data is expressed only at the general level in the
theory of model validity (see Figure 4.1), the theory may be applied to
a particular modelling situation in order to structure the programme of
validation.

If the programme applies to a class of models (e.g. the class
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of control system models in physiology) it may be regarded as a validation
methodology.

In Section 4.5.1 it is shown how the theory of model validity

may be used to generate validation methodologies, and some illustrations
are given in Section 4.5.2.

4_*5.1

An outline of the method

The method of generating a validation methodology for a class Tl of
models begins by considering the modelling objectives of ty, and the asso«1
ciated problems and heuristic requirements (such as explanations of a
,

certain type).

The next step is to consider the intended range of appli

cation of the model (

or SOI), and the information available (in the

form of theories, models, data, etc. in the scientific domain).
scientific objectives, if

For

is well-covered by accepted theories and

available data types then the first criteria to apply are v^HEOR anc*
these are satisfied, or unresolved, to pass on to Vj^p.
hand, if there is scant information on

, then

On the other
should be used

and new data types should be devised to apply

Specific utilitarian

objectives determine a wider system of interest SOI, as well as a scien
tific range of application.
validity over %.z
^HEUR may

If T^Lis to be used for its predictive

this should be checked by V

(although V
and
EMP
TrLhOK
very important in demonstrating the validity of an "under

lying mechanism" responsible for the predictions).

If data are available

from the SOI (e.g. utility functions, measures of effectiveness, etc.)
then by using V.
, it is possible to determine if O^On) are satisfied.
PRAG1
-^»5.2
(a)

Illustrations

New research area with very little theoretical development
Typical modelling objectives might be the construction and validation

of simple models or hypotheses.
and choice of models,

Methodology:

V

Tm in defining

HE UK

in validating models (requiring acquisition of

empirical data, introduction of new data types).

An example is testing

°f hypotheses in biology.
(b)

Established research area with good theoretical base and widely
available data
The intended range of application

Methodology:

^-pHEOR ^an<* Per^ aP s ^EMP^*

Stj- can be clearly defined.
m °del derivation,

VEm p used for determining parameter values, final calibration, etc.
Probably no need to apply V

HE UK

.

If used for utilitarian objectives,
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predictive accuracy can be determined by V^.^, and finally the utilitarian
effectiveness by

An example is the modelling of technical pro

duction processes, in which the final validation stage often consists in
a joint parameter estimation-system optimisation algorithm, thereby satis
fying
(c)

(calibration type) and Vp^^g^ at the same time.

Analogical

construct models

An analogical construct model, or paramorph, is one which has been
developed, or whose type comes from a different research area (domain),
and is used because it provides structure and potential explanation to
the new domain.

Methodology:

the modelling objectives are primarily

for insight and scientific development and initially Vur„ir, are appropriate.
rlEUK
Eventually, however, the model will have to satisfy the representational
criteria if it is to become more than a mere analogy.

If the model is to

be used for utilitarian objectives then it may initially be assessed in
terms of the critical basis it provides for satisfying them, i.e. vpRAG2*
An example is the use of organismic models in the "real-world" problem •
solving techniques of "soft-systems" methodologies (Checkland, 1972).

,4.6

Testing the Theory
There are three distinct ways in which the theory can be tested:

by critical assessment, in historical studies of actual scientific prac
tice, and by testing it out in a practical application.

These mirror the

three bases from which the theory was developed (reviews of the scientific
literature of model validation and the philosophy of science, and work on
the validation of mathematical models in biology and medicine).

In some

ways these tests are rather like applying the theory to itself with
critical assessment corresponding to VHEUR and

v THEq R *

historical studies

with V£Mp, and testing in a practical application with VpRA(,

A.6.1

Critical assessment

This involves the logical and theoretical analysis of the concepts
of validity in the theory and their inter-relations, as well as an
examination of the heuristic potential (or explanatory power) of the
theory.
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,4.6.2

Historical studies of actual scientific practice

The use of models in a contemporary or historical developing scien
tific domain can he studied and it can he determined whether the operative
concepts of model validity in such circumstances can he mapped into the
theory of model validity.

4.6,3

Testing by practical application

The theory may be tested by examining its ability to structure the
validation of models in problematic areas.

The case studies (Chapters

6, 7 and 8) are concerned with the validation of three mathematical
models in biology.

4.7

Philosophical Significance of the Theory
Although the theory of model validity is intended for scientific

application, it contains many philosophical terms and is in some ways
a philosophical theory.

In this section, some of the philosophical issues

ln the theory are discussed.

4.7.1

Epistemological'basis
The epistemological basis of the theory rests in the empirical

criteria which have a primacy over other criteria (see Section 4.3.3.3.4),
and whose applications are "spread-out" over the dynamic development of
the domain associated with a model, rather than a simple static corres
pondence of model to facts.

It is therefore a realist epistemology

(Suppe, 1977).

4.7.2

Comparison with philosophies of science
The four external validity criteria in the theory are:
(i)

(ii)

Empirical correspondence,
Theoretical coherence, VTHE0R

(iii)

Pragmatic value, VpRAG

(iv)

Heuristic potential, V

HEUR

The theory offers an explanation of the relation between these
criteria and between other factors (such as modelling objectives) whilst
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stressing the long-term primacy of V ^ ^ .

The theory can be compared with

different philosophies of science by mapping their views on theory confir
mation or acceptance into the set of external validity criteria.
results of this are shown in Table 4.3.

Philosophy of
Science

Scientific
Literature of
Model Validation

Weltanschauungen
Analyses (Kuhn,
1962; Feyerabend,
1975)
Later Popper
(1962, 1979)

VEMP*
V
PRAG

VTHE0R*
(v p r a g )

V

Historical
Realism (e.g.
Shapere, 1977)

Comments
In essence, the correspondence, theory of
truth. Based on the principle of verifi
cation (Section 3.2)

VEMP °nly

V

Lakatos’ Theory
of Research
Programmes (1970)

The philosophy of science closest

Validity
Criteria

Positivism,
Logical Empiricism
Early Popper(1935)

EMP,
HEUR

^HEUR*
V
EMP
VHEUR'
VTHE0R*
VEMP

Table 4.3:

The

Influence of positivist philosophy on
scientific thought. Pragmatic meaning
based on utilitarian applications of
models.
(Chapter 2)
Coherence with theories rather than facts.
"Theory-laden facts". Acceptance of model
fits in with aims of paradigm (V . ).
(Section 3.3.2)
Critical empirical testing provides objec
tive epistemology. Heuristic associated
with problem shifts.
(Section 3.3.4)
Progressive problem shifts (positive
heuristic) and empirical testing.
(Section 3.3.4)
Acceptance of models based on "good
reasoning patterns" (heuristics) as well
as theoretical coherency and empirical
tests. Type of criteria is related to the
stage of domain development.
(Section
3.3.4)

Different Philosophies of Science
Compared on the Basis of Validity
Criteria Implicit in their Theories
of Model Acceptance

to the theory of model validity is that of historical realism, although
this omits V

. .

FKA u

Kuhn*s concept of a paradigm (1962) is intuitively

appealing to many scientists, yet the implied validity criteria are simply
those of theoretical coherency (coherency with the paradigm).

This leads

to a subjectivist epistemology in which there are no rational means for
choosing between competing theories.

It is very important to keep the

empirical element (i.e. V£Mp) in the philosophy of science in order to
maintain the objectivity or realism of science.
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One aspect of the theory of model validity, which is absent in most
philosophies of science, is a consideration of pragmatic validity criteria.
Although pragmatic validity does not affect representational validity over
(or the objectivity of scientific knowledge) it can have a large
influence on the direction of research in developing models for practical
utilitarian purposes.

Eventually, this pragmatic "pull" will be manifested

in the content of the scientific domain.

Thus the concept of pragmatic

validity appears to be very important if the effect of socio-technical
•>

factors on the development of science is to be understood.

A.7.3

Paradoxes and tautologies in the definition of a valid model
In Section 4.12 a valid model was defined as:
"D2.

A valid model is one which satisfies the purposes (or

objectives) for which it is intended", or a model is valid
iff it satisfies its objectives.
Now suppose that the objectives of model M include the admirable
objective 0 : to show that M is valid.

Then, from the definition, it

follows that M is valid iff M is valid, i.e. a tautology.

However, if

the objectives include the braver objective 0 ¿ ' to show that M is invalid,
it then follows that M-is valid iff it is invalid, i.e. a paradox.
exposes a weakness in the definition of D2.
by dividing the objectives into two kinds:

This

The paradox can be resolved
"modelling objectives", con

cerned with the general and specific objectives and intended range of
application, and "validation objectives" which may express a desire to
validate M.
D2’:

4.8

D2 is rephrased as:
A model is valid iff it satisfies its modelling objectives.

Conclusions
In this chapter, a theory of model validity has been presented which

explicates the various concepts of model validity as a set of validity
criteria and explains how they are related to modelling objectives, the
nature of available data, and background scientific knowledge.
types of external validity criteria are:

The four

empirical correspondence,

theoretical coherence, heuristic potential, and pragmatic value.

In the

theory, modelling objectives are classified into general or specific, and
scientific or utilitarian types, and there is also a theory of data.
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The

underlying motivation for the theory of model validity is the thesis
that a good understanding of the nature of model validity is required
in order to validate models and to develop validation methodologies.
This understanding is further enhanced if the theory is regarded as
part of an overall theory of modelling.
As well as providing insight into the nature of model validity, the
theory may also be used to devise appropriate methodologies for the vali
dation of models in particular research areas.

In the next chapter, a

range of four different methodologies suitable for a wide range of
modelling problems will be presented, together with an extensive methodology
for the systematic comparison of a model with empirical data.

The appli

cation of the conceptual framework of the theory and some of these methodolo
gies to three biological models is made in Chapters 6, 7 and 8, and to
general aspects of the validity and validation of models in the social
sciences in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 5

METHODOLOGIES AND TECHNIQUES FOR MODEL VALIDATION

,5.1

Introduction
The theory of model validity developed in Chapter 4 defines the

various concepts of model validity and relates them generally to model
ling objectives and the nature of available empirical data typqs
(Section 4.3.4).

Together with other aspects, the modelling objectives

and available data types characterise the stage of development of a
particular research area, or scientific domain, and this affects the
concepts of validity that are considered important or are operative,
as well as the approach towards model validation.

In addition to pro

viding a general analytical framework for the critical appraisal or
historical analysis of modelling methodologies, the theory of model
validity may also be used to devise or generate appropriate validation
methodologies for specific research areas (domains).

It does this by

considering the modelling objectives, available data types, and other
indications of domain development (such as theoretical sophistication)
and determining the applicable validity criteria and their relative
importance (Section 4.5).

A validation methodology can be constructed

which is the systematic application of these validity criteria to a model.
The philosophical basis of the theory is that of historical realism
(Section 4.7) which means that models are regarded as representing know
ledge and understanding of objects and phenomena that have an objective
existence.

It follows, therefore, that empirical validity criteria have

a primacy over all other criteria (i.e. they are the epistemological base).
However, this is on a long-term basis, and at a particular stage in the
development of a domain, other criteria may be more important (Section
4.7.1).
In this chapter, a variety of validation methodologies applicable
to a range of very different modelling situations are described.

Their

basis is the theory of model validity, and they make use of the concepts
and symbolism of the theory (for an outline, see Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1).
Each methodology is presented in an outline flow diagram form, where
each block corresponds to a different stage in validation (e.g. the
application of a different type of validity criteria) and the arrows
indicate the methodological steps.

A short discussion on the methodolo

gical stages and suggestions for appropriate techniques accompany each diagram.
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Two important points must be made on the interpretation of the
methodologies.

Firstly, each stage is formally distinct with respect

to the theory of model validity, but, in practice, stages may be reversed
or combined depending on the situation.

Secondly,these methodologies

do not necessarily form a last step in the overall modelling methodology
(Figure 4.2, Section 4.4), but may be intimately embedded in the overall
process of model formulation (Figure 4.3).

Consequently, a failure to

satisfy criteria at a certain stage in the validation methodology may
result in a step back to an earlier stage in the model formulation pro
cess.

These methodological "reverse steps" are highly important to the

recursive nature of modelling, and are recognised in these methodologies,
but for clarity they are not shown in the diagrams since they may go back
to any earlier stages.
The first methodology presented (Section 5.2) is for the comparison
of model and data based on the use of features and includes statistical
comparisons ("a-methodology").

This methodology is not applied directly

but may form the basis, or part, of the full validation methodologies.
(Since it proposes a wide variety of techniques, this section is also
much longer than the presentations of the other methodologies which are
compact.)

The second methodology (Section 5.3) is an empirical valida

tion methodology ("B-methodology") which relies on a fairly advanced
stage of domain development.

The third methodology is based on theoretical

as well as empirical criteria (Section 5.4) and is intended for areas
where there are reasonable theories and data but the model introduces
theoretical development ("y-methodology").

This methodology is suited

to the validation of mathematical models in biology.
logy (Section 5.5) is for models used

The fourth methodo

for utilitarian objectives

("6-methodology") and the fifth methodology is a proposal for the valida
tion of models that are innovative

.5.2

("e-methodology" »Section 5.6).

A Methodology for Model-Data Comparisons in Empirical Validation
(ot-Methodology)"
The a-methodology is a general methodology for model-data comparisons

(i.e. application of empirical criteria) which is intended to extract as
much critical empirical information from the data as possible.
stages of the methodology are shown in Figure 5.1.
always be the first stage (qualitative comparisons).

The four

The entry point should
An emphasis is

placed on the use of "features" in empirical validation since they can be
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Mtp)

selected in order to represent the most important features of the data
available (from the intended range of application).

The first stage of

the methodology applies to any type of model, linguistic or logicomathematical (as defined in Section 4.3.1.A)»whereas the subsequent
stages apply to mathematical models.

In all stages the emphasis should

be on critical comparisons in order to delimit the valid range of appli
J{v

cation

.5*2.1

of the model.

Qualitative comparisons

'

The intended range of application (

) of the model is determined

by the specific scientific modelling objectives 0 (M) and has two modalis
ties: physical or structural, and functional (Section 4.1.3.1). Compari
sons may be made with data from either of these modalities, and hence
forth in the a-methodology the distinction will not be made.
comparisons may be made with two different data types:

Qualitative

firstly, compari

sons may be made with observational data types which are linguistic
reports of observations and therefore qualitative in nature, and, secondly,
comparisons may be made with qualitative features extracted from symbolic
or numerical data types.

A feature is defined as "an important charac

teristic or attribute of the data, pertaining to
qualitative data or features

".

For example,

may range from "the diaphragm has concentric

corrugations" to "blood concentrations of carbon dioxide exhibit oscilla
tions shortly after the onset of exercise" or "the system suddenly loses
stability".
Qualitative comparisons are extremely important in the empirical
validation of all models, and the only means of empirical validation
for linguistic-type models.

A discussion of the theoretical implications

of qualitative comparisons for mathematical models is given at the end of
this section.

The two kinds of qualitative comparison are shown in

Figures 5.2a and 5.2b, where u^ represent the conditions of observation
or measurement and are assumed to be applied in the same way to model M;
SD ant* *d are t*le qualitative and numerical data from
SM an<* ^
(Sometimes

(or system);

are qualitative and quantitative aspects of M (form or behaviour).
may be regarded as an input and sD , s ^ x^, x^ as outputs,

but this interpretation does not always apply.)

The criterion for quali

tative validity is simply:
M is qualitatively valid iff sD ^ sM for V m ,t 6 J£
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......

(5.1)

In other words, if the model reproduces all qualitative aspects
or features for all conditions within the intended range of application,
it is qualitatively valid.
The qualitative information may be expressed in a formal or informal
code which may be manually or automatically extracted from the numerical
data.

(This can be regarded as an irreversible mapping of a quantitative

data type into a relationally-simpler symbolic date type.

The mapping

should be a "meaningful operation" in terms of the empirical relational
system defining the quantitative data type;

see Section A.3.2.6.)

Manual codes range from forms of implicit subjective pattern recognition
to shorthand pictogrammatic notations (an example is shown in Figure 5.3).
An example of an automatic formal code is the computerised sampling and
symbolic encoding of a time-varying, or spatially-varying, waveform (for
an example and application to validation, see Leaning, 1979).

In vali

dating a model of the human respiratory control system, Bali et al. (1976)
used feature space pattern recognition (based on a linear classifier) to
classify human and model responses to changes of carbon dioxide in
inspired air (discussed further in Chapter 8).
Codes such as that shown in Figure 5.3 can be very useful in comparing
complex dynamic waveforms such as occur in biological variables (e.g. in
the validation of a model of the human cardiovascular system, Chapter 6).
Although qualitative, comparisons are only the first stage in the
comparison of a mathematical model and data, they are an extremely
important prerequisite.

This is because there is a close relationship

between the occurrence of qualitative features and the structural and
functional form of a model.

Such a relationship was demonstrated in a

study of low-order linear systems (Leaning et al., 1979;

see also

Batchelor, 1978, on the classification of pole maps in the complex plane).
For most nonlinear dynamic systems the qualitative theory of differential
equations is the only way of analytically characterising behaviour
(Lefschetz, 1963).

The sudden qualitative changes in a dynamical system

can be associated with the loss of structural stability;

René Thom’s

catastrophe theory arose from the application of the algebraic theory of
topology to the problems of qualitative dynamics (Thom, 1975).

Nonlinear

systems in particular exhibit a wide range of qualitative behaviours, and
these should be reproduced in the model before other tests are applied
(e -g. prior to parameter estimation, Section 5.2.A, or Mehra, 1980).

Once

a model has demonstrated the correct qualitative features, the sensitivity
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to small variations in parameters should be examined (e.g. by analytic
methods, sensitivity analysis, or Monte-Carlo simulation, Section 5.2.4).
If the occurrence of the feature is highly sensitive to small parameter
changes then it is likely that the model structure is invalid.
UP :

To sum

the matching of qualitative features in model and data is important

because it indicates that the underlying mechanisms of the model are those
°f the range of application.

j.2.2

*

Quantitative comparisons in feature space

Quantitative features may be used for comparison if they are related
to important aspects of

(i.e. quantification of qualitative features)

or when direct comparisons of model and data are not possible.

An

example of the latter occurs in a general model of a class of biological
systems (e.g. human cardiovascular systems) where there is no single
standard system from which to use data for comparison (to some extent the
extraction of features can be regarded as a normalisation procedure).
Figure 5.4 is an example of a set of features x = {xj, x2, x 3, x ^
taken from dynamic transient response data.

x,.}

The features Xj to x g are a

compact representation of the dynamic response and also convey the infor
mation that it is a step response with overshoot.

They can be normalised

to the pre-transient value thus:

The features define a feature space which may be used in two ways for
validation:

direct comparison of feature vectors of model and data, and

indirect comparison using a feature space classifier.
-5.2.2.1

Direct comparison of feature vectors

Let Xjj be the vector of data features and xM be the vector of model
features.

The validity criterion may be threshold or statistical:
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(i)

M is valid iff |x^ - x^| < e, where e is a threshold, or
error margin, related to the uncertainty of the data.

(ii)

H is valid iff p(x^ -

> 95%, which can be determined

statistically (e.g. by assuming x^ are normally distributed)
and where ^

is the random variable corresponding to x^.

The distance between x^ and x^ in feature space can be used pseudometri
callY

by which to order a set of competing models (Reggiani and Marchetti,

1975;

Argentesi, 1978).

A "figure of merit", or measure of model adequacy,

may be defined in terms of the error between the data features x^(k)
and the model features, x^(k), (k = 1, N):

F

F e [0, l]
i

1

+I

N
I wi
k 6k
k=l '

where
■x ^ k )

6
k

I

-

X p (k )

^(k)

and w^ are weighting factors (w^jo, \])»

is the fractional error of

the kfch model feature. . If there is no error, F “ 1, whereas an average
error of +50% between model and data gives F - 0.67.

A figure of merit

such as this can be very useful as an objective measure for deciding
among competing models (e.g. with different parameter values).

The

precise definition is not critical, but it is important that the measure
should be calibrated in terms of the average error.
5.2.2.2

Indirect comparison using a feature space classifier
-

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- —

—

-

—

jj j

The mapping of the data into an m~dimensional feature space X ■
may produce a clustering of the data for different experimental conditions
u£<i » 1, n) into distinct classes.
property of the data (

Essentially this is a qualitative

) and it may be used as a further test of

the empirical validity of the model.

A classifier p is constructed and

tested using the data set which classifies the feature vector xD (u*)eX
into the class s. which denotes the experimental conditions u.. The
i
i
model response y^(t) is mapped into feature space and classified using p
as illustrated in Figure 5.5.

The form of the classifier shown in Figure

5.5 is deterministic, p “ X -+ S, where S is a set of symbols {s.;},
4
.

p(xD (ui))

=

s- , i - 1, n

p(xD (u£))

*

p(xD (uj))

(5.3)
and

i J j
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The data response

for each u. is mapped into a distinct s^, and this

should hold also for the model.
M is valid iff

p(x^(u£))

The criterion for validity is therefore:
=

s£*

i = 1, n,
.. (5.4)

i.e. iff

p(xM (ui>)

=

p(xD (ui))

, i “ 1, n

Typical classifiers suitable for this purpose are the linear discri
minant classifier (see, for example, Duda
classifier.

and Hart, 1973) and the cellular

A probabilistic classifier may also be used (see Section

5.2.4).

j.2.3

Time series comparisons
The data are continuous (yp(t), te(o,

t

or discrete (y^OO, k = 1,

=kAT over a finite observation time T (N = T/AT).

y^(t) or yM (k) and is fixed(i.e. the model
not

t ])

variable).

The

parameters

n )j

modelresponse is

orstructure

are

Most empirical model-data comparisons are made at this

level and may be simple comparisons based on a maximum allowable error
(Section 5.2.4.1) or involve the use of a test stiatistic (Section 5.2.4.2).
5.2.3.1

Maximum allowable error

A maximum allowable error e(t) or (e(k)) is defined which is related
to the uncertainty of the data or the desired resolution of
model predictions to within jf 10% of the data).

SLj- (e.g.

Thus the empirical

validity criterion is:
M is valid iff
or iff

|yD (t) - yM (t)| < e(t) , te[o,

t

)

|yD (k) - yM (k)| < e(k) , k ■ 1, N

The interval |o,

t]

1

J

is known as the "validation interval".

Although

this criterion appears trivial, it is probably the most widely used
empirical validity criterion in the whole of science.
should cover the whole of

Ideally,

jo, t ]

* 1 , but it is very unlikely that data will

be available for such a period.

(Complete data may be available for

many technical models, but for some models whose purpose is for predic
tion (e.g. econometric models) the validation interval is by definition
less than $1% ).

The criterion can be extended to include u.:

M is valid iff |yD (t;ui) - y ^ t j u ^ l

< e(t), tc[o,T], VlL<,
.....

(5.6)

i.e. for a range of observation conditions, experimental tests, inputs,
etc. extending over

^

. Models of biological systems can generally
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satisfy the criterion for te[o,

tJ

for a wide range of regions of

, but data are very rarely available
defined by u^.

More correctly, a

biological model (and other models) may satisfy only "local” validity
criteria, i.e.

t£[?*T3» u i = ui +

IyD (tiui^ “ yM^tJUi^l <

6i e
.....

In other words, the
regions of

•

1 = 1> n
(5.7)

criterion is satisfied for a finite number of small

For linear systems, the generalisation of local vali

dity (5.7) to general validity (5.6) is valid if the points u^,, i = 1, n,
range across

•

However, for nonlinear systems, the generalisation

cannot be made, unless the u^ are associated with the set of qualitative
modes of nonlinear behaviour.

In this situation there is prior confidence

that the structure, or mechanism, of the model is valid.

Hence the

emphasis on qualitative comparisons in the first stage of the a-methodology
is very important.

(Similar considerations can be made regarding the

generalisability of validity over [o, i] to the interval [o, °3).
A figure of merit, F, similar to that used with quantitative features
(Section 5.2.2.1) may be defined for the comparison of model and data time
series.

This may be helpful as an objective criterion to select between

competing models:

F

1
- --------- f---------------------1 + Y

5.2.3.2

f
Jo

“ Xp(t) |dt

Statistically-based comparisons

In this type of comparison the uncertainty of the data is explicitly
used in the form of statistics (e.g. mean values, variances, covariances,
etc.) or probabilities (e.g. probability distributions, probability
density functions, etc.).

A wide survey of the variety of statistical

techniques for data analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis, and in
this section only a short overview will be given.

The view taken here

is that statistical techniques used in model validation should be as
simple as possible, and that the range of models for which advanced
statistical techniques are appropriate is really quite small (typically
the design or interpretation of experiments which involve a large number
°f external influencing factors which must be controlled-out, as in psy
chology or agricultural research).

Although the theoretical basis of statistics is the theory of proba
bility (see, for example, Cox and Hinkley, 1974) which'provides a completely
general model of data uncertainty, 99% of statistical tests on data are
based on an additive error model of uncertainty such as Figure 5.6,

The

observed value y^(t) = y^(t) + e(t), where y^(t) is a supposed "true"
value, and c(t) is an error term which is usually assumed to be symmetric
(and, frequently, normally distributed).

Some points related to this

model are discussed at the end of this section.
In statistics, the question "is it likely that model M is valid by
comparing model response and data values?" is replaced by the question
"is it likely that model M could generate the data values observed?".
It is expressed as the null-hypothesis", H0 :

the difference between

model and observed values is largely accounted for by data error.

The

testing of H

is a significance test on a defined test statistic s which
o
is a function of the observations y^ and model values y^, s * siy^, y ^ •

The random variable associated with s is S = S(Y^, y^), where Y^ is the
random variable associated with the observed (or realised) data y^.
For a given set of observations s = s^ is calculated, and the "level
of significance" p^ is given by
PD

-

Pr[s 5. sD ; H j

.......

(5.8)

Included in H q is an assumption about the error distribution of the
data (e.g. normal or student-t
(5.8) to be evaluated.
unlikely that S

If H

distributions) which allows equation
is to be accepted then it should be

s^, and conventionally a small value of 0.01 or 0.05

is assigned to p^, corresponding to 99% and 95% levels of significance,
respectively.
A typical test .statistic s is the chi-squared statistic, x 2*

X2

goodness of fit statistics can be formed by grouping the data in some way,
finding observed and expected (model) frequencies in the cells so formed
and taking the test statistic:
v2
x

.

v (observed freq. - expected freq.)2
4
expected freq.

Q%
.....

Charts of x 2 against degrees of freedom (in the fit of model to data) are
available on which are plotted lines of level of significance based on the
normal distribution.

For a set of data and model responses, x 2 is

evaluated and the point located on the
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x2 chart.

If PD < 0.01 (or some

small number), then the null-hypothesis is accepted,

(For accounts of alternative test statistics and their theoretical
basis consult Cox and Hinkley, 1974;

or for a standard work on the foun

dations of statistical inference consult Kendal and Stuart, Vol. 2,
1973).
Equation (5.8) can be used as a criterion of validity if it is remem
bered that

is effectively composed of the model M in question, and an

assumed statistical model

M is valid iff

(e.g. a normal probability distribution):

pD = Pr(s 5. sD ;

M, MgTAT] < y

......

(5.10)

where y is a small number (0.01, 0.05, etc.), and iff MgTAT is a valid
model of the data uncertainty.
To this criterion, the constraints of the validation interval [o,
the available test conditions
M is valid iff pD

=

t]

and

may be added:

Pr(s

s^iu^); M(u^), MgTAT]

u^ = u^ +

i = l,n

y , te(o,Tj,
......

(5.11)

When the criterion is expressed in this form its similarity to the maximum
allowable error criterion (equation (5.7)

becomes evident, as do the

problems associated with the generalisation of validity beyond [o,

t]

or

u^> i = 1, n (see Section 5.2,4.1).
For models which are based on a fit, or regression, to the data, the
variance-covariance matrices of the residuals (y^(k) - y^(k)) and the
expected error on the coefficients can provide extremely useful informa
tion for model validation:
(i)

Whiteness of residuals.

considered to generate the

If the model is valid, then it can be
observations, and any residuals, therefore,

should be uncorrelated (assuming data errors are uncorrelated).

If the

variance-covariance matrices of residuals (on variables or coefficients)
are found to contain significant non-diagonal terms, then the residuals
are highly correlated, non-white, and it is likely that the model could
not generate the data (i.e. is invalid).
(ii)

If the model satisfies (i), the variance-covariance matrix of the

estimated coefficients may be used to predict the expected error between
model and data beyond (o, tJ

(typically it grows steadily).

kind of measure of validity beyond [o, f] is possible.

Thus some

However, the only

really acceptable test is the comparison with new data when they become
available.
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In the methods of "cross-validation" (see Section 2.8.2, or Mosier,
1951, McCarthy, 1976), the data are split into two halves, one for fitting
the model (e.g. regression equations), and the other for validating the
model (using a test statistic and a level of significance).
Although the use of statistical techniques for comparing model
responses with data is very powerful and can he very informative, statistical models and techniques cannot be used successfully on their own.

For

lT1stance, if a turning point occurs in the data just after T, this will
n°t occur in the model, or be revealed by empirical validation over [o, iQ
°wever, a priori theoretical considerations of the behaviour of

may

Suggest that certain mechanisms should be included in the model, and these
WlH

improve the validity of the model beyond (o, Tj in a way that no data

^ased method can.

For this reason, simple statistical models (such as

^®MA models, Box and Jenkins, 1970) often work better than more sophistiCated models (Makridakis and Hibon, 1979).
Hie additive error model often assumed in statistics (Figure 5.6)
requires that the data uncertainty be symmetric and with zero mean.

This

as sumption can be checked against the data, as well as any other models
Vr

STAT’

fact> the I>est approach is to list all the possible sources

uncertainty in the data and their likely effects (for a framework, see
Sg
ctl0n 4.3.2 .5) and to consider these when comparing the data and model
tesponses.
5.J i
Comparisons using system identification, parameter estimation,
and sensitivity analysis techniques
In these types of comparison, the parameters (and possibly structure)
Of *.1.
.
•
•
ne model are systematically varied when comparing model with data.

Astern identification and parameter estimation techniques seek to opti111186 the model by minimising a loss function between the model and data
resPonses (Section 5.2.4.1), whereas the sensitivity analysis techniques
rePorted here are concerned with the extent to which global properties
the model are affected by slight changes in its

parameters or struc-

ture (Section 5.2.4.2).

*"•— tiL^I

System identification and parameter estimation techniques
1

General form

Hie general form, or scheme, for system identification and parameter
g o * .*

Nation is shown in Figure 5.7, (a standard reference on the subject
% k h o f f , 1974).

8 denotes an m-dimensional vector of parameters and
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M symbolically denotes the model structure.
are denoted by an asterisk.

The optimum, or final values

Three f o r m s for the comparison criterion

are:
(j)

Least square error (LSE):
Min Min {L(y
M
3
^

y (3)) >
M
'

=J lyD(t)
i

e-g.

L

L -

!

(5.12)

“ yM (t;8)|dt

(yD00 - yM (k. e)):

k=l

M

( U ) _ Maximum likelihood estimate (MLE)

If Pr[e] is the probability distribution of the error on the data,
then L = Pr

- y^(3)]] is known as the "likelihood" function.

The comparison criterion is:
(5.13)

Max Max (Priy - y (3)1 )
M $
*-D
M
,

(In Practice, the log likelihood function is used,and the probability
J *

stribution is often assumed to be a multivariate normal distribution.)
Bayesian estimator
This estimator makes use of the a priori expected probability distri
bution of the parameters and uses Bayes' Theorem.
The optimisation algorithm should search the model parameter space
7na>
T » Where

"PX = {M-..... M } finite set of candidate model structures
fy\,
^
Or C
, the allowable parameter space. In practice, the search
of S .
.
is conducted for each candidate model using an algorithm such as
3

hill-climbing or simplex methods (which must satisfy convergence and
Robustness conditions), and then the optimum values of loss function (or
MLE)
are compared for the set of candidate models. This allows the selec4
°n of an overall optimum model M*(3*) (which may also be the minimal
«

^odel that satisfies the criterion).
1.2

Definitions of identifiability and implications for validation

In Section 2.6 the literature of system identification was reviewed
for
conc

Rts implications for model validity and validation, and the various
ePts of identifiability were examined.

Identifiability is concerned

the following problem: "given a class of modelsl^ , constraints on
Patam èters G(B) >, 0 , a set of tests u^(i = 1, n ) , and a vector of system
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responses y^, will the scheme of Figure 5.7 lead to a unique M*(g*)?".
There are two stages to solution.

The first (associated with a priori,

or theoretical, identifiability) assumes that y
completely accurate.

are available and

The second (associated with a posteriori, practical,

or empirical, identifiability) deals with the situation where data contain
uncertainty and may not be completely available (e.g. sampled data).
Ideally, a model should be shown to be a priori identifiable (a matter of
algebraic manipulation), and then used in a practical situation where the
variance-covariance matrix of the parameter estimates may be us"ed to
determine the loss of identifiability because of data uncertainty (see
Section 2.6.4).

The following discussion is an analysis of the concept

°T identifiability in terms relevant to model validity and validation
atld should not be interpreted as a criticism of system identification
whose problems of central concern are different.
The concept of identifiability is an attempt to specify a necessary
condition under which the technical optimisation problem has a unique
s°lution, i.e. a true or global maximum is locatable (i.e. the problem
as defined by Zadeh, 1962;

or Bellman and Xstrom, 1970).

It might

Seem to follow that the unique model M*(6*) would then be a correct model
the system or, which is essentially the same, would yield valid pre
dictions about the system which can be used for the purposes of system
c°ntrol.

However, this interpretation depends on the validity of the

constraints required to articulate the problem completely (TIY, G(B) > 0 ,

V

yD . ~ see above).

It is obvious that without the constraint of TnrV

there would be no unique solution, since there is an infinite number of
co n ceivab le m odels.
If the formulation of the model has been based on well-validated
the

ory and accurate data then the

confidence in the constraints is

fgh (e.g. the modelling and identification of technological systems).
entifiability can be checked, and the model used with much confidence
^at it is a valid model (theoretically and empirically).

But then if

®odel (i.e. constraints) is valid a priori, identifiability is autoafically guaranteed.

Final empirical validation tests would be made

fhe model using the earlier stages of the a-methodology and an analysis
Of

e Variance-covariance matrix (or probability distributions) of the
ra®eter estimates.
^

t-he other hand, for models whose formulation does not rest wholly
aIidated theory (such as complex biological models), then the
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confidence in the constraints is low, and the results of an identifiability analysis difficult to interpret.

However, parameter estimation

results on the model would be used as part of the a-methodology in order
to determine the validity of the model.

In terms of model validity and

Validation, therefore, identifiability is not a fundamental criterion,
although model validation and identifiability analysis are closely inter
linked, particularly in the area of biological modelling (e.g. metabolic
Modelling).

(It is significant that writers on system identification

are recently referring much more to questions of model validation, e.g.
Mehra, 1980;

Carson, Cobelli and Finkelstein, 1980.)

An example of

identifiability analysis is in the identification of "minimal models"
for clinical application in medicine.
¿ i1 j 4.1.3

The use of parameter estimation in model validation

The results of model parameter estimation are very important in
model validation.

If a model is valid, then it should be capable of

generating the data under a range of conditions in

.

The discrepancy

between the model and the observed data should therefore simply be due to
data uncertainty and will be reflected in the variance-covariance matrices
°f the residuals and parameter estimates.

The var-covar matrix of resi-

duals should match that of the data errors, and if the errors are uncorrelated it should be a diagonal matrix.

If the covariances are large,

'■ben the model is having difficulty adjusting to the data and is probably
ltlValid structurally.

Even if the data errors are correlated, the var-

C°Var matrix of parameter estimates should be largely uncorrelated, and
provides a very effective test of the validity of the model.
An alternative method is to examine the points, or regions, 8* in
Parameter space P

which are the results of parameter estimation in a

Series of tests u. , i = 1 , n (e.g. 8* may be considered to be a hyperell ■
.
1
1
A1psoid whose diameters are functions of the variances of the components
A simple criterion for model validity is that of parametric
c°fcsistency;
n
Model M is valid iff O
•

i

1=1
In other words,

X

5* 0 , u . e #
^

, i - 1, n

.....

(5.14)

there is a single set of parameter values which

ries an estimation criterion (e.g. minimum loss function) for all
^

^ ^ ^

conditions.

This was suggested in connection with biological models

by
1111311 (1963) and in practice is frequently used implicitly (e.g. Bali,
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1976;

Pullen, 1976).

This principle can also be used in conjunction with

a classification method of model validation (see Sections 5.2.2.2 or
5.2.4.1.4).

(An additional criterion is that the parameter estimates

should be "feasible".)
4.1.4

The use of a probabilistic classifier in joint model
estimation-validation

In this section, an outline is given of a method for model parameter
and structure estimation which is based on a probabilistic classifier and
•
«•
includes a validity criterion. The probabilistic classifier is denoted by
P •* X x S -*■ 1?. 0 . where X is feature space and S is a finite symbol space.
classifier is constructed from the data set (an ensemble of data,
yD (o

from

)•

p is a conditional probability measure, i.e.

P(sk x) = probability that s^ is the correct symbol to be assigned to
location x in feature space.

The objective of the classifier is to produce

a d e a r classification of feature space according to the set of input tests
~ 1, n,(i.e. p(s.|x^(u^)) should be maximal over S when s^ = s^ (corres
ponding to u^)J.
The model response is then applied to the classifier (see Figure 5.8)
f°r each test u^.

The parameters $ of the current model structure

Varied to maximise the probability of correct classification.

are

The next

steP is the validity criterion:
Model M (8) is valid iff
i.e.

iff

p(s.|xM (8,u.)) is maximal for u., i = 1, n.

p (s^ 1x^ ( 6 , ^ ) ) >, p (sj |xM a (8,ui)) , V

s^

S

jeS

.... (5.15)

0r» in words, M a (8) is valid if the probability of correct classification
^0r each model response is greater than the probability of misclassificat-l°n for all

(this is the probabilistic equivalent to parametric con-

slstency, Section 5.2.4.1.3).
If the criterion is satisfied M a is accepted, and the next model

structure Ma+j is tested.

Eventually, a set of competing model structures

ls obtained which satisfy the validity criterion.

There is a variety of

Possible measures for comparing these models, but the simplest and best

ls the product of the correct classification probabilities for each test,
^hich is the overall probability of correct classification for the series

tests,P .
„ ,
u
Elected:

The model whose P

u

is maximum is the one which should be
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Mofet TôErtnRcsïïiotJ-

P (k)
u

n
F T pfs. |Xw (B, u.)}
1 lxk
1

the best model M

X

for successful models M , M
k

is given by;

Pu ( i ) > P u (k)

¿-2.4.2

...
*

(5.16)

Sensitivity analysis

The techniques included in this section investigate the effect on
overall model behaviour of small changes in model structure, parameters,
or inputs (including initial conditions).

In empirical validation these

techniques may be used for a variety of purposes:
(i)

To examine the dependency of qualitative features of the model

(stage 1 of the a-methodology) on various factors.

For instance, if a

qualitative feature of the model response which has been used as an in
dicator of model validity disappears with slight variation of parameters,
this severely attenuates the valid range of application %\/ of the model
and implies that the structure is invalid.
(*-i)

To determine likely ranges of uncertainty for model parameters

that cannot be directly measured.
(iii)

To trace through uncertainties in initial conditions, inputs,

structure, and model parameters on to the overall response of the model.
^ le range of model responses can then be retested to see if they satisfy
^pirical validation criteria (e.g. feature or time series comparisons).
^v) t 0 determine a parameter sensitivity matrix to generate new search
•
Actions in parameter space for model parameter estimation.
(v)

To determine optimal variables and times for measurement points

ltl 0rder to estimate a certain parameter (i.e. experimental design).
In Section 5.2 .4.2.1 a series of techniques is outlined in which one
Parameter at a time is varied, whereas in Section 5.2.4.2.2 the method of
^°nte-Carlo simulation, where the entire parameter set is varied, is disCussed.
,•2.1

Sensitivity coefficients and equations

Consider the dynamic model, M;
*

*

f(x, 8 ;t, u),

x e R^, B e

.........

(5.17)

Vhere

u is an input vector.

The dependency of state variable x. on
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parameter 3r is represented by the "sensitivity coefficient"
dx
1

=

dB,

:

pJ
C£(x, B; t, u)

(5.18)

For M, there are n x m sensitivity coefficients, all time-varying,
dynamic responses of the sensitivity coefficients can be determined
analytically or by simulation from the "sensitivity equations".
tiating equation (5.17) with respect

to 3r , and the

Differen

state variable,

xj » gives :
d

der
therefore
dfi(x,8)
d T

n
+

t

l

1=1

gf.(x,B)
(5.19)

Cr si1

1

In total, there are n x m sensitivity equations whose solution
requires the prior solution of equation (5.17) for x(t).
°n sensitivity theory, the classic work is by Tomovic,
als° quite readable;

(For references
1963, which is

a more general introductory book is Frank, 1978.)

Inn practice the sensitivity

equations can be solved analytically for

linear models, and by numerical integration for some small non-linear
m°dels.

However, for complex nonlinear models the determination of the

dynamic sensitivity coefficients is intractable by this method.

An

aiternative, yet simple, method is to obtain the approximate sensitiVlty coefficients by perturbing each parameter B by a small amount
ab •
r

V

i

Ax*(t)

cr

=

—

, where Ax^(t) = xj(Br + ABr>t) - xj(^r » t) .. (5.20)

Sensitivity analysis varies the parameters sequentially out along
fche axes of parameter space from their nominal position.
leaves many directions uncovered.

It therefore

In Monte-Carlo simulations all the

Parameters are varied randomly in an attempt to cover more regions of
fche parameter space surrounding the nominal value.

—^--^3^ 2.2
4

Monte-Carlo simulation

In Monte-Carlo simulation, the model is simulated a large number of

, •

0168 (e.g. 50 - 100) with a different set of model parameters (or
conditions, inputs, etc.) each time.
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The values of the parameters

are given by:
B

=
r

Br + AS (k)
o

r = 1, m

where Ag (k) is the random value of a variation for the k ^ simulation
r
drawn from a probability distribution. On most computers there are
facilities for interval or gaussian random number generation which can
be used for this purpose.

Usually, variations are uncorrelated (i.e.

E{AB (k).Ag (£)} = EiAg (k).Ag (k)} = 0), but sometimes they may be
r
r
r
s
correlated, (e.g. in assessing the effect of correlated noise distur
bances on the inputs).

Finally, the results of the simulations can be

Presented as histograms, statistics (e.g. means and var-covar matrices),
°r probability distributions for the relevant model variables.

These

may be compared with the data using statistical techniques if appropriate
(There are other techniques for representing the various forms of
uncertainty in a model and their effect on overall response;

for an

excellent reference, see Schweppe, 1973.)

An Empirical Validation Methodology (8 - Methodology)
The 8-methodology, is intended for the empirical validation of mathe
matical models with respect to their specific scientific objectives
intended range of application, $ £ ).

Prerequisites for the use

the 8-methodology are that the models are based on well-established
theories, and that plenty of data are available from
where

are the available data types, and

by the model).

(i.e.

D^,

are the data types required

In other words, when the 8-methodology is entered the

models have established their theoretical validity (usually automatically
ln the model formulation process).

These prerequisites describe the

stage of development of domains in which the 8-methodology is appropriate
Examples include many models in physics and chemistry, and technical
modelling of engineering and industrial systems.

A flow diagram for the

^"methodology is shown in Figure 5.9.

Al

Preliminary considerations
The first stage of the 8-methodology (and also the other methodo

logies which follow) is an analysis of the modelling objectives and avail
fll*
e data types. The specific scientific modelling objectives determine
tbe intended range of application
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e*tent and resolution over both physical (structural) and functional
modalities should be clearly described.

Considerations of data in the

^'methodology are concerned with problems of uncertainty.

The aim of

the 8-methodology is to determine critically the empirical range of
valid application

j^3.2

of the model.

Necessary conditions
The next two stages are concerned with testing necessary conditions

that must be satisfied before the validation proper can start. 'The
first is the application of

(consistency) and

internal validity criteria to the model.
to Section 4.3.3.2).

(algorithmic)

These are self-evident (refer

The second is a check that the model is not un

stable, or prone to instabilities (other qualitative aspects are con
sidered later).

¿ jj.3

Submodel validation

If the model is an explanatory model (or to increase confidence in
a model for predictive purposes), the submodels must be validated empirically.

This

involves validating the elementary relationships and sub

models using the a-methodology.

Overall model validation
The overall model structure and behaviour is validated using the
foil resources of the a-methodology.

("Black-box" type models for pre

diction, which are often intended for utilitarian objectives, may step
ftoin the third to fifth stages, omitting submodel validation.)

This

stage will often culminate in a parameter estimation or sensitivity
analysis study which will allow the accuracy of the model to be desCribed in statistical terms.
5 » .
—dji?

Concluding the B-methodology

The conclusions of the B-methodology should be to delimit R y
to assess the accuracy of a model.

Occasionally, it may be possible to

^uantify confidence in model predictions.

If

then the model

®ay ^e considered valid, and be used for other purposes.
C

and

However, if

then the model is incompletely valid, and may have to be re

formulated (if

is very much smaller than

, or there are some sig-

nificant anomalies, then it may be necessary to challenge the theoretical
asis °f the model).
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A Theoretical-Empirical Validation Methodology (y-methodology)
The y-methodology is a validation methodology based on the explicit
aPplication of both theoretical fv

) and empirical f v ) c r i t e r i a .

is suited for models in domains which have reasonable theoretical
s°phistication and available types, but where the model contains theoretical development and makes requirements for new data types.

For example,

Mathematical models in biology are often based on mainly descriptive
theories which they extend into mathematical form, and call for new data
types (such as continuous dynamic data, or measurement of new variables
0r parameters).

The y-methodology May tie used alongside the model formu-

^ation and development process, or be applied after the completion of the
Model in which role it is a sort of critical disassembling and reassembling
°f the model.

A flow diagram of the methodology is shown in Figure 5.10.

Preliminary considerations and necessary conditions
The preliminary considerations of the y-methodology are like.that
of the 3-methodology, except that the intended range of application
not be so well defined, and the available data types (D^) may be
Pr°blematic.

It is quite likely that the data requirements of the model

for extensive empirical validation will exceed those available (i.e.
.

For this reason, the theoretical tests are very important,

in the 3-methodology, the necessary conditions of V

, ^ALG’ an<*
*

1n i t i a l stability must be satisfied.

Joint application of theoretical and empirical criteria
• ,
,
.r ,cai criteria are applied together, starting
The theoretical and empirical
^
aggregating

"ith the elementary submodels, or ass P
«be submodels Into intermediate submo e

’fiitaUy the complete model,
.
. the

* m . way, the areas of confidence
»»del can be clearly identified

“

*

the

charactcristlc „f that

ievei of validation increases and new p

P

,

^hodoloev

.
j i „„a data.
U v e l must be compared between the mo e

The a—methodology
limitations of „ 1 1 -

- used for the empirical testa, bu

^

beca ^

^

(qualltatlve

a^le data, it may only be possible to

comparisons), if any at all.
As the level of validation rises, if the model satisfies

v THEO r

and/0
r VEMP* it: may be Possible to infer indirectly the validity of sub-

Model

s which did not receive adequate direct validation.
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the use of ts»model as a test-bed for hypothesis testing.
theoretical test suitable include:

The types of

coherency with theories (when

sppropriate),critical assessments (e.g. of the kind:

"is the structure

a sufficiently detailed frame of reference for the functional modality?"),
Parallels with models or theories in other domains, etc.

(If necessary,

heuristic criteria may be involved.)
The final level of validation is that of the complete model.

Special

attention should be paid here to properties that are only emergent at this
level, such as stability, control, organisation, and other features.
These properties may be associated with the hypothesis that

J?x is a

system, or more precisely, a certain type of system (e.g. a control
system, or a self-organising system) .

If they can be validated empiri-

Cally and theoretically, then it is meaningful to consider
system.

as a

These considerations answer some difficulties associated with

questions of system ontology and epistemology as well as underlying the
^odel-based nature of systems science (see also Section 3.4.5).

Structural identification, parameter estimation, and sensitivity
analysis
The final stage of the a-methodology is separated out in the ymethodology and is used to try to resolve structural and parametric uncer
tainties in the model.

The model must be fairly simple if the techniques

identification and parameter estimation are to work well.

The effect

various uncertainties in the model on the overall behaviour can be
assessed using the techniques of sensitivity analysis (Section 5.2.4.2).

Concluding the y-methodology

Firstly, an attempt should be made to delimit
this with j£r .

, and compare

Secondly, the areas of uncertainty (both empirical and

theoretical) in the model should be identified.

The new submodels which

^ v e been adequately validated (e.g. theoretically, and up to "time
8eries comparisons" in the a-methodology) may be put forward for wider
acceptance.
J •

The model and results of the y-validation study may suggest

Actions for future development of the model, new models based on dif—
erent modelling objectives (hence ^
einPirical research).

), or other domain research (e.g.

These latter aspects may have to be assessed using

heuristic validation methodology (e.g. the e-methodology, Section 5.6).
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A Validation Methodology for Utilitarian Objectives (¿-Methodology)
The 6-methodology is a general methodology for the validation (and

assessment) of models that are intended for primarily utilitarian objec
tives.

Typical application areas are the use of models for prediction

to aid decisions (e.g. economic policy decisions), as an educational
t°ol, for improving health-care systems, and in soft-systems methodology.
The models may be linguistic or mathematical types.

A flow diagram of

the methodology is shown in Figure 5.11.

¿.5,1

Preliminary considerations and necessary conditions
The first stage of the methodology analyses the modelling objectives.

The specific utilitarian objectives determine a system of interest (SOI)
tn which the model, or results of the model, are to be used.

Usually,

they also entail scientific objectives, i.e. the representation of an
intended range of application

(which may be in SOI).

This stage also

insiders the available data types and model requirements for data in
and SOI.
All models should satisfy the consistency criterion.

The algorithmic

criteria and initial stability conditions apply only to mathematical
models.

Representational validation over

Qt

If the model has scientific objectives, then it can be validated
°ver its

.

The 6-methodology may make use of the 6- or ymethodologies

^°r this purpose, depending on the stage of development of the domain re
d i n g to S I

.

(if the model is innovative, then the heuristic e-methodology

Wlll be more appropriate, Section 5.6).

Typical tests in this stage

^ S h t be on the predictive validity of the model.

k p r iQri

¿¿.3

pragmatic v alidation^
a

The next stage of t
h
assessment of the model prior to
h

,

.

, ,

theoty ° £ model

criteria;
<i)

#

inov is concerned with the critica
e
^ in nodifyill8 go!. (I„
. «

these were referred to as the vpRAG2
'T , U i l .y

, , ..

Figure 4.1, Section 4.3.4).

Typical considerations may include:

yp

How well does the model act as a device for clarifying the
perceptions of the real actors in SOI?

(i.e. its function

as a rational construction for debate in Checkland’s sense)
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(ii)

What range of validity do the additional normativistic
models used with the model have?

(e.g. decision models,

theory of rational choice, uncertainty models of future
events).
(iii)

What are the social theories implicit in the model or over
all methodology?

If the approach is based on a miscon

ception of how change can be achieved, any further use of
the model will be useless.
■»

It is quite likely that the outcome of the a priori pragmatic vali
dation stage will be negative and that a reverse methodological step will
be taken to redefine the problem and modelling objectives.

This loop

may occur many times before the results of the model are used in practice
in SOI.

Ex post pragmatic validation
This stage consists in tests of the model's efficacy after it has

been applied to SOI.

It may take time before the effects of the decisions,

actions, or changes based on the model in SOI are significant, and, therei°fe, ex post pragmatic validation is a longer-term assessment of the
®°del.
(The criteria underlying these tests are V__. .., Section 4.3.4.)
__
JrRACjl
“e changes in SOI must be measured (e.g. utility functions) and then
C°mPared with the utilisation objectives.

If the utilitarian objectives

are satisfied, then it must be assessed whether the relevant changes in
SOI are a consequence of employing the model. If so, then the model may
be
considered to be pragmatically valid.
(For complex problems, the
bechniques of multiobjective-multiattribute utility or value theory may
be required.

There may also be measurement problems.)

Concluding the 6-methodology
Tf the model is representational, then the extent of 5sv should be

^limited, and the implications that this has on the pragmatic validity
the model in SOI should be made.

The results of the application of

be model (i.e. how well it actually performed) must be assessed pragmatlcally in relation to the modelling objectives. It may be possible to
dr
aw some conclusions on the general validity of the model (and assoClated approach) for dealing with problems of a certain type in SOI
^ ased on the a priori as well as ex post pragmatic validation).

Finally,

0tne Su8gestions for new research directions (new problem types, methodo1q&*
Stes, models, objectives, etc.) may be made.
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j ‘6

A Validation Methodology for Innovative Models (e-Methodology)
This methodology is intended to provide some kind of framework for

the validation of highly innovative models.

"Validation" in this con

text includes a wide range of possible tests from judgmental decisions
to empirical comparisons.

The domains in which such models might arise

are those in which there is a lack of theory (in general, or of the
type involved in the model) and where data types may be limited or
Problematic.

Quite often the models are borrowed from more developed

domains on the basis of some isomorphic features between different types
°f phenomena - "analogical construct models" (Leaning and Webb, 1980),
0r "paramorphs" (Harre, 1970).

The novelty in such models means that

they are not amenable to the 8 or y validation methodologies (Sections
->•3 and 5.4), yet there is a great need for an approach to assessing
these models on a different level (in terms of scientific potential
°r heuristics) and to show how they might eventually be validated in a
^-methodology, for instance.

Consequently, the e-methodology may also

he described as a methodology for "heuristic validation".
Typical examples of this type of model are:

the state space (or

system dynamics) models used in world modelling (Meadows et a l ., 1972),
end in the modelling of bicommunal conflict (Mitchell, Bowers, Webb;
■^78, 1979, 1980).

The e-methodology which is shown in Figure 5.12 is

not as prescriptive as the methodologies described previously, rather
lt indicates the range of possibilities for heuristic validation.
5¿6.1

Preliminary considerations and necessary conditions
The analysis of modelling objectives should consider the general

as Well as specific objectives, e.g. the type of scientific development
associated with the use of the model in this domain (theory development,
Problem shifts, empirical research, etc.).

Since the domain may be in

a formative or developing stage, the determination of the intended range
aPplication
from the specific objectives may be fuzzy. The pre
lim*
minary considerations should also take account of the nature of avail
able data types and assess whether they are applicable to the model.
The necessary conditions are the internal consistency and algorith11110 criteria, and the initial stability condition.

The latter should not

**e interpreted as advocating a conservative or regularative theory, but
SlmPly the requirement that a model should not be wildly unstable at all
times.
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¿¿.6.2

Tests of heuristic validity

The nature of heuristic validity criteria and some examples were
discussed in Section 4.3.3.5.

In general, heuristic validity is related

to the scope or potential of a model for scientific understanding and
discovery.
(i)

Some tests of heuristic validity are:
Does the model resolve a previous problem (e.g. a theoretical
anomaly, or conflicting theories)?

(ii) Does the model suggest new, possibly more fruitful, modelling
objectives?
(iii)

Does the model extend $ % (compared with earlier models)? Is
this new

more amenable to empirical representation and

validation?
(iv)
(v)

Does the model convey a satisfactory understanding of $ x ?
What potential or scope does the model offer for future
research?

This type of judgement on a model is essentially concerned with
If
good reasoning patterns" in science and there may be very many acceptable criteria.

Theoretical tests
Coherency tests of theoretical validity may be made if appropriate
theories are available.*
)
i
(

Empirical research
If the model is not comparable with available data types in a satis^actory manner, a programme of empirical research may be started which
Can have several aims:
(i)
(Ü)

The acquisition of more data of a previously existing type.
The definition of new data types, and possibly empirical
attributes based on the model, and the realisation in
practical observational or measurement techniques.

(Üi)

The invention of new empirical representation devices.

The empirical research programme is simply a means of finding out
ni0re empirical information about the phenomena of interest, which is
tructured by the model (or a series of developing models).
180

If an

adequate amount of data is obtained, it may then be possible to enter
the a-methodology (Section 5.2), although this is envisaged as happening
at a much later stage.

;L»6,5

Concluding the e-methodology

The e-methodology is such an integral part of the overall development
Process of innovative models that, unlike previous methodologies, it is
never really concluded.

However, from time to time summaries may be
■t

Produced containing the following types of point:
(i)

Is it possible to determine the empirical range of validity
for the current model M?

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The best characterisation of
Is

at the present time.

defined better with M?

The theoretical developments (and new understanding) embodied
by M.

(v)

The future directions for research which offer the most scope
or potential for scientific advance in this area.

5.7

Conclusions
ammes
Four methodologies, or progr

»

for model validation suitable for
^ ave been conSidered in this

different types of models and research ar
chapter:

the 8-methodology (Section

^

•

rteory and date (e.g.

intended for models formulated

in physical modelling);

empirically-based and

1<m 5 _4) in which theore-

the y-met o o

,ointly applied and is suitable

tical and empirical validity criteria ar

1

for models which contain a limited

theoretlcal and empirical
^

innovation (e.g. in biological mo e

1

6-methodology (Section

’ ,U dation of models that have

5-5) which is a pragmatic approac

^ involved in technological

Primarily utilitarian objectives te;g-

stelnI1 methodology);

ayetem design and optimisation, or in

and the

heurlstic programme for the

m e t h o d o l o g y (Section 5.61 which

dynamic models of

validation of models that are h i g h l y ^

Political conflict, or analog

^

lu p w n l ) .

Xn addi-

section 5.2) for the

ton, an extensive methodology

^

systematic comparison of a mode
also includes feature space comparisons.
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cal data „as described that

The methodologies presented in this chapter are based on the concep
tual framework of the theory of model validity developed in Chapter 4,
and their wide range and detail may be taken, therefore, as evidence of
the general applicability of the theory.

However, the ultimate test of

the theory, or these methodologies, is in the practical application to
the validation of a particular model.

In the next chapter, the theory

of model validity is used as a conceptual framework to structure the
Validation of a mathematical model of the human cardiovascular system,
tn which extensive use is made of the a-methodology.

The three subse

quent chapters (7, 8 and 9) illustrate the use of the theory and other
Methodologies developed in this chapter in validating two other bioloSical models and in considering some aspects of model validity and vali
dation in the social sciences.
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CHAPTER
FIRST
OF

CASE

THE

STUDY

HUiilAN

-

6

VALUATION

CARDIOVASCULAR

OF

A

MATHEMATICAL

MODEL

SYSTEM.

Introduction.

In this first case study, the validity of a complex dynamic
mathematical model of the human cardiovascular system (CVS) will he
examined.

The model was developed by Pullen (1976) in the Depart-

ment of Systems Science with the specific objectives of studying short
^erm haemodynamics and predicting the effects of rapid cardiovascular
active drugs.

In this examination extensive use will be made of the

theory of model validity (Chapter 4) and many of the validation techni9ues described in Chapter 5«

The structure of the Chapter is as

T°llowss
Firstly, the paradigm of cardiovascular modelling is demonstrated

111 an historical review of earlier models (Section 6.2) followed by an
°utline of the Pullen model (Section 6 .3).

A programme, or method-

°l°gy for the validation is then developed based on considerations of
th

6 modelling objectives, and the nature of human CVS data (Section 6.^.

Th

e hulk of the Chapter is the validation programme (Section 6 .5).
Pi
dally, the results of the study are summarised by way of the quest
ions,

"does the model satisfy its objectives?" and, more specifically,

Wll&t is the range of validity of the model?" (Section 6.6).
This Chapter is intended to be a full, detailed validation study
0f a complex biological model, not merely highlights from such a study.
** is therefore rather long.

The case studies in the following

Ch*Pters will be much shorter, but it is intended that the structure of
this chapter could act as a template for detailed studies of these

and other biological models if desired.

For the benefit of non-

physiologists the following brief introduction to cardiovascular
Physiology sets the scene.
«a.:

■introductory cardiovascular physiology.
The cardiovascular system comprises the heart and blood vessels
also some parts of the peripheral and central nervous system).
a general transport system in which blood circulates through the
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k°dy distributing to the tissues oxygen from the lungs, certain pro
jets of metabolism and substances absorbed from the digestive tract,
to the lungs and other waste products to the kidneys and liver and
als° acts as a communication channel for hormonal control.

It also

a role in regulating body temperature as the amount of heat lost
from the surface of the body is related to the blood flow through the
skin.
It is essential for survival that certain organs (such as the brain)
deceive oxygen and nutrients at a steady rate;

at the same time other

^issues' metabolic requirements change widely as the body constantly
Ganges its relationship with the environment.

This entails a system

that is both tightly controlled and highly flexible, or adaptable.
The cardiovascular system is richly endowed with nerves that
eSenate from the medulla oblongata in the brain stem at the top of the
sPinal

cord.

Changes in the activity of this region cause rapid

in the properties of the blood vessels and the heart, and neural
^shanisms therefore play an important role in the short term control of
CVS.

At certain key sites in the blood vessels there are neural

sensors sensitive to blood pressure, the outputs of which modify the
a°tivity of the medulla oblongata, which in turn modifies CVS parae,ters in a negative feedback control system with a loop delay of 1-10
^conds.

This system acts to maintain arterial pressure and hence

°0<^ flows at an acceptable level.
Changes of concentrations of O2
and cn
u2> Particularly in the brain, also effect the medulla, and the CVS
sponds quickly to counteract disturbances in these variables.
There are chemical messengers (hormones) in the blood which affect

®any
flow

cardiovascular parameters (such as heart rate, resistance to blood
* the loss of water and ions through the kidneys, etc.).

These

hota,

ones have slower dynamics (30 secs. - several hours) than the neural
"^chi
^bisnis and play an essential role in the medium term control of the
CVS.

hiood

The levels of hormones are sensitive to many factors such as
Pressure, blood volume, the concentration of ions in the blood

and
for

^rine, local metabolic requirements, and activity of the medulla
example.

The medium term control is therefore complex with many

fnt
eractjXhg loops.
The neural control tends to act as a fast contr0
( U ei.
°f arterial pressure, whereas the medium term hormonal control
lally adapts the CVS to cope with environmental changes.
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In the human there are also long term control or adaptive effects
that occur during prolonged disturbance to the CVS.

These may take

Place over a period of days to years and typically the properties of
heart and blood vessel muscles and the pressure sensors are affected,
often permanently.
Mathematical models have been used in cardiovascular research
for many years, both for studying detailed aspects of the individual
oomponents (such as the heart or arterial tree) but also for understandlng the overall organisation and control of the cardiovascular system,
^he Pullen model is of the latter type and is concerned with the short
term neural control and the effects of drugs on the cardiovascular
system.

Modelling the Human Cardiovascular System.

^*2*

Introduction.
This section provides a brief historical review of some mathemati-

°al models used in cardiovascular research.

The common feature of

^hese models is their mathematical approach to the cardiovascular
system as a controlled system.

The role of this review is two-folds

firstly> to serve as an introduction to the description of the Pullen
^odel (Section 6.3);

and, secondly, to demonstrate that a paradigm,

6search Pr°gramme, or scientific domain, has developed in this area.
(Th

6 latter provides an escape clause in that it allows one to say that

°del n has been "fruitful" in contributing to the evolution of research
^ g r a m m e R when, perhaps, it fails reasonable tests of theoretical and
empir
foal (representational) validity.
In other words, that the model
has
heuristic validity or potential.)
For some detailed reviews of
such
models see Beneken (1972), Talbot and Gessner (1973)i or Pullen
(*970 and 1976).

6«2 . 2. Historical background
William Harvey in the 17th century inferred by quantitative
^gUment and physiological demonstration that the blood circulates from
heart to the arteries is collected by the veins and returns to the

heart

n
Harvey's "proof" is set out in his book "De Motu Cordis et

J*agui

^8

pto«raan,e

in Animalibus" (1628) and constitutes a lucid validation
which is analysed in appendix
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t.

It is said that this marks

the beginning of modern medical science, (e.g. Keele, 1976) and it is
certainly of great historical importance to this work, and in particular
this case study.
Two properties of the heart are necessary in order to understand
the early models.

Firstly, a property that has been well known for

many years, that heart muscle has a natural rhythmicity and, given a
supply of oxygenated- blood, will spontaneously and regularly beat,
Pumping blood.

Secondly, the famous "Law of the Heart" first formu

lated by Starling (1866 - 1927).

This law states that, within physio

logical limits, the external stroke work done by the heart is propor
tional to end-diastolic ventricular volume.

The direct consequence of

this law is that the heart will automatically balance cardiac output
*ith venous return.

These properties may be empirically validated

Using a "heart-lung preparation" (see, e.g., Lippold and Winton, p.225)
which demonstrates that the heart and circulatory system constitute a
Selt,~innervating auto-regulative system.

If this system is in a

c°nstant environment it will be stable.
^

.

Models of the auto-controlled cardiovascular system.
These models are based on the observations of Section 6.2.2,
fy .

,

at the heart and circulation form a stable system independent of any
° ^ er form of control (e.g. neural or hormonal).

They therefore

Scribe an instantaneous steady state behaviour of the cardiovascular
Astern.

Although the auto-controlled cardiovascular system can

Ty.

n a steady-state equilibrium in a constant environment, the lack
of n
cural or hormonal control in the classical reflex or servo loops
8
^stem.

to be usually known as the "uncontrolled" cardiovascular

In 1955» Guyton proposed a graphical method for the determina-

Hon

°f cardiac output.

In this method, curves of venous return (VB)

and
cardiac output (CO) are drawn against a single independent variable,
*ight

atrial pressure, (cardiac function curves). The operating point is

det
er®ined from the intersection of the VB and CO curves, thereby
C&tigf-y..

ying Starling's law.

Guyton's model describes the steady state

c°nditin
ons that the system might achieve given limited environmental

8turbances.
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The next development of interest is the use of "compartments!"
models in cardiovascular modelling.

Grodin's model (1959) is based

on Starling's law of the heart in which cardiac activity is represented
by a linear relationship between end-diastolic ventricular volume and
stroke work.

The model consists of twenty-three simultaneous equations

which must be solved in order to determine the equilibrium values.
Dick and Rideout (19 6 5 ) developed a compartmental model which has
four segments representing the major divisions of the arterial tree,
and in which the pumping of the heart is represented by a time-varying
compliance of the left ventricle compartment.

Beneken (1965) simula-

fed a similar 8-segment model of the uncontrolled circulation on an
analogue computer, which included time-varying compliances of both
ventricular segments.

The atria are lumped with the preceding

venous

Segments.

2.4 . Models of the neural controlled cardiovascular system.
Whilst the cardiovascular system is stable in an unchanging envir°ament, its stability from moment to moment in a changing environment
s p e n d s upon a rapid neural control of the heart and blood vessels by
fhe central nervous system.

(Historically, the role of the vagus on

heart rate was discovered as early as 1806 by Cyon and Ludwig).
Beneken and De Wit (1967) produced a nineteen segment model of the
Cardiovascular system.

In this model, all four heart compartments

^ave time-varying compliances, and the neural control of heart rate,
Myocardial contractility, peripheral resistance and venous tone is

1 bclu<ie(j>

The models of the baroreceptors (which send pressure

lnformation to the CNS) are based on Katana's empirical studies on dogs
(1965, 19 6 7 ).

The model's behaviour agrees reasonably with standard

Cll>culatory responses over short-time periods.

Hyndman (1970 )

^eveloped a "bang-bang" model of neural control in a study of cardiac

^hythmias.
Beneken and Rideout (1968 ) demonstrated that the transport of a
^eutral substance in the bloodstream could be modelled by coupling a
slave" model to the blood flow model in a technique known as "multiple
odeU i n g " .

Pullen's model (1976) is based largely on Beneken and De

Wit1a
8 model together with Hyndman's models of neural control, and the
fple modelling technique.(to model drug transport).

®odei■. .
-‘•ing of local drug effects was introduced by Pullen.
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The method of

6*2.5. Models of the ultrastable cardiovascular system.
The models of Section 6.2.4* represent, with varying degrees of
validity, the major aspects of short-term cardiovascular dynamics with
a limited number of environmental changes (those affecting haemodynamic
variables).

In life, the human cardiovascular system enjoys a stable

relationship with a changing environment that entails many other
effects which cause changes in the cardiovascular system.

These

del u d e fast-acting chemical effects, medium-term hormonal changes and
longer term fluidic effects and disease processes, for example.

* Under

these conditions the cardiovascular system can be considered to be a
self-adaptive control system or, in Ashby's terminology (1956), it is
ultrastable.
Guyton’s models with Coleman(l967) and Coleman and Granger (1972)
are concerned with the overall regulation of the cardiovascular system
at this level.

The component submodels are usually simple empirical

®°dels, and include Guyton's 1955 model of the heart.
which has a similar structure and range

A recent model

of validity is Uttamsingh's

tt°del of the human renal - artificial kidney machine system (l9£l), and
a validation study is made of this model in the next chapter.

A

Problem with this type of model (containing many assumptions and empiriC&1 models) is that it frequently produces valid overall behaviour
whilst containing anomalous invalid behaviours of its submodels.

^*^•6. Other aspects of cardiovascular dynamics.

For an illustration of mathematical models concerned with
^tailed aspects of the cardiovascular system (rather than as a contro
lled system) see Bergel (1972).

Ohley et al. (1980) describe a

Validation study of an arterial system model which is based on a finite
difference solution to the Navier - Stokes equation, (with experimental
a from dog experiments).

**• Some recent work in the Department of Systems Science.
Rajkumar (1978) investigated the possibility of using model
diction techniques to reduce the Pullen model to a more manageable
•
Ue found that although such techniques are not generally appro
priate +
e to such a complex model, it was possible to obtain some improver
^ht
8
simulation efficiency by increasing the integration step size,
aPpl
y^ng dynamic reduction techniques to specific areas (such as the
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haroreceptor submodels), and by a limited aggregation of compartments.
At present Al-Dahan (1979) is continuing the work in three directions:
firstly, further validation tests, including detailed parameter
sensitivity studies, which have been completed (see Section 6.5.7.1.2.4).
secondly, using the model for drug studies (contingent upon the
"Validity of the model);

and, thirdly, investigating the feasibility of

developing a set of smaller models for specific clinical purposes.
These models will have a longer time scale than the Pullen model and
therefore include

6*3.

other control mechanisms.

An Outline of the Pullen Model.

^•3.1. Introduction.
Pullen (1976) describes the central objective of his work as
'to produce a pulsatile mathematical model and computer simulation of
the controlled cardiovascular system of a normal, resting, conscious,
average human suitable for the study of short-term haemodynamics.

The aim was to make a model sufficiently detailed and comprehenS3-Ve for the study of short-term pharmacokinetics (i.e. drug effects
Wlth the major dynamics complete within 2 or 3 minutes) and to use the
®°del to study the overall effects of an injected drug assuming a
hhmber of simultaneous actions of the circulating drug at specific
8ites." (p . 19).

The model is based on the circulatory fluid mechanics model of
®eheken and De Wit (19 6 7 )» with the baroreceptor and neural control
m°hels of Katqna (19 6 7 ) and Hyndman (1970)»

The pharmacodynamic

Modelling is based on the multiple modelling technique of Beneken and
hideout (19 70 ) for the distribution of a substance in the bloodstream,
^ h Pullen's own method for integrating local drug effects.
Por the full detail of the model, its assumptions etc. consult
lea (1 9 7 6 f Chapters 2,3 and 4 ), or for an outline that provides
^ iglltly more information than here, refer to Al-Dahan et al. (1979)»

6 ttodel has three distinct submodels: a submodel of circulatory fluid
toechav,-,llcs and the heart, a submodel of neural control, and a submodel

for
Pharmacodynamics.

These are described separately below. (A full

U
stibg of the mathematical model is given in appendix 1J).
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6.3.2. Submodel

of circulatory fluid mechanics and the neart (or

uncontrolled haemodynamics).
Blood flow through the complex network of vessels in the circula
tory system is modelled by the 19 - segment model of Beneken and De Wit
(1967) (Fig. 6.l).

Each segment is an elastic reservoir with lumped

hydrodynamic parameters representing the distributed properties of the
aPpropriate collection of blood vessels ( as can be seenbfrom Fig. 6.1,
the segments do have significance as physiological partitions).

The

Pumping action of the 4 heart chambers is achieved using actively contracting elastic reservoirs with time varying elastances,

and the timing of

events within each cardiac cycle (e.g. the duration of ventricular
systole) is related to heart period by linear approximations derived
by Beneken and De Wit (19 6 7 ).
General equations characterising a typical segment may be derived
by considering two typical segments connected together as shown in Fig 6w2«
^he static pressure-volume curve of a typical lumped parameter segment
ls approximated as being linear in the normal operating range.

In

Passive elements, where the compliance (Cq) can be considered to be
c°nstant, transmural pressure (Pq) and volume (V^) are related by the
eNation

P1 " (V1 - ▼«!>/ °1 »
where

V l ^ Vul

is the unstressed volume.

The flow ( F ^ )

through the

viscous resistance (R1 2 ) between the two segments is
F12 “ (P 1 - P 2>/ R 12

( 6 *2)

aa^* from continuity,

«* F01 ” f12

----- (6.3)

dt~
In the systemic arteries, inertial effects, wall viscosity, and

8eometrical and elastic taper are taken into account.

Typical equat-

ions f°r an arterial segment are
p! - p 2 = R 12 F l 2

+ L 12 dF 12

----- ( 6 .4)

dt

-

V

----- (6.5)

°

dt
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B A R o fU c c e P r o t s ) .

P2

'

i (T2 ' V

+

R2

^2

(6 .6)

dV2

dt

where L12 represents the inertia of the blood, and R^,

is equivalent

to wall viscosity.

Equations for the outflow through the ventricular valves also
include

terms for the inertial and viscous properties of the blood,

a non-linear term representing the pressure drop across the valve.
The resistances of the vascular beds (arterioles, capillaries
nnd venules) are represented by lumped arterio-venous resistances.
modelling the veins non-linearities arise due to the collapsible
nature of the veins, and the pressence of venous valves.

There are also facilities in the model for including the effects
°f respiration (pressure effects) and orthostasis (postural changes),
for calculating mean arterial pressure, stroke volume, cardiac
output and estimated total systemic resistance on a beat by beat basis.

^*3*3. Submodel for neural control.
This submodel consists of models of baroreceptors (which monitor
^lood pressure and send information to the CNS) and models of the CNS
(central nervous system) control which, acting on the baroreceptor outPut 8 , effect changes in certain parameters or variables in the submodel
aA

uncontrolled haemodynamics (Section 6.3*2.)

^ • 3 *1Baxoreceptors.
The main baxoreceptors for cardiovascular control are located in

"the

*alls of the aortic arch and at the division of the carotid artery,

^heir locations in the model are in the aortic arch and head and arms
SeSments (Fig. 6.l).

fey.J

The models of both baroreceptors axe identioal

based on Katona's empirical models (1967 )*

A block diagram of an

dividual baroreceptor model is shown in Fig. 6.3*

The baroreceptor

!Utput (B) is a lineax combination of a dynamic mean pressure estimate

(g \

* U’
Ud. a weighted dynamic average (Sq ) of the positive rate of
an^e of pressure (S*), together with a threshold

which -p• •
^

u r i n g of the baroreceptor does not occur.

pressure below
The effective input

^he CNS is assumed to be a static linear combination of the outputs
of
e aortic arch and carotid sinus baxoreceptors (Fig. 6 .4 )
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6*3.3.2. CNS control of heart rate.
A dynamic version of Katona's two region model (1967 ) for CNS
control of heart rate is adopted.

The two regions are for blood

Pressure greater than and less than normal.

The output of the controll-

er sets the heart period for the next cardiac cycle, and is constrained
ao that heart rate fg , 3 0 ^ fg ^ 200

b.p.m.

6*3.3.3. CNS control of myocardial contractility, peripheral resistance.
and venous tone.

„

The separate CNS controllers of myocardility contractility (the
force of contraction of the heart), peripheral resistance, and venous
tone are all based on Hyndman's "bang-bang" models of CNS control (1970).
fn each, a dimensionless multiplier modifies the appropriate parameters,
("the maximum change is

t

*

For peripheral resistance, the

Parameters are all arterio-venous resistances (with the exception of
^ead and arms, coronary, and pulmonary resistances);

and for venous

fone, the parameters are the compliances and unstressed volumes of the
Ven°us segments.
6 -3.4.

Submodel for pharmacodynamics.
The "multiple modelling" technique of Beneken and Rideout (1970)

18 Used to represent the transport of a single chemical substance in the
bloodstream.

A slave 19-segment model is coupled to the main 19-

Segment blood circulation model so that, for each segment, transport
.is proportional to concentration in ’the transport model multiplied
by blood volume flow.

Typical equations for segment 1 shown in Fig 6.2

are

The

=

W jl2

*12

,

>

w^

0

«= W q j F ql

=

w I
ol

■

wo *

w ol

■

wi *

Fo l ^ °

w1 2

-

Wi ,

F l2 > 0

w1 2

=

Wg ,

f12<°

V

Mass inflow

Mass outflow

m-j/V^

I-1

=

0

Concentration

—

(6 .7 )

-—

(6.8)

----(6.9)

rate of change of mass in segment 1 is given by

Î5.

"

w01

F01

-

------ (6 . 1 0 )

W1 2 P12

at
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Drug injection (intravenous) is simulated by instantaneously
increasing the drug mass in the appropriate venous segment at the time
of the injection.

Drug disposal (absorption, breakdown, decay) is

modelled as a first order linear mass decay process in all compartments
(time constant ^ 30 sec.).

Local effects of the drug are modelled algebraically using a
method developed by Pullen (1976, pp.

18 -

83 ).

The parameters in

e&ch segment, which are affected by the drug, are multiplied by a
dimensionless variable which is a linear function of the drug concentra
tion in that segment.

The parameters, and the drug concentrations upon

which they are dependent, are shown in table 6 .1 .

Hegion

Local Effect

Parameter

t = tachycardia
Heart rate
Heart
Systolic
elastances

i

= bradycardia

t

= +ve inotropy

Segment
right atrium

all 4 heart
chambers

^ = -ve inotropy
Arterio-venous
resistances

Systemic
circulation

f

® vasoconstriction

J,

= vasodilatation

Venous
unstressed
volumes

Î = venodilatation

Venous
compliances

t

= venoconstriction

^

= venodilatation

it = venoconstriction

thoracic,intest
inal, abdominal &
leg arterial
segments

all venous
segments

Table 6.1 Effects of Drugs on Model Parameters

For each Focal effect, it is necessary tc specify the direction
of drug_in<iucea change (as shown in the table).

.interactions in the Complete Model.
The overall structure of Pullen's model, and the various intertions are illustrated in Fig. 6 .5 .

The complete mathematical model

Qsists of the following number of equations :
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Submodel

No. of 1 st order

No of algebraic

differential

equations

equations
Circulatory fluid
mechanics and heart

31

83

Neural control

11

23

Pharmac odynami c s

19

53

Controlled CVS

42

106

Controlled CVS +
pharmac odynami c s

61

159

The complete model has 178 parameters.

The simulation model developed

hy Pullen (and also used in the validation studies of Section 6 .5 ) to
simulate the mathematical model is written in FORTRAN I V .

Integration

is tackled using Euler's method with a fixed step length of 0.5 msec.
Simulation times for the model run on a CDC 7&00 are-.
Real time (sec)

Model Order

Simulation time (sec)

100

42

39

100

61

56

^sjkumar (1978) showed that the simulation time for the 42 nd order model
ie<iuced to 15 seconds without appreciable loss of accuracy.

6 •4.

development of a Programme of Validation.

6 *4.1.

Introduction.

The theory of model validity described in Chapter 4 does not offer
^ique prescriptive methodology for model validation.

Instead, it

0vides a general analytical framework which can be used to structure the
^i^ation of a specific model.
The structure will depend on the
O b *
ives or purposes of the model, considerations of available data.
/
*
^
vor system data) and the consequent appropriate validity criteria;
rp^ ° ^ er words, the validation methodology is problem-dependent.
the

6 ^hree aspects will be considered in this section with reference to

^ H e n model.
abie i»*

It turns out that the model is logically decompos-

a manner which allows the validation programme to be structured

in

elegant hierarchical fashion.

struct
te

An outline of this hierarchical

.
13 ^ ven in Section 6.4*5•» together with some specific

P i q u e s for validation taken from Chapter 5»
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6.4*2. Modelling objectives.
General objectives of Pullen's model include:
standing of cardiovascular physiology;

an increased under

the development of mathematical

modelling methodologies in systems science in general, and in biology
in particular;

and, hopefully, some lessons for systems science and

cybernetics on the nature of control in a biological system.
all obvious and deserve little comment;

These

consideration of whether

the Pullen model satisfies any of these objectives will not form part of
the validation programme per se, but will be given at the end of this
chapter.

The specific objectives are more important in validation because
they determine the intended range of application of the model and to a
large extent the form of the validity criteria.

In Section 6.3.1.»

the specific objectives of Pullen's model were given as the development
°f a pulsatile mathematical model of the short-term (2-3 mins) haemody
namics in a normal, resting, conscious human and the prediction of the
effects of fast-acting cardiovascular drugs.

(Note that the modelling

Objectives, general and specific, are scientific, not utilitarian or
Pragmatic).

The intended range of application is represented bimodally

in a physical (or structural) modality and a functional modality, (for a
*«11 treatment see Section 4.3.1.5) •

^

Physical modality consists of

a description of the elements or parts of the range of application and
their geometrical and topological relations, and is not related to
behaviour, (i.e. in biological terms, anatomy).

The functional modality

describes the range of application in terms of its behaviour, functioning
A c t i o n a l properties, dynamics etc., and is represented theoretically by
bhe appropriate laws, theories, models, etc. and empirically by measureaehts of functional properties.

It is important to realise that the

structural modality is simply an expression of "what there is," whereas
bhe functional modality consists of available data types plus theories
Uhich are closely related, of course).

For the Pullen model of the human cardiovascular system, the
e*tent of two modalities of the intended range of application are shown

in table 6.2.
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Modality

Description or Representation

Physical/
structural

heart, blood vessels(and certain anatomical
groupings thereof), blood, circulating drugs,
baroreceptors (haemodynamic/neural transducers),
afferent nerves, CNS (medulla oblongata),
efferent nerves (vagus and sympathetic), nerve
endings (neural/haemodynamic transducers).
general geometric properties and topological
features.

a
Functional
Available data
types (empirical
properties)

static properties, i.e. physical properties
such as elastances, inertias, drug effects, etc.
dynamic attributes, i.e. volumes, pressures,
flow rates, drug concentrations, CNS input and
output activities, etc.

Various models, theories, hypotheses of short
term cardiovascular behaviour, e.g. arterial and
venous blood flow dynamics, theories of heart
action (mechanisms, timings, Starling's "law of
the heart", etc.), short-term cardiovascular
control theories (based on pressure receptors and
neural loops),-hormonal control theory, receptor
models of drug action, etc.

Theoretical

Table 6.2.

Structural and Functional Modalities of the Intended
Range of Application of the Pullen M o del.

To satisfy its objectives, and therefore be valid, the model
®hould represent these two modalities over a period of two to three
Minutes for a normal, resting, conscious, young male human.
Most mathematical models in biology involve gross aggregation and
ldealisation of structure because of the myriad complexity of living
organisms, and this is true of Pullen's model.

However, the main

c°bcern of Pullen's model (and other models) is with the explanation
^ p resentation of behaviour at a certain level.

Thus model

^ i d i t y is defined largely with respect to the functional modality.
Ce the structural modality acts as a frame of reference for the
Uil°tional modality this implies that the structure should be an
a^ e?Uate approximation for the aspects of behaviour of interest in the
ail®e of application.

When comparing the model's behaviour with normal
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human cardiovascular data, the model response should lie within the
normal human ranges, or data (metrical) uncertainty.

Considerations

about data types are made in Section 6.4.3»

* M . 3 . The nature of data available from the human cardiovascular system.
Even within this limited domain of cardiovascular physiology, the
subject of measurement and observation is a very large one.

In this

section some fairly general remarks will be made with the emphasis on

••

what aspects are measurable and some data uncertainty problems.

As

18 often the case with biological modelling, short time scales make the
acquisition of dynamic data harder

rather than easier.

6*4»3.1. Some historical aspects.

By the end of the seventeenth century detailed and accurate
observations had been made of the physical structure of the heart and
the networks of arteries and veins (including the capillary link
between arterioles and venules).

The functional description perhaps

bogan with Harvey (l62Q) who estimated the daily blood flow out of the
heart.

Stephen Hales (1677 - 176l) was an experimentalist who made

extensive measurements o'f pressure in man and animals.

The physical

structure of the mesenteric vascular bed of the dog was meticulously
Recorded by Mall (1888) who measured not only the diameter of each type
vessel, but the number, cross-sectional area, length and total volume.
Unfortunately such a , study has not been repeated, and for a human
®°dels of the vascular bed are based on percentage distribution of cardiac
°utPut to various regions and organs and the dimensions of the major
S e r i e s and veins (e.g. Beneken, 1965 )•
no-t studied in detail

Neural and drug aspects were

until this century.

^•4.3.2. Presnt day measurement techniques.
For a detailed study consult Cobbold (1974)? Hawker (1979) gives
a good general review.
u ®ihg ^

eqq

#

Heart rate and rhythm are recorded accurately

Blood pressure is measured routinely using a pressure

Cuff around the upper arm and listening for the disappearance of
Sjrst°lic and diastolic pulses with a stethoscope, but can be continuously
®°nitored using catheters and manometers or electronic pressure trans
fers

(See e.g. Gabe, 1972).

Central venous and pulmonary artery

A s s u r e s may be recorded with catheters inserted during surgery.
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The number of sites for pressure measurement are limited, and a contin
uous vector of measurements (corresponding to each segment in the model)
is therefore not possible»

Blood flow rates can be measured using

e-m flowmeters, usually in a peripheral vessel, or using the technique
°f plethysmography (e.g. on a finger, or arm).
can be determined by chest X-ray.

Myocardial function

Neural activities are not usually

measured in human cardiovascular studies, but may be in animal experi
ments.

Drug concentrations may be determined from blood samples at

finite intervals from limited sites.

^•4.3.3. Measurement of variables in the Pullen model
"Variables" are the dynamic attributes in the functional modality,
the full model there are 61 state variables, and a complete continuous
rec°rd of all these would pose great practical problems even if they
Were all measurable.

The following variables are usually available on

a continuous, or "beat by beat" basis:

heart rate, arterial pressures

(typically in aorta or arm), venous pressures, stroke volume, cardiac
°utput, left ventricular ejection time, cardiac ejection fraction, and
total peripheral resistance.

Variables in the neural control submodel

are not measurable because it is an empirical input-output model and
they d0 no-(. have direct physical referents.
The concentration of injected drug could be determined from blood
samples, but the rapid dynamics entail that measurements with the spatial
^ 4 temporal resolution of the model could not be made.

^•4*3.4. Measurement of parameters in the Pullen model
Very few model parameters can be measured, and most are not even
standard parameters available in the literature as normal values.
^^llen (19 7 6 ) bases the parameter values largely on those used by
®eheken and De Wit (19 6 7 ) and Hyndman (1970)•

Beneken (19 6 5 ) elabor-

in detail how he determined the parameter values in his model, but
110 ^certainties or normal ranges are given.

A1 Dahan (see Section

*5*4.3) has attempted to determine such ranges using sensitivity
ailatysi8.

The parameters for the neural receptors end controllers are

ased °n empirical models fitted to data from dog experiments (Katona
^7).
^

Similar experiments cannot ethically be performed on humans

80 there is a problem of comparative physiology.
The parameters describing the local effects of drugs are also non^andard and have to be approximated from descriptive accounts which
-Ly express the local effects in ordinal terms,
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(see e.g. Burgen

and Mitchell, 1978).

6*4*3.5* Physiological Experiments
The response to certain physiological experiments such as
rthostasis (postural change), blood volume changes (haemorrhage),
and the Valsalva manoeuvre are Well known, and quantitative dynamic
responses of the variables in Section 6 .4 .3»3* are widely available.
(Consult any physiological text).

In order to use a physiological

experiment to validate the model it is necessary that it does not
entail changes outside the intended range of application which in turn
affect the system, (e.g. chemical effects, shock, emotional changes).
*n other words, permissible experiments and the range of application
are "closed".

6*4.3*6. Pharmacodynamic experiments
As with the determination of local drug effect parameters,
data on the overall effects of a drug injection (of a short-term
cardiovascular agent) are usually available in qualitative form only,
(typically ordinal).

The drugs simulated in the Pullen model are

frequently naturally occurring hormones (such as noradrenaline, the
heurotransmitter of the sympathetic nervous system) or have simple
°ardiac or vascular effects (e.g, isoprenaline) via

or

receptors.

Thus their overall effects can be •'thought-out" in a sort of Gedanken
experiment.

Presumably this is how many writers obtain results for

fast-acting drugs and explains the differing accounts given (particulai*ly where local drug effect and neural reflex are non-cooperatively
interacting).

Frequently, when experimental drug data are available they

not continuous, and the first measurements are often taken
after the initial effects have occurred

(i.e. after 1 - 2

mins.).

(See the comments on availability of drug plasma concentration data

in section 6.4.3.3.)*

^•4.3.7. Data uncertainty
This is perhaps the most important consideration of this
8ection.

There are four sources of uncertainty t

^•4.3.7.1. Incomplete specification
System complexity, theoretical unobservability and practical
c°nstraints imply that only a small subset of variables can be continu°hsly measured and are available as data.
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(if the model variables

agree with this subset, this does not in general imply that the unobserv
ed variables will also match).
^•4.3.7.2 Parametric uncertainty
As discussedin 64*3«3> most parameters represent aggregated
properties and are not easily measurable.

The values used in the model

are therefore very uncertain.
^•4.3.7.3 Definition of a normal system
Although the model is intended to represent a "normal" human, in
fact there is no such thing, and the only iiiformation available is of
statistically average values.

The normal population shows a consider

a t e range of behaviour, and ranges of normal arterial pressure, heart
rate, cardiac output, etc. are available from a few sources,
°astle, 1974;

Guyton, 1971)»

(e.g. Mount-

Unfortunately, virtually no information

ls available on the statistical interdependency of these variables (i.e.
non-diagonal elements of the variance-covariance matrix).

The

lmPlications for empirical validation are that each variable in the model
*fcich has a data referent should independently be in its normal range.
This is not -the same as the model representing a normal human.
*hich is used in the validation

A trick

study (section 6.5) is to extract

Matures from the data which are subject independent as far as possible,
^e*S* in the Yalsalva manoeuvre, section 6.5*4.3)•

^*4*3.7 . 4 Metrical uncertainty
This is the measurement uncertainty introduced into each measure^ h t as a consequence of the instrument accuracy, noise effects, or the
disturbance of the patient in the process of measurement.

A typical

Metrical uncertainty range for arterial pressure is -5mm Hg, but given
th
6 considerations of sections 6 .4 .3.7*1 - 3» considerations of metrical
^Certainty are not, in general, important in the validation of the Pullen
*odel.

^*4*4.

Validity Criteria

*4*4.1. Consistency criterion
This requires that the mathematical model contains or entails no
COntradidions. It is a necessary precondition which is usually satisfied
11 °iodel formulation,

(see section 6.5*2).

*4*4.2. Algorithmic/Simulation criteria
These criteria require that the simulation model is an accurate
^Plementation of the mathematical model.
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In particular the integration

algorithm of the Pullen model will be assessed,

(section 6•5•3)•

^•4*4.3« Theoretical criteria
Theoretical criteria require that the model and its submodels
should be consistent with physiological theory over the range
aPplication.

of

By "theory", is meant both knowledge of the physical

structure of the cardiovascular system and functional explanation of its
behaviour.

In some respects the model involves great simplification

(e*6* the aggregation of the distributed characteristics of the circula
tory network), and in others it involves an elaboration of physiological
theory into mathematical form (e.g. the neural control and drug sub
models) .

6*4*4*3* Empirical
In applying these criteria, the model is compared with empirical
data.

The various empirical criteria applicable to the three different

asPects of the model are shown in table 6.4*

The criteria are

.based on

the objective requirement of the model to represent a normal human
(section 6 .4 .2 ) and limitations imposed by the data (section 6 .4 .3 )*
the model involves both simplifying assumptions and theoretical
innovation, it is highly desirable that each individual submodel should

■L

'

e separately validated empirically.

However, as discussed in section

•4*3, and summarised in table 6.3» suitable data are not always available.
Most data used in validation are from experiments on the controlled
nirculation (section 6. 4 .3*5)*

^*4*5*

Structure of the programme of validation.
Firstly, the prerequisite criteria of consistency and algorithmic/
satisfied.

v&lidity criteria are applied.

Secondly, the theoretical and empirical
These are applied sequentially, starting

*ith the elementary submodels and gradually building up to the whole
®°<iel so that the validity (or lack of it) is built up deductively.

j*h
Qe structure is illustrated in Fig. 6.6, in which it can be seen that

it
ne validation is divided into a number of levels, and that the whole

8tl*Ucture forms a hierarchy.

As shown in table 6 .3 , not every sub

model is validated empirically, and those which are in this study are
ebclosed. in boxes.

The programme of validation proceeds from level 1 to level 4 *
^Fplying theoretical and, where possible, empirical criteria (table 6 .4 )
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Submodel

Appropriate Data or Experimental Tests for
Direct Empirical Validation

Heart

E.C.G. responses;

Cardiac Function Curves; etc.

(not directly applicable to model, however)

Circulatory Fluid
Mechanics

Standard Data on Vessel Volumes, Lengths, etc.

Neural Control

No suitable data

(no direct measurement of physical properties),

Nrug Distribution

Nrug Disposal

Limited Pharmacokinetic Data

Nocal Drug Effects

Data on Specific Action of Drug on Receptor Site
(e.g.<*- Receptor) not Appropriate.

Events and Variables within a Single Cardiac Cycle:

controlled

Ha^
emodynamics

(aeart

and Circulatory
uid Mechanics)

Controlled
hemodynamics (Heart,
ifculatory Fluid
Mechanic!
echanics, and Neural
CorJ
atrol)'

Pressure and Flow Waveforms at Various Sites;
Cardiac Ejection Dynamics.

Pressure and Flow Waveforms at Various Sites, and
Cardiac Variables (Heart Rate, Stroke Volume, etc.)
for Human at Rest and During Physiological Experiments
that Affect CNS Pressures, Flows, and Haemodynamic
Parameters.

foiled
p e®odynamics with
( ■&.aÌmac odynamic s
^ Sullen Model)

Table 6 .3

Circulatory (Pressures and Flows) and Cardiac
Changes in Response to Drug Injections,
(Usually Qualitative Data).

Availability of Data and Experimental Tests Appropriate
for the Direct Empirical Validation of the Various Submodels.
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Aspect of Model

Nature of Data

Applicable Empirical
Validity Criteria

Haemodynamic

Quantitative,
Dynamic Responses of
Heart Rate, Cardiac
Output, Arterial
Pressure, etc.
(see section 6.4•3•3)

Qualitative Similarity;
Model Variables in
Normal Range;
Reproduction of Quantitative
Features (in Some Tests);
Statistical Tests

Hesponses

ii
Neural

No

Data

No Direct Empirical

Control

Validation

Pharmacodynamic

Descriptive Accounts;

Qualitative Similarity;

Hesponses

Ordinal Responses of

Model Variables Change in

Haemodynamic Variables

Same Direction as Data.

(see section 6.4 .3*6)

^&hle

6./j

Applicable Empirical Validity Criteria.
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"to the submodels on each level.

Very importantly, if a submodel cannot

be empirically validated, inferences can often be made about its
empirical validity at a higher level to which it is attached and at which
empirical criteria may be applied.

Many physiological tests on the

eontrolled circulation (level 3) are used to investigate the integrity
°f neural control in the human in terras of haemodynamic responses.

In

Validation such tests may also be used effectively to examine the
integrity (i.e. validity) of neural control submodels in the Pullen model.
Often the integrity of neural control is linked to the existence of key
features in haemodynamic response and thus the feature space techhiques
°f model validation proposed in Chapter 5 will be applicable.

The

details of the full programme of validation (for the application of
theoretical and empirical criteria) are shown in table 6.5*

^•5.

Results of the Programme of Validation

^•5.1. Introduction
The validation study is presented here in the programme form
developed in section 6 .4 .

Firstly, the necessary consistency and

algorithmic/simulation validity criteria are checked.

Then the empirical

^ d theoretical criteria are applied starting with the elementary sub
models and gradually moving up to the overall model with pharmacodynamic
responses (i.e. up the hierarchy in fig. 6.6).

In this way, the valid

ation tests of the overall model can be interpreted with the help

of

results of the empirical and theoretical tests on the submodels.
Th

e general conclusions of the programme are given in section 6.6.

6-5.2. Consistency criteria
As remarked in section 6.4*4»consistency is usually satisfied
during the process of model formulation.
öl

In fact, Pullen had to elimin-

e some algebraic loops (a consistency problem) when simulating the
^thematical model, (Pullen, 1976 pp. 99 and 212).

*■*•5» Algorithmic/Simulation criteria
The model is deterministic and so after verifying the translation
into FORTRAN

IV (see section

6 .3 .5 ) the only remaining checks are for

b®®rical accuracy.
6 ,5 »

*3*1 Accuracy of integration

foj.

The step length, h, of the Euler integrator satisfied h<2't' .
111111
onvergence (where 7 ^ ^ is the smallest time constant) for flows
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Level
1

2

Submodel

4.

Comments

1. Heart
2. Circulatory Fluid
Mechanics
3 . Drug Distribution
4 . Drug Disposal
5. Local Drug Effects

Theoretical
II

1. Uncontrolled
Haemodynamics

Theoretical
Empirical :
(i) Qualitative
Similarity.
(ii) Variables in
Normal Ranges

Integration of 1.1 and 1.2
System Effectively Uncon
trolled Duriftg 1 Cardiac
/ Cycle; Quantitative Data,
1 but Qualitative
j Similarity Important

2. Baroreceptors

Theoretical

| As for Level 1

3. CNS Control

3

Validity Criteria

1. Controlled
Haemodynamics

II
II
II

Examine Assumptions,
and Consistency with
Physiological Theory;
' Suggest Experimental
Tests for Empirical
. Validation

II

Theoretical

'J Integration of 2 .1 , 2.2,
/ and 2 .3 ;
[ Suggest other Experimental
) Tests

Empirical:
(i) Qualitative
Similarity
(ii) Variables in
Normal Ranges
(iii) Feature
Comparisons

Data Available for Main
Variables under
1Equilibrium conditions,
and Range of Standard
- Circulatory Tests

1. Controlled
Theoretical
Overall Integration of Mode!
Haemodynamics
Empirical:
' Data Mainly Available from
with
(i) General Shape of Descriptive Accounts of
Pharmacodynamics
Effects of Fast-Acting
Responses
(Full Pullen Model)
(ii) Main Variables Cardiovascular Drugs.
Change in Same
Directions as
i
Data

(N.B. at some levels, criteria are only theoretical owing to lack
of appropriate data.
This does not imply that the submodel
fundamentally cannot be validated empirically.
The considerations
under "theoretical criteria" in section 6.5 often suggest new
critical experimental tests for empirical validation).
6 .5

Programme of Validation for the Pullen Model - Systematic
Application of Representational (Theoretical and Empirical)
Validity Criteria.
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1000ml sec ^ and h = 0.5 msec.

This results in rather a long

simulation time, and Rajkumar (1978) has shown that the integrator
remains stable if h is increased.

The accuracy (with h = 0.5 msec)

assessed against results using the Runge-Kutta-Merson method of integra
tion (with accuracy set to 0.01%) is within t 3%.
6.5.4.Empirical and Theoretical Criteria
These are applied to each submodel in turn at each level in fig. 6.6
from level 1 to level 4, thereby building deductively an idea of the
strengths and the limitations of the model.

Where data are not '

available for empirical validation, only theoretical aspects are consider
ed but possible experiments and critical tests for empirical validation
are often suggested.

In following through the rest of this section, one

should bear in mind the modelling objectives, viz. to produce a pulsatile
Mathematical model of the human cardiovascular system for the study of
short-term haemodynamics and predicting the effects of fast-acting cardiof
vascular drugs.
**•5.5.

Level 1 validation

**•5.5.1 Heart submodel - theoretical criteria
The heart is simply characterised as four elastic compartments with
time-varying elastances and non-linear modelling of the heart valves
(section 6.3.2).

The four compartments correspond exactly to the four

heart chambers, but this is the extent of the representation of the
Physical modality.

No account is given of the physical interrelation

the chambers, or their geometric shapes.

However, for the purposes

^presenting a normal human these aspects can be considered irrelevant
the model, as they are invariant within the range

of application.

The time-varying elastance model was introduced by Dick and Rideout
(*965)

represents the active contraction of the heart.

This is

6ssentialiy an input-output model which relates chamber pressures to
°ntained blood volumes during systole.

However, there is a close rela

tionship to the force of contraction of the heart muscle, and the elasabce functions used by Dick and Rideout (1965)» Beneken and De Wit
yb7) as well as Pullen are strikingly similar to force of contraction
Ul>Ve8 (e.g. Guyton, 1971» P* 150) • Similarly, the linear approximation
timing of events within each cycle can be linked to basic mechanisms
Of
°ftduction of the action potential from the S-A node through the
Vdl6
of His to the Purkinje fibres in the ventricular muscle. The
6®Pir,
ical validity of the linear approximation could be checked against
210

an ensemble of BCG data, although this was not available in the present
study.
A consequence of the elastance heart submodel is that, if venous
return is increased, the end-diastolic volume increases and therefore
diastolic pressure rises in proportion.

This leads to increased cardiac

output which adjusts itself to balance venous return.

This is in

accordance with Starling’s "Law of the Heart" and the theory of cardiac
autoregulation (see section 6 .2 .2 , 6.2.3).
The physiological significance (validity) of the heart submodel
gives the model parameters an empirical meaning.

Indeed, Pullen

(l976, p. 120) suggests that left ventricular systolic elastance may be
Used as a myocardial contractility measure, i.e. an index of heart perf
ormance.

Of course, before it is used the validity of the submodel

should be examined in further detail both theoretically and empirically,
(importance checks must also be made on parameter sensitivity, see sect
ion 6.5.4 .3).
A further aspect to consider is that of the pulmonary and aortic
valve ejection dynamics.

Pullen (1976, pp. 36-38) uses Beneken and De

Wit's (1967) equations

(6 .11)

*V/vo°
Visons
tesiiiasCd

'ïr^ A x t k .

BertiouUii

'Terh'V

f°n both valves and, in addition, calculates an "effective area" AAol
of the aortic valve in order to account for curvature of the aortic
arch and pulmonary arteries (Pullen, 1976, appendix 5).

This calcula-

tion is based on a large number of assumptions including laminar flow,
^ d that the blood vessel does not change shape during éjection.

Both

these are questionable, in particular the latter since it is well
khown that the aortic arch is a highly elastic vessel which expands
considerably during ejection.

Pullen's assumptions lead to a small

eTfecbive area and consequently, since it is a squared term, a very
hi8h estimate of the Bernoulli term (42mm Hg at maximum flow; Pullen,
p* 38).

The implication of this is that the valves will appear stenosed

v®htricular pressures will rise very high, and the inertia
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term will be

swamped (eliminating the well-known protodiastole when Fl VAOI^ 0, but
^Ly

PAOl)•

This will be considered further in the empirical valida

tion of level 2 (section 6.5»4»2.).

6.5. 5*2. Circulation submodel - theoretical criteria
The 15 segments of the circulation submodel (l9 including the
heart) correspond to the major arterial and venous divisions within the
systemic and pulmonary networks.

The resolution of the model allows

a

the changing elastic and hydrodynamic characteristics of the arterial
tree to be lumped as an approximation to the full Navier-Stokes partial
differential equations.

The systemic resistance is mainly located in

the model between arterial and venous segments, and it is well known
that the maximum resistance to blood flow occurs in the capillaries.
the model, however, blood is either in an arterial or venous segment,
a*id the blood contained in the capillaries in the human must be regarded
aa split between two such segments.
The structure of the circulation submodel is a simplification of
the physical modality, but does this impair the validity of the model
°ver the functional modality of the intended range of application?
Consider the scheme of the human circulation (itself simplified, taken
from Lippold and Winton, 1979» P»213) and the structure of Pullen's
circulation submodel (fig. 6.7)*

It can be seen that the aggregation

°T the model is mainly in the head, arms and brain and the splanchnic
circulations.

There are three distinct aspects relevant to functional

validity*
U)

As an approximation to the uncontrolled dynamic system.

The full

haemodynamic system is a stable infinite dimensional system.

(By"full

dynamic system" is meant the best (most complete) theoretical model of
system.

It is not the system itself, nor is it necessarily soluble),

theoretical validity of the approximate finite dimensional model
ideally determined by comparing the pressure and flow variables with
^he corresponding spatially averaged variables in the full dynamic
Astern.

Since the full dynamic system of Navier-Stokes equations is

^Possible to solve, other methods have to be used.

In particular, the

c°nvergence of the solution can be examined in models with more or less
Se8toents.

Rajkumar's 1978 8-segment model of the controlled circulation

d e d u c e s results close to those of the Pullen model and is stable
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CfLCULPmot) .

(Thomas, 1.980) .

It is significant that in the steady-state a simple

single division of the systemic circulation (one arterial and one venous
segment) produces realistic stable behaviour for aortic and venous
pressures and flows.

Therefore it is unlikely that the present aggrega

tion of the model produces great

inaccuracies vis-a-vis the uncontrolled

dynamic system.
(ii)

As a reference frame for cardiovascular control.
The resolution of the circulation submodel must be sufficiently

detailed to provide information for cardiovascular control within the
range

of application.

The two major sites for neural pressure receptor

fibres are located in the aortic arch and carotid arteries (fig. 6 .7),
^ d both these areas are represented in the model.

These sites send

information to the CNS and are the sensors in the fast reflex control
°f both heart and circulation.

(incidentally, other sites for baro-

receptors are available in the model such as the left atrium or venous
Segments.

Evidence suggests that these receptors act as volume

sensors and play a role in the longer-term regulation of blood volume).
Two outstanding omissions from the model are separate segments for
kidneys and the brain.

The kidneys filter a tremendous volume of

klood, removing waste products and selectively excreting ions and water
ln order to maintain an electrolytic balance and control arterial
Pressure.

The primary mechanism is through the local release of a

hormone, renin, and the renin - angiotensia II - aldosterone system which
deduces vasoconstriction and which has a time scale of a few minutes to
d&ys, and so is outside the range of application.

The brain is a more

^Portant omission since it does play a role in the sensing of changes
*hich result in rapid cardiovascular control.

In particular, the activ-

of the medulla is sensitive to concentrations of Og and COg and pH
^evel* Changes in these produce rapid reflex changes in the heart and circu
lation, however such changes are not entailed within this range of applic&ti0n (lifted to direct haemodynamic effects).

Thus the submodel is

a representation of ¿11 short-term control effects, but within the
i&hge of application (haemodynamics) it has sufficient resolution to act
a reference frame for control.
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(iii) As a reference frame for pharmacodynamics.
The partition of the circulation should contain the appropriate
segments (tissues, organs) on which the injected drug has its direct
effects.

See section 6.5*5«5.

6.5.5.3 . Drug injection and distribution submodel - theoretical, criteria
This submodel is described in section 6 .3.4 *

Drug flow is equal

to drug mass multiplied by blood volume flow and is essentially a
continuity equation

(equation 6.10).

evenly mixed within each compartment.

It assumes that the drug is
The validity of this equation

depends on both this assumption and the validity of the blood volume
^low, i.e. the controlled haemodynamics.

However, the presence of the

drug modifies the haemodynamic behaviour and therefore its own distribu
tion.

The validity also depends on the number of compartments - are

there sufficient to approximate the distributed processes of transport
(diffusion and flow) in the full dynamic system ( refer to section
6*5.5.2 ) ?

A way to investigate this is by a model-based experiment

increasing and decreasing the number of compartments and examining
convergence of the model.
The empirical validation of the full model with pharmacodynamics
takes place at level 4 (because of the complex interaction of

many

Processes) and the drug submodel does not receive empirical validation
dntil then.

An experiment can be devised to rectify this unsatisfactory

8ituation which consists of injecting a dye into the bloodstream free
from cardiovascular effects.

Level 3 of the validation hierarchy

(section 6 .4 , fig. 6 .6) is split into two levels (fig. 6 .8).

If the

has the same disposal characteristics as the drugs of interest (fastdeting) this also provides a test of the disposal/absorption submodel.
^fortunately, no data on such an experiment were found in the present
study.
Other assumptions of the submodel are that drug volume « b l o o d
v°lume, and that a single drug is present.

The former is easily satis-

fie<ì» and the problem of multiple drugs can be solved by adding multiple
sl&ve models (in this case the possibility of drug interaction exists,
Wever).
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6 .5.5 .4 * Drug disposal submodel - theoretical criteria
The breakdown and absorption of the drug is modelled as a first
order linear mass decay process in each segment.

This is probably an

adequate model for the drugs of interest, although the time constants
0r half lives are not available as standard data.
5.5.5. Local effects submodel - theoretical criteria
The local effect submodel is an algebraic model devised by Pullen
(1976, pp. 75 - 84 ) •

It represents the effect of the drug on the liydro-

^ynamic parameters of each segment rather than the underlying processes

p> receptors,

°f drug action (e.g. on <H or
changes).

neurotransmission, muscular

For example, the resistance Rj^ between two segments

(section 6 .5 , fig. 6 .2 ) is modified in the following fashion:

R' =

12
where R ^
Q5

R

(6.12)

12

N

is the normal resistance, CJj

is the neural control multiplier,

is another dimensionless multiplier representing the effect of

the drug which has the linear form:
CT jj

= 1 + K w

.

drug increases R

(vasoconstriction)

drug decreases R

(vasodilatation)

(6.13)

»
CT^
where w

= 1 ^/(l + K w )

is the concentration of the drug and K determines the sensitiv-

tty to the drug.

The drug effects submodel is therefore linear, and linearly combined
With neural control. Since the neural control is highly nonlinear it is
Unlikely that the principle of superposition is obeyed.

Furthermore, no

evidence exists on the linearity of the drug receptors, indeed it is
tikely that receptors will show nonlinear threshold and saturation effects
(see e.g, Burgen and Mitchell, 1978» PP* 3 and 253).

The quantitative

^■°Cal effects can be determined in experiments on isolated tissues from
^^ti-mals, but modern physiological experiments on humans are concerned
^tth the overall effects of the drug:

" major advances in the under-

handing of how cardiovascular drugs act has come in recent years from
n®w methods ....

and include cardiac catheterization for measurement of

^sssures, Fick and dye methods for measurement of cardiac output, and
attachment of radiopaque markers to the ventricles for the measurement
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of ventricular contraction"

(Burgen and Mitchell, 1978» PP* 123-4)»

Another aspect pertinent to the validity of the drug effects sub
model is the partition of the circulation submodel (see also section

6 .5 .5 .2 )•

The present structure is suitable for cardiovascular drugs

which have a generally uniform effect (such as the sympathomimetic
dl*ugs) but not for drugs which, although fast-acting, have more
selective uptake and distribution properties.

This suggests differ

ent partitions for different modelling objectives.

For instance,

fig. 6.9 shows an alternative partition based on Zwart et al. (1972)
suitable for the study of the uptake, distribution and effect of an
^aesthetic drug, halothane.

Thus the present model should not be

taken as a general framework for any cardiovascular active drug.
These considerations show that this submodel does not have very
®hch theoretical validity and therefore it is a major source of uncert
ainty in the overall model.

The validity of the drug submodels will

have to be based on empirical tests at level 4 ( refer to fig. 6.6 and
section 6 .5.4 .4 ).

Unfortunately the complexity of the model is

justified by the inclusion of pharmacodynamics in the specific modelling
°hjectives and yet the basic drug process and effect models remain sub
stantially unvalidated at this stage.

^•5.6.

Level 2 validation

^*5.6.1.

Uncontrolled haemodynamics.„submodel

^•5.6.1.1. Theoretical criteria
The uncontrolled haemodynamics submodel consists of the heart and
cihculation submodels (section 6.5»5»1

6.5«5»2).

The integration of

the two submodels is achieved by considering heart valve actions and
dynamics and is straightforward, as both submodels are in compartmental
f°rm.

Ideally, the empirical validation would be done by comparing the

®°del with data over two minutes from a human whose neural control loop
is open (as discussed in section 6.2.3 the cardiovascular system without
Ueural control does exhibit autoregulation and is stable under limited
c°hditions).

Unfortunately, little such data are available (although

s°me are discussed at level 3, section 6.5*7)•

An alternative method to

emPirically validate is to consider a single cardiac cycle.
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6*5*6.1.2. Empirical criteria
Over a single cardiac cycle the cardiovascular system is essen
tially uncontrolled by the CNS.

Haemodynamic data from one cycle may

therefore be used to empirically validate the submodel of uncontrolled
haemodynamics.

Pig 6.10a shows typical aortic, left ventricular and

left atrial pressures and aortic blood flow in a typical human
(Hawker 1979)*

The model responses are shown alongside in fig. 6.10b.

■»
There is a close qualitative similarity in most of the variables;
in particular, the distinctive "dichrotic notch" in the arterial pressure
waveform

at the closing of the aortic (S-L) valve and the following

dichrotic wave are reproduced in the model (although some fast
dynamics are lost).

Left atrial pressure remains low in the model

( <\l5mm Hg) as it does in the data.

During diastole it rises above

left ventricular pressure (as the ventricle fills) and shows the small
Pulse just before systole when the atrium contracts.

Aortic pressure

in the model is about 10mm Hg higher than the data (but still in the
uormal range) and the pulse pressures are the same.
A serious discrepancy exists in the left ventricular pressure
u w >- waveform in the model.

During systole P^y rises substantially

a6ove the aortic pressure and does not show the characteristic flattening
as the aortic valve opens (this is well reported in the literature, see
also Guyton, 1971 P* 15l)*

A very high P^y arises in the human due to

a°rtic valve stenosis (Walters 1979* P* 62) or increased valve resistance.
The error in the model response is therefore probably due to an inaccura°y in the modelling of cardiac ejection dynamics.

In section 6.5*5*1*

this was considered at some length and it was suggested that the high
Value of the Bernoulli term leads to a high valvular resistance, and this
18 confirmed empirically here.
(i)

Consequences of this are:

Increased total systemic resistance, leading to generalised
increase in arterial pressure.

(ii)

Increased stroke work of the heart and therefore calculations of
heart work based on the model are invalid.

(iii)

The "proto-diastole" does not occur.

In the human in the latter

half of systole, the pressure in the left ventricle drops below
that of the aorta, although the S-L valve does not close because
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the ventricle is still contracted and the blood passes from
ventricle to aorta under its own momentum.
The waveforms of aortic blood flow show a close similarity
between model and data;

the magnitudes are in the same range and the

"retrograde flow" also occurs in the model (although rather larger
"than in the human).

Fig. 6.11 shows the transmission of the pressure pulse through the
^terial tree in the human and model.

The data are taken from

Guyton (1971) and are at the low end of the normal range of pressures.
Although the model pressures are generally higher they reproduce the
^ i n features of the data*
U)

The further from the heart, the longer until peak (systolic)
pressure is reached.

A comparison of the average pulse wave

velocity can also be made*
Site

Time until peak

Distance

Estimated wave
velocity

Data

Radial

0 .05sec

40cm

800 cm sec ^

Model

Leg

0 .17sec

90cm

530 cm sec”^

given the uncertainty of the times and distances this is acceptable.
(ii)

Systolic pressure increases with distance from the heart due to
variation in wave velocity at different stages in the arterial
tree.

Similarly, diastolic pressure drops slightly, leading to

an increased pulse pressure.

The extreme increase shown in the

dorsalis pedis (a peripheral foot artery in the human) is not
reproduced in the model because there is no corresponding compart
ment.

However, in the range

of application it is not necessary

to have such fine resolution.
As the uncontrolled submodel of haemodynamics stands it has shown
be reasonably valid in empirical tests over a cardiac cycle.

However

’
'Ventricular pressure and ejection dynamics are uncertain (invalid)
*S discussed above.

The implications of this are that detailed cardiac

6ffects in the model cannot be trusted, and a tendency to arterial
A s s u r e to be high.
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^•5*6.2. Baroreceptors submodels - theoretical criteria
The models of the baroreceptors (section 6 .3•3•) are based on
Katona's (1967) empirical models derived from dog experiments.

These

simply represent the pressure level and positive rate of change
dependency of the baroreceptor
as well.

fibres well known in human physiology

The parameters (time constants and thresholds) were deter

mined by Pullen.

In neurophysiological terms, the outputs of the

baroreceptors are a stream of neural impulses travelling down afferent
herves to the brain, however it is a well validated hypothesis

that

they act as dynamic pressure sensors, and so the representation of the
outputs as dynamically averaged pressures in the model is valid.

But

it is important to stress that the isomorphic nature of the model is
lost at this level - i.e. it is a functional black box.

A method of

determining the parameters of this submodel would be to vary them until
the haemodynamic responses of the overall model are closest to the data
(see section 6.5»7»1*2).
The adaptation of the baroreceptors - in which their output falls
®Tter a prolonged period of hypertension — has a time constant of about
8 days (Guyton, 1971, p.30l), and so this mechanism does not need to be
included for the

range of application.

6*5.6.3. CNS control submodel - theoretical criteria
The CNS control submodel

is described in section 6 .3.3 .

In

this section, some of the assumptions of this submodel will be investiga
ted.
Linear combination of baroreceptor outputs.
It is assumed that the CNS input function B is a static linear
c°mbination of the putput
/_

(aA02)

baroreceptors:
a

Whe*e

of the carotid sinus (B^ ) and aortic arch

»

B jja

+

(l - °OB a .02

(6.14)

0 < o< ^ 1
This is the simplest form of combining the inputs, and there is no

evidence for it.

The basic neural mechanisms in the medulla are

^dknown, and the only way to validate this is indirectly through the overill!
model, (dee level 3» section 6.5*7) It is a plausible hypothesis
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that CNS input B is determined largely by B.&02 (aortic arch output)
except when B^^ (carotid sinus output) falls, indicating a dangerously
low flow to the brain.

A valuable simulation could be performed to

investigate whether the overall model responses are significantly differ
ent when different strategies are used.

(ii)

A single input function B.
A single CNS input, B, drives the various cardiac and circulatory

oontrollers.

Again, this is the simplest representation and no direct

evidence can be given for it.

Pullen remarks that the inputs for the

different controllers could be devised with different linear combinations
°f By^ and

(Sullen 1976, p. 166).

The test for these also would

be indirectly through the best fit of haemodynamic responses of the
overall model to the data.

(iii) Notion of "centres"
A fundamental implicit assumption of the model is the notion of
cardiac and circulatory’fcentres" in the medulla oblongata and that the
function of these centres is for cardiovascular control.

A recent

trend in neurophysiology, is to treat these centres as having a function
al rather than a physical modality as the associated changes of neural
Activity tend to occur in distributed as opposed to local regions of
the medulla.

The main implication is that the medulla acts as a more

distributed controller with a high degree of interaction between differ
ent functional centres.

However, the understanding of this is insuffi-

ciently advanced to construct structurally similar models.

In any

Case, it is likely that the present submodel will be adequate over the
range

of application.
The value of

used in the model (* =0 .7)was based by Pullen (1976,

P.62) on Dampney's (1971) experiments on dogs.

This assigns a greater

sienificance to the carotid sinus baroreceptors

as an input for CNS

c°ntrol.

Problems of comparative physiology aside, there are other

w°rkers (e.g., Glick and Coveil, 1968) who consider the aortic arch area
to Be more important in dogs.

Recent experimental studies by Mancia et

al.(l978) lend support to this hypothesis in humans, and this aspect is
d i r e c t l y validated in empirical tests at level 3 (section 6 .5.7 .1 .2).
The form of the sub-models for CNS control (of heart rate, myo
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cardial contractility, and vascular and venous tone) is based on
KatOna's 2-region model of heart-rate control (1967, derived from dogs)
and Hyndman's "bang-bang" cardiovascular controllers (l970> based on
human experiments with carotid sinus stimulation).

It is the empirical

basis of these models which gives them validity as CNS input/output
Models

for Pullen's model, but it is difficult to give them greater

Physiological validity as many of the internal variables and parameters
ho not have empirical referents.
^•5.7«

Level 3 validation

^*5.7.1.

Controlled haemodynamics submodel

*>•5.7.1.1. Theoretical criteria
The controlled haemodynamics submodel consists of the heart,
circulation and CNS control submodels.

It is this level of the hier

archy (see fig.6 .6) which receives most empirical validation, as
ultimately this submodel is used as a basis for modelling drag effects
(level 4 , section 6 .5.8).

The controlled haemodynamics submodel is

based solely on the rapid neural control loop, and many important mech—
®bisms for cardiovascular control are not included.

Some of these

Mechanisms and their time constants are given below:
(l)

Chemical effects.

Changes in Paco2

rapid changes in activity in vasomotor

P ao

in tiie brain cause

and cardiac centres and

corresponding reflex changes in the cardiovascular system (t ~ 10sec).
H ) Hormonal control.

Activity in the sympathetic nervous system in

cardiovascular control is augmented by the release of catecholamines
from the adrenal medulla.

Changes in plasma osmality

(electrolytic

balance) stimulate the release of renin from the JGA in the kidney
*hich controls the cardiovascular system through the renin-angiotensinaldosterone system ( T nr 5 ~ 30 mins).
(iii) Kidney oontrol.

The kidney selectively excretes water and salts

in order to control blood volume and electrolyte

concentrations.

The former affects venous pressure and hence cardiac output, and salt
concentrations have a direct effect on cardiac performance (Tad-2hr.).
(iv) Thermal homeostasis.

Core temperature (under small environmental

°banges) is controlled by vaso-constriction, -dilation of the skin
blood vessels and this affects systemic resistance ( t ~ 10sec. - lmin.)
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(v)

Baroreceptor adaptation.

If blood pressure remains high, the

baroreceptor outputs will fall gradually.

( ^ 5

days).

It can be seen that hormonal (ii) and kidney (iii) control
mechanisms and baroreceptor adaptation (v) have time scales well out
side that of the range

of application.

Chemical (i) and thermal (iv)

control have time scales within that of the model, however environmental
changes were limited in section 6.4 to those that directly entail
haemodynamic changes.

Thus, in theoretical terms, the submodel of

controlled haemodynamics includes the control mechanisms pertinent
over the range

of application.

^•5.7.1.2 Empirical criteria.
This section considers four aspects:
Seneral circulatory responses;

equilibrium conditions;

simulation of Mancia's experiment; and

m°del sensitivity analysis.
^•5.71.2.1 Equilibrium conditions
These are the conditions that the model achieves when simulating a
recumbent, resting human with no environmental disturbances.

The values

key model variables are compared with the normal human ranges within
*hich they should lie, in accordance with the criterion of section 6.4*4»
(Hie acquisition of "normal range" data is quite difficult,

most refer-

6hces quoting a single normal value, and the ranges have been estimated
^r°m a number of sources.

The "Handbook of Physiology" (1965) and

^°hntcastle (1974) proved very useful).

Table 6.6 contains model and

*^ta values for the equilibrium conditions.
As can be seen from table 6.6 the model variables lie mostly in the
middl e of the normal ranges, with the exception of arterial pressure
*hich i
is at the high end of the range.
The value of mean arterial pressure
(MAP) i
in the model is very slightly above the end of the normal range
*lth.0ugh systolic and diastolic pressures in the model are within normal
*hges.
This is probably due to the standard procedure of calculating
Map
°ne third up from diastolic resulting in a low estimate of the true
aver.
age value.
The high arterial pressure in the model is probably a
S e q u e n c e of the high left ventricular pressure (section 6.5«6.1.2) and,
Serh;
aPs, uncertainties in the neural control submodel.
However, it still
^isfieg the empirical criterion.
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(A stronger empirical criterion could be used if data were
available on the relative interdependence of the data variables, (some
ai>e directly related mathematically, others physiologically), i.e.
covariance as well as variance statistics.

It then would be possible to

•Calculate the probability that the combination of variable values in the
®odel is drawn from a "normal" population.

Unfortunately no source for

such data has been located).
Further tests may be performed on the distribution of blood volumes
an<t flows in the model.

Table 6.7 contains data on the end-diastolic

vdumes of various regions, and the corresponding model values.

The data

have a larger total blood volume and more blood In the systemic circula
tion than the model, but in general the corresponding values are of the
t:ight magnitude.

Bergel (1972) from whom most of the data are taken

admits that the values are "very approximate idealisations".

Pullen's

v&lues are based on those of Beneken and De Wit (1967), and this shows the
Very great difficulty of setting-up and validating biological models with
Aspect to even fairly trivial variables.

Sensitivity analysis proves

Veiy useful in determining how critical the values of such parameters
ai'e (see section 6.5»7»1*2*4) •

6*5*7.1.2.2

General circulatory responses

These are responses to standard physiological tests on the cardioascular system which entail directly only haemodynamic changes (i.e. with111 the range

of application).

Afferent tests:

The model is validated against four

(i) postural changes;

11) heart pacing;

(ii) blood volume changes;

and, (iv) a Valsalva manoeuvre.

Pullen (1976) also

Se<* these tests to validate the model, but here they will be considered in
detail, presenting data where possible and insisting on qualitative
simii

U)

^ i t y and feature space comparisons as empirical validity criteria.
Postural changes.

4 passive tilt to an upright position (orthostasis) causes large
kyi
r°static pressure differences which lead to pooling of the blood in the
v6i
s*
This suddenly reduces venous return and hence arterial pressure.
In
oe normal human there is a reflex through the baroreceptors leading to
reased heart rate and systemic resistance.

When the system regains its

4uillbrium state, arterial pressure remains little changed, cardiac
°htt
cPut is decreased, heart rate and systemic resistance are increased
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(Lippold and »Vinton, 1979» p.222), and stroke volume is decreased
(Mountcastle, 1974).
In the* model, orthostasis is simulated by including a series of
hydrostatic pressure generators (Pullen, 1976, p.56) between successive
segments.

The model response to an upright tilt is shown in

fig.6.12.

firstly, consider the qualitative similarity with the descriptive account
S-hove.

Mean arterial pressure, stroke volume and cardiac output drop

suddenly, accompanied by a reflex increase in heart rate.

The me^n

arterial pressure increases due to the increased systemic resistance
(after about 20 seconds) although it does not return to the original
level.

Cardiac output shows an oscillation after the initial drop, but

there is no reference to this effect in the data.
Put remains lower than the initial value.

Finally cardiac out-

Stroke volume does not show

the oscillations, and so the oscillations of cardiac output are probably
<*Ue to the overshoot of the heart rate, (possibly the dynamics of the
heart rate controller are too rapid).

The estimated total systemic

d i s t a n c e (ETSR) shows a very sharp decrease followed by a smooth vasoc°bstrictive rise.

The decrease does not occur in the human, and is an

^tifact in the model caused by the way in which ETSR is calculated.

In

general the model has an overall qualitative similarity with the descrip
tive data, (although some of the rapid effects are suspicious), satisfying
the first empirical criterion.

Secondly, some quantitative features of the overall net changes in
ke

y Variables are compared in Table 6.8.

The reduction of stroke volume

111 the model (20$) is correctly in the normal range (10 - 50^>) •

Arterial

A s s u r e does not regain its initial value (as is usually reported), and
is
significantly lower (-7$).
Consequently heart rate is higher (reflex)
«hid
increases more than the data.
This elevated heart rate has the effect
that

cardiac output is decreased less In response to reduced stroke volume.

The

Primary cause for these discrepancies is evidently in the change of

8ystemic resistance (+4$ as opposed to +20$ in the data) which is insuffi°ient to bring the arterial pressure back to normal.

These considerations have certain implications for the validity of
the
1.

controlled haemodynamics.
The response of the heart and circulation submodels to the postural
change is to produce a vein pooling and reduced stroke volume as in
the data.

This gives greater confidence in the validity of these sub

models.
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2.

The heart rate reflex of the model to decreasing pressure is rapid
and effective, as in the data.

5*

The reflex vaso- and veno-constriction in the model is too small in
response to decreasing arterial pressure.

This reduces the valid

ity of the submodel of neural control of the circulation.

Blood volume changes
Pullen simulated

the .effect of a sudden blood loss (e.g. following

a haemorrhage) and hypervolaemia (1 9 7 6 , pp 1 1 4 - 1 1 5 ) by instantaneously
changing the volume of the head and arms veins segment.
^sponges are shown in fig. 6 .1 5 «

The model

It can be seen that removal of blood

Produces large, slow effects, whereas increase of blood volume of the
Sa®e amount

( ^ 10 $) produces rapid but smaller changes.

This indicates

^he assymmetry in the neural control, and the fact that baroreceptors

41,6 sensitive to positive rates of change of pressure.
tions, stroke

In both simula-

volume changes significantly, demonstrating that the

Veil°us return has changed and that the heart and circulation submodels are
^having correctly.

A descriptive account, with some quantitative details, of the effect

of

*

a haemorrhage is given by Lippold and »Vinton (1979» p.224).

The main

P°ihts are summed up below:

Blood volume is reduced, veins are less well filled and output of
heart and arterial pressure drop.

c*

But, changes are small owing to prompt compensating mechanisms.
In an anaesthetised dog, when 10 $ of the blood volume is removed
(from the gut), arterial pressure does not fall, but is maintained
hy an increase in perpheral resistance.
But, if the quantity of blood lost is sufficient to reduce cardiac
output to 50 to 50 percent below normal, the arterial pressure falls.

^n the model, cardiac output drops by 25 $ and so a significant drop

^

^terial pressure is not expected.
pa hy 22$.

This error can be traced to the inadequate increase of

resistance.

syst

However, mean arterial pressure

A similar failure to produce sufficient increase of

e®ic resistance with falling pressure was found in the previous section.
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Notice that the heart rate reflex is large (+4 3 /a) due to the continued
low pressure.
However, in the case of blood volume increase mean arterial pressure
rises by only

and is rapidly controlled, the systemic resistance

drops rapidly and significantly, and the heart rate does not change so
much.
These considerations indicate that the range

of validity of the

“odel is limited to environmental changes that produce positive pressure
°hanges.

(iii)

For negative pressure changes the model is invalid.

Cardiac pacing.
Pullen (1976, pp. II6 -II 7 ) simulated the experiments of Noble et a l .

(l966) investigating the effect of changing the heart rate on the cardiov&scular function of the conscious dog by pacing the heart using an
^planted right atrial electrode.
They found that as heart rate increased,
the stroke volume fell and the cardiac output either increased or changed
Very little.

A close linear relationship was established between stroke

Volume and heart rate.
Simulated experiments were performed on these using values of heart
5eiiod ranging from O.Jsec. to 1.4sec.
fig. 6 .1 4 .

The results are shown in

Pullen's model did not reproduce a linear relationship

bet*een stroke volume and heart rate, but the relationship between stroke
v°lume and heart period was strikingly linear.

The model also showed

little variation of cardiac output in accordance with Noble's results.

Valsalva manoeuvre.
This experiment, originally devised by Valsalva (1 6 6 6 -1 7 2 3 ) to test
be Patency of the eustachian tubes, consists of an attempt to expirate
aS&ihst a resistance (e.g. by closing the glottis, or^ainst a column of
etcury),

"The effects of this manoeuvre on arterial blood pressure and

& rate are now used as a test of autonomic cardiovascular control
Nanisms and of ventricular function" (Hawker, 1979» p»75)»

For this

s°h the Valsalva manoeuvre is also a good test of the validity of the
°lled haemodynamics.
Paring the manoeuvre, intra-thoracic and intra-abdominal pressures
^ise

significantly.

This increase is transmitted onto the blood
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contained in the heart and vessels in these regions and venous return is
deduced from the periphery.
drops.

Cardiac output falls and aortic pressure

There is a prompt control by the CNS with tachycardia and vaso

constriction, and aortic pressure subsequently rises.
After the manoeuvre, which can only be held for a few seconds,
blood pressure drops suddenly (transmitted) and the heart rate increases
f°r a few beats (dynamic delay).

Venous return increases as blood

floods back into the chest cavity.

Cardiac output rises sharply,, and

Produces a large rise in arterial pressure (the vasculature is still
°onstricted), much greater than before the manoeuvre.

There is a reflex

bradycardia to compensate and eventually the cardiovascular system returns
equilibrium (~:JOsec).

This "overshoot" is a characteristic feature

°f a normal response to a Valsalva manoeuvre (see, e.g. Sharpey-Schafer
1965).

Fig. 6.15 shows the quantitative dynamic effects of a Valsalva

Manoeuvre on the heart rate and blood pressure of a normal human during
wbich intra-thoracic pressure rises by about 40nmHg (taken from Beneken
an<* De Wit, 1967, p.37 and Sharpey-Schafer, 1965) .
In the model, the manoeuvre is simulated by setting intra-thoracic
intra-abdominal pressures to +40mmHg for a period of 12 seconds
(after Beneken and De Wit, 1967)»

The model responses of arterial

Preasure, stroke volume, cardiac output, heart rate and estimated total
systemic resistance are shown in fig. 6.16.

Firstly, the qualitative

Sl®ilarity of the data (descriptive account and fig. 6 .15) and the model
*ill be examined, then a quantitative analysis of features of the heart rate
response will be made to investigate indirectly the validity of the
submodel of heart rate control.
The model response shows a large drop in stroke volume and cardiac
°ubput, indicating that the heart and circulation submodels are responding
c°rrectly to the raised pressures.

Aortic pressure rises suddenly by

about +40mmHg (transmitted directly), but shows a subsequent decline and
ie<iuction of pulse pressure (as in the data, fig. 6 .I5).

Heart rate

Sho*s an initial decline (due to the sudden rise in pressure) but then
*bere is a substantial tachycardia in response to the falling arterial
A s s u r e , in agreement with the data obtained by Beneken and De Wit (1967)
8bown in fig. 6.15.
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A shorthand symbolic notation (described in chapter 5) will now be
used to compare the qualitative aspects of the mean arterial pressure
(MAP) in the model and data (fig. 6.17).
time

Start

Finish

Data

MAP
Model
MAP

sudden changes at beginning
and end of manoeuvre
Fig* 6 .17.

Symbolic Representation of Qualitative Features of Model and
Data Mean Arterial Pressure Responses.

The model reproduces the major features except the turning point
atl<* increase of MAP during the manoeuvre.

This suggests that the reflex

Vasoconstriction is not sufficient in the model to prevent further decrease
arterial pressure, although there is an overshoot after the end of the
Manoeuvre.

However, as shown in fig. 6.18, the overshoot in the human

ls much greater than that in the model, and arterial pressure exceeds the
^ i m u m value during the manoeuvre.
After the manoeuvre, the heart rate in the model returns quickly to
ao:pmal, and does not exhibit the large bradycardia in the data (fig. 6 .15).
^ i s is because of the lack of pressure overshoot due to inadequacy of
th
Qe vasoconstrictive reflex, and should not be taken as an indication of
invalidity of the submodel of heart rate control.

In fig. 6.16 it

c&n be seen that systemic resistance does not rise during the manoeuvre
the "spikes" in the response are artifacts of the method of calcula^on);
11

fact, it shows a slight decrease.

This implies an inaccuracy

submodel of neural control of vascular and venous tone in the response
^ailing pressure, as inferred in the analysis of the model response to

^°8tural changes (see (i) above).

(In tabetic

subjects there is a

llBilar lack of overshoot owing to the absence of reflex vasoconstriction,
^Pey-Schafer, 1965, p.1878) and this is why the Valsalva manoeuvre is
Critical test of the model).
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In the Valsalva manoeuvre, the carotid sinus and aortic arch
^aroreceptors are very differently stressed, and so the model response
changes significantly with variations of «. , the relative contribution of
the carotid sinus and aortic arch areas to the CNS input function,
(see section 6.3.3, fig* 6 .4).

Over the manoeuvre, the heart rate

response of the model (fig. 6 .16) is qualitatively similar to the data
(fig. 6 .15) and the error introduced by the lack of reflex vasoconstriction
'tees not occur until several seconds after the end of the manoeuvre.

A

comparison of the heart rate response in the model and data is therefore
suitable for assessing the validity of the value of c< in the model.
Pullen (1976) used the value
responses shown in fig. 6.16

= 0.7 in the model giving the

This corresponds to a greater contribution

from the carotid sinus baroreceptors, and is based on the work of
^mpney et al. (l97l) on dogs.

However, as pointed out in the theoret-

lc&l considerations of section 6.5*6.3 the aortic arch area may play a
tB°re important role in heart rate control.

Beneken and De Wit (1967) ran

f^eir model with a range of values of oi. and concluded that o<

=0.5

Produced a heart rate response of greatest similarity to the data by
viaual inspection.
Their experiment is repeated here using the Pullen model, which has
^ore detailed baroreceptor and neural control dynamics and using a
systematic method of feature comparison.
scribed in chapter 5*

The basis of this method was

Its advantage, over

loss-functional comparisons,

18 that important aspects of the data (e.g. undershoot, overshoot etc.)
Caji be stressed and comparisons can still be made when absolute values
and model are not sufficiently close (i.e. it constitutes an effectiv
6 Normalisation procedure).
The features extracted from the heart rate response for comparison
e denoted by

xit i = 1, n, and are depicted in fig. 6.19.

Note that

features are defined beyond a few seconds after the manoeuvre.
This
ig v
ecause the arterial pressure does not show the massive overshoot, and
So
ne heart rate reflex is no longer credible in the model.
The features
°f th
ne data and model responses for a range of
from 0.1 to 0.9 are
^ in table 6 .9 .
In order to compare each model the fractional
diff6
fences
for each feature ( i = l,n) are determined:
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*'0r each feature, the models may be ranked by closeness to the data.
results are shown in Table 6.10.

It can be seen that no model

has the smallest fractional feature difference for all features,
although

is always at least second closest to the data.

A figure

°f merit P, for each model is calculated, based on the average fractional difference:

(6 .16)

F-

I i~
~r\l = average factional difference.

Vf^ere

P e[0,l]

where

F= 1 =

no model/data difference

P = 0.5 =
p = 0

IOO5& fractional difference

= °°

fractional difference

The results are shown in table 6.10.
foil owing ordering on the models;
Mi

The values of P induce the

in a manner analagous to Reggiani

and

^ c h e t t i ’s concept of model adequacy (1975)*

M4 >

m5

> i i 2 > Mj > M1

where

“I

-

c< =

0.9

Mg

-

cK =

0.7

M3

-

* =

0.5

=

0.5

c< =

0 .1

M4
m

Of

5

ss
=

** = 0.3 produces a model closest to the data feal
features.

This

°rresponds to a 703/o contribution from the aortic arch baroreceptors,
and
invalidates the value
= 0.7 used by Pullen.
However, the model is
Sl®Ply modified using the new value.

The responses of mean arterial

Assu r e , heart rate and estimated total systemic resistance of the
modif
ied model are shown in fig. 6.20.
The important differences (apart
ft,
the improvement of the heart rate response ) are that arterial
e8sure shows an increased overshoot, and there is some vasoconstriction
\C f*

’ * fig. 6.16) although it is still insufficient to produce the spectacu-

** Overshoot in the data.
The above illustrates the great potential of using the model as a
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test bed for hypothesis testing - providing evidence for the dominance
°f the aortic arch baroreceptor area in heart rate control - however,
great care must be exercised in the choice of features, and the interpretation of results.

In particular, the model exhibits defects in the

control of systemic resistance, and this manifests clearly in the heart
rate response beyond a few seconds after the end of the manoeuvre.
^°r this reason, features may only meaningfully be taken from the response
UP to the end of the manoeuvre.

Nevertheless, this modification of the

®odel receives additional validation in next empirical test.

^•5.7.1.2.3

Simulation of Mancia1s Experiment

A physiological experiment by Ivlancia et al. (1978) was designed to
lnvestigate baroreceptor control of heart rate in man.
two separate experiments:

It consisted of

in one, the reflex change of heart rate due to

ah overall drug induced pressure change was examined;

and in the other

t^e heart rate response to direct stimulation of the carotid sinus baroreceptors was achieved using a sealed chamber around the neck of the
Suhject (an experimental innovation was made whereby carotid transmural
^r6ssure could be varied both positively and negatively).
416 shown in fig. 6.21.

Their results

When both aortic arch and carotid sinus

^aroreceptors are stimulated in the drug induced pressure changes the slope
the heart period (k^) is about 3 times that when only the carotid sinus
ar°receptors are stimulated (k2) .

The conclusion of Mancia et al. was

^ at the aortic arch baroreceptors play a more important role in heart
1>ate control.
Their experiments were simulated on the model.

Changes in carotid

ahsmural pressure (.ACTP; were simply done by adding a term to the
aPbt of the baroreceptor submodel.

The drug induced pressure changes

simulated using the full model with pharmacodynamics with the
aPpr

°priate drugs.
Mancia et al. used drugs that
were vasoactive and
ft
e® from direct cardiac effect ( the
- adrenergic stimulant
hylephrine as a pressor drug, and amyl nitrate as a depressor drug).
In +},
ne model these are simulated by using local drug effects of vasoc°nstri ction or vasodilatation only.
In simulating the drug induced
c^an,
ges» it is not important that the model has not been validated at this
Ve^ yet (level 4 - next section), since it is only the neural control
I^hse to a systemic arterial pressure change that is of interest, not how
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this change came about.

However, for safety, only the heart rate

response to falling arterial pressure is used since this has received
confirmation in the validation tests of section 6 .5 «7 *1 «2 .2 , (namely
U ) postural changes and (iv) Valsalva manoeuvre).

The results of the model simulation for a range of values of

,

the relative contribution of carotid sinus and aortic arch baroreceptors
are shown in table 6.11.
=

The feature of interest is the relative slope

^l/^2 ’ sance this reflects the relative heart period sensitivity

the two experiments.

In fig. 6.21, from the data, kr = 2.66 and from

table 6.11 it can be seen that
°tosest value.

= 0.3 produces kr = 2.85 which is the

This corresponds to a 30^ contribution from the carotid

sinus and a 7Q^ contribution from the aortic arch areas to the CNS input
•^Unction in the model.

This confirms the conclusions of iviancia et al.

(1978) and agrees with the quantitative feature analysis of the Valsalva
Manoeuvre(section 6.5»7*1»2.^.
As a critical proviso, care should be taken in generalising the
Validity of this result.

It has been established in the model with regard

heart rate control and falling pressure;

it has not been demonstrated

^0r the other controllers .(myocardial contracility, vasometor tone, and
Venomotor

tone) or for increasing arterial pressure, and inaccuracy in

control of systemic resistance has already been noticed.

^*^*7»I«2,4

Sensitivity,Analysis

Al-Dahan (l98l) has undertaken an extensive sensitivity analysis of
controlled haemodynamics submodel with respect to many of its
deters.

The importance of sensitivity analysis in model validation

*aa discussed in Chapter 5, but briefly it can be used for the following

ep o ses s
To check the stability of the model.

This has implications for

algorithmic/simulation validity, but also for theoretical validity
Us the cardiovascular system is known to be very stable.
2
* ^0 gain confidence in parameter values.

Many parameters cannot be

measured directly, and sensitivity analysis provides a means for
estimating the uncertainly of parameters determined indirectly using
the model.
247

3.

To determine a subset of critical parameters which produce large
sensitivity coefficients and on which the model's behaviour is
highly dependent.

The results of the analysis which were obtained by systematic
Parameter variation, are shown in table 6 .1 2 .

There are a very large

number of possibilities with such an experiment;

for instance, for 20

Parameters (chosen on a priori grounds) examining 6 variables over 3
different tests with 4 parameter changes (e.g. + 15 $, ± 30/¿) each time,
Produces 1440 results.

Table 6 .1 2 therefore only shows the most signi

ficant results, and for only 2 tests

(equilibrium conditions and the

In table 6 .1 2 the results for the 10 most sensi

Valsalva manoeuvre).

tive parameters are given in terms of their sensitivity coefficients and
relative sensitivities on mean arterial pressure.
value of mean arterial pressure and A x
Api

in parameter

Pi

If x is the normal

is its charge due to a variation

then the sensitivity coefficient

for this

Parameter is defined by

Ax.

• • • (6.17)

A Pi
atld the relative sensitivity
>6 *

Yi

by

x.
àfi / n

Ax. /

. . . (6.18)

The relative sensitivity represents the degree to which a fractional
°hange in a parameter is reflected in the fractional change of the
liable,

and allows the relative importance of different parameters to

assessed.

In table 6.12 the parameters have been ordered by their

i6lative sensitivities in the Valsalva Manoeuvre.
The sensitivity coefficients have been determined by changes of
* ^3$ and + 30$ in each parameter, and as can be seen in table 6 .1 2 have
E d u c e d no instabilities(

Yc

I

).

Physiologically, the cardiovascular

Astern remains stable despite natural variations in its properties, and
be f o r e the similar behaviour of the submodel of controlled haemodynamics
^hfej>g validity on this "system property" of the model.

Within this set

important parameters there is yet a further critical subset - the
eural parameters,

(gain) and k^g (relative baroreceptor contributionjO<)
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and the unstressed pulmonary venous volume, ^jjpy - whose relative
sensitivities are about 5 — 10 times that of the following group.
This group basically comprises heart function parameters, ventricular
elastances followed by atrial elastances.
The following interpretation can be given to these results:

the

controlled haemodynamics submodel is very tightly controlled by the
neural control and is largely affected by pulmonary venous properties
(determining filling of the left
Properties.

atrium) as well as cardiac function

This interpretation is consistent with physiological under

standing of overall short-term cardiovascular functioning and therefore
Provides evidence of the overall validity of the submodel.

The sensitivity analysis results may be used inversely to determine
confidence ranges in parameter values for an allowable variation of mean
^terial pressure.

Table 6 .13 contains results (based on the Valsalva

®&noeuvre) for a range of + lOJfc variation on mean arterial pressure
°alculated from:
100 à r ç

-

±

io_o

°/o

(6.19)

With the exception of the first three parameters (neural gain,

,

^bd unstressed pulmonary venous volume) the confidence interval is very
large.

This means that the model response is invariant to large changes

1b these parameters, and since many of their values cannot be determined
V

direct measurement (see section 4*3) they are highly uncertain.

An interesting aspect of the application of sensitivity analysis to
^cdel-hased experimental design can be illustrated with table 6.12.

The

vAlues of relative sensitivity for kl6 (relative baroreceptor contributi

°n,

) for ^ e equilibrium conditions and Valsalva manoeuvre are

*16 a 0.0061

and

k^g - 0.243 respectively.

This indicates that the

iesults of a Valsalva manoeuvre are much more sensitive to the value of
k,
16* and therefore that it is a good test to determine the validity of the
^alue used for k-^g in the neural control submodel;
*■**7*1.2.2 it was used for precisely this purpose.
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indeed, in section

6 -5.8

Level 4 validation.

6*5.8.1.

The complete Pullen Model - controlled haemodynamics with
pharmacodynamics.

6*5.8.l.l

Theoretical criteria.

There are several major sources of uncertainty within the model.
These are:

the structural and parametric uncertainty of the neural

controller, both theoretically (level 2 ) and empirically (level 3 ,
Particularly in relation to systemic resistance control) , the theoretical
Uncertainties of the drug submodels, especially the disposal and local
effects submodels (level l ) ;

and the inability to validate empirically

any of the drug submodels prior to this level.

Furthermore, it is

known that overall drug effects on the cardiovascular system are complex,
°ften interacting with neural control in a non-cooperative manner.

There

fore there are many a priori constraints limiting the theoretical validity
level 4

Nevertheless it may be possible that the overall response

°f the complete model is in agreement with available empirical data.

^•5.8.1.2

Empirical criteria

This section is subdivided into four subsections:
Assume of Pullen's results;

the first is a

the second concerns problems of data;

the

third is a detailed validity analysis of the model's pharmacodynamic
resP°nses;

the fourth assesses the empirical validity of the distribu

tion and disposal submodels.

^•5«8,1.2.1 Resume of Pullen's ■results

Pullen (1976) simulated the effects of three sympathomimetic drugs
as intravenous injections into the head and arms or leg veins with the
aPPropriate local drug effects "switched on" and values for them,
^ uTlen, 1976, pp 145 - 15l) and gives graphs of the model responses of
^terial pressure, stroke volume, cardiac output, heart rate and
estimated total systemic resistance for each drug injection.

The model

8 validated by comparing the qualitative directions of change in the model
^ h those reported in the literature (table 6 .I4).

It can be seen that

case of noradrenaline the inclusion of venoconstriction apparently
u°es the reduction of heart rate observed in the human,

"The results

Gained with noradrenaline suggested that venoconstriction may play an
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important part in producing the bradycardia commonly observed in
Practice"

(Pullen, 1976, p.150).

Examining table 6.14, there is no other conclusion than that the
®odel is lO O fo valid in qualitative empirical terms, and, since the
^rugs have a wide range of cardiac and vasoactive effects, that this is
a general validity.

However, there are other checks which must be

Performed prior to the interpretation of this table.

For instance, the

®odel responses should be checked for unidirectionality and stability,
aud the nature of the data carefully considered.
^•5.8 .1 .2.2 Problems of data
The problems of pharmacodynamic data were discussed generally in
86ction 6 .4 .3.

Typical data amiable in the literature are in the

form of descriptive accounts based on physiological understanding of the
^■°cal drug effects as well as the overall (experimental) responses.
•^hus the data are highly "theory-laden" (see reference to Hanson in
Chapter 3).

As an example, consider the following:

'^he action of noradrenaline is rather different [from adrenaline].

The

subject pales but feels no palpitation (i.e. pulse pressure constant).
®°th systolic and diastolic pressures are raised but, since the cardiac
output is decreased, noradrenaline must constrict the peripheral vessels
8trongiy .

It is interesting to note that the heart usually beats more

slowly (bradycardia)j

and this is due to the large rise in arterial

Measure and strong stimulation of the baroreceptors in the aortic arch
^

carotid sinuses.

Reflex inhibition (of the vagus) swamps the rather

^eak excitatory effect of noradrenaline on the pacemaker [in the heartj"
^ippold and Winton, 1979, p.233)*

Although descriptive, there is a

deal of information in this account.
Unfortunately no ideas of
th
Re time scale or quantitative effects are conveyed.
Hawker (1979) uses a shorthand symbolic notation to illustrate the
a

iects of drugs which is extremely compact, and this is used below.
Quantitative data are hard to obtain and often more than one drug has been
Ministered (e.g. in cardiac surgery), although a set of dynamic
Espouses for phenylephrine has been found (fig. 6.2.3) which resolves
Cl“itical problem concerning the model (see next section).
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6*5.8.1.2.3.

A detailed validity analysis of the pharmacodynamic responses.

The analysis is divided into a simple case,(i),
Wlth no cardiac effect - and a complex case,(ii).
and cardiac effect.

vasoactive drugs

drugs with vasoactive

The latter case is divided into cooperative and non-

cooperative interaction.
(0

Simple case - vasoactive drug with no cardiac effect
These drugs constrict or dilate the blood vessels producing .an

■'•ncrease or decrease of peripheral resistance.
■^&§Pconstrictive
The

adrenergic stimulants such as methoxamine or phenylephrine

Induce a generalised vasoconstriction.

The effects are shown below

(TPR _ total peripheral resistance, MAP - mean arterial pressure,
- heart rate, CO - cardiac output):
- y ¿HR
I
V

ÎMAP

î TPR

-=7i' CO

(baroreceptor reflex)

( Wor€cef>bsr r z j l i x ) ■

The model response for these variables is shown in fig. 6.22.
rapid and substantial rise of TPR
arterial pressure

(9$)

is accompanied by an increase

and a reduction of cardiac output (23^) which

ls Partly the neural reflex.
r°ps by two bpm for

(4$°/°)

Heart rate shows a strange behaviour - it

40 sec and then rises above normal (+3bpm) until it

^ d u a l l y returns to normal.

This is the response classified qualitatively

f
t6

a decrease in table 6.14, and clearly it is not.

The heart rate

iesPonse should simply be a control reflex to increased arterial pressure,
1,e* a unidirectional decrease.

Fig. 6.23 shows the effect of differing

^eVels of phenylephrine (intravenously injected) in the human on arterial
®iessure and heart rate (taken from Mancia et al., 1978).

The heart rate

is a unidirectional decrease whose maximum charge occurs at about

j O sec

after injection.

The bidirectional model heart rate response throws doubt on the
a^idity of the neural control submodel for heart rate for raised arterial
^teSsure.

In the empirical validation at level 3* the heart rate response

as satisfactory, but this was for decreasing arterial pressure (postural
adge and Valsalva manoeuvre).
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Vasodilatative
Given the satisfactory conclusions regarding the validity of the
neural controller for heart rate ( ^ A P ) , (section 6.5*7»1*2.2), the model
response to a vasodilatative drug should be acceptable.

A drug such

as amyl nitrate acts as a depressor on the sympathetic nervous system
leading to a reduction of vascular tone:
■--- y J-TPR---- MAP --------HR (reflex)

vasodilatation

V

I

j

^ -----?Tco

(

»

)

The response of the model is obtained by switching vasodilatation
"on" in the model and is illustrated in fig. 6 .24.

The results agree

closely with reported accounts (e.g. Burgen and Mitchell, 1978» pp.126127):

systemic resistance drops greatly (41$) and is reflected in the

fall of arterial pressure (22$), which also exhibits a slight increase
°f pulse pressure (

5$) ("arterial pulsation becomes marked", p.126).

Cardiac output rises by 20$.

The heart rate response to the lowered
’
th.©!*© is HPressure is unidirectional and/significant tachycardia (l4?°) in accordance
wiih the data.
Thus the model produ.ces a valid response in the case of dilatative
vasoactive drugs, when the arterial pressure falls and there is a reflex
tachycardia.
Validation.

This also supports the conclusions of the level 3
At that level it was found that the reflex vasoconstriction

bnder this condition is insufficient, however in the case of a drug the
strong direct effect of the drug on the vasculature can be considered to
override the weaker neural reflex.
r

Complex case
Drugs that affect both the heart and blood vessels.
•^Sperative interaction
Isoprénaline has its actions almost entirely on the

0

-receptors.

There is therefore marked vasodilatation (in muscle) and strong positive
fhotropic and chronotropic actions on the heart (Burgen and Mitchell, 1978

124):
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ft r T ~ o S e c .

Vfewj

keaù

At^p

Vasodilatation

ITPR — > I MAP

/
Isoprénaline

-4 HR
I

(reflex) Ì

*îcfo

( rtj-lc* )

) \

cooperative
interaction

positive inotropy — -^contractility
'positive chronotropy

—

*ÎCO
,•1

-^ÎHR ' ”

The action of this drug will be described as "cooperative
interaction", since the reflex changes on the heart as a consequence
°f the drug effect on peripheral resistance are in the same direction
(and augmenting) the direct cardiac effects of the drug.

In the model,

isoprénaline is simulated by switching "on" vasodilatation, tachycardia,
snd positive inotropy

(Pullen, 1976, p. 148)»

The results are shown in

fig. 6.25.
The model exhibits the reduction of systemic resistance (drug
induced) and the consequent drop in arterial pressure.

Heart rate and

cardiac output increase significantly indicating the cooperative reflex
nnd drug effect.

The model response for this drug is therefore satisfac

tory.

■Son-Cooperative interaction - the enigma of noradrenaline.
"Noradrenaline is a catecholamine acting predominantly on the
syapathetic
Action.

-receptors and has in most species a relatively weak
It produces a considerable increase of blood pressure and

slowing of the heart with cutaneous vasoconstriction", (Burgen and Mitchell
1978, p.124).

The effects are summed up in the following diagram.

noradrenaline

258

The reflex slowing of the heart tends to counteract the direct
effect

of noradrenaline in increasing stroke volume, so that

overall the cardiac output may not be much changed.Since the reflex
neural changes on the heart as a consequence of the effect of the drug
on the blood vessels are in the opposite direction to the direct
cardiac effects of the drug, the action of this drug will be known as
"non-cooperative interaction".
The action of noradrenaline is simulated firstly in the model by
switching "on" vasoconstriction, tachycardia, and positive inotropy
and setting the O'- values to 0^ = 400, 0^= 5°» 0^ = 50 ( 0^ = vasocon
striction, Or, = tachycardia, 0^ = positive inotropy), (see
section 6 .3 .4 , and Pullen, 1976, p. 149)*
fig. 6.26.

The results are shown in

The model reproduces the vasoconstriction and the

Pressure rises as in the human.
inotropic drug effect.

arterial

Cardiac output drops despite the positive

Heart rate rises greatly (17$), whereas in the

human it falls (see section 6.5*8.1*2*2, and Burgen and Mitchell, 1978
P* 124).

The rise in heart rate is presumably due to the dominance of

ihe drug's positive chronotropic effect in the model.
Pullen reports that, "it is found that adjustments of the constants
0^ cannot reproduce the required bradycardia response",
(p . 150), yet, as table 6.14 shows,the response of the model for meth°Xamine is precisely the desired one for noradrenaline.

This has the

values, 0^ = 400, 0^ = 0^ = 0, i.e. a mainly vasoactive drug.
However, despite this, Pullen then includes venoconstriction (denoted
ky 0} - 10) as an effect of the drug.

The modified results of the

®°del are shown in fig. 6 .27.
The systemic resistance rises to a greater value than before,
because of the venoconstriction, and arterial pressure rises rapidly
as expected.

Heart rate is high for a couple of beats (initial drug

effect) and then drops significantly as a reflex to the high arterial
Pressure as in the human.

Notice, however, that in this simulation,

^ H e n has reduced the drug-induced tachycardia parameter 0^ from 50 to
After 20 seconds the heart rate increases sharply and exceeds the
n°rmal value.

(This effect is not reported in the available data

Co*icerning noradrenaline, but it does indicate the possibility that
though sampled measurements indicate a unidirectional change the real
Astern may have more complex behaviour, particuladyif early measurements
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(t < 20sec) are not available.

This must either be due to the drug

effect or a defect in the neural control submodel.

Since the

tachycardic effect has been reduced (i.e. 0 ^), it is the control which
must be at fault, as was found with methoxamine, a purely vasoconstrict
ive drug.

The venoconstriction included by Pullen is a well-known

effect of noradrenaline.

It is known because noradrenaline occurs

naturally in the human and has a role as a hormonal controller of the
cardiovascular system, (e.g. Hawker, 1979» P* 6 2 ).

__

The results of this subsection are summarised in table 6 .I5 .

In

this table the qualitative responses are represented by small diagrams
in order to convey most information.
delimit the range

of validity*

It is easy from table 6.15 to

for a drug-induced fall in arterial

pressure, the model is qualitatively valid in its major variables;

for

a drug-induced rise in arterial pressure, the model has a qualitatively
invalid heart rate response, and this is reflected elsewhere in the
model.

6*5.8.1.2.4 .

Empirical validation of the distribution and disposal
submodels

The problems of empirical validation of the drug distribution and
disposal submodels were discussed at level 1. (section 6.5*5)•

Some

inferences can be made on the validity of these two submodels from the
overall pharmacodynamic responses.

Fig. 6.22 shows the dynamics of the

model response to an injection of phenylephrine, with the peak in arterial
Pressure occurring at ^ 2 0

seconds.

A similar dynamic is exhibited

the data of Mancia et al. (1978) in fig* 6.23, indicating that the
drug is transported to the significant sites and is disposed in. the
oorrect times.

To gain greater confidence in the empirical validity

ot1 the distribution and disposal effects, a series of tests using
beutral dyes should be performed if such data become available.
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6.6

Conclusions

6.6.1. Summary and conclusions of the results of the programme of
validation.
In the validation study of section 6 .5, it was clear that the
validity of the model does not completely cover the intended range of
application.

As far as the physical modality of the range of applica

tion is concerned, the model is a very approximate aggregation.
However, it was demonstrated that the level of approximation was more
than detailed enough to reproduce effects pertinent to the functional
modality.
In the functional modality, the aspects of neural control and drug
effects have the least theoretical validity, since they are not based on
Previously validated physiological theory or models ( to some extent the
model is concerned with the development of such theory).

The empirical

tests on the model established that the basic haemodynamic behaviour of
the heart and circulatory fluid mechanics (excluding neural and drug
effects) is in adequate agreement with available data.

(Exceptions are

the ventricular pressures which rise too high in the model.

This has

heen traced to an inaccuracy in the modelling of the valve ejection
dynamics and produces little change in the rest of the model.

In any

Case, the fault can easily be rectified).
The response of the model to increased blood volume, and hence
S e r i a l pressure, was very similar to reported accounts indicating that
^ d e r these circumstances the neural control models were acting correctly
Aether.

However, when the arterial pressure was lowered the response

of the model was unsatisfactory - although the heart rate reflex was
c°rrect, it was found that the slower vasoconstrictive reflex was in
cident

and the model could not counteract the changes.

The error

*as most noticeable after a Valsalva manoeuvre when the model's behaviour
*as strikingly similar to that of a human with impaired neural function.
Hurj
ln6 the Valsalva manoeuvre, the heart rate response was unaffected by
this
error, and was used to test an hypothesis concerning relative
°ntributi0ns of the two baroreceptor sites to heart rate control.
Qont
rary to the assumption of the model, it was found that with a greater
c°htribution from the aortic arch site the heart rate response was
do
Sest to the data.
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By contrast, in the empirical tests of the pharmacodynamic
responses, drugs that tended to reduce arterial pressure produced
Qualitatively acceptable results, whereas drugs that induced increased
arterial pressure gave incorrect model responses of heart rate.
The apparent contradiction of the unacceptable model response to
haemodynamically-reduced arterial pressure and acceptable model
response to drug-reduced arterial pressure has a simple explanation:
tbe former results from an inadequate vasoconstrictive reflex (in the CNS
control submodel of peripheral resistance) whereas, in the latter, any
vasoconstrictive reflex (even if invalid) is masked by the stronger
Vasodilatative effect of the drug.

However, the discrepancy between

'the results for increased arterial pressure is more difficult to explain.
the case of increased arterial pressure due to increased blood volume,
all CNS cardiac and vascular control submodels are operative and, together,
Produce a response valid qualitatively and quantitatively for important
features.

With drug-induced arterial pressure increases the CNS

vascular control submodel is always over-ridden by the direct vasoconstric
tive effect of the drug (and sometimes on other CNS control submodels)
under these conditions the model heart rate response is qualitatively
incorrect.

A possible interpretation is that when all CNS control

submodels are operative any defect in the heart rate control is not
manifested.

The empirically valid range of application of the model is

shown, for arterial pressure changes, in table 6.16.
It can be seen from table 6.16 that there is a severe attenuation of
^he intended range of application of the model in functional terms.

This

8uggests that the model contains defects in the CNS control submodels.
Until these are rectified the complexity of the structure of the haemo^ynamicg model cannot be justified, and the interpretation of the pharmac°<iynamic responses of the model remains problematic.

Furthermore, the

°nly validation of the dynamics of drug distribution and disposal is at a
qualitative theoretical level, and there is therefore substantial uncertain
ly concerning this aspect of the model.

The conclusion of the programme of validation must be that the Pullen
^odel faiis to satisfy adequately its specific modelling objectives by
^9.11 *
X1ug appropriate tests of theoretical and empirical representational
Validity over the intended range of application.
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There is no doubt,

Aspect of
Model

Controlled

Disturbance
(and Cause)

Empirical
Validity

Comments

fAP
(Increased
Blood Volume)

Qualitative
Quantitative
(Features of
Key
Variables)

Qualitative Changes Correct
Quantitative Features
( c/o Changes) of Key Variables
in Normal Ranges

Equilibrium
Conditions

Qualitative Important Qualitative Events
Quantitative Reproduced Within Cardiac
Cycle. Key Variables in
Normal Ranges.

¿AP
(Haemorrhage
or Upright
Tilt)

Qualitative Qualitative Changes Correct.
Quantitative Quantitative Discrepancy with
Error
Normal Data (by Feature
Comparison), (insufficient
control in Model Traced to
Inadequate Vasoconstriction
Invalidity of CNS Resistance
Control Submodel)

fAP
(Drug Effects
Include Vaso
constriction)

Qualitative
Error

Qualitative Discrepancy on
Heart Rate Response (
Inval
idity of CNS Heart Rate
Control Submodel)

¿AP
(Drug Effects
Include Vaso
dilatation

Qualitative

Key Model Variables Exhibit
Same Qualitative Changes as
Data

Haemodynamics

Controlled
Haemodynamics
with
Pharmaco
dynamics

n.b. "Key variables" include mean arterial pressure, pulse pressure,
cardiac output, stroke volume, heart rate, and total peripheral
resistance).

■^8-ble 6.16.

Empirically Valid Range of Application ( & v )
Model for Arterial Pressure Disturbances
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of the Pullen

however, that the model contributes to the understanding of the short
term behaviour of the cardiovascular system and also that it has
heuristic validity in other respects,(for instance as a lesson or
warning of the appropriateness of complex mathematical models in biology),
thus satisfying some of its more general objectives.

However, care

should be exercised in the heuristic use of the model for hypothesis
testing or theory development until the above problems have been solved.
One of the great difficulties in formulating or validating math
ematical models in biology is the lack of comprehensive quantitative
dynamic data.

This is certainly true of the human cardiovascular

system yet the results of the programme of validation imply that the
model can still be improved on the basis of the presently available
data, particularly by modifying the CNS control submodels.

If this is

achieved then the next step in validation would require an extension of
the available data (for instance, continuous records of pressure, drug
concentrations, etc. from a number of sites).

Perhaps a better prog

ramme is to develop simpler models whose data type requirements are not
8o far removed from those available.

This is supported by the theoreti-

°al considerations of the validity of the model in representing the
structural modality of the human cardiovascular system, which suggest
that a fairly simple structure is an adequate frame of reference for
Modelling at the level of control and overall dynamic behaviour.

An

attractive feature of simpler models is that they can satisfy, more
directly, utilitarian modelling objectives, such as the improvement of
diagnosis and therapy in a health-care system.

6*6.2.

General conclusions.
The programme of model validation, which is based on the theory of

model validity presented in Chapter 4 » has provided an extensive and very
critical analysis of the validity of the Pullen model.

The method of

aPPlying both theoretical and empirical criteria starting at the level of
elementary submodels and gradually building up to the overall model
clearly exposes the areas of validity and uncertainty in the model and
^lows a precise delimitation of the valid range of application.

The

Critical conclusions of the programme of validation are nevertheless
constructive in that they determine what areas of the model require
Modification (and occasionally explain how), and also they suggest new
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specific objectives or directions for research which may be more
fruitful.

In the next chapter, a validation study is presented of a

mathematical model of the human renal - artificial kidney machine
system.

This model is ultimately intended for practical use in a

health - care system and, in satisfying most of its specific
modelling objectives, it proves to be more valid than the Pullen model.

CHAPTER 7
SECOND CASE STUDY THE VALIDATION OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE
HUMAN RENAL-ARTIFICIAL KIDNEY SYSTEM

7.1

Introduction
The subject of the second validation study is a mathematical model

of the human renal-artificial kidney system developed by Uttamsingh
(1977, 1981) in the Department of Systems Science.

The model is intended

primarily to help in the health-care of patients with kidney failure
undergoing haemodialysis (on an artificial kidney machine) by providing
predictions of the clinical state of a patient during and after periods
of dialysis.

It is a dynamic representation of the function of the kid

neys in man, in both normal and disease states, and their role in the
excretion of waste products and the overall bodily control of fluid and
electrolyte levels, as well as the effect of haemodialysis.
This case study contrasts with the preceding one in that the model
under consideration has utilitarian objectives (i.e. clinical applica
tion, or the improvement of a health-care system) as opposed to solely
scientific objectives (the understanding of fast cardiovascular dynamics).
However, the requirement of the utilitarian objectives is for empirical
(predictive) validity.

This suggests that an appropriate validation

methodology is the 6-methodology (for utilitarian modelling objectives),
described in Chapter 5, with an emphasis on the testing of the represen
tational validity of the model.

The framework of the programme of vali

dation for the cardiovascular model in Chapter 6, which is effectively a
Y-methodology (a theoretical/empirical validation methodology, Chapter 5),
is therefore also an appropriate one for the renal model.

If the model

fails some tests of representational validity, but still retains its pre
dictive validity, it will still satisfy its utilitarian objectives and
be considered valid for this purpose.

(For models with utilitarian

objectives, both an intended range of application
wider system of interest SOI are specified.
validity criteria over

Ajt as well as the

However, the representational

may be relaxed if the model obviously meets

its utilitarian objectives over SOI.)
The validation study in this chapter is not complete,but is intended
to illustrate the nature and problems of validation of the renal model as
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an example of a model with largely utilitarian objectives (i.e. clinical
application).

In particular, attention is given to the degree of repre

sentational validity which is adequate for the successful application
of the model.

A full validation programme would be structured along

the lines of the validation of the cardiovascular model in Chapter 6
with an additional emphasis on the application or use of the model.
In the following section a very brief outline of renal physiology from
a systems point of view is given which provides a simple, yet necessary,
frame of reference for non-physiologists,

7.1.1

Brief outline of renal physiology
The kidneys may be regarded as a pair of multivariable sensors and

controllers which act in unison in controlling a large number of bodily
systems by a process of selective excretion of water and other substances
from the body (in the urine) and by the secretion of chemical controllers
(hormones) into the bloodstream.

They are located in the back of the

abdomen and each supplied with a large artery.

The blood flow rate

through the kidneys is fairly constant and very large (about one-quarter
of the blood circulation) which means that the entire blood volume can
be treated by the kidneys in a short time.

Three kinds of kidney function

may be distinguished:

(b) control by selective

excretion;

(a) pure excretion;

and (c) hormonal control secretion.

These are considered

separately below.
The kidneys are usually identified with their function of pure ex
cretion, (a), in the removal of waste products from the blood.
end product of metabolism, and creatinine

Urea, an

(associated with muscular

activity) are the main waste products excreted via the kidneys, but other
substances (possibly toxic) are also removed.
wastes than fluid is excreted by the

A greater proportion of the

kidneys, and so the concentration

of urea, say, in the urine is about 60 times that m

the blood.

The selective excretion of water, salts, and phosphates by the kidneys
results in the control of a number of bodily systems:
Pressure, electrolytic balance, and blood acidity (pH).

body fluid, blood
The ability to

do this is linked to the structure of the kidneys, which consist of mil
lions of tiny tubules (nephrons) across whose walls water, salts and other
substances may pass from the blood and be wholly or partially reabsorbed
W k

into the kidney blood which then returns to the general circulation.

The reabsorption is also controlled by hormones, such as ADH which
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increases the reabsorption of water from the nephrons if the fluid level
m

the body falls and thereby decreases fluid loss in the urine.

The

control of the electrolytic balance (the proportion of sodium and potas
sium salts) by the kidneys is essential for the correct functioning of
cells, the basic units fundamental to life.
The kidneys are also sensitive to various variables and secrete hor
mones into the blood stream in order to control them.

The major hormonal

control system is the renin-angiotensin— aldosterone system which monitors
a

and controls blood pressure, sodium reabsorption, and potassium excretion.
The kidneys also secrete erythropoietin, when the demand for oxygen in
creases, which has the effect of stimulating red blood cell development
(the carriers of oxygen in the blood).
The failure of the kidneys is complex, but in general it results
in a diminished ability to excrete waste products and effectively control
numerous bodily systems.

Fortunately, the kidneys have a large reserve

capacity and are capable of adapting to partial failure (one kidney is
perfectly adequate for life).

If kidney function is nearly completely

impaired the levels of toxic substances will rise and the control of
fluidic, electrolytic, and other systems will become unstable, finally
resulting in death unless

action is taken.

This may involve the fil

tering of blood external to the body in an artificial kidney machine
(haemodialysis) to remove wastes and rebalance the blood, or, optimally,
the transplantation of a functioning kidney.
Renal physiology involves the study of many interacting

levels of

control and its full treatment is a complicated subject, made slightly
easier, however, by viewing it from a control or systems approach.

(For

en introductory account, consult Lippold and Winton, 1979, pp. 130-148;
or, for a detailed explanation, Part 5 of Guyton, 1971.)

Background and Outline of the Uttamsingh Renal Model

Z ij.l

Introduction and modelling objectives

The general objective of the Uttamsingh model is utilitarian - the
improvement of a health care system.

Specifically, the model is intended

to aid in the treatment of patients with renal failure who are undergoing
dialysis on an artificial kidney machine.

The specific utilitarian objec-

tlVe is mapped into a set of specific scientific objectives - the
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representation of the human/artificial kidney machine system and the pre
diction of the clinical state of a patient on or off dialysis.

The pre

dictions of the model, if correct, then allow the design of optimal or
improved therapies for patients undergoing dialysis and therefore satisfy
the specific utilitarian objective.

A typical aim for the design of

dialysis therapies would be the maximisation of periods between dialyses
and the minimisation of time spent on the dialysis machine, as well as
the maintenance of the patient's feeling of "well-being".
ti
In order to accomplish the specific scientific objectives, the model
includes the major factors that determine the overall clinical state of a
patient with renal failure who may be undergoing dialysis:
and arterial pressure;
bolites in the blood;
of haemodialysis.

fluid levels

concentrations of electrolytes, hormones,and meta
thermoregulation;

kidney function;

and the effect

Some earlier models (see Section 7.2.2) were based

solely on the prediction of levels of metabolites (e.g. urea and creatinine)
and electrolytes in the blood, and were simple uncontrolled dynamic compartmental models.

However, the Uttamsingh model is a representation of

the overall role of the kidneys in both the excretion of substances and
the control of, and interaction with, various subsystems.

Thus the

validity of the model predictions depends not simply on the comparison
of the model predictions with overall response data,but also on the degree
to which the model is a correct representation of the dynamics and control
mechanisms of the human renal and associated subsystems.

In this sense,

the model can meet wider requirements than its specific utilitarian objec
tives.

For instance, the model may reveal unwanted interactions between

subsystems under certain conditions, and preventive action can be taken
to avoid these in the treatment of patients (e.g. the onset of nausea,
feelings of discomfort, or vomiting).

More importantly, in

this form,

the model is essentially an explanatory model and may therefore he used
for general scientific objectives.

For instance, the model may be

employed as a "test bed" for hypothesis testing.
Uttamsingh (1981) summarises the three objectives of his model as
follows:
"1.

Prediction of the state of the patient during and after
dialysis;

2.

Examination of the structure of the model and data generated
in order to search for the causes of the unexplained phenomena
that are occasionally observed during dialysis;
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3.

Utilization of the model to test various hypotheses concerning
the renal-body fluid system."

(The implications of the modelling objectives for model validity and vali
dation are discussed further in Section 7.3.1.)
The next section (Section 7.2.2) describes some previous models of
the human renal system which have a range of different objectives.
subsequent section (Section 7.2.3) outlines the Uttamsingh model.
is presented

The
This

at a purely verbal, or conceptual, level and the "full

details of the mathematical model may be found in Uttamsingh (Chapter 4,
1980).

(An account of the model in an early stage of development and

some preliminary validation tests are contained in Uttamsingh (1977).
Contrasting this with the 1981 thesis provides an interesting study
in the dynamics of model development and indicates the intimate role that
validation plays in the ongoing process of model development.)

A full

listing of the mathematical model is provided in Appendix III.

7.2,2

Previous models
Earlier models divide very clearly into two types:

explanatory

models (for scientific objectives) and predictive models for clinical
application.

In general, the former are more complex than the latter.

Explanatory models may focus at different levels from detailed kidney
function to overall control processes.

The model of Guyton et al. (1972)

°n the overall regulation of the circulation includes an empirical repre
sentation of kidney function as one of many interacting control mechanisms.
A similar model directed at overall kidney function is that of Cameron
,(1977).

The model of Cage et al. (1977), on the other hand, is concerned

with the action within the nephrons of the kidney's medulla.
There are a number of simpler models which have been developed
specifically for use in clinical application to dialysis.

For instance,

the model by Walker et al. (1975) is a simple representation of the
dynamics of urea and creatinine which can be used for prediction of an
individual patient both on and off dialysis.
to implement on a programmable calculator.

The model is simple enough
The model by Lott et al.

(1977) is intended for the investigation of different generalized
strategies for dialysis.
In most of these models, the techniques of compartmental analysis
are used.

A compartment or "pool" corresponds to the level of a particular
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substance at various sites in the body (e.g. intracellular and extra
cellular compartments for urea, electrolytes, etc.)*

The shift of a

substance between compartments (e.g. by diffusion, chemical change, decay,
etc.) is represented by linear or nonlinear functions.

The modelling of

many of the renal subsystems is made difficult by the fact that there is
a complex interaction between these functions and the levels (or concen
trations) of the substances themselves (such as electrolytes or hormones).
Consequently, the models of urea and creatinine, which are physiologically
inert, are the simplest, and have therefore been used more in clinical
applications.

7.2.3

The Uttamsingh renal model

Although the Uttamsingh model is intended primarily for clinical
application, its form is more closely related to the explanatory models
above (such as Guyton's or Cameron's) than to the simpler, clinicallyoriented models.

This is a consequence of the intention (objective) to

be able to predict the overall state of a patient during and after dia
lysis, and not simply the level of a few variables (such as plasma urea
concentration) during dialysis.

In formulating the model, a set of vari

ables was chosen which indicates the clinical state of a human in relation
to the functioning of the renal system.
pressure;

body temperature;

and wastes in the blood;

This set includes:

arterial

concentrations of electrolytes, hormones

and urine flow rate and composition.

variables are also involved which interrelate this set.

Other

The choice of

variables indicates the subsystems that will have to be included in the
final model.
The model may be considered to be composed of eight submodels:
thermoregulatory model;

cardiovascular model;

fluid and electrolytic balance model;
®odel;

hormonal dynamics model;

kidney function model;

urea and creatinine dynamics

kidney failure model;

and a model of

the effect of dialysis on an artificial kidney machine.

These are con

sidered separately below.

The overall integration of the model and the

felationship between the various submodels are discussed in Section
7.2.3.9.

(A full listing of the mathematical model is given in Appendix

H I.)
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7.2.3.1

Thermoregulatory system submodel

The thermoregulatory system submodel consists of a model of the
passive thermal system and a model of the neural regulation of tempera
ture (Figure 7.1).

The

passive system is represented as two compart

ments, one for the core and one for the skin (Figure 7.1(b)).

Two first

order differential equations for skin and core temperatures describe the
exchange of heat between the core and skin, and include terms for the
metabolic generation of heat in the core, the conduction of hea^t in the
blood flow from the core to the skin (as well as by thermal diffusion),
heat loss to the environment, and insensible heat loss.

The model was

derived from a 7-compartment model of thermoregulation by Hardy and
Stolwijk (1966).
The submodel of the neural regulation of temperature is based on a
set-point theory for the control of deep body (core) temperature (Hardy
and Stolwijk, 1966).

In the body there are temperature sensors located

in the core and skin which send information to the hypothalamus, which,
in turn, modifies the activity of the vasomotor centre in the medulla.
This controls the peripheral resistance of arterioles in the skin, and
hence the heat loss from core to skin through the skin blood flow, there
by counteracting any changes in core or skin temperature (Figure 7.1(a)).
In the model there is a piecewise linear approximation for the relation
ship between skin total peripheral resistance and core temperature.

If

the core temperature is in the normal range, the resistance is further
Modulated by the skin temperature.

(In the human, if the core temperature

exceeds, or is less than, critical levels for life, shivering or sweating
°f the skin may also occur, but these mechanisms are not included in the
model.)
■Z«2.3.2

Cardiovascular system submodel

The cardiovascular submodel is based largely on the circulation model
of Guyton, Coleman and Granger (1972, see also Section 6.2.5).

In this

submodel heart function is represented graphically using Guyton’s tech
nique (1955) which equates cardiac output with venous return.

Curves

Can be drawn relating both cardiac output and venous return to right
atrial pressure (filling pressure) of the heart.

The cardiac output

curve is known as a "cardiac function curve", and depends upon various
factors (e.g. neural output, concentration of potassium ions, etc.) which
alter its shape and the effectiveness of the heart as a pump. The curve
°f venous return against right atrial pressure is known as a "systemic
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s^nopeu -

function curve" and is modified by the mean systemic pressure of the cir
culation.

The mean systemic pressure is the pressure that the blood would

be at throughout the body if blood flow was zero, and is related monotonically to the volume of blood.

The main aspects of the cardiovascular

system submodel are depicted in Figure 7.2.
The blood volume is, in turn, a linear function of the extracellular
fluid volume.

(In Figure 7.2 the extracellular fluid volume is shown as

the time integral of the net fluid input rate, but in the full model,
a*
fluid is distributed between intracellular and extracellular compartments
in order to balance osmotic pressures;

see Section 7.2.3.4.)

The sys

temic and cardiac function curves allow the determination of cardiac out
put given the mean systemic pressure and the level of cardiac hypoeffectiveness.

Arterial pressure is then equal to the product of cardiac

output and total peripheral resistance.

Total peripheral resistance is

controlled by thermoregulation and the presence of a vasoconstricting
hormone, angiotensin II (associated with the renal control of blood pres
sure).

The modelling of the effect of angiotensin II on peripheral

resistance is based on the experimental results of Deheneffe et al. (1976).
In the model of Guyton et al. (1967, 1972) the loop of the cardiovascular
model is closed by deriving an empirical relationship between arterial
pressure and urine flow rate;

however, in the Uttamsingh model, an

explicit model of the kidney function is provided which indirectly closes
the loop (see next section).
7»2.3.3

Kidney function submodel

Although the kidney consists of millions of separate nephrons, the
processes that occur in each are very similar and, for the purposes of
the model, all kidney function is assumed to take place in one very large
oephron.

The kidney function submodel is an algebraic representation

°f the instantaneous flows of fluid and substances in various sections
°f the nephron.

The model is based on currently accepted theories con-

Cerning the formation of the glomerular filtrate and the subsequent
Processing in the major sections of the nephron (e.g. Guyton, 1971, pp.
39?-

).

The sections of the nephron which are modelled are Bowman's

Capsule (in which the preliminary filtering of the blood takes place
across the glomerular membrane to form the glomerular filtrate), the
Proximal tubules (in which a large proportion of fluid and wanted solutes
are reabsorbed back into the blood), the loop of Henle (in which the
osmolality of the urine, and hence body electrolytic balance, is carefully
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controlled), and the distal tubules (in which fluid and sodium are further
reabsorbed and potassium secreted under the controlling influence of hor
mones) (Figure 7.3).
In each section, there are equations for the reabsorption of fluid
and sodium (the potassium in the urine is assumed to be secreted in the
distal tubules).

The excretion of the waste products, urea and creatinine

is not modelled in the kidney function submodel since they are not re
absorbed (see Section 7.2.3.5).

In the distal tubules, the reabsorption

of fluid is dependent on the level of ADH (anti-diuretic hormone), and
the reabsorption of sodium and secretion of potassium is a function of
the level of aldosterone (see Section 7.2.3.6).
Although the actions of the various sections of the nephron are
well-known in qualitative terms, the understanding of quantitative effects
is much more uncertain;
only on animals.

many experiments, for instance, can be performed

In the Uttamsingh model, the relationship between glome

rular filtration rate (GFR) and arterial pressure is based on the results
of Shipley and Study (1951), the absorption characteristics of the loop
of Henle are derived from the animal experiments of Landwehr et al. (1968),
and the effect of ADH on fluid reabsorption is taken from the model of
Dehaven and Shapiro (1-970).

Other relations were derived by careful

interpretation of detailed physiological texts (e.g. Guyton, 1971) and
by adjustment until the overall model response was most realistic (e.g.
the choice of a minimum value for glomerulo-tubular balance in the proxi
mal tubule, Uttamsingh, 1981).
j«2.3.4

Fluid and electrolytic balance submodel

The fluid and electrolytes (sodium and potassium) in the model are
divided into two compartments which represent the intracellular and extra
cellular "pools" of these substances.

Balance equations are written for

the fluid volumes and electrolyte masses in each compartment.

The inputs

and outputs to this submodel are into or out of the extracellular compart
ment only and consist of:

ingestion rates of fluid, sodium and potassium

through the gut and the excretion rates of these through the kidneys in
Urine (in man there are also some losses in the faeces and from the surtsce of the skin).
figure 7.4.

The basic structure of the submodel is shown in

It can be seen that there is an additional loss of fluid and

electrolytes through the artificial kidney machine when the patient is
undergoing dialysis (the exchange of solutes with the kidney machine is
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based on a process of diffusion, and there may be a net flow into the
patient if the concentration of solute in the dialysing fluid is greater
than that of the blood).
In the model it is assumed that the active transport and passive
diffusion of sodium and potassium ions across the cell membrane balance
exactly and therefore only fluid is transferred between the intracellular
and extracellular compartments in the submodel.

Consequently, the masses

of electrolytes in the intracellular compartment remain constant.

In the

human, water is transferred rapidly across the cell membrane in order to
maintain osmotic equilibrium.

This is modelled by an exchange of water

between the two compartments which ensures that the intracellular and
extracellular osmolalities are equal (the exchange is performed at each
integration step of the model, - 1 min).

The osmolality depends on the

concentrations of electrolytes in a fluid and hence the fluid volume as
well as electrolyte masses.

Thus the fluid and electrolyte systems are

intimately connected, as summarised in Figure 7.5.

(It is the inter

action between the positive and negative feedback loops in Figure 7.5
which allows the conditions in the cell to exist and be stable in order
that vital cellular processes may occur.)
The extracellular* fluid volume is composed of the plasma volume of
the blood and the volume of the interstitial fluid.

It is assumed that

electrolytes are evenly distributed throughout both volumes such that
their osmolalities are equal.

In the cardiovascular submodel, the blood

volume is expressed as a function of the extracellular fluid volume (see
pigure 7.2).
■Z«2.3.5

Urea and creatinine dynamics submodel

Urea and creatinine are the major end products of metabolism within
the cell.

In the model, the production of urea and creatinine is repre

sented by constant rate inputs to the intracellular compartment (Figure
^•6).

Balance equations are written for intracellular and extracellular

Ur®a and creatinine.

The exchanges across the cell membrane, and losses

by excretion (and through the kidney machine) are diffusion processes, and
therefore concentration dependent.

Thus the intracellular and extracellular

fluid volumes are time-varying inputs to the otherwise linear urea and
creatinine dynamics.

The parameters of the submodel and the generation

rates for urea and creatinine are based on Cooney (1976) and Frost and
Kerr (1977).
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7.2.3.6

Hormonal dynamics submodel

The two hormonal systems having a major effect on the human renal
system are the ADH (antidiuretic hormone) and the renin-angiotensinaldosterone systems.

Both of these systems are included in the model,

and each hormone is simply represented as a first order dynamic system
(or a one-compartment model).

The submodel is complicated by the fact

that the secretion, or creation, rates and clearance rates of the hormones
are often complex nonlinear functibns.

The ADH model is shown _,in Figure

7.7, and the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone model in Figure 7.8.
The secretion of ADH occurs in the hypothalamus-pituitary system
and it is well-known to be affected by both plasma osmolality and by
increased blood volume (ADH, in turn, modifies the rate of water loss
from the kidneys and hence controls these variables by negative feedback).
The functional relationship in the ADH submodel between ADH secretion and
excess fluid volume is based on Reeve and Kulhanek (1967), and the relation
ship with plasma osmolality is based on Dehaven and Shapiro (1970).

The

additive combination of the two effects (see Figure 7.7) is based on
Johnson et al, (1970).

The decay, or clearance, rate of ADH is a function

°f the concentration of ADH in plasma (Bigelow et al., 1973).
The secretion rate of renin in the model (Figure 7.8) is assumed to
he a function of the sodium flow rate in the distal tubules of the kidney
(see Section 7.2.3.3).

This embodies different theories concerning the

mechanism for renin release from the macula densa cells of the juxta
glomerular apparatus (Uttamsingh, 1981, or Section 7.4.1).
for renin secretion is derived from Thurau (1971).

The equation

Renin is an enzyme

which acts on its substrate releasing angiotensin I, which is rapidly
converted to angiotensin II.

The rate of formation of angiotensin I (and

hence angiotensin II) is given by the Michaelis-Menten equation in terms
°f the concentrations of renin and its substrate.

The parameters for the

tenin-angiotensin kinetics were derived by Haas and Goldblatt (1967).
Aldosterone is secreted from the adrenal cortex into the plasma (the
edrenal glands are located on top of the kidneys).

The factors affecting

aldosterone secretion rate in the model are the concentration of angio
tensin II and the plasma concentration of potassium.

The relationships

*n the model were extrapolated from the results of Blaine et al. (1972;
dependency on ang. II) and Seif (1974;
trati0n) .

effect of plasma potassium concen-

The renin-angiotensin-system controls blood pressure via the

Vas°constrictive effect of angiotensin II (Section 7.2.3.2), and plasma
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sodium and potassium levels by the effect of aldosterone on kidney
function (Section 7.2.3.3).
The clearance rates for renin, angiotensin II, and aldosterone were
determined from the values of steady-state concentrations of the hormones,
assuming linear mass removal dynamics.

Although the hormonal system

dynamics submodel is based on empirical results and other models where
possible, there is still a large amount of uncertainty.

This is partly

because of the extrapolation of some relationships from animal ^experiments,
and partly because of the lack of full understanding of many of the basic
mechanisms involved.

(The same is true concerning the modelling of the

effects of the hormones on the renal system).
7.2.3.7

Kidney failure submodel

The complete or partial failure of the kidney is represented by
four dimensionless parameters which multiply the appropriate terms in the
model equations describing the excretion or secretion of substances by the
kidney.

Each parameter lies in the interval [o, l] where the value unity

indicates that kidney function is normal, and the value zero indicates
that there is no remaining kidney function.

The four parameters are de

fined as follows:
FACT1

= Remaining

fractional ability to excrete water and

sodium

FACT2

= Remaining

fractional ability to secrete renin

FACT3

= Remaining

fractional ability to excrete potassium

FACT4

= Remaining

fractional ability to excrete urea and creatinine.

The adequacy of this technique for representing renal failure is dis
cussed in Section 7.4.1.
m

In Section 7.4.3, these parameters are varied

an estimation procedure which fits the model to dialysis data from an

individual patient.
?.2.3.8

Artificial kidney machine submodel

During haemodialysis, arterial blood from the patient is pumped
through the artificial kidney machine and returned to a vein.

In the

machine, blood is separated from the dialysis fluid by a semi-permeable
membrane across which diffusion of solutes and leakage of water occur,
fhe rate of transfer of each solute depends upon the blood flow rate and
the concentration gradient across the membrane, and is modelled by a
first order diffusion equation.

(The dialysis fluid contains no urea

and creatinine and so these are removed rapidly from the blood.
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The

concentrations of electrolytes in the dialysis fluid are carefully con
trolled to regulate the electrolytic balance of the patient.)

The terms

representing the water loss and transfer of solutes in the dialysis
machine are subtracted from the balance equations for water, sodium,
potassium, urea, and creatinine in the extracellular compartment.
7.2.3.9

Overall structure of the model

The interactions between the separate submodels to form the complete
model are illustrated in Figure 7.9.

In the model, as in the liuman, there

are many levels of behaviour ranging from the compartmental dynamics of
various substances, to control systems (thermal, cardiovascular, electro
lytic balance), to the overall adaptive control system formed by combining
the submodels.

The kidney failure submodel (not shown in Figure 7.9) has

the effect of modifying the kidney function submodel.

The artificial

kidney machine submodel (also not shown) interacts with both fluid and
electrolytic balance, and urea and creatinine submodels.
J»2.3.10

Model simulation

The overall model consists of 16 first-order differential equations
and approximately 50 algebraic equations.

Many equations are highly non

linear (often approximated by piecewise linear fits) and discontinuous,
and therefore the model is not amenable to analytic solution or treatment.
The simulation model is written in FORTRAN IV and the differential equations
are solved using numerical integration (Uttamsingh, 1981).

An integration

step of 1 minute results in a stable solution using a first-order Euler
integrator.

The model is used to represent an individual patient by using

the clinical data as initial conditions for a simulation run.

Table 7.1

shows the information required to specify the initial conditions and
•
inputs for a patient undergoing dialysis. A typical simulation run is of
a patient on dialysis for 4 or 6 hours and the following 24 or 48 hours,
vith results printed every 30 minutes or 1 hour.

The original program

bi t t e n by Uttamsingh (1981) is in an interactive form which allows easy
use by clinicians unfamiliar with computing.
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State of Patient

Ability to excrete sodium and water
Ability to secrete renin
Ability to excrete potassium
Ability to excrete urea and creatinine
Effectiveness of heart
Pre-dialysis weight

Average Daily
Ingestion Rates

Average daily fluid intake
Average daily sodium intake
Average daily potassium intake

Initial Values of
Model variables

Core temperature
Skin temperature
Extracellular fluid volume
Sodium concentration in plasma
Potassium concentration in plasma
Intracellular fluid volume
Sodium concentration in intracellular fluid
Potassium concentration in intracellular fluid
Plasma renin concentration
Plasma angiotensin II concentration
Plasma aldosterone concentration
Arterial pressure
Plasma ADH concentration
Urea concentration in extracellular fluid
Creatinine concentration in extracellular fluid

Dialysis data

Table 7.1:

*

Sodium concentration in dialysate
Potassium concentration in dialysate
Length of time on dialysis
Ultrafiltration pressure
Average blood flow rate through kidney machine

Information Required to Simulate Model
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7.3

Development of a Programme of Model Validation
The programme of validation for the Pullen cardiovascular model

(Chapter 6) was structured using the theory of model validity (Chapter 4)
and lengthy considerations of the modelling objectives, available data
types, and the appropriate validity criteria.

In developing a programme

of validation for the Uttamsingh renal model the same approach (i.e. from
"first principles") may be adopted or, by contrast, a standard validation
methodology (e.g. as proposed in Chapter 5) suitable for this type of
model may be employed.

The latter approach is problematic in that the

model has primarily utilitarian objectives yet it is essentially a repre
sentational or explanatory model, whereas the former approach is very
time-consuming.

In this section, a programme of validation will be

developed for the renal model which is based on standard methodologies
but which are selected and modified by brief considerations of model
objectives, data, and appropriate validity criteria.
In Chapters 4 and 5 the importance of the scientific "domain"
(body of data, theories, models, etc. pertinent to the area) was stressed
in affecting the model type as well as operative validity criteria and
acceptable validation methodologies.

The domain of renal physiology (a

subdomain of human physiology) is a complex one, much of which is expressed
in quantitative dynamic terms, and this implies that validation will
consist largely in the comparison of model and data time series.

However,

there are many areas of uncertainty in the renal physiology domain, such
as the precise nature of nephron function, the control effects and dynamics
°f hormones or, possibly, other mechanisms or control systems that have
not yet been discovered.

Some of these may be understood only qualitatively,

0r may have been investigated only in animals.

The model, therefore, is

a theoretical advance and may have to be judged partly by general heuristic
considerations.

Z ij»l

Modelling objectives

The objectives of the Uttamsingh renal model were presented in
Section 7.2.1.

The primary general objective of the model is utilitarian -

fche improvement of a health care system.

The specific utilitarian objec

tive is as an aid in the management of patients with impaired renal
function undergoing periods of dialysis on an artificial kidney machine,
aud this defines the "system of interest" (SOI) in which the model is to
used.

The model is required to provide predictions concerning the
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clinical states of such patients which may be used to improve or optimise
their therapies.

Thus the specific utilitarian objectives entail

specific scientific objectives and a corresponding "intended range of
application" ( $.r ).

^

is therefore the clinical state of the human

renal system with a range of possible failure modes and both during and
between periods of dialysis.

includes events within the renal system

that take place over a time scale of 4 hours (i.e. over a dialysis) to
1 week.

The time resolution of R-j-

aPProximately 30 minutes, but

some important effects which occur in a shorter time are also included.
The model is intended to be general and also patient-specific.
"clinical state", in

(The

, is the substate of the overall state of the

patient pertinent to the renal system, given current physiological under
standing.

It includes the states of the thermal, cardiovascular, fluidic,

electrolyte, waste, and hormonal systems as well as the renal and arti
ficial kidney systems.)
It is clear that, in order to provide predictions of such a wide
number of variables, the model must be a representation of the individual
subsystems and the way they interact, and should include parameters,
mitial conditions, etc. which allow predictions to be made of an indivi
dual patient.

In other words, the model should be isomorphic with

Consequently, the model embodies an explanation of

R-j. .

Rj- and may therefore

satisfy general scientific objectives (e.g. insight, hypothesis testing,
etc.) as well as general utilitarian objectives, a point made by Uttamsingh (1981;

see his Section 3.3).

Although this makes the model scien

tifically more interesting than, say, a statistical forecasting model,
unfortunately it complicates the programme of validation.

This is dis

cussed further in Section 7.3.3.

X i_3.2

Available data types

The full validation of the model requires three sources of data:
(i) data from the renal system for representational validation;

(ii)

data concerning the future clinical state for predictive validation;
and (iii) data from the SOI on the effectiveness of the model in use.
°ata source (ii) is, in fact, a subset of data source (i), but is
SeParated because the predictive empirical validity of the model is
directly related to its pragmatic validity (i.e. for utilitarian objec
tives).

Since the model has not been used in practice, no data are avail-

able from source (iii) (pragmatic validation must therefore be on a cri
tical level, see Section 7.3.3).

In the rest of this section, some remarks
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will be made on the availability, uncertainty, and other aspects of
data types from the first two sources.
The major variables of the model are easily measurable in the human
and are usually routinely measured in patients with renal failure (e.g.
before and after dialysis).
core temperatures;

arterial pressure;

skin and

plasma concentrations of sodium potassium, urea,

creatinine, and hormones;
fluid volumes;

They include:

estimates of extracellular and intracellular

and total body weight.

The average (as opposed to instan*

taneous)urine flow rate and composition can be determined.

It is these

variables which are important to the clinician and against which the model
must be compared in order to test its predictive validity.

They may be

used jointly to check the representational validity of the model.
Ideally, empirical validation (for representation) should also
compare the "internal" variables of the model, such as the details of
flows of fluid and electrolytes in various parts of the kidney nephrons,
the secretion rates of various hormones, intracellular concentrations,
etc.

However, the behaviour of many such variables cannot be determined

in vivo in humans, although it is frequently known in qualitative terms
(i.e. an observational data type).

Most of the quantitative data for

these variables is available from experiments on animals and care must
be taken in applying them to humans.

(Where model variables are not

available as quantitative data, the validity of their responses may some
times be tested by using the concept of identifiability and the tech
niques of parameter estimation.)
Many of the parameters in the model cannot be directly measured but
m ay be determined indirectly using models or by extrapolation from
animal data.

In Section 7.4 one of the empirical validation tests is

concerned with the use of the model itself for the indirect measurement
°£ the kidney failure parameters and the urea generation rate.
A simulation of the model requires other information concerning the
average daily ingestion rates of fluid, sodium, and potassium, and details
°f the dialysis therapy.

Such data are available.

In predicting the

behaviour of a system such as the renal system, it is important that the
assumed ingestion rates are correct since they have a significant effect
°n the model response.

Patients with renal failure (particularly those

ltl hospital) are usually on strictly controlled diets which ensure
Validity of such data.

the

Other information, such as the occurrence of

vomiting during dialysis or the removal of bedding (affecting thermoregulation),
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is rarely recorded, yet is very important when interpreting the model
response against data.
In comparing the model with data, the uncertainty of the data must
be taken into account.

The measurement uncertainties of some of the

major variables are shown in Table 7.2.

In practice, the total uncer

tainty will be more than that shown because of effects on the patient
which are not modelled yet produce changes in

Xj- .

A further source

of uncertainty arises from the time resolution of the data.

Measurements

are usually made just before and just after dialysis, and so the data
only represent trends in the behaviour of

?«3,3

.

Appropriate validity criteria and programme of validation
If the model is to be used simply as a predictive device to improve

the SOI (patient management during dialysis therapy), then the programme
of validation should be a 6-methodology for utilitarian modelling objec
tives, as described in Chapter 5.
are shown in Figure 7.10.

The various stages of the methodology

The symbols V ^ ,

V ^ ,

V^,

VpRAG1, and VpRAG2

denote the types of validity criteria and refer to algorithmic, consistency,
empirical, direct pragmatic, and general pragmatic validity criteria, res
pectively.

The first stage, which is a necessary precondition, is concerned

with initial tests of consistency, algorithmic validity, and stability (for
more details consult Chapter 5).
The second stage involves the comparison of the model responses with
data from

in order to test its predictive validity and therefore in

volves empirical validity criteria.

This is concerned only with the vali

dity of predictions of variables of interest to the clinician (which in
clude arterial pressure, skin and core temperatures, plasma concentrations
(in particular of urea, sodium, and potassium), urine flow rate, etc.).
Tbe comparison of model and data may be based on features such as the
change in a variable (e.g. arterial pressure) over dialysis rather than
its absolute value.

Sensitivity analysis may be used to determine the

confidence in the model predictions which should lie within data uncer
tainty intervals.

The predictive validity can be established in this way

since data are widely available concerning the states of patients before
dialysis, just after dialysis, and at some later time (typically the
®tart of the next dialysis).
time span of

In other words, data are available over the

(at this overall level).
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Estimated Percentage
Uncertainty

Variable

Time

+ 0.3%

Arterial Pressure

+ 5%

Plasma Sodium

+ 1%

Plasma Potassium

+ 5%

Plasma Urea

+ 2%

Plasma Creatinine

+ 2%

Table 7.2:

Measurement Uncertainties of the Major Variables
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The third stage is concerned with the validity of the model in terms
of its use in

SOI, i.e. its direct pragmatic or utilitarian validity.

Since the model has not yet been used in practice, no data are available
on the effect of SOI of using the model.

However, a partial test can be

made of the pragmatic validity of the model as a predictive instrument
in renal health-care by asking questions such as:

"Can the predictions

of the model lead to an improvement of dialysis therapy?".

It would be

necessary to examine the accuracy of model predictions, and also the
ability of the model to predict situations which are either clinically
satisfactory (such as stability) or clinically bad (such as rapidly
falling arterial pressure, or significant temperature changes) in advance
of the clinician.
The final stage is a more general, critical assessment of the model
and approach in tackling the problem of renal dialysis therapy.

In this

stage, for instance, the time, effort, and resources expended in developing
the model might be compared with the benefits likely to follow from its
use, and also with alternative methods for improving dialysis therapy.
As far as the specific utilitarian objectives of the model are con
cerned, the most important stage of the above programme is the third
(direct pragmatic validation).

If it passes the preliminary tests of the

hind indicated, then it should be implemented in a practical clinical
situation as a predictive aid for dialysis therapy (i.e. a "clinical
trial") and data acquired from SOI (the wider renal health-care system,
as opposed to the renal system itself or
Pragmatic validity fully.

) in order to test its

However, before this stage is entered, the

second stage should be examined further.
The second stage is aimed at determining the representational
validity of the model at an overall level by comparison with empirical
data.

For simple models, or black-box models, this is satisfactory,

hut for complex models, such as the Uttamsingh renal model, which are
based explicitly on an understanding of the system and its subsystems
is inadequate.

The testing of the representational validity of the

renal model should include explicit validation of the submodels as well
as the overall model and involve tests of theoretical coherency and
^Pirical correspondence.

In this way, the validity of the model mechanisms

that generate the predictions, and not simply the predictions, can be
determined.

Furthermore, this allows an assessment of whether the complexity

the model is necessary in order to achieve the type and accuracy of
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predictions required by the specific utilitarian modelling objectives.
The alternative method for assessing representational validity is depicted
in Figure 7.11.

^enote theoretical validity criteria.

In Figure

7.11 the importance of involving domain knowledge (i.e. up-to-date renal
physiology) and new data for validation is stressed.
This method has the additional advantage of being precisely the type
required for the validation of models with scientific objectives and there
fore it is suitable for the other intended objectives of

the renal model

such as hypothesis testing and discovering new patterns of behaviour (see
Section 7.3.1).

In fact, it has the same structure as that used in the

validation of the Pullen cardiovascular model (Chapter 6), and also the
Y-methodology (Chapter 5).

In applying the theoretical and empirical

criteria, at each level, both qualitative and quantitative aspects should
be considered.

For empirical comparisons, the a-methodology based on

features (Chapter 5) and culminating in a sensitivity analysis or a parameter estimation procedure is appropriate.

The disassembly of the model

into elementary submodels is obviously guided by the separate physiologi
cal functions that the model represents (Section 7.2), and the whole or
Partial reassembly forms a tree

structure (Figure 7.12).

In going from

level 1 to level 5 the.validity of the overall model is built up deductively
and areas of confidence or uncertainty can be identified.

At the same time,

inferences may be made "down" the tree about the validity of individual
submodels.
The boxes in Figure 7.12 indicate the submodels which are empiri
cally validated in this study (Section 7.A) and also Uttamsingh's thesis
(1981).

In formulating the model there was implicit validation of levels

1 and 2.

However, a full validation of the model would require detailed

theoretical and empirical tests of these levels.

In testing the model at

the higher levels, standard physiological experiments (such as water,
saline or hormonal loading) are powerful tests of the model since they are
^signed to test the effectiveness of various bodily systems and the
causes of incorrect responses are often well-known.
validation may be described as "pathological".

This form of model

It must be ensured, how

ever, that the significant changes caused by these tests lie within
For the general scientific objectives of the renal model, the third
and fourth stages of Figure 7.10 are inappropriate.

Figure 7.13 outlines

a general methodology for the validation of the renal model.

After the

Second stage the methodology splits according to whether scientific or
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utilitarian validity is being examined.

Both of these paths may be

followed, but it is clear that conflicting decisions on the validity of
the model may be made (see Section 7.5).

In the next section, some

results of the validation study are presented.

These are sufficient,

however, to make decisions on the validity of the model for scientific
and utilitarian objectives, and also to generalise on the suitability
of this type of model for clinical application.

?.4

Results of Validation
In this section, some of the results of applying the programme, or

methodology, of validation developed in Section 7.3 to the Uttamsingh
renal model will be presented.

The emphasis will be on empirical tests

Performed on levels 3, 4, and 5 of the tree of validation shown in
Figure 7.12 or, in other words, tests performed on the more or less
complete model.

In Section 7.4.1 some brief considerations on the

theoretical validity of a few submodels (levels 1 and 2) are made (in
a full validation study empirical criteria should also be applied to
these levels).

Section 7.4.2 outlines a series of tests performed on

level 3 (normal model), level 4 (model with renal failure), and level 5
(failure model and dialysis therapy).

These are aimed at showing that

the overall responses of the model are realistic and also to make some
inferences about the validity of individual submodels.

The predictive

validity of the model for patients undergoing periods of dialysis is
assessed in Section 7.4.3, together with the possibility of tuning the
model to individual patients by using parameter estimation.
This section, therefore, deals with the assessment of the repre
sentational validity of the model (the second stage of the methodology
in Figure 7.13).

The final stages of the methodology associated with

Pragmatic validity and general scientific validity (or heuristic validity)
are considered in Section 7.5.

7.4.1

Some theoretical tests on submodels

These tests are aimed at determining the theoretical validity of the
submodels.

Theoretical validity criteria require that a model should

cohere with physiological theory over

% L

.

This simply means that each

submodel should, if possible, conform to, or be based on, the currently
accepted understanding (or explanation) of the subsystem it is intended
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to represent.

If the submodel is coherent with well-established theory

then its theoretical validity establishes confidence in its deductive
contribution to the representational validity of the overall model.

An

example of this is the cardiovascular submodel which is based on the
graphical techniques and mathematical models of Guyton (1955, 1967,
1971, 1972) and which have been thoroughly tested empirically and theoreti
cally.

Another example is the submodel of the effects of haemodialysis

(Renkin, 1956).
a*

If there is no appropriate theory, or existing theories are contra
dictory or inadequate (e.g. descriptive theories when quantitative dynamic
theories are required), the submodel must be validated in a different way.
Ideally, this is by empirical validation.

However, in the case of renal

modelling, the appropriate experiments and measurements are often difficult to make (hence the theoretical inadequacy).

Under these circumstances,

it may be possible to determine indirectly the representational validity
°f a submodel by inference from the empirical validity of the overall
model.

Theoretical validation tests on submodels are very important in

delimiting areas of uncertainty in a model and selecting those submodels
for special attention

when the model is validated as a whole.

In the

renal model, the main areas of uncertainty are the hormonal dynamics and
control, and the representation of renal failure.

Some aspects of these

are considered below.
2»4.1.1

Renin release in the hormonal dynamics submodel

This is an application of theoretical validity criteria at level 1
in the hierarchy of validation (see Figure 7.12).

The nature and role

°f renin in the renal system were discussed in the model
(Section 7.2.3.6).

^description

There is much uncertainty concerning the precise

nature of the mechanisms affecting the release of renin and a variety of
seemingly conflicting theories of renin release.

This creates some dif

ficulty in deciding against which theory to test the submodel.

Renin

is released into the blood from the granular cells (macula densa cells)
°f the juxtaglomerular apparatus which lies between, and in contact with,
the afferent arteriole and the beginning of the distal tubule of each
nephron.

It is the siting of the juxtaglomerular apparatus, together

with the experimental results on the long-term control of arterial
Pressure by renin, which has led to the various theories of renin
release.

The three main theories are summarised below.
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(i)

The intrarenal vascular receptor theory (Tobias et al., 1959)
This theory maintains that a reduction of the stretch of the

arteriolar wall (due to reduced arterial pressure) leads to an increased
rate of renin release from the granular cells.

This causes an increase

in the level of plasma aldosterone which promotes sodium reabsorption
in the distal tubules.

The reduced rate of sodium excretion results

in an osmotically-induced increase of extracellular fluid volume, and
blood pressure consequently rises.
•4

(ii)

The macula densa sodium load theory (Vander and Miller, 1964)
This states that a decrease in the total sodium ("sodium load")

arriving at the macula densa cells through the tubular fluid results
in an increase in the rate of renin release.

Aldosterone acts to

increase the reabsorption of sodium and control the plasma concentration
°f sodium, and hence extracellular fluid volume and arterial pressure.
(iii)

The macula densa intraluminal sodium concentration theory
(Thurau, 1972)
In this theory, the rate of renin release is proportional to the

aoncentration of sodium in the tubular fluid entering the distal tubules.
The increased level of angiotensin II in the plasma causes constriction
°f the afferent arteriole thereby reducing glomerular filtration rate
and the rate of sodium excretion.
In the model (Uttamsingh, 1981), the rate of release of renin, RS,
is given by:
RS

=

0.0163 - 0.0093 x SFDT

......

''here SFDT is the total sodium flow entering the distal tubules.

(7.1)
The

®odel therefore explicitly satisfies theory (ii) (the macula densa sodium
load theory).

However, since in the model SFDT depends

on the glomerular

filtration rate (GFR), which in turn is a function of the arterial pressure
(AP),

rs

is indirectly related to arterial pressure and hence satisfies

fhe intrarenal vascular receptor theory (i).

Theory (iii) is concerned

^ith the control of GFR by renin, mediated by the vasoconstrictive action
°f angiotensin II.

In the model there is an experimentally derived

ralationship between GFR and AP in which the controlling role of the
fenin-angiotensin II system is implicit.
Thus the representation of renin secretion in the hormonal submodel
la coherent with two of the proposed theories, (i) and (ii), and the model
Itself resolves the apparent contradiction with theory (iii).
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However, a

caveat must be added.

The experiments of Lee (1969) offer invalidating

evidence for the sodium load theory (ii), although this may be the result
of other uncontrolled factors affecting renin release.

In any case, the

model is an excellent vehicle for investigating the complex interaction
between multi-control loops arid for examining different mechanisms for
renin release.
7,4.1.2

ADH secretion and removal in the hormonal dynamics submodel

Although it is well-known that the ADH secretion rate is a function
of both plasma osmolality and excess fluid volume, the precise way in
which the two signals for ADH release combine is uncertain.

When the

signals are cooperatively interacting (i.e. increased plasma osmolality
and negative excess fluid volume, or vice versa) the form of the combina
tion of the signals makes little difference to the net rate of secretion
of ADH.

However, when the signals are non-cooperatively interacting

(i.e. increased plasma osmolality and positive excess fluid volume, and
the converse) the form of the combination is critical to the net secretion
rate of ADH, and hence the control of extracellular fluid volume and
Plasma osmolality.

Thus the lack ofacomplete theory of ADH secretion

• +- of the rtvcrflll
in the
contributes to the uncertainty
overall model,» psrtxculsrly
^
case of non-cooperatively interacting stimuli.
Nevertheless, this test of theoretical validity suggests a critical
empirical test on the overall model that may ba used to determine the
Correct form for the combination of tha signala.

When a hypartonic ..line

load ia given to a normal patient, both plaama osmolality and excaaa fiuid
volume increase, giving rise to conflicting signala for ADH secretion.
If the model ie simulated for such a test (which lies in

% x ) and com

pared with human response data for urine flow rata, any discrepancy bet
ween the model and data will very likely be caused by an incorrect com
bination of the signals for ADH secretion.

In this way, a number of com

peting combination functions can be assessed and the hast chosen.
results of the test are presented in Section 7.4.2.1.2.

The

(This test is

en application of empirical validity criteria to level 3 of Figure 7.12).
In addition to the uncertainty associated with the secretion of
ADH, the theory concerning the removal rate of ADH at low plasma concen
trations is inadequate.

This is a consequence of the practical difficul

ties of measuring ADH dynamics at low concentrations.

In the empirical

validation at level 3 (Section 7.4.2.1), acme tests are performed by which
tie ADH removal function can he indirectly validated.
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2»4«1.3

Kidney failure submodel

The kidney failure submodel was

described in Section 7.2.3.7.

The

modelling of kidney failure by four dimensionless multipliers, or para
meters, which represent the remaining fractional ability of the kidneys
to perform certain functions is original and therefore cannot be checked
lor theoretical validity directly.

Instead, the submodel must be assessed

by reference to the physiological theory of renal failure.
the parameters are inadequate since they allow the

As they stand,

following physiologia

Cally impossible situation:
FACT1 = 0,

FACT3 s* 0, and FACT4 t 0

.......

(7.2)

This would mean that the kidney may excrete potassium, urea and
creatinine, but not water or sodium.

However, solutes can only be

excreted in solution and this therefore represents a non-physiological
situation.

In practice, a clinician would never specify such a combina

tion of parameter values for a renal failure patient.

However, the situa

tion may arise in the automatic estimation of the parameters using the
model (see Section 7.4.3).

There may be other constraints on, or relations

between, the FACT parameters which are related to particularly pathological
states of the kidneys, and it may be necessary to include these explicitly
ln the kidney failure submodel.
In renal failure, patients show a considerable degree of adaptation
in an attempt to overcome the incorrect functioning of the kidney.

Thus

there may be functional changes in the behaviour of the remaining nephrons
which cannot be modelled using the multiplier technique.

Uttamsingh

(1981) argues that the submodel is a satisfactory representation for
Patients with only a small fraction of kidney function remaining.

How

ler, this leaves problematic the modelling of patients who have partial
renal failure or, for instance, patients who have suffered acute renal
failure and are beginning to regain kidney function after treatment.
Patients with renal failure frequently adapt their basal metabolic
rate (in some patients BMR increases, whereas in others it decreases).
the model, the parameter representing the generation rate of urea
(GUREA) may be adjusted in order to account for this change.

However,

GUREA is not a parameter that is usually known to the clinician.

In the

empirical validation at level 5 (Figure 7.12) it is shown how the value
°f GUREA may be

determined by parameter estimation.
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7.4.2

Empirical validation of levels 3. 4 and 5
In this section, empirical validity criteria are applied to levels

3, 4 and 5 of the validation hierarchy (Figure 7.12) which refer

to the

model of a normal human (Section 7.4.2.1), model of a patient with rena
failure (Section 7.4.2.2), and the model of a failure patient undergoing
dialysis (Section 7.4.2.3), respectively.

The response of the model in

terms of the overall clinical variables (urine flow rate;
sure;

arterial pres

plasma electrolyte, hormonal and solute concentrations,^tempera

ture, etc.;

see Section 7.2.1) should correspond qualitatively and quanti

tatively to the data from humans (see Section 7.3.3).

If possible, the

error between model and data should lie within the uncertainty interval
of the data (Table 7.2).

However, in the case of renal failure, the FACT

(failure) parameters are uncertain and a good match between model and
data requires adjustment of these parameters.

The use of parameter esti

mation techniques and the predictive validity of the model are assessed
in Section 7.4.3.
2,4.2.!

EmP^ » 1

validate

at level 3 - model of a normal human

Three empirical tests of the model are made in this section:

the

effect of a water load (Section 7.4.2.1.1), the effect of a hypertonic
saline load (Section 7.4.2.1.2), and the effect of an aldosterone load
(Section 7.4.2.1.3).

The results are taken from Uttamsingh (1981) who

includes an additional test - the comparison of the renal model with
simulations from the model of Guyton et al. (1972) on the effect of
saline loading after the reduction of renal mass.

The tests, for which

data on the average, healthy human responses are available, are critical
tests in that they affect all the subsystems represented by the model,
and in particular they are effective tests of the function of the hormonal
control systems (e.g. refer to Hawker, 1978, p. 23) and therefore of the
more uncertain parts of the model.

Some general comments on the results

of the level 3 validation are made in Section 7.4.2.1.4.
L 4.2.1.1

The effect of a water load

The effect of an ingestion of 1 litre water is simulated in the model
by increasing the volume of the extracellular fluid by 1 litre after a
Pure delay of 15 minutes.

The response of the model and human data for

the urine flow rate is shown in Figure 7.14.

With the exception of the

oscillatory burst in the data, the model and data match closely in quali
tative shape, quantitative levels and, in particular, the duration of the
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period of elevated urine flow.

After recent experiments, the oscillatory

effect in the data, which are taken from Balder and Smirk (1934), was
revealed to be a peculiarity in the response of a particular Patie“
(Uttarnsingh, 1981) .

The close correspondence between the model an

ata

urine flow rate responses suggests that the submodels of kidney function
and ADH (which plays an essential role in controlling urine flow rate and
body fluid level) are valid.

The inset to Figure 7.14 depicts the

Ami k
v^.
of the nonlinear clearance factor for ADH,

orm

In the hormonal
sub^

model, the differential equation for ADH is:
—j (ADH)

=

......

ADHS - kADH x ADH

(7.3)

• „ of
„f AD
ADH , and ADHS = net secretion rate of
where ADH = plasma concentration
ADH into plasma.

At low levels of ADH, k ^ g increases and t ere

is removed more rapidly from the plasma.

This promotes diuresis and the

fore increased urine flow in order to return to extracellular fluid volume
to normal.

(This is effectively a nonlinear control system for body

fluid control.)
✓ demonstrate
s
etrtfn the
response
of the model with two
Figures 7.15 and 7.16
t
P
r
«-•
different functions
for v
k.n„ (the difference is in the values of k/a)H at.
v
low ADH concentrations).

, tFigure
,.
7
In
7. is > v¿pH is constant and results in

a urine flow rate response ,*ich is much less than the human and of much
longer duration, and can therefore he rejected.
Figure 7.16 increases as ADH falls below 4 mil ml
below 2 mu ml-'.

The

function m

but drops to aero

The resulting model response is rather peaky, and not

■7 ia
as close to the data as Figure 7.14.

Hnvever. g
given the variation
of the
However,
.

. cannot
*■ be rpiected
so easily as Figure 7.15.
normal human population, it
r j
These tests provide evidence, through the overall model response, of
the validity of the representation of ADH clearance in the hormonal
,
, . . was iide
¿on »-ifled in the theoretical validation
dynamics
submodel, which
at level 1 as an area of uncertainty (Section 7.4.1.2), as well as the
empirical validity of the clinical response of the model.

Another source.

.
j.
of uncertainty in the ADH dynamics
is ►v.o
the form of
or the combination of
signals for the secretion of ADH.

In the water load test, excess fluid

volume rises and plasma osmolality falls resulting in cooperative signals
ior ADH secretion, which is consequently not very sensitive to the way in
which the signals are combined, and hence this has little effect on the
conclusions made here about ADH clearance.

In the next section, the model

urine flow rate response is examined following a hypertonic saline load,
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when the signals for ADH secretion are non-cooperatively interacting.
-Z»4.2.1,2

The effect of a hypertonic saline load

A hypertonic saline load consists of a salt solution in which the
concentration of salt is greater than that of plasma.

Uttamsingh (1981)

simulated the effect of a hypertonic saline load on a patient who had
Previously been deprived of water for 16 hours.
experiments of Dean and McCance (1949).

This was based on the

The response of urine flow rate

ln one human and the model is illustrated in Figure 7.17.

The'qualitative

shape, quantitative levels, and dynamic aspects match very closely.

Since

the model urine flow response to a hypertonic saline load is very sensi
tive to the form of combination of signals for ADH secretion, a number
°f alternative functions

were tested and the results are presented in

figures 7 . 1 8 - 7 . 2 0 .

Figure 7.20 thenet secretion of ADH

In

(ADHS) is

simply equal to the average of that due to excess fluid volume (ADHSV)
aad that due to the hyperosmolality of plasma (ADHSP).

With this function,

the urine flow remains at a low level, and therefore must be rejected.
The model responses

in Figures 7.18 and 7.19, as well as the final

m°del (Figure 7.17), are

the result of acombination function for ADHSV

and ADHSP which is a parameterised function of the excess fluid volume,
ECV;
ADHS

=

f(ADHSV, ADHSP, ECV, a, b, c)

.....

where the parameters a, b, c are weighting factors.
adjusted until the model and data responses

(7.4)

The parameters were

were as close as possible.

resulting function was incorporated in the model (Figure 7.17;

see

Uttamsingh, 1981).
In addition, Uttamsingh (1981) simulated the model to determine the
minimum

value for glomerular tubular balance (i.e. the minimum fraction

°£ glomerular filtrate which is reabsorbed in the proximal tubules) using
results from a saline load test (Uttamsingh, 1981).

Thus the various tests

Presented here allow inferences to be made on the validity of the submodels,
Such as the hormonal and kidney function submodels, which were previously
Uncertain because of the inadequacy of theory and experimental data
aUle.

avail-

However, the possibility must be admitted that other forms of the

submodels might produce the same overall model response or, in other words,
fchat the identified model is nonunique.

For the scientific objectives of

fche model, the most important aspect is that some candidate submodels can
rejected, leaving one or a number to be advanced for further research.
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For the utilitarian objectives, the empirical validity of the clinical
response of the model is most important and this is confirmed in these
tests for urine flow.
,7.4.2.1.3

The effect of an aldosterone load

The effect of daily intramuscular injections of deoxycorticosterone
acetate (a mineralocorticoid whose effects are very similar to aldosterone)
was simulated in the model by multiplying the secretion rate of aldosterone
by a factor of four (Uttamsingh, 1981).

The results of the simulation and

data, averaged from Davis and Howell (1953), are shown in Figure 7.21 for
extracellular fluid volume, arterial pressure, aldosterone level, and
sodium excretion rate.

Aldosterone promotes the reabsorption of sodium

in the distal tubules.

Both model and data

show the sudden drop in urine

sodium excretion rate shortly after the beginning of the experiment.

This

indicates that the effect of aldosterone on kidney function is correctly
modelled.

The model also shows the gradual rise in sodium excretion rate

in order to balance sodium ingestion rate as do the data.
The reduced excretion of sodium leads to increased plasma sodium
concentration and osmolality.

This results in an expansion of the extra

cellular fluid volume to counteract the hyperosmolality.

In the model

extracellular fluid volume rises, closely matching the data.

This suggests

that the control mechanisms for fluid balance and osmolality (i.e. fluid
shift osmosis, and the ADH submodel) are operating correctly.

Blood pres

sure rises (as a consequence of the increased extracellular fluid volume)
in both model and data, providing confirmation of the validity of the
cardiovascular submodel.
J . 4.2.1.4

Comments on the results of level 3 validation.

The model of a normal human with no kidney failure has exhibited
acceptable responses in the above tests, and it has also been possible
to infer the validity of some of the submodels (for these tests).

How

ever, the model-data comparisons have been made largely on the basis of
nrine flow rate responses and, with the exception of the aldosterone
tests, the empirical validity of the responses of the other clinical
variables remains untested.

Equally, there are many other experiments

which may be performed which still lie in % x

and against which the model

may be validated (e.g. different daily ingestion rates of water and sodium,
repetitions of water or saline load tests using different volume intakes,
injections of other hormones, etc.).
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empirical validity of the level 3 model these tests should be performed
and the responses of arterial pressure, plasma-sodium, -potassium, -urea,
-creatinine, -ADH, -renin, -angiotensin, and -aldosterone concentratrons,
fluid volume, urine flow rate and composition, and temperature should be
measured, if possible, and compared with the model.

When these tests

are concluded it will be possible to delimit clearly the empirically
valid range of application <
> • m i alSO t0 S8SeSS
preC1Sely
the uniqueness and representational validity of the uncertain submodels
Ce.g, hormone dynamics and control submodels).
7.A.2.2

Emnfrical

*

^ v e l » - mode) of a patient with

renal failure
The next level in the validation hierarchy (Figure 7.12) is concerned
with the model applied to a patient with kidney failure, but not under
going dialysis.

The model is used to simulate a patient, who has acute

renal failure, in the period between two successive dialyses for which
.
at the end of the first dialysis and the begindata are available (i*e.
cne
T
to run the model the parameter values,
m n g of the second). In order t
.
.
etc. (with the exception of details
initial conditions, ingestion rates, e l
,
„
v
a- •„nJ
Table 7.1 must be specified. Table /.-i
of dialysis therapy) contained in
„
c o v p t a I clinical varmblcs« nt
shows the model and human responses,
^
rseriod. The parameters representing
the beginning and end of a 17-hour perioa.
v
c,
, *
„orient were obtained in the parameter estimation
the renal failure of this patient w
, . c
7 a 3 . With the exception of plasma sodium
study to be described m Section /• •
. . ,oc in the model change in the same direction as
concentration, the variables in t
.V
nl a<?ma sodium is small (+ 4%) although
the data. The discrepancy in plasma
„
,
,
Qt.0j measurement uncertainty (+ 1%). However, the
greater than the estimated measurement.
—
.
•
,
i-_
the model and human are both still below
concentrations of sodium in tne m,
normal values.
As expected, both plasma urea and creatinine increase over this
period of

dialysis.

The change in plasma urea in the model rs 13%

greater than the data, which is acceptable.

On the other hand, plasma

creatinine in the model shows a substantial increase compared wrth the
data.

This indicates that the generation rate of creatinine in the model

">ay he too high.

The value of this parameter is difficult to specify and

changes with the degree of muscular activity.
The increase of extracellular fluid volume in the model is a result
Of the inadequate excretion of water, and leads to an increase of arterral
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pressure which is confirmed by the data.

(Arterial pressure is affected

by many factors ranging from short-term disturbances and control effects,
to external changes, to longer-term adaptive changes.

Consequently, only

the trends in arterial pressure data, over a period of a few hours, are
relevant to the empirical validation of the renal model, which does not
not include the short-term or very long-term effects.)
In general, therefore, the model satisfies empirical validity
criteria at level 4 in qualitative and approximate quantitative terms
for the major clinical variables.

An important anomaly is the response

of plasma sodium concentration which is qualitatively incorrect and this
should be investigated further.

Over a long simulation such as this,

many external factors affect the renal system.

For simplicity of the

model many of these are not modelled, and therefore the match between
model and data may deteriorate.

Nevertheless, the model has empirical

validity in the prediction of general trends for a patient with renal
failure in the periods between dialyses.

If a more accurate prediction

°f the state of the patient is required, the model plasma urea concentra
tions may be used as a more reliable indicator.
In the next section the model is used to represent a patient under
going dialysis therapy' (level 5 in Figure 7.12).

Under these conditions,

where external factors are controlled, the patient is at rest, the dialy
sis machine has a large effect, and the time scale is shorter, it will be
seen that the model can track the human response much more closely.
.Z»4.2.3

Empirical validation at level 5 - model of a renal failure
patient during dialysis

Level 5 is the final level in the validation hierarchy (Figure 7.12)
and is concerned with the validation of the model applied to a patient
with renal failure who is undergoing dialysis.

This level of validation

is of primary importance for the specific utilitarian objectives, which
require that the model should be capable of predicting the effect of dia
lysis on a patient.

In a simple model, the validation programme might

start directly at this level.

However, the Uttamsingh renal model is

complex and a prior validation of some of its simpler modes, or submodels,
is essential.

Thus the results of the previous two sections (validation

at levels 3 and 4), whilst indicating the need for more comprehensive
validation and possibly model modification, are extremely important.
Although there

were some significant differences between the model and

the data (especially at level 4) these were largely associated with longer
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term controls or external factors that are not included in the model,
and which are minimal over the relatively short and controlled conditions
°f dialysis.

It is therefore legitimate to proceed to this next level of

validation, although the inadequacies should be kept in mind.
In this section, the simulation of one dialysis is compared with
available data in order to test that the model response is realistic and
does not produce significant discrepancies.

A fuller analysis of the

validity at level 5 is presented in the next section (Section 7.4.3).
a

The model is set up to simulate a patient who has acute renal failure
and greatly reduced kidney function (the full details of this patient,
^•G., may be found in Uttamsingh, 1981).

The details of the dialysis

therapy, values of the kidney failure and urea generation parameters,
and the responses of the model and human clinical variables over a 4-hour
dialysis are presented in Table 7.4.
The failure parameters for this model simulation were obtained by
an iterative parameter estimation procedure described in the next section
(for dialysis D2).

The model and human response are very close, and the

responses for urea and creatinine are excellent.

The apparently large

difference in arterial pressure is nevertheless within the normal range
°f variation, and arterial pressure basically shows little change in
both the model and human.

A more significant discrepancy is the plasma

sodium response which rises more in the model than the human (the inade
quacy of the plasma sodium response was also noted in Section 7.4.2.2).
At first glance, therefore, the response of the model in tests at level 5
is not only realistic but appears to have predictive validity, or accuracy,
as well.
In order to establish the generality of the empirical validity of the
m°del in representing dialysis, Uttamsingh (1981) compared the model res
ponse with data from 8 dialyses on 6 patients exhibiting a wide range of
clinical symptoms (e.g. acute/chronic renal failure).

On the whole, the

®odel responses were acceptable, although not as good as Table 7.4 because
°£ the uncertainty in the initial estimates of the failure parameters.

In

the next section, the simulations of three dialysis on a single patient are
analysed in depth.

In particular, an attempt is made to quantify the empi-

rical predictive validity of the model at level 5 and to determine the
■values of the kidney failure parameters using parameter estimation techniques.
The results of parameter estimation also have implications for the represen
tational validity of the model and its submodels.
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7.4.3

Empirical validation at level 5 - parameter estimation and t_he_
quantification of predictive accuracy
In the case of the simulation of a single dialysis presented in the

previous section, there was a close correspondence between the values of
the clinical variables in the model and human at the end of the dialysis
period.

The model response was the result of one of the parameter esti

mation procedures described below, which are used to estimate the values
of the renal failure parameters for an individual patient by minimising
the error between model and data over the period of dialysis.

The motiva

tion for the use of parameter estimation was the lack of precision with
which the renal failure parameters could

be specified by the clinician,

and the consequent mismatches that occurred (particularly in plasma urea
concentrations) between the model and the data in the 8 dialyses simu
lated by Uttamsingh (1981) using the clinician-specified values.
The aims of this section are:

(i) to report the results of two

parameter estimation procedures applied to a single patient during three
periods of dialysis;

(ii) to assess the potential and acceptability of

parameter estimation using the renal model;

and (iii) to quantify the

accuracy of model predictions over the course of dialysis and also for
several hours after the end of dialysis.

The third aim is related to

the utilitarian objective of the model and is concerned with testing
whether the model predictions are sufficiently accurate to aid in the
design of dialysis therapies.
Details of the patient state and dialysis therapy for the three
dialyses are given in Section 7.4.3.1.

The two parameter estimation

procedures are outlined in Section 7.4.3.2 and the results presented in
Section 7.4.3.3.

In Section 7.4.3.4 an attempt is made to quantify the

Predictive validity of the model. Some remarks on the theoretical and
practical identifiability of the model are made in Section 7.4.3.5.
finally, in Section 7.4.3.6, some preliminary conclusions are drawn
(the final conclusions, including the assessments of scientific and
Pragmatic validity of the model, are presented in Section 7.5).

The

work presented below was carried out in conjunction with Uttamsingh.
.1,4.3.1

Details of patient state and dialysis therapy

The three dialyses were performed on patient DG during his period
of acute renal failure.

During this time the patient had only a very

small urine flow rate, although he was still secreting renin.
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Table 7.5

gives details of the ingestion rate data, dialysis therapy, and the
clinician's estimate of the failure parameters for the three dialyses.
Figures 7.22 - 7.24 show the responses of arterial pressure (AP), plasma
sodium concentration (PNA), plasma potassium concentration (PIC), plasma
urea concentration (PUR), and plasma creatinine concentration (PCRE) over
the dialyses.

From the values at the start of dialysis it can be seen

that the patient has very high plasma levels of
levels of sodium.
dialysed daily.

urea, and low plasma

Because of the very high urea levels, the patient was
The dialyses Dl, D2, and D3 are three subsequent (but

not consecutive) ones taken from a period of three weeks of daily dialy
sis.

Towards the end of this period the patient regained some kidney

function, as is indicated in the failure parameters (Table 7.5).

In

Section 7.4.3.4 (Tables 7.10 and 7.11) the model is run on after the end
of each dialysis until the start of the next dialysis and compared with
the pre-dialysis data (i.e. on the days immediately following Dl, D2,
and D3).

(For more details of the patient state and model simulations

consult Uttamsingh (1981, Chapter 6) in which all the values required
in Table 7.1 are given.)
The very high levels of urea in the patient are due to a high basal
metabolic rate.

The value of the urea generation rate parameter (GUREA)

is not known to the clinician and so, in the initial model runs, the
normal value was used (0.015 g min

see Table 7.5).

This resulted

in a discrepancy for plasma urea responses which suggested that this
Patient would be an interesting subject for parameter estimation, parti
cularly to determine his heightened urea generation rate (i.e. indirect
measurement).
■7»4.3.2

Parameter estimation procedures

Two procedures were used for parameter estimation:

an automatic

least-squares estimator, and an interactive, systematic manual procedure.
These are outlined below.
■7»4.3.2.1

Least-squares parameter ‘estimation

Least-squares parameter estimation was performed using a modified
version of the "GIDENT" software package for the estimation of parameters
in nonlinear dynamic models with multiple outputs devised by Roberts (1977).
GIDENT is written in FORTRAN IV for use on a CDC7600, and employs standard
subroutines from the NAG Library.

In GIDENT the minimisation of the
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weighted sum of squared residuals is conducted using a Simplex optimi
sation algorithm to search parameter space.

The integrator was replaced

with a first-order Euler integrator which proved to be more stable for
the renal model, as well as faster in computer time.

The renal model

was inserted as a subroutine which was called by GIDENT for integration
over the period of dialysis for a specified set of parameter values at
each iteration.
The outputs and parameters used in the optimisation are shown in
Table 7.6.

The model variables PUR and PCRE were multiplied by appro

priate factors so that their individual contributions to the weighted
sum of squared errors were of the same order of magnitude as that of
arterial pressure.

The Simplex optimiser works best with parameters

normalised to unity, and so the model parameters were redefined for the
estimator, as indicated in Table 7.6.

For simplicity, only three para

meters (FACT1, FACT4, and GUREA) were estimated.

(In an earlier sensi

tivity analysis the model response was found to be more sensitive to
these parameters than to FACT2 and FACT3.)

Furthermore, FACT4 and GUREA

are directly related to the dynamics of plasma urea in the model which
it was hoped to improve.
manner.

The choice of outputs was dictated in a similar

Arterial pressure was included as an output as data were

able for this variable every 30 minutes during dialysis.
creatinine responses in the patient

avail

Plasma urea and

during the dialysis were obtained by

linear interpolation between the start and finish values (see Figures
7.22 - 7.24).
The error terms for each variable were evaluated by comparing the
model outputs with the data (based on Figures 7.22 - 7.24) every 30
minutes for the 4 hours on dialysis (i.e. 9 sample points).

The

squared errors were multiplied by time-dependent weighting factors (see
Table 7.6) and then added to form the total sum of squared errors.

The

error residuals on the arterial pressure responses were much larger than
those on plasma urea and creatinine, and the weighting factors were
appropriately reduced.

Because of the uncertainty of the linear inter

polation of the urea and creatinine data, the intermediate weighting fac
tors for the errors on these variables were set to half the initial and
final values (see Table 7.6).
The initial parameter values for each dialysis were taken as normal
(i.e. FACT! = 1.0, FACT4 “ 1.0, and GUREA = 0.015).

(In GIDENT, there are

also facilities for sensitivity analysis after the location of the least
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squared error has been found.

The results of the sensitivity analysis

are then used to evaluate the variances of the parameter estimates using
a student t distribution.

This was not used, however, since there were

systematic errors in the residuals of the renal model, whereas the resi
duals must be random with zero mean for the analysis to be valid.

For

the full technical details and user specifications of GIDENT refer to the
manual;

Roberts, 1977.)

In setting up GIDENT for use with the renal model, some simple cona

siderations of identiflability were made.
7.4.3.5

These are reviewed in Section

but, briefly, they indicated that plasma creatinine should be

included as an output in order that FACT4 and GUREA are uniquely identi
fiable.

Some comments on the usability of GIDENT with the renal model

are made in the presentation of results (Section 7.4.3.3).
7.4.3.2.2

Interactive systematic manual parameter estimation

Because of the difficulties associated with using an automatic para
meter estimation algorithm with a complex model, an alternative systematic
manual estimation procedure was devised based on an interactive version
of the model and run on a PRIME 550.

In this procedure, all five failure

parameters (FACT1 to FACT4 and GUREA) are set by the user.
depicts the six stages of the procedure.

Figure 7.25

Of these stages, only the

first and the last are manual, the rest are automatically performed by
the computer and the results displayed at the terminal.

Each stage will

be outlined, beginning with stage 2.
In stage 2, the model is simulated over the 4-hour dialysis period
using the parameters specified in stage 1.

The values of the main clini

cal variables (AP, PNA, PK, PUR, and PCRE) in the model, at the end of
dialysis are compared with the data in stage 3.

If the error is less

than the uncertainty interval of the data, this information is displayed.
In stage 4, the errors on the model variables are analysed and compared
with a set of rules for determining the directions of parameter changes.
These rules were elaborated in advance using sensitivity analysis.
recommendations for parameter changes are then displayed.

The

To aid in the

choice of a new parameter set, the full model response at 30-minute
intervals over the dialysis is printed in stage 5.
On the basis of the computer-supplied information, from the above
stages, and other physiological data or knowledge, the user decides
whether the model response is adequate or in need of further improvement
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(stage 6).

In the latter case, a new set of parameter values may be in

put (stage 1).

The advantages of this method are that the user may take

into account any additional information that is available and pertinent,
and also that the process of determining the directions for parameter
changes is done automatically and can highlight contradictory discrepan
cies between the model and the data.

An example of the use of the pro

cedure for dialysis D1 is shown in Figure 7.26 (for simplicity the out
put of the full model response has been omitted).

The first parameter
«•

change (i.e. to (2)) follows the recommendations exactly;

however, the

second change (to (3)) does not increase FACT4 as required.
because

This is

FACT1 is set to zero, implying zero urine flow rate, and there

fore no urea or creatinine excretion (i.e. FACT4 “ 0.0).

The urine flow

rate in the human is 0.15 ml min-1 which corresponds closely to simula
tion (2).

Thus the decision may be made to accept the parameters of (2)

even though the fit of (3) is slightly better.
7.4.3.3

Presentation of results

For each of the three dialyses, four sets of results will be pre
sented:

(i) the model response using normal parameter values (denoted

by g^);

(ii) the model response using the parameter values given by

the clinician (3 );
(iii) the model response using optimal values from
^
it
*
the least-squares estimator (f^gg) > and (iv) the model response using
final values from the systematic manual procedure (3gyg) .

In each case

the responses will be compared with the post-dialysis data.
The least square estimate was very difficult to set up and proved
very sensitive to the choice of time-dependent weightings.

Because the

best values for the parameters were often at the physiological constraints
it was difficult to halt the estimator.

The main difficulty, however, was

the location by the algorithm of a very high FACT4 and GUREA mode, with
FACT! = 0.

Theoretically, the model is uniquely identifiable if both

PUR and PCRE are included as outputs (see Section 7.4.3.5), but in practice
the PCRE response is not as sensitive to FACT4 as is the PUR response,
and this can make the model practically unidentifiable.

The high GUREA

mode is unfeasible physiologically, since no urea may be excreted if
FACT1 = 0.

The problem was avoided by increasing the weightings of PCRE

compared to PUR, but this reduced the accuracy of the fit to the urea
data, of course.
The problem with the systematic manual estimation procedure was
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(1)

FACT1
FACT 2
FACT3
FACT4
GUREA

=
=
=
=
=

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.015

Per-dialysis results;

data and simulation

Pre

Post

Data

Data

Model

128.000

131.000

133.861

PK

6.000

4.900

3.963

PUR

2.754

1.670

0.840

PCRE

0.075

0.052

0.045

AP

97.000

93.300

97.852

CTEMP

36.000

0.000

36.545

STEMP

34.000

0.000

34.842

PNA

Validity analysis of model response
AP lies in uncertainty interval of data
Advice on parameter changes
Try
Try
Try
Try
Try

decreasing
decreasing
decreasing
increasing
decreasing

FACT1
PNA
FACT3
PK
FACT4 +■ PUR
GUREA
PUR
FACT4 +■ PCRE

i (Output of full response, UFL = 1.25 at t * 4 hr)

I
I
I
I
I
(2)

FACT1
FACT2
FACT3
FACT4
GUREA

=0.100
= 0.500
= 0.100
= 0.100
= 0.060

(Continued)

Figure 7.26;

Example of Systematic Manual
Parameter Estimation applied to
Dialysis D1
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Per-dialysis results:

data and simulation

Pre

Post

Data
PNA

Data

Model

128.000

131.000

133.190

PK

6.000

4.900

4.173

PUR

2.754

1.670

1.813

PCRE

0.075

0.052

0.048

AP

97.000

93.300

98.512

CTEMP

36.000

0.000

36.543

STEMP

34.000

0.000

34.844

Validity analysis of model response
PCRE lies in uncertainty interval of data
Advice on parameter changes
Try
Try
Try
Try
Try
Try

decreasing
decreasing
increasing
decreasing
decreasing
decreasing

FACT1 ■<- PNA
FACT3
PK
FACT4 *■ PUR
GUREA
PUR
FACT1
AP
FACT2 *■ AP

!(Output of full 'response.
i UFL ■ 0 .13 at
i
i
l

Variable of interest,

l
i

(3)

i
FACT1
FACT 2
FACT 3
FACT 4
GUREA

8
=
—
=
=

0.000
0.250
0.000
0.000
0.050

Per-dialysis results:

data and simulation

Post

Pre
Data

Data

Model

128.000
6.000
2.754

131.000
4.900
1.670

133.113
4.213
1.664

0.075

0.052

0.048

97.000

93.300

97.368

CTEMP-

36.000

0.000

STEMP

34.000

0.000

36.549
34.843

PNA
PK
PUR
PCRE
AP

Figure 7.26 (cont.)
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(Continued)

Validity analysis of model response
PUR lies in uncertainty interval of data
PCRE lies in uncertainty interval of data
AP lies in uncertainty interval of data
Advice on parameter changes
Try decreasing FACT1 *■ PNA
Try decreasing FACT3
PK
¡(Output of full response, UFL = 0.0 at t = 4 hr)
i
I
l
I
I

Figure 7.26 (continued)
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that it did not always yield the same results, although mostly they were
quite close.

This depended on what factors were considered to be more

important at the particular time.

In part it reflects the lack of sen

sitivity of the model response to some parameters (especially FACT2 and
FACT3), and hence a genuine uncertainty.

This suggests that more infor

mation may be needed in order to determine precisely all the parameters.
However, for predictive purposes, a rough estimate of the less sensitive
parameters will be satisfactory.

The results presented below for the

systematic procedure are those which were consistently obtained a number
of times.
Tables 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9 show the responses across dialyses Dl, D2,
and D3 of the patient and the model (with the four sets of parameter
values), including the qualitative changes.

Firstly, the estimated

parameter values will be discussed and, secondly, the various responses
will be analysed.

A quantitative assessment of the accuracy of the model

with the different parameter values is made in Section 7.4.3.4.
In general, the estimated parameters have a high value of GUREA
indicating the high metabolic rate of the patient (the urea generation
rate is about 3 to 4 times normal at approximately 0.05 g min-1).

In

the LSE estimation of D3, however, GUREA remains at the normal level.
This is because FACT1 and FACT4 are estimated as zero, whereas the patient
has had some real recovery of renal function and therefore excretion of
urea.

Since no urea is being excreted in the model, GUREA remains low

to compensate.

*

The LSE parameters (Bggg) show no improvement of kidney

function over the dialyses, demonstrating that insufficient information
is contained in the outputs AP, PUR, and PCRE.
systematic estimates (8

On the other hand, the

c) show a slight improvement in kidney function

over the three dialyses (FACT1 goes from 0.1 to 0.05 to 0.15), although
the improvement is not as great as estimated by the clinician.
In all three dialyses, there is close tracking of PUR by the model
with ft

or 8ovo.

This is good evidence of the validity of the urea

, dynamics submodel, and the modelling of the removal of urea through the
artificial kidney machine. Usually, the model response for PUR (with
*
*
BL s e or Bgyg) is more accurate than the response with clinician para
meters (8 ). The PCRE response is significantly improved by estimation
c
compared with the normal response, but shows little change between the
*

*

responses with &c and those with BLgE or BgYg.

The large systematic error

in PCRE in Dl does not occur in D2 and D3 (and therefore the generation
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INITIAL VALUES IN HUMAN AND MODEL (T = O HR)
PUR
(g A*"1)

PCRE
(g A"1)

PNA
(mEq A-1)

PK
(mEq A-1)

AP
(mm Hg)

3.17

0.078

129.0

6.2

110.0

UFL
(mA min**1)
0.15

ti

FAILURE PARAMETERS
Source

ec
ÎSK

J & s

FACT!

FACT 2

FACT 3

FACT4

GUREA

1.0

1,0

1.0

1.0

0.015

0.0

0.87

0.0

0.0

0.015

0.0

0.87

0.0

0.0

0.055

0.1

0.5

0.1

0.0

0.050

POST-DIALYSIS VALUES
PUR

PNA

. PCRE

PK

AP

UFL

DATA

42.33

40.066

+
131.0

45.3

4103.3

0.15

40.051

+
134.1

+
4.1

+
112.0

1.25

%

+
1.04
42.12

+
0.055

+
133.3

+
4.4

+
110.8

0.0

.T*
C/3
W

Source

(T = 4 HR)

42.28

40.055

+
133.3

44.4

+
110.8

0.0

*

+
2.27

40.055

+
133.4

44.4

+
112.6

0.13

BC

bsys

Table 7.7:

Patient and Model Variables before and after
Dialysis D1 for Different Parameter Values
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INITIAL VALUES IN PATIENT AND MODEL (T = O HR)
PUR
(g A-1)

PCRE
(g A“1)

2,75

0.075

PNA
(mEq JT1)

PK
(mEq A“1)

128.0

6.0

AP
(mm Hg)

UFL
(mi, min- *)

97.0

0.03

FAILURE PARAMETERS
Source
FACTL

FACT2

FACT3

FACT4

GUREA

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.015

0.0

0.87

0.0

0.0

0.015

0.0

0.87

0.0

0.0

0.056

0.05

1.0

0.05

0.1

0.040

6N
ßc
Îs.
*
ßSYS

POST-DIALYSIS VALUES
Source

DATA

*N

*C
A

ßLSE

SYS

(T = 4 HR)
PK

AP

UFL

PUR

PCRE

PNA

+
1.67

+
0.052

+
131.0

+
4.9

493.3

0.03

+
0.84

+
0,048

+
133.9

+
4.0

+
97.9

1.18

+
1.76

40.051

+
133.1

+
4.2

+
97.4

0.0

+
1.93

+
0.051

+
133.1

+
4.2

+
97.4

0.0

+
1.73

+
0.050

+
133.1

44.2

+
100.6

Table 7.8:

Values of Patient and Model Variables before
and after Dialysis D2 for Different Parameter
Values
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0.06

INITIAL VALUES IN PATIENT AND MODEL (T - 0 HR)
PUR
(g A“1)

PCRE
(g A“ 1)

3.0

PNA
(mEq A” 1)

PK
(mEq A“ *)

AP
(mm Hg)

UFL
(m£ min-1)

135.0

4.1

101.0

0.71

0.05

FAILURE PARAMETERS
Source
FACT1

FACT2

FACT 3

FACT 4

GUREA

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.015

0.37

0.87

0.62

0.12

0.015

*
ßLSE

0.0

0,87

0.0

0.0

0.015

*
gSYS

0.15

0.5

0.1

0.05

0.050

TX>

o

1
-----

PN

POST-DIALYSIS VALUES
Source

DATA

*N

ec

ßLSE

ßSYS

PUR

PCRE

PNA

42.27

40.040

+
137.0

+
0.90

40.034

41.75

(T = 4 HR)
AP

UFL

43.5

+
• 115.0

0.71

+
140.0

3.5

+
115.0

5.90

40.036

+
138.4

43.5

+
119.2

2.16

+
1.92

40.036

+
137.7

43.4

+
118.9

0.0

42.0

40.036

+
137.9

+
3.4

+
119.2

0.8

Table 7.9;

PK

Values of Patient and Model Variables before and
after Dialysis D3 for Different Parameter Values
330

rate of creatinine may be assumed to be normal).

As PCRE levels are low,

it is quite likely that measurement uncertainty on this variable is
higher than the + 2% indicated in Table 7.2,
Plasma sodium (PNA) and potassium (PK) concentrations in the model
during D1 and D2 show greater changes across dialysis than in the data,
but the error is reduced in the model with B_, 3TC1,, or 3_„_ compared
C
JLtbr*
SYS
with the model with 3,^. In D3, the model tracks PNA and PK closely with
both sets of estimated parameters (3LgE and 3SYg).

By this time, the

electrolyte concentrations in the patient had returned to normal levels,
whereas in D1 and D2 PNA was low and PK was high.

This may point to an

over-compensatory action of the model in restoring electrolyte balance.
In the responses of arterial pressure (AP) across the dialyses,
the data show a slight fall (= 5 mm Hg) in D1 and D2, whereas the model
exhibits little change.

Given the variability of arterial pressure in

the human, this is an adequate fit.

Furthermore, a small improvement
*
*
is made in reducing the error in both SLgE and 3gYg. In D3, both the
patient and model show a significant rise in arterial pressure (of
15 - 20 mm Hg) over dialysis, which is due to the priming of the arti
ficial kidney machine with 0.4 H of blood (see Table 7.5).
The data for the urine flow rate (UFL) response (ml min-1) were
obtained from daily averages of the patient’s urinary output.

Although

this is a very rough estimate of the short-term urine flow rate which
varies over the day, it is better than no estimate at all.

From

Tables

7.7 to 7.9 it can be seen that in the model with 3„. UFL is at least one
N
*
order of magnitude too high. In D1 and D2, both 3^, and 3LSE produce
zero UFL,andin D3 3_

still gives zero UFL, whereas 3„ results in an

over-estimate of UFL.

The responses of UFL for the model with 3gYg are

L S iil

w

£

very close to the averaged data, and this is a consequence of the compari
son of this variable in the estimation procedure (Section 7.4.3.2.2).

This must be taken as additional confirming evidence of the estimated
sip
»
values of 3
, in particular the value of FACT1 which is directly related
SYS
to UFL. Equally, it may be taken as evidence for the ability of the renal
model to represent an individual patient on dialysis or, in other words,
tor the empirical predictive validity of the model at level 5 (in
Figure 7.12).
The preliminary analysis suggests, therefore, that the model is a
reasonably accurate representation of a patient undergoing dialysis.

Since the kidney function of the patient changes over the three dialyses,
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the results imply a wider generality for the representational validity
of the model to other patients with renal failure.

The accuracy of

model responses (especially PUR) was clearly improved using parameter
estimation, and this improvement is assessed

quantitatively in the

next section.
7.4.3.4

Quantification of predictive accuracy

Although the results of Section 7.4.3.3 are initially promising,
it is not easy to draw definite conclusions from the individual' results
presented in Tables 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9.

There is need, therefore, for

some kind of overall objective measure of the predictive accuracy of the
model.

This will provide a summary with which to assess whether any

improvements can be had from parameter estimation, and also whether the
model has adequate predictive validity (at level 5) to satisfy its
specific utilitarian objectives (as a predictive tool in the health-care
of renal dialysis patients).

To achieve this, the following "figure of

merit", F, is defined:
1

F

(7.5)

IT

where
(M) - x^(D)
(7.6)

6.
x

S77d 5

where x. is the variable which is compared between the data (D) and
model (M).

6. is the fractional error.

the model and data, F * 1;
ference, F = 0.5.

If there is no difference between

if there is an average 100% fractional dif

The.relationship between F and the average error is

shown in Table 7.12 (the actual definition used for F is not critical,
tut it is important to calibrate it in terms of an average error, or
uncertainty;

see Section 5.2.2.1).

The figures of merit for the model with the four different sets of
Parameters (BN , Bc , B^SE» and PSYS^ were evaluated for the post-dialysis
results for Dl, D2, and D3.

The model simulations for D1 and D3 were

run on to the next day and compared with data that were available at the
start of the next dialysis (see Tables 7.10 and 7.11).
merit were used.

Two figures of

The first was based on the four plasma biochemical

Variables (PUR, PCRE, PNA, and PK), and the second on PUR and PCRE alone
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PATIENT AND MODEL VALUES 17 HRS AFTER END OF D1
Source

DATA

6N

SLSE
"k

ßSYS

(For

PUR
(g A-1)

PCRE
(g A-1)

PNA
(mEq A“1)

PK
(mEq A-1)

AP
(mm Hg)

UFL
(mi, min-1)

+
106.7

0.05

+
3.12

+
0.070

4128.0

+
5.9

40.16

+
0.063

+
160.0

+
4.7

+
2.52

+
0.076

+
134.7

+
5.7

+
121.3

0.0

+
3.61

+
0.076

+
134.7

+
5.7

t
121.3

0.0

+
3.48

+
0.076

+
135.2

+
5.4

+
122.2

0.13

values of 8^,

Table' 7.10:

S^gE* ancl ^SYS* see

1
75.8 -

0.55

^.6)

Values of Patient and Model Variables 17 hours after
end of Dialysis D1 for Different Parameter Values

PATIENT AND MODEL VALUES 24 HRS AFTER END OF D3

Source

DATA

6h

ec
^SE

eSYS

PUR
( g l ' 1)

PCRE
(g A"1)

PNA
(mEq A-1)

PK
(mEq A“1)

AP
(mm Hg)

UFL
(mA min-1)

+
2.52

+
0.038

+
142.0

+
3.6

4100.0

1.14

+
0.11

+
0.045

+
141.3

+
4.8

4111.6

1.8

41.42

+
0.065

+
142.0

+
5.0

+
120.1

1.63

+
2.38

+
0.063

4129.6

+
6.6

+
143.7

0.0

+
3.06

+
0.062

+
132.3

+
4.8

+
139.6

0.19

(For values of 8
Table 7.11;

*
*
8g> ßggg» and ßgYS* see

^.8)

Values of Patient and Model Variables 24 hours after
end of Dialysis D3 for Different Parameter Values
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(i.e. concerned with the accuracy of the urea and

creatinine dynamics).

Arterial pressure was not included because of its greater variability.
The data for urine flow are daily averages and so this was also excluded.
The results are shown in Tables 7.13 and 7.14.

It can be seen that

there is a more or less general improvement in the F values associated
fc

with the estimated parameters (g

LibU*

ik

and g„„_).

bib

The F values for the

longer-term prediction in D1 and D3 are less than those post-dialysis,
i.e. the uncertainty of the predictions increases with time, as expected.
'ft
T?
For the four variables together, the F values for g
and g
post-

Lbi!«

bYb

dialysis are greater than or equal to 0.914, corresponding to an average
error of less than 10%.

The predictions of urea and creatinine alone
*

*

(Table 7.14) over dialysis for 8LgE and ggYg are not quite so accurate,
falling to F = 0.887 (an average error of 13%) which is still very satis
factory.
The longer-term predictions of the model are clearly not so accurate,
particularly for the model with gN and gc (in D3, Table 7.14, the 24-hour
predictions of urea and creatinine have an average error > 50%).

For Dl,

however, the 17-hour predictions of urea and creatinine with the estimated
parameters, g
very good.

and g

, have a maximum average error of 12% which is

The deterioration in longer-term predictive accuracy in D3 is

probably due to the uncertainty of the degree to which kidney function has
been restored, whereas in Dl the rate of excretion of fluid is still very
low.

When the model is used to represent a patient with some renal

function, more accurate data on urine flow and composition will lead to
better parameter estimates, and hence improved predictive accuracy.
The improvement of predictive accuracy of the model using parameter
estimation compared with using the clinician specified parameters is
marginal.

However, the results indicate that parameter estimation may

be used for this marginal improvement, to confirm or improve the clinician
specified parameters, to estimate parameters when they are not known in
advance, and, finally, to establish the representational validity of the
model.
7.4.3.5

Notes on model identifiability - theoretical and practical

As well as its implications for representational model validity,
Parameter estimation was used to try to improve the tracking of plasma
urea concentration (PUR).

This is a very important variable in the human,

since, although non-toxic, it is a primary waste product and directly
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F

AVERAGE ERROR (%)

0.952

+ 5

0.909

+ 10

0.833

+ 20

0.769

+ 30

0.714

+ 40

0.667

+ 50

Table 7.12:

Relationship between Figure of Merit (F)
and Average Error

D2

D1
SOURCE
POST
DIALYSIS

17 HOURS

D3

POST
DIALYSIS

POST
DIALYSIS

24 HOURS

%

0.795

0.727

0.837

0.838

0.730

6C
*
&LSE
*
eSYS

0.900

0.916

0.932

0.922

0.722

0.914

0.850

0.923

0.932

0.701

0.921

0.950

0.940

0.762

0.914
Table 7.13:

-

Figures of Merit for the three Dialyses,
based on Errors on PUR, PCRE, PNA and PK

D1

D3

D2

SOURCE
POST
DIALYSIS
%
BC
*
eLSE
*
%YS

17 HOURS

POST
DIALYSIS

POST
DIALYSIS

24 HOURS

0.719

0.656

0.777

0.726

0.637

0.886

0.878

0.939

0.859

0.635

0.914

0.891

0.920

0.887

0.737

0.912

0.909

0.973

0.901

0.703

Table 7.14;

Figures of Merit for the Three Dialyses,
based on Errors on PUR and PCRE
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related to other highly toxic nitrogenous substances that must be kept
at a low concentration in the blood.

In patients with renal failure who

have a high basal rate of metabolism (such as DG above) the need there
fore arises to perform frequent dialysis to prevent these substances,
and hence urea, from rising too high.

For this reason, PUR was used

as an output and the parameters FACT4 (remaining fractional ability to
excrete urea and creatinine) and GUREA (generation rate of urea) were
included.

The other variables were arterial pressure (AP) and plasma
a

creatinine (PCRE), and the other parameter was FACT1 (remaining frac
tional ability to excrete water and sodium).
Before undertaking the parameter estimation, some elementary con
siderations of identifiability were made to see if the estimation problem
had been well posed.

It was assumed, firstly, that the parameter FACT1

would affect all variables, in particular AP, and therefore that it was
uniquely identifiable theoretically.

To assess the identifiability of

FACT4 and GUREA, the urea and creatinine dynamics submodel was decoupled
from the model and some simplifying assumptions were made.

Figure 7.27

shows a diagram of the full compartmental structure of the urea and creati
nine dynamics submodel.

It is coupled to the rest of the model through

the values of intracellular (ICFV) and extracellular (ECFV) fluid volumes.
It is assumed, for the purposes of the analysis, that the changes in these
volumes are much less than those that take place in the values of urea and
creatinine masses.

Furthermore, it is assumed that the dynamics of urea

and creatinine exchange between intracellular and extracellular compart
ments are more rapid than the urine and dialysis dynamics, so that the
intracellular and extracellular compartments may be lumped together
(Figure 7.28).
In Figure 7.28, x^ and y^ represent the concentrations in the total
fluid volume (V) of urea and creatinine, respectively.

It is assumed

that the values of total fluid volume, V, and the normal parameters k^,
k2 » k^, and k^ are known.

The dynamic responses for urea and creatinine

V

0

yM (t)

‘“IcT
+

II

responses are given by:

b

r

-at

r

'®c\ -bt

( x ---- Je
o
a J

K

-
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where
8u

GUREA
V

.....

(7.9)

gc

GCRE
V

.....

(7.10)

a

=

k 1FACT4 + k2

.....

(7.11)

b

=

k_FACT4 + k.
3
4

.....

(7.12)

and where x

and y

0
respectively.

are the initial concentrations of urea and creatinine,
0
Measurements of the concentrations of urea and creatinine

in the patient are represented by x^ and y^ and given by:
^

/

% -at

..... (7.13)

^X1 “ X2'e

* D (t)

=

X2

yD (t)

=

y2 + (yx - y2)e

^

r

\ — Bt

..... (7.14)

where x^, y^ are the initial values and x2 , y2 are the steady-state
values.

(This assumes, of course, that the human response is shown to

be first order).
If only data for plasma urea (x)

are used, compare equation (7.7)

with equation (7.13):

V ‘)
*K(t>

\ — at
- x2)e

(7.7)

8m -at
- — Je

(7.13)

by direct substitution:
(7.14)

a

x
and

o

=

x.
(7.15)

5ia

If the dynamic information is available (i.e. a), then

and

FACT4

=

GUREA

=

a - k9
■■-=•
kl

.....

(7.16), from (7.11) and (7.14)

.....

(7.17), from (7.9) and (7.15).

However, the data for plasma urea are available only before and after
dialysis, and in Section 7.4.3.1 the response was linearly interpolated
between these values.

Thus, if a is unknown, the value of a cannot be

determined and hence any values of
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and a which satisfy (7.15) are

acceptable.

With no dynamic information, therefore, FACT4 and GUREA are

parameter unidentifiable.
In the model, only GUREA is affected by the high basal metabolic
rate and not GCRE, and it can be assumed that GCRE is known.

If the

data for creatinine (7.14) are used and compared with (7.8):
-et
yD (t)

=

y 2 + fri “ y 2>

yM (t)

'

b~ + iyo ‘

... (7.14)

c-> -bt
e

... (7.8)

then, from the steady-state valyes y^ and y ^ i

and

y
;o

=

y1

~

=

y2

D

Since gc is known,

can be determined and hence

FACT4

and

GUREA

=

(k1FACT4 + k )x2V

2

(7.18)

, from (7.1

(7.19)

, from (7.1

Thus, if steady-state data for both urea and creatinine are used,
the model is parameter identifiable and, in theory, the values of FACT4
and GUREA may be uniquely determined.

(In Section 7.4.3.3 the results

of the parameter estimation procedures supported the assumption that GCRE
is normal.)
However, in practice, the concentrations of creatinine are much less
than urea and therefore the dynamics of creatinine are not so sensitive
to FACT4.

This can lead to uncertainty in the estimation of FACT4 based

°n the creatinine response.

In addition, the data for creatinine are

more prone to measurement error because of their low values.
cal

Any theoreti

or practical problems of identiflability could be easily solved if

data were available on the urine flow.

It can be shown that GUREA is

uniquely identifiable from periodic measurements of plasma urea (e.g.
across dialysis) and measurements of the mass of urea in urine from mic
turitions (as long as the intervals between micturitions are timed).
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7.4.3.6

Summary

In this section (i.e. Section 7.4.3) the use of parameter estimation
at level 5 of the validation hierarchy (Figure 7.12) has been investigated.
Despite and size and complexity of the renal model it was possible to use
a least square Terror parameter estimation procedure.

However, the diffi

culties encountered in setting it up and of including physiological con
straints and other data mitigate against the further use of such a pro
cedure on the full model (and, indeed, on similar large biological models).
By contrast, the systematic manual procedure is easy to implement, and
any other information that is available can be easily incorporated.

In

the three dialyses studied, the data on average daily urine flow were
used as an additional variable, but other variables might be available
for different patients.

Unfortunately, the procedure would be very

difficult to automate fully.
Both parameter estimation procedures produce consistent parameter
values over the first two dialyses.

The fact that the model can cope

with different patient conditions and dialysis therapies without para
meter change is evidence for the broad structural validity of the model.
The parameter values estimated for the third dialysis differed from the
values for the first two.

This was a consequence of the real changes

in kidney function that occurred in the patient.

The changes in the

kidney failure parameters (FACT1 - FACT4) were tracked well by the
systematic manual procedure, but not by the least squares estimates.
In all three dialyses, both estimation procedures led to an increase
of the accuracy of the model response over dialysis.

For the four bio

chemical variables (plasma concentration of urea, creatinine, sodium and
potassium) the average model error was less than 10% compared with the
data.

The longer-term predictions of the model (up to the beginning of

the next daily dialysis) for the first dialysis were very good, parti
cularly the urea and creatinine responses (average error less than 12%).
However, for the third dialysis, the longer-term predictions were sub
stantially inaccurate (average error > 50%).

This must be due to the

uncertainty of the parameter estimates, and suggests that measures of
urine flow rate and composition, even if averaged over a period of hours,
must be used in comparing the model and patient when there is a partial
regain of kidney function.

In the concluding section of this chapter

(Section 7.5) a final assessment is made of the predictive validity of the
model for use in improving the renal health-care system.
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Finally, the results of this section have implications for the
representational validity of the model at level 5.

The model responses

for urea and creatinine were very close to the patient data over dialy
sis (especially urea which was consistently accurate).

The responses

of plasma sodium and potassium concentration in the model were satis
factory, although not so good at low sodium and high potassium levels.
This may indicate an inadequacy in the electrolyte balance submodel.
The urine flow rate in the model was very sensitive to FACT1 but was
easily matched to the data, providing indirect validation of the sub
models of kidney function and kidney failure.

Although there were

differences between the arterial pressure in the model, the main trends
in the data were captured, suggesting that the cardiovascular submodel
lacks short-term controls.

The behaviour of the thermoregulatory sub

model was not included in the parameter estimation and therefore no
inferences can be made about its validity.

Similarly, because of kidney

failure, the hormonal control loops (i.e. the ADH and renin-angiotensin II aldosterone systems) are open and therefore inoperative.

7,5

Conclusions
The conclusions to this chapter are divided into two.

Firstly,

some conclusions on the validity of the renal model, in relation to its
objectives, are made in Section 7.5.1.

Secondly, some more general con

clusions on the programme of validation, the validation results, and
their implications for the validation of this type of biological model
are made in Section 7.5.2.

7,5.1

Conclusions on the validation of the Uttamsingh renal model
In Section 7.4 the results of the application of theoretical and

empirical validity criteria to a variety of levels in the validation
hierarchy were presented.

The assessment of whether the representational

validity of the model is adequate for the modelling objectives has been
left until now.

Since the modelling objectives clearly divide into two -

scientific objectives and utilitarian objectives (see Section 7.3.1) these are considered separately below.
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7.5.1.1

Pragmatic validity of the renal model

The specific utilitarian objectives of the model (Section 7.3.1)
require that it should be used as a predictive tool in the system of
interest (SOI) which is the care of patients with renal failure under
going dialysis therapy.

The intended range of application (

) of

the model is therefore the human renal system in a variety of failure
modes both on and off dialysis.

The model should predict accurately

the values of the major clinical variables over dialysis and ii; the
periods between dialyses.

The ultimate test of the pragmatic validity

of a model is the ex post assessment of the effects on the SOI of using
the model.

However, since the renal model has not yet been used in a

clinical application, the evaluation must be in terms of the potential
benefit of the predictive validity of the model over S i j - .
In Section 7.4.3.6 it was shown that, with the aid of parameter
estimation, the model could generate accurate predictions of plasma urea
concentration and other plasma biochemical variables over dialysis (to
within 10%) and the main trends in arterial pressure.

The longer-term

predictions up to the next dialysis were not so accurate, although the
predictions for plasma urea were within 10% of the data.

Therefore, in

principle, the model could be used to predict the outcomes of various
dialysis therapies and thereby improve them.

The predictions of plasma

urea may be used to time optimally the next dialysis.

Thus the model

appears to have satisfied preliminary pragmatic validity criteria with
regard to its intended clinical application, or specific utilitarian
objectives.
However, the model is complex, the parameter estimation is difficult
to implement, and practical considerations weigh against using it in its
present form.

More importantly, however, the empirical validity of the

model established in the tests of Section 7.4.3 is undermined by the
uncertainties in the model associated with some of the submodels (e.g.
the thermoregulatory, hormonal, and electrolyte balance submodels).
Ironically, the complexity of the model was justified by the intended
clinical application.When the model is used to represent a kidney failure
Patient on dialysis many of the submodels are
inoperative.

wholly or partially

For instance, the ADH control loop is open because the

level of plasma ADH does not affect urine flow (there is very little
anyway).
loop.

It is not known what happens to such a system when it goes open

Similarly, the sophistication of the kidney function submodel
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(which is isomorphic with the functioning of a normal nephron) is not
fully used when modelling a patient with severe renal failure.

Under

these circumstances the model is operating in a degenerative mode, and
it is difficult to justify the extra behavioural resources that are
available.
The predictive accuracy of the plasma urea and creatinine responses
during and between dialyses is evidence for the validity of the urea and
creatinine dynamics submodel and the artificial kidney machine -submodel.
These two submodels could be used on their own for the accurate predic
tion of urea and creatinine, and could form part of a suite of models
available to the clinician in the dialysis unit and implemented, if
possible, on a microcomputer.

The overall model could be comprehensively

reduced to include only factors relevant to a renal failure patient.

The

thermoregulatory and hormonal submodels would be the most likely candidates
for removal.

The final form of the model could then be used for overall

trend prediction.

It might utilise parameter values that had been esti

mated using simple models tracking urea and creatinine, fluid, and electro
lytes.

With the simple models it would also be possible to generate un

certainty bands

for the predictions.

If such a system proved beneficial

to the clinician in the design and control of dialysis therapy, it might
be possible then to automate the therapy design procedure.
7.5.1.2

Scientific validity of the renal model

The empirical validation of the model applied to a normal human
(level 3), to a patient with renal failure (level 4), and to a renal
failure patient on dialysis (level 5) demonstrated that the overall
responses of the major clinical variables were close to available data
(Sections 7.4.2 and 7.4.3), and therefore established the broad empirical
representational validity.

In addition, in the simulations of a normal

human, the validity of some aspects of the hormonal and kidney function
submodels were indirectly tested.

The results of the parameter estimation

procedures indicated the ability of the model to represent accurately
kidney failure patients (in different states of failure) on dialysis.
Nevertheless, substantial areas of uncertainty were exposed, particularly
concerning tbe theoretical and empirical bases of the hormonal and thermo
regulatory submodels, and there is tremendous scope for further empirical
validation and model development.

(It must be regarded as fortuitous that

the most uncertain submodels are largely inoperative when modelling a renal
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failure patient, and therefore that the model can yield accurate pre
dictions of such a patient on dialysis to satisfy its specific utilitarian
objective.)
Thus the model partially satisfies its specific scientific objec
tive - the representation of

(the human renal system and associated

subsystems) - although there is plenty of room for improvement.

General

scientific objectives are associated with heuristic validity criteria.
It is obvious that the model contributes to the "understanding" of the
human renal system, but more precisely the model is useful for the fol
lowing purposes:
(i)

Investigating the complex (and often counter-intuitive) inter

action of many processes and control systems centred on the kidneys.
(The coordination of different physiological control systems is an
area of considerable lack of knowledge.)
(ii)

As a test bed for hypothesis testing.

This was amply illus

trated in the indirect validation of hypotheses for the secretion
and clearance of ADH at level 3.
(iii)

The structuring of empirical research.

The data requirements

for empirical validatipn often suggests critical tests that could
resolve uncertainties.
In conclusion, the renal model offers plenty of scope for scientific
development, and without too many obvious inadequacies.

7.5.2

General conclusions
The scientific and utilitarian modelling objectives have been shown

to lead to different requirements for the renal model and to different
conclusions on the validity of the model.

The present form of the model

is more suited to scientific objectives, whereas for clinical application
simpler models, possibly a suite, would be more appropriate.

These con

flicting objectives make validation a lengthy process and rather difficult
(the study reported in Section 7.4 is incomplete).
The programme of validation (based on the y and 6 validation methodo
logies in Chapter 5) and the analytical framework of the theory of model
validity (Chapter 4) have produced a detailed and critical assessment of
the renal model with close attention to the modelling objectives.

As was

the case with the Pullen cardiovascular model (Chapter 6), the validation
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study is very long.

This appears to be unavoidable in large biological

models in which there are always many areas of theoretical uncertainty
and lack of empirical data.

The limited resources available for vali

dation, and the undoubted need for validation, imply that biological
models must be simpler if comprehensive validation is to be performed.
In the next chapter, a mathematical model of the human respiratory
control system will be examined.

The extent of the empirically validated

range of application will be described, together with some of tjie problems
impeding further model validation and development.
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CHAPTER

THIRD CASE STUDY

-

8

THE VALIDATION OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE
HtLiAN RESPIRATORY CONTROL SYSTEM.

8.1.

Introduction.
The third and final biological model to be considered as a case

study for model validation is a breathing model of the human respira
tory system and its control developed in the Department of Systems
Science by Bali (1974* 1976).

The model is based on that of Grodins

(1967) with the main additions of a compartment to represent muscle
tissue and the modelling of events within the respiratory cycle in
order to investigate possible respiratory control strategies or
hypotheses, the primary objective of the model.
the model will be outlined, a

In this chapter,

suitable programme of validation

described, and the extent of the representational validity will be
delineated.

In addition, the heuristic validity of the model both

in formulating new control strategies and as an aid to experimental
respiration physiology will be assessed.
As well as the basic model developed by Bali, two modifica
tions to the submodel of respiratory control will be considered:
the feedforward controller of Saunders (l980), and the timingeffect and combined chemical-neurogenic drive controller of Sarhan et
al. (l979, 1980).

Strictly, therefore, this case study is concerned

with the development of a series of respiratory models which consti
tute a model-based research programme closely related to developments
in experimental physiology.

This highlights the view that model

validation is not simply a last stage in modelling but a continually
repeated step in the ongoing process of model and scientific develop
ment.
The structure of the chapter is as follows:

in section 8.1.1.

a very brief outline of respiratory physiology is given to provide an
introduction to some of the concepts and terminology.

The model,

and previous models on which it is based, will be described in
section 8.2 (including the Saunders and Sarhan modifications).
Section 8 .3 . is concerned with the development of a suitable prog
ramme of model validation, based on an analysis of the modelling
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objectives and available data types, and using the framework of the
theory of model validity (Chapter 4)*

The results of model valida

tion, which determine the present extent of its representational
validity, are presented in section 8.4*
8 .5. are two-tiered.

The conclusions of section

Firstly, the results of section 8 .4 . axe

summarised, the empirically valid range of application is identified,
and the heuristic validity of the model is assessed.

Secondly, some

general conclusions are made on the value of the approach taken in
this case study and the implications on the use of the theory of
model validity for the validation of biological models in general.

8.1. 1. A very brief introduction to respiratory physiology.
The respiratory system acts in conjunction with the cardio
vascular system as a transport system for the intake and distribution
of oxygen (02) and for the removal of carbon dioxide (C02).

The

cells of the body require C>2 (at approximately 250 ml./min., at rest)
for the oxidation of fuels (carbohydrate, fat, protein) in order to
satisfy vital energy needs.

C02 , an end product of oxidation, is

toxic in high concentrations and has therefore to be removed from the
tody.
Blood from the various tissues returns to the heart largely
depleted of 02 and high in CC>2 (venous blood).

After passing

through the right side of the heart it enters the pulmonary circulation
of the lungs.

The air passages of the lungs terminate in millions

of tiny sacs (alveoli) which are surrounded by blood capillaries.
Here, the CC>2 in the blood diffuses into the alveolar air, and C>2
from the alveoli diffuses into the blood, rebalancing the partial
pressures of the gases in the blood and alveoli.

The oxygen

enriched blood returns to the left side of the heart where it is
pumped at high pressure into the systemic arteries and thence to the
tissues, supplying oxygen and completing the cycle.

The exchange of

gases from alveoli to blood is known as "external respiration"
whereas the exchange from blood to tissues is known as "internal
respiration".
The gases are carried in the blood either by chemical combina
tion with haemoglobin or by solution in the plasma.
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The total

concentrations of

and CO^ in the blood are related to their indiv

idual partial pressures, and also to the concentrations of CO2 and
^2» respectively (the Haldane effect and Bohr shift).

As well as

its toxic effect, CO2 affects the acidity of body fluids (through
the carbonic acid - bicarbonate buffer system).
The tissues may be considered as four separate compartments:
the brain, the muscles, the organs, and other tissues.

The demand

for O2 delivery and CO2 removal varies greatly between these compart
ments.

For instance, the supply to the brain must be constant

(cessation of Og supply and CC^ removal for 4 minutes can result in
irreversible brain damage), whereas the demands of muscle tissue
vary by orders of magnitude depending upon the level of exercise.
These requirements entail a control system that is both tight and yet
highly flexible or adaptable, which is capable of eliminating small
disturbances as well as adapting to significant changes in its
relationship to the environment.

The full understanding of this

control system requires consideration of both the respiratory and
cardiovascular control systems and their coordination.

However, for

the purposes of this introduction (and, indeed, Bali's model)'it will
be assumed that the cardiovascular control system maintains the flow
of blood as a carrier for O2 and CO2 as an independent fluidic system
with volumetric and pressure sensors.

(For a control-theoretic account

of the cardiovascular system, consult Chapter 6).
In man there are sensors sensitive to the partial pressures of
oxygen (Pq ^) and carbon dioxide (^CC^ 8,11(1 to the aridity (p h) of
body fluids, which are known as "chemoreceptors".

In addition there

are sensors in the muscles which monitor the degree of muscular activity.
All these sensors transmit information to the central nervous system
(CNS) through afferent nerves.

The signals are processed in a diffuse

area of the low brain at the top of the spinal cord (known as the
"respiratory centre") which in turn modulates the activity of motor
nerve cells which control the rate and depth of breathing via efferent
nerves to the muscles of the chest and diaphragm.
intake of 02 and output of C02 are controlled.

In this way the
Fig. 8.1 illustrates

the structure of the control system and also some of the terminology.
The control system is more sensitive to increases in P q q
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as "hypercapnia") and increases of acidity than to decreases of P q ^
("hypoxia"), however it can be seen from fig. 8.1 that for all these
variables the system has negative feedback control.

Originally, it

was thought that the control of breathing during exercise was effected
through this negative feedback as well.

However, this model cannot

account for many of the phenomena that occur during exercise (e.g. isocapnia, or constancy of Poo2 > implying no chemical drive).

The

current view is that there are muscular receptors sensitive to the
level of exercise, and hence the uptake of O2 and production of CO2 .
Prom fig. 8.1, it can be seen that the control of breathing for an
exercise stimulus is not a negative feedback system - the disturbance,
exercise, is not eliminated, rather the system adapts to cope with the
gas transport requirements of this new state.

The controversy over

breathing control in exercise is perhaps partly due to the failure
of experimental physiologists to recognise that a quite different
control model was requireed and this is reflected in the type of
experiments that have been traditionally performed and which do not
yield the necessary information, (the situation is now changing,
e.g. Kao et al., 1979)*
The primary source of uncertainty in the understanding of the
respiratory system is how the system is controlled.

As well as the

problems of control in exercise, there are the problems associated
with the interaction of exercise with chemical drives;

even within

the chemical drive, itself, the interaction between O2 and CO2 drives
is not understood for all combinations (e.g. hypocapnic hypoxia).
This uncertainty can be traced to the fact that the control occurs in the
CNS, the understanding of which is still at an early stage.

In

particular, many of the neuroanatomic pathways and regions of the
medulla are not precisely known and the various controllers, such as
the respiratory "centre", have a functional rather than physical or
structural significance.

(The same source of uncertainty was

identified in cardiovascular control in Chapter 6, which ultimately
led to the invalidity of many of the overall responses of the Pullen
cardiovascular model).
The primary aim of the Bali model - the development and testing
of respiratory control hypotheses - is therefore closely related to
the concerns of experimental respiratory physiology.
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Furthermore,

from the pioneering work of Haldane on CC^ control of breathing
(1905), through the "multiple factor theory" of Gray (1945)» to the
graphical approaches of Cunningham and associates (e.g. 1965» 1977)»
there is a long tradition of quantitative treatment of respiration
in physiology.

In Bali's model (see section 8.2), most of the

equations used in the physio-chemical modelling of the controlled
system are based on those developed, tested, and widely used by
physiologists.

This contrasts strongly with the Beneken (1 9 6 7 ) and

Pullen (1976) models of the cardiovascular system which introduced
new mathematical descriptions of the arterio-venous system which are
still largely alien to physiologists.

In the terminology of the

theory of model validity (Chapter 4 )» the Bali model is less of an
"analogical construct" or "paramorph" than the Pullen model, and there
is greater confidence in the validity of the submodels of the contro
lled system leading to a deductive base for the validity of the
overall model.

8.2.

Background and Outline of the Bali Respiratory Model.

8.2.1. Introduction and modelling objectives.
The following extract from Saunders, Bali, and Carson (1980)
summarises the main modelling objective and the major features of
the model:
"The purpose of this work is to design a model which would
allow us to test hypotheses on the control of breathing.

Since

these hypotheses are concerned with breath-to-breath events, cyclic
ventilation must be represented and since dead space and shunt have
major effects on gas exchange it is wise to include them.

If we

wish to examine one of the most controversial questions, the control
of breathing during exercise, a separate muscle compartment is
required.

These minimal requirements lead to a model with 14

(non-linear] first order differential equations and nearly 80 main
variables excluding dummies used in computation".
In addition it should be added that the model was intended to
aid in the devising of control hypotheses as well as testing them
(clearly illustrated in Saunders' 1980 paper).

In section 8.2.2

some of the previous respiratory models are reviewed and in section
351

8.2.3. the Bali model is outlined.

Attention is mainly given to

the submodel of respiratory control which, together with the
Saunders and Sarhan modifications, is presented in mathematical terms.
The submodel of the controlled system based on physico-chemical
modelling is described verbally.

8.2.2. Previous models.
The first explicit mathematical model of the respiratory
control system was made by Gray (1945)•

This algebraic model"

was concerned with the steady-state responses to CO2 inhalation,
lack of Og, and metabolic disturbances in the acid-base balance.
The first dynamic analysis was made by Grodins, Gray, et al. (1954)
which could only accept CO2 breathing as an input.

This original

model was extended and refined with the development of computing
techniques, finally resulting in the comprehensive model of Grodins,
Buell, and Bart (1967) which is something of a classic.

It was

sufficiently general to accommodate a variety of inputs (COg breath
ing, hypoxia, and metabolic disturbances in acid-base balance).
The following outline of the Grodins model is taken from the 1967
papers
"It treats the chemical buffering and gas transport systems in
reasonable detail, including both Haldane and Bohr effects, and it
recognizes the presence of many transport delays (.0f blood flow]
which are themselves dependent variables.

It permits convenient

exploration of a variety of possible control functions, including the
role of CSF [the fluid bathing the brain and spinal cord] hydrogen
ion concentrations and of 02 - C02 interaction at the peripheral
chemoreceptors".
The Grodins model of the controlled respiratory system
(i.e. gas exchange, transport, chemical buffering, control of blood
flow) forms the basis of the Bali model described in section 8.2.3.
Another class of models has been specifically concerned with the role
of CSF in respiratory regulation (e.g. Horgan and Lange, 1962).
For a more detailed review of these and other models of the
respiratory system consult Bali (1976).
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8.2.3.

Outline of the Bali respiratory control system model.
Following the original distinction made by Grodins et al.

(1967), the model may be considered as two interacting submodels:
a submodel of the controlled system (including the dynamics of gas
exchange, transport, etc) and a submodel of the controlling system
(the chemoreceptors, other receptors, CNS centres, and effector
mechanisms).

As explained above, the submodel of the controlled

system will be described verbally (section 8.2.3.1) whereas the sub
model of the controller will be presented mathematically.

In

section 8.2.3.2 the control submodel used by Bali is outlined.
Saunders' feedforward controller for respiratory control in
exercise (1980) is described in section 8.2.3*3» and Sarhan's
timing-effect controller that incorporates an additive neurogenic
exercise drive is outlined in section 8.2.3.4»

Notes on the over

all structure and computer simulation of the model are made in
section 8 .2 .3 .5 .
Since the model is largely based on the Grodins model (with
the exception of the controller submodel) this will often be referred
to, and the major differences indicated.

For a full description

of the model and its development see Bali ( 1976);

shorter accounts

can be found in Sarhan (1979) or Saunders et al. (1980).

A full

listing of the mathematical equations of the model is given in
Appendix IV.

®*2.3.1. Submodel of the controlled system.
The structure of the submodel of the controlled system is shown
in fig. 8.2.
(i).

The differences from the Grodins model are:

A variable volume lung which models events within the respira
tory cycle, and leads to oscillatory blood gas concentrations
and pH level.

(ii) .

A dead space which is divided into a fixed anatomical dead
space and a partly expansible alveolar dead space.

(iii) . A shunt of mixed venous blood past the lung which can represent
a number of pathological states (such as emphysema).
(iv).

A separate compartment for muscle tissue, which is important
in the control of breathing during exercise.

(v).

The CSF compartment of the Grodins model is deleted.
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In the model, the controller is represented simply as a black
box relating changes in model variables to the control of breathing.
Thus there is no correspondence to the physical structure of the CNS
control system, and only a very rough correspondence to the functional
behaviour (only the input - output relation is modelled;
events are not considered).

neural

For this and other reasons, the controller

submodel is a large source of uncertainty in the overall model.

It

is hoped that by comparing overall model responses with different
controller submodels with data from the controlled system it will be
possible to discriminate between different controllers and thereby test
them in order to reduce this uncertainty.
Although the isomorphism of the model with the physical
structure of

is not as important as the isomorphism with the func

tional modality, increased structural accuracy will lead to increased
confidence in the functional validity.

Most importantly, in studying

respiratory control, the structure should correspond at the sites where
signals are received for CNS control (i.e. brain tissue PCQ , arterial
blood P„ and P„n , muscle tissue exercise level M ).
02
CU2
m

The2extension

of the Grodins model (1967) By Bali (1976) essentially increased the
spatial resolution in -order to investigate functional control hypotheses.
The modelling of the controlled system is based on good qualita
tive physiological theory of physical and chemical processes, such
as the dynamics of gas exchange, gas dissociation curves, acid base
balance (the Henderson - Hasselbalch equation), etc..

The controller

submodels are derived from experimental steady-state results on humans
under a limited number of conditions (usually hypercapnia in CC^
breathing) and uncertainty exists in extrapolating the results beyond
these conditions (see also section 8.3*2.).
In the programme of validation, the representational validity
of the submodel of the controlled system should be first demonstrated.
Then the overall model may be used as a test-bed for inferring the valid
ity of the controller submodels.

In doing so, the tests which are

performed (the sources of data) should also lie within
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làass balance equations are written for 02 and CO2 in each of
the tissue compartments, and the mixed venous blood which depend
on the transport delays of the blood.

Two sets of equations

describe the gas concentrations in the dead space and lung
(alveoli) during inspiration and expiration.

The partial press

ures of C>2 and CC>2 in the alveoli and arterial blood are assumed
to equilibrate.

The equations for arterial and venous 02 and CO2

dissociation curves are based on those of Grodins et al. (1 9 6 7 )
which include the Haldane and Bohr effects (the dissociation curves
relate the concentration of a gas to its partial pressure, and other
factors).

The circulatory time delays are expressed as functions

of the total and local (i.e. brain, muscle, etc.) blood flows.

These

flows are in turn controlled by the partial pressures of 02 and C02
according to the empirical equations derived by Grodins et al. (1 9 6 7 ).
(The control loop:
centres in CNS

P q 2 > Pq q

chemoreceptors

blood flow —>

the "controlled" system.

-f

cardiovascular

P q ^» ^CO ’ is therefore implicit in

As Grodins remarked, full understanding of

the control of respiration will eventually require explicit models
of both cardiovascular and respiratory control, and their interaction).
8.2.3.2. The Bali controller submodel.
The Bali controller is based on a sinusoidal pattern of breath
ing, and is a combined arterial 02 and CC>2 controller derived from the
data of Cunningham and Lloyd (1963) in the general form suggested byLloyd et al, (1958)«

The experimental relationships between ventil

ation rate ( $ ) and P q ^ and P a r e

shown in figs. 8 .3. and 8 .4 .

The results suggest a multiplicative interaction between the 02 and
CCL drives.
2

For low P-^2

(hypocapnia), the results were extrapolated.

The equations of the controller are given by:

•
V

■

SK

Pa,002 ' 3S-0)

f°r

Pa,C02 >

4°-°

---- (8.1)

where

s.

1

=

1 1.0

l
•
V

-

+

16.0

\
--- (8.2)

P a,02- 30- V

S2 ( Pa,C02 -

2H

+ 4' °
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for 2O.O4 Pa,C02<4°-°
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where
S2

=

0.1 (Sx - 2.0)
(8.4)

and
V=

4.0

P&

f o r 0 ^ P a>C0

and P&

< 2 0.0

(8.5)

refer to the arterial partial pressures of

qq

02 and C02 , respectively.

The general form of the controller,is

depicted in fig. 8 .5 *
8 .2.3»5* The Saunders controller submodel (for exercise)
Saunders (198O) postulated a "feedforward" controller for
breathing during exercise which he tested using the model with a
sinusoidal pattern of breathing.

In this controller, the ventila

tion rate is related to the rate of change of arterial P
V

=

6.15

max

dP a,C0p

co2 *

- 1.0

(8.6)

dt
which applies during exercise.

For joint exercise and C02 breathing

the equation becomes (Saunders, 1980) :
V

=

f (chemical) + f

max

cIP^ q q

“ 7*4

(8.7)

dt
where f (chemical) is the controller described in section 8 .2.3.2 .

8.2.3.4 . The Sarhan controller submodel.
By representing the pattern of breathing as an assymmetric
triangular waveform, separate controllers can be provided for inspir
ation and expiration, thereby allowing timing effects within the
respiratory cycle to be investigated.

The general form of the

timing-effect controller (Sarhan, 1979) is shown in fig. 8 .6 , and is
based on the experimental results of Cunningham and Gardner, (1977).
The equations for the controller, which include an oxygen term are
given by:
"Drive"
VT
T,

0.062

(8.8)
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and
Te

=

0*64 Tj

+

11*1
(8.9)
((Pa,C02 - 55-2) + 2.73)

The control of breathing during exercise is modelled using a
"neurogenic" drive which is related to the muscular activity during
exercise expressed as the metabolic production rate of COg (fi^) ,
under the influence of the work of Kao, et al., 1979)»

This may be

represented by:

f (Chemical) ©

(8 .10)

g (Mjj)

where © indicates a combination operation, (the precise form of this
is unknown, as is the nature of neurogenic receptors), and f(Chemical)
refers to equation (8 .8).

8 .2 .3.5. Overall structure and simulation of the model.
The total model consists of 14 non-linear first order differen
tial equations and approximately 50 algebraic equations.

The inter

action between the controlling and controlled submodels is relatively
simple, as shown in fig. 8.7*

The model was simulated in FORTRAN IV

on a CDC76OO (at the University of London Computer Centre) requiring
400 seconds of computer time for 30 minutes of real time.

The

differential equations were solved using a fourth-order Runge-Xutta
technique, and the implicit functions (the gas dissociation equations)
were solved by the Newton-Raphson technique.
In the next section, a suitable programme of validation for the
respiratory model is developed.

8.3.

A P r o g r a m m e for Model Validation.
The form of the development of a programme of validation is by

now familiar - analysis of modelling objectives (section 8 .3 .1 .) and
available data types (section 8 .3.2 .), leading to appropriate validity
criteria and structuring of a programme of validation (section 8.3.3 .)
However, at the outset, a suitable methodology can be suggested.
This is the Y -

methodology (for theoretical/empirical validation, see
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Chapter 5) together with the

°< - methodology for empirical comparisons

making use of the feature techniques (to overcome data variability
problems}

see Chapter 5)> and which has been used extensively in the

previous two case studies of biological models.

8.3.1.

Modelling objectives.
The primary objective of the model is the testing of hypotheses

(controller submodels) on the control of breathing in man (section
8.2.1.).

The general scientific objective is therefore hypothesis

formulation and testing, and the specific scientific objective is a
representation of the human respiratory system which is sufficiently
accurate to allow inferences on the validity of individual submodels.
The specific scientific objective determines the intended range of
application ( $.j) of the model.

The articulation of X. ^ requires the

use of physiological knowledge and the distinction between the
structural (or physical) and functional modalities of 5^ j.
structural modality of

The

consists of the lungs, the vascular network

(arteries and veins), the various types and locations of tissues, the
chemical and neural receptors, and the regions of the brain associated
with respiratory control.

The description of the functional modality

is linked closely to the understanding of the behaviour of ^ j, and
consists of the dynamic responses of respiratory frequency, tidal
volume, concentrations (or partial pressures) of 0 ^ and CO^ in various
tissues or the blood, blood pH, input-output relations of the
controller, etc.

The time resolution o f ^ j is 0.25sec which allows

events to be reproduced within the respiratory cycle ( ^ 2 - 5 sec).
It is clear that because of the immense anatomical complexities,
the model can only be a very rough approximation of the structural
modality of

However, the structural modality of the model provides

a frame of reference for the functional modality of the model (the
structural resolution is related to the number of variables).

There

fore the criterion of validity for the representation of the structural
modality of

is that it should be sufficiently detailed to allow an

accurate representation of the functional modality.

(The primary

objective of the respiratory model is the development of functional
models of respiratory control.

In models concerned with the understand

ing of anatomical structure, the relation between structural and
functional modalities is reversed).
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8.3.2.

Available data types.
The main respiratory variables (frequency, tidal volume, alveolar

gas composition) may be monitored continuously using a spirometer,
which may also measure the total metabolic C>2 demand.

The values of

alveolar P q

and P q q

may be taken as measures of the arterial partial

pressures.

Samples of blood may also be used to determine arterial

partial pressures and pH (this is not usually performed continuously).
The compartmental parameters (volumes, metabolic

uptake and COg

production) are usually known for a normal human, although their
determination for an individual would be complex.

Similarly, gas

exchange and dissociation parameters are widely known in the normal
case.

Although the major variables of interest (V, f, VT,P

_

, P

_ )
a*u 2

are easily measurable, the experimental test conditions required to
investigate the behaviour for various combinations of A P

nn

ajUUg,

/\P _
a,U2,

and A exercise are not all easy to set up.
The effects of increases in P

a,v>ug

(hypercapnia) can be investi-

gated by increasing the concentration of CC^ in the inspired air, and
at the same time the effects of altering P

_ by increasing or
8>j U«
decreasing the concentration of 0^ in inspired air can be examined
(in effect the experiments of Cunningham and Lloyd, 1963)•

However,

if the concentration of O2 in the inspired air is reduced on its own
(i.e. hypoxia), the increased ventilation raté leads to a "washing-out"
of the COg (hypocapnia).

Under these circumstances it is very difficult

to construct graphs of the relationship between ^,f (or Tj and T^), and
^ O g f°r different Pa C0-- levels because of the variability of
induced hypocapnia.

the

A recent advance in experimental respiratory

physiology is to use computer-controlled valves for regulating the
concentration of C02 in the inspired air in order to maintain a constant
hypocapnic level by monitoring the alveolar P q q ^ in a negative feedback
loop.

Similar controllers are used to systematically vary P

,
The
°2
results of Young (1970) suggest that the relationship between f , P
a»UC>2
and Pn

in hypocapnic hypoxia is not as well behaved as the graph of

U2
fig. 8.5 indicates (for P& Cq

^ 4 0 mmHg).

Any step change in the concentration of 0g or C 0 ^ in inspired air
will lead to a reflex change in ventilation rate and consequently an
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additional change in the input rate resulting in a non-step net input.
In the case of CO^ breathing the increased ventilation rate response
leads to an extra increase of the intake of CO^ - stable positive feed
back.

The Fenn-Craig technique (1963) allows a true step change of

inspired CC>2 to be applied.
In man, the precise measurement of neural activity associated
with respiratory control centres in the brain is not possible to
achieve.

However, in the model the controller is represented as an

input - output relation between physical respiratory variables and so
this is no problem.
The investigation of respiratory control during exercise is
complicated by the fact that the stimuli and

receptors for the

supposed "neurogenic" drive are not exactly known.

In addition, there

is a controversy between those who favour a purely chemical control
(e.g. Saunders, 1980), and those who accept the validity of a neurogenic
drive (e.g. Kao, et al., 1979)*

It is likely that a full explanation

will be based on both respiratory and cardiovascular control systems
which poses another challenge to the primarily single-input singlecontroller
8 .3.3 .

single-output conceptual models of experimental physiology.

A suitable programme of validation.

In order to use the model to test the validity of the various
controller submodels (section 8.2.3«2-4) - the primary objective - the
validity of the submodel of the controlled system (section 8.2.3«1*)
should first be established.

This suggests that the validation prog

ramme should begin by applying theoretical and empirical criteria to
the elementary submodels (including assumptions) and gradually work up
to the overall structure and behaviour of the model.

Ideally, a fair

amount of confidence in the representational validity of the submodel
of the controlled system should be obtained before considering the over
all model with controller.

The general form of the programme of valid

ation suitable for the respiratory model is shown in fig. 8.8.
Initially, some prerequisite criteria for model stability should be
satisfied.
validation.

Then follows the disassembly/reassembly representational
In examining the overall validity of the model, parameter

estimation and system identification techniques may be useful.

Since

the available data show the normal variability of a biological population,
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comparisons based on feature space techniques will be very useful (as
described in the «^-methodology, section 5*2).

The final stage of

the programme is an assessment of the heuristic validity of the model.
This is a critical assessment of the potential of the model as a tool
in physiological research, in particular its ability to be used for
understanding the respiratory control system, for formulating and
testing new controller hypotheses, and for stimulating experimental
and theoretical research.
ti
It is clear from fig. 8.8 that the programme of validation
proposed for the respiratory model corresponds exactly to the

^-valid

ation methodology (Chapter 5» section 5*4) > and which was used in the
validation of the cardiovascular and renal models
This appears,

(Chapters 6 and 7)«

therefore, to be a fairly general programme for the valid

ation of physiological system models.

An important aspect of the

programme is the decomposition of the model to form a hierarchy or tree
of validation.

This makes it very clear which submodels are valid or

well-based and which remain unvalidated and uncertain.

The concept

of the "level" or "depth" of validation is also important.

A decomp

osition of the respiratory model is shown in fig. 8.9.
The empirical validation results presented in the next section (8 .4 )
all concern validity at level 4 in fig« 8.9«
compared with
increased

CO^

The model response is

data from a normal human in a range
inhalation, decreased

breathing,

of experimental tests:
and exercise. As far

as current understanding is concerned, these tests do not cause signifi
cant changes outside K j which then affect the respiratory system.
Empirical tests could be performed at level 3 in a variety of ways,
e.g.: (a), by examining model variables over one respiratory cycle when
the system is effectively uncontrolled;

or (b). comparing the model

with data from a patient with impaired neural function, but these are
not reported.

8.4 .

Results of Validation.
In this section, some of the results of the application of

empirical validity criteria to the respiratory control system model
(level 4 of fig* 8*9) in a number of physiological tests will be
presented.

In addition, in section 8.4*1«, some remarks on the theo

retical validity (and possible empirical tests) of some of the submodels
are made.

The results are given for each of the controller
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described in section 8.2.3 in an attempt to determine their valid
ranges of application.
examined are:

(i).

(section 8.4*2):

The threee physiological tests which are

increased COg concentration in inspired air

(ii)• decreased 0 ^ concentration in inspired air

(section 8 .4 .3); and (iii). the effect of exercise (section 8.4*4)•

8 .4 .I.

Notes on the representational validity of the submodels.
With the exception of respiratory control and blood flow sub

models, the submodels are based on physico-chemical principles of
modelling such as mass balance, chemical buffering systems, acidbase balance, etc. and many of the parameters of these submodels can be
determined physiologically (i.e. as opposed to fitting the parameters
of the overall model).

This establishes a good degree of confidence

in the theoretical and empirical validity of the submodel of the uncon
trolled system (level 3 in fig. 8 .9).

The simulations of the original

model (Grodins et al., 1967) and of the gradual extensions by Bali (1976)
provide additional confirmation.

These extensions were designed so

that all the factors or mechanisms that are currently known to play a
role in respiratory control would be represented in the model (e.g.
sites for chemoreceptors, separate compartments for brain, muscle, and
other tissues, cyclic ventilation, and the control of tidal volume,
frequency of breathing, or Tj and Tg).
The submodel of the controlled blood flow (and hence dependent
time delays for gas transport between compartments) is the empirical
model derived by Grodins et al. (1967)» (the blood flows are expressed
as functions of the arterial P q q
the submodel

and P q ).

The empirical basis of

supports its representational validity, however it would

be good to know the accuracy of the fitted equations (e.g. the expected
variances of the coefficients).

An eventual modification of the

respiratory model would be to remove the implicit cardiovascular control
and to have an explicit cardiovascular control submodel (see fig. 8.9).
Prom a systems point of view, the full understanding of either the
respiratory or cardiovascular systems requires an understanding of both
and their mutual coordination.
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. . .

8 4 2

Increased C0„ concentration in inspired air.
The fraction of CO^ in the inspired air was abruptly increased

from 0 to 3, 5» 6 and 7i° to match the data of Reynolds et al. (1972) •
In the model, ventilation rate increases slowly and arterial
increases more rapidly.

A comparison of the model with the original

controller (section 8 .2.3 *2) and the data is shown in table 8 .1 . (taken
from Saunders et al., 1980) which shows a reasonable agreement except
that the half time of the ventilation off-transient in the model does
not decrease with increased C02 fraction and the off-transient under
shoots in alveolar Pg02 3X6 to° lar&e for low C02 concentrations.
The discrepancy during the transient may arise because the controller
is based on the steady-state experimental results of Cunningham and
Lloyd (l963)*
The steady-state response of the model using the Sarhan timingeffect controller (section 8.2.3.4) for the same CO2 breathing tests
is shown in table 8.2 (taken from Sarhan et al., 1979)«

These results

are also in good agreement with the data of Reynolds et al. (1972).
The results of these empirical tests confirm the validity of
the overall model and therefore, indirectly, the validity of the two
controller submodels.

However, the extent of validity ( i . e . i s

clearly limited to conditions of raised arterial PgQg (hyPercapni.a.),
and also to steady-state changes.
is

Since the respiratory cycle in man

asymmetric and approximately triangular rather than sinusoidal,

applying representational validity criteria to the two controllers will
result in the elimination of the Bali controller and the further
confirmation of the timing-effect controller of Sarhan et al. (1979)•
Bali (1976) used parameter estimation and feature space pattern
recognition techniques to demonstrate that the controller based on
arterial P q q ^ 311(1 ^02 cou^-d not optimally fit the data with a unique
set of parameter values for all C02 concentrations (i.e. the parametric
consistency criterion, section 5»2.4*1»3) whereas a controller
deriving inputs of P(j02 from Loth brain and arterial compartments, and
Pq2

from the arterial compartment could produce a unique optimal fit.

Whilst it is known that respiratory control is effected through pH
sensors in the CSF (i.e. brain) as well as peripheral (arterial)
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chemoreceptors, the use of automatic parameter estimation techniques etc.
are probably too sophisticated at this stage in the model development.
One of the difficulties is that of the variability of data corresponding
to a normal human.

This means that there are differences between

the model and the data which cannot be eliminated by simply adjusting
controller parameters.

Furthermore, the theoretical and practical

identifiability of the estimation problem posed with the model should
also be examined, (see, for instance, the validation of the renal model
in Chapter 7)•

8 .4 .3,

Decreased Og concentration in inspired air.

Table 8.3 shows the model results (with the Bali controller) for
7, 8 , and 9$ C>2 breathing compared with the data of Reynolds and
Milhorn (1973).

The steady-state results show a larger ventilation with

lower alveolar P q q 2 *>or

mode1» hut despite this the alveolar P ^

was also lower than the data.

The on-transients for ventilation rate

were several times slower in the model and there were large overshoots
not seen in the data.

The corresponding results for the model with the

timing-effect controller are given in table 8.4 ( taken from Sarhan et
al., 1979).

Although the steady-state ventilation rate matches the

data more closely than‘in table 8 .3 » there is a very significant
discrepancy in the steady-state value of alveolar P q ^.
Clearly, neither of the sets of model responses satisfies the
empirical validity criteria.

This is due to an inadequacy in the

controller submodels, both of which were based on experiments for
increased C02 breathing.

In hypoxia, the arterial P q q ^

also falls

(due to a variety of factors, mainly the "washing-out" of CO2 due to
the high ventilation rate) into the hypocapnic region to the left of
40mmHg in fig. 8 .5 .

The extrapolation of the controller equation in

this region is uncertain and not based on unequivocal experimental
results, (the problems of experimentally investigating hypocapnic
hypoxia were discussed in section 8 .3 .2).

The inadequacy of the

model response to hypoxia is therefore not too surprising.

8.4 .4 .

The effect of exercise.

Exercise was simulated in the model by simultaneously increasing
the C>2 uptake and C02 production in the muscle compartment together
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with an appropriate increase in cardiac output (Saunders, Bali and
Carson, 1980) .

In addition, a reservoir of 400 ml C>2 was added to

the muscle compartment (simulating myoglobin Og storage), and the
gain of CC>2 in the controller equations was increased to match the
increased production of COg.

Fig» 8»10«.shows the results of the

model simulation using the Bali controller and a typical human
response.

The most important features of the human response are the

sudden increase in ventilation rate at the start of exercise followed
by a gradual rise, and the isocapnia of P q q 2 «

In

mode^ ei t h e r

of these occur* • there is a delay of about 6 seconds before the venti
lation rate responds with a large overshoot, and P q q ^ exhibits very
large overshoot and undershoot.
The delay in the model response is the time before the increased
CC>2 output is sensed as an overall increase of PCC£ at the peripheral
chemoreceptors (i.e. the speed of the signal transmitted in the blood).
The invalidity of the model response with the Bali controller suggests
that there is an alternative control mechanism for the control of
breathing during exercise.

The controller postulated by Saunders

(1980, see section 8.2.5.3) is sensitive to the maximum rate of change
of arterial P q q , and produces the response shown in fig. 8.10(jfor
100 W exercise.

This" compares very well with the human response

(fig. 8.10*,), demonstrating the sudden rise of ventilation rate at the
beginning of exercise and isocapnia in the steady-state.

The

instantaneous response of the controller which is still chemically
driven via arterial P q q , arises because of the haemodynamic effect of
the suddenly increased cardiac output and blood flow in increasing
the oscillatory frequency (and hence max
arterial P q q

dPgQ^/dt) of the existing

variations.

Although the Saunders' controller works satisfactorily as a single
drive during exercise, it is very sensitive to the parameter values,
and there are problems when combining it with the other controllers
(it cannot simply be turned off in hypercapnia).

Furthermore, the

controlled model response during exercise will be very sensitive to the
changes in blood flow dynamics, and the correct modelling of cardio
vascular control is therefore important.

An alternative approach to the

control of breathing during exercise is to use an additive combination
of chemical and neurogenic drives.

Although the precise location and

form of receptors is uncertain there is good experimental evidence
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that they exist (Kao et al., 1979)*

Sarhan et al. (1980, see also

section 8 .2 .3.4) have used a neurogenic drive, which is a function
of the CC>2 production in muscle, in combination with the chemical
drive and the preliminary results are promising.

8 .5.

Conclusions.
In section 8.5*1» the results of validation presented in

section 8 .4 . will be summarised and an assessment made of whether
the respiratory model satisfies its objective.

The general

conclusions to the chapter are made in section 8.5*2.
8.5.I. Conclusions on the validity of the model of the respiratory
control system.
The submodel of the uncontrolled system (or respiratory "plant")
has been shown in theoretical and overall empirical tests to be a
sufficiently accurate representation for the purpose of investigating
respiratory control hypotheses.

However, if possible, additional

empirical tests should be performed on this submodel (level 5 in fig.
8 .9).

One of the difficulties is associated with the implicit

cardiovascular control, and this may have to be separated eventually.
In the analysis of the available data (section 8.5*2) it was
shown that insufficient data were available for complete formulation of
the controller submodels for all possible disturbances, and in the
model (section 8.2.5) various approximate extrapolations were made
(e.g. for hypocapnic hypoxia).

Nevertheless, in section 8.4 » data

from physiological tests on COg and Og breathing, and exercise were
used to validate or invalidate the controller submodels indirectly
via the overall model responses.

The results, which determine the

empirically valid range of application (5\_y) of the model are illustra
ted in fig. 8.11 for changes in arterial

and P q q ^.

They apply to

both the sinusoidal (Bali, 1976) and timing effect (Sarhan et al., 1979)
controls, although the latter offer a more accurate representation of
events within the respiratory cycle.

New experimental data are requi

red in order to formulate controllers for hypocapnia.
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The respiratory controllers based solely on chemical drive
produced unacceptable results in the simulation of the effects of
exercise.

However, the feedforward controller of Saunders (l980)

and combined chemical/neurogenic drive control of Sarhan et al. (l980)
gave responses that compared favourably with typical human responses,
in a preliminary analysis.
Although the empirically valid range of application (

does

not cover the whole of the intended range of application (^.y) of the
model, it is being increasingly extended with the introduction of
better controller submodels.

Moreover, the submodel of the uncontrolled

system is sufficiently valid to allow the effective and critical
indirect validation of the controller submodels.

This is evidenced

by the invalidation or rejection of some submodels.

In this sense,

the model satisfies its primary objective - the testing of hypotheses
on the control of breathing (section 8 .2 .1) - and must therefore be
considered "valid" for this heuristic purpose.

However, the model

satisfies heuristic criteria beyond this main objective - there is no
doubt that it contributes to the understanding of respiratory control,
and offers plenty of scope for investigating the multiple interacting
control loops and devising new controller strategies for testing, and
also that it can be of help in experimental physiology.

8 .5.2 .

General conclusions.

In this chapter, the validation of the Bali model of the human
respiratory control system (and some modifications of it) has been
structured using the framework of the theory of model validity
(Chapter 4).

The programme of validation was very similar to those

used in the validation of the Pullen cardiovascular model (Chapter 6)
and the validation of the Uttamsingh renal model (Chapter 7) and is
essentially the I f -validation methodology described in Chapter 5.

As

well as providing a systematic basis for the validation of the
respiratory model, the programme allows a critical final delimiting of
the empirically valid range of application of the model and the major
sources of uncertainty in the model ' (section 8 .5»l)»
The respiratory model has emerged better than the cardiovascular
and renal models in terms of satisfying its objectives.
for this are*

(a),

The reasons

the terms of reference, objectives, etc. of the
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model are closely related to respiratory physiology;

and (b).

the

model is well-based on quantitative physiological theory and has less
theoretical innovation or uncertainty than the other models.

The

lesson is simple and obvious - models of biological systems which
introduce large amounts of new theory or concepts (i.e. analogical
models) will be very difficult to validate in anything but heuristic
terms.
In the next Chapter, some of the problems associated with the
validity and validation of models in the social sciences will be
considered.
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CHAPTER 9
FOURTH CASE STUDY - SOME ASPECTS OF VALIDITY AND VALIDATION
OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

9.1

Introduction
The title of this chapter covers an extremely wide and dangerous

area - model validity and validation in the epistemological and method
ological minefield of the social sciences.

Some observations will be

made on the nature of theory, laws, data, etc. in these sciences and
the implications for modelling (objectives, theory and data require
ments, validity, and validation) will be investigated.

The aim is to

show that the multidimensional concept of model validity propounded in
the theory of model validity (Chapter 4) has meaning for models in the
social sciences and that this can be operationalised in model validation,
a general methodology for which will be outlined.

The approach adopted

effectively widens the conventional meaning of validation to include all
the scientific considerations involved in deciding to pursue or to
drop a research programme based on a model (or series of models) and
does not equate validation simply with checking against empirical data.
This latter view is regarded as a false positivistic reconstruction
which does not apply either to the social or physical sciences (see
Chapters 3 and 4).
The validation methodology, which is proposed, is not a strict
series of tests that must be followed exactly, but rather indicates the
range of possible considerations that may be made about models which
may be at many different levels of advancement, and is based on the
methodology described in Chapter 5.

It is then used with the conceptual

framework provided by the theory of model validity to consider the
validity and validation of some illustrative areas of mathematical
modelling in the social sciences: econometric modelling; world modelling;
dynamic modelling of bicommunal political systems, and the analogical
use of models (as in organismic models).

These types of models may

be regarded as "systems models" since they share the following features:
(i) synthesis of analytical understanding in order to cope with complex
interactions; (ii) an interest in global as well as local properties
of the subject matter, (iii) frequent use of borrowed modelling
techniques, concepts, ad models; and (iv) their consequent inter
disciplinary nature.

(To some extent, all models organise their source
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material into a system - more precisely, a type of system - and the
close relationship between the use of models and system epistemology
is also considered).
Unfortunately, all of these features make model validity
problematic (in addition to all the problems of theoryand data in the
social sciences) and, unless the model research programme includes
at least some validation stages, the models are open to a great
deal of criticism (as in world modelling).

These problems are mitigated

by providing guidelines for model validation which will help speed
the choice and application of appropriate empirical tests, theoretical
considerations, etc. thereby maximising the scientific acceptability
of a model whilst working within fixed modelling resources.
An additional aim of this Chapter is to reduce the divide
between "hard" and "soft" systems science.

The theory of model validity

provides a conceptual framework, or common language, which broadens
the understanding of modelling in both areas sufficiently to allow
common dialogue.

It is then possible to identify specific similarities

and differences, rather than merely to state that differences exist,
(in fact many of the supposed differences disappear).

Eventually, this

type of analysis could be deepened with the use of a theory of modelling
based on detailed examination of the actual scientific use of models,
in a wide variety of areas.
The structure of the Chapter is as follows: in S 9.2 some
general features of theory, laws, data, etc. in the social sciences
and their implications for modelling are examined.
for model validation

is proposed in § 9.3.

is applied to a number of models.

A methodology

In 3 9.4 the methodology

Finally, in £ 9.5, some concluding

remarks are made.
9.2

Some Aspects of Laws, Theories, Models, and Data in the Social
Sciences
The term "social sciences" refers here to the scientific study

of social systems - their subsystems, institutions, and functionings
~ and includes psychology, sociology, economics, and political science.
This section attempts to highlight some general, hopefully incontrov
ertible, features of laws, theories, and data in the social sciences,
that have been selected for their relevance to modelling and model
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validity.

Discussion of specific issues of modelling in the social

sciences is left until § 9.4, (modelling frequently entails working
across conventional disciplinary boundaries, and general considerations
such as presented here would appear, therefore, to be essential to
a full understanding of the nature of modelling and for dealing with
problems of model validation).
9.2.1 Observations on general features of laws, theory, and data in
the social sciences
The observations will be made briefly under the following
headings: (i) Laws; (ii) Theory; (iii) Data; (iv) Experiment; (v)
Complexity; (vi) Self-reference; and (vii) Systems.

In § 9.2.2 the

implications for modelling are examined.
(i)

Laws
In general there are no laws in the social sciences that have a

universally accepted range of application (in contrast to physical
sciences).
(ii)

Theory
Without doubt, theory is the main form of expression in the

social sciences.

The majority of theories are expressed in an

enriched natural language and only a few are mathematical (exceptions
include theories in economics and psychology).

There are often

multiple, conflicting theories for a particular subject or system,
and these may reflect different critical, political, or ideological
views taken as a basis for inquiry.
(iii) Data
The problem of data in the social sciences is relating empirical
information (and techniques) to concepts, variables, or parameters that
occur in a theory or model. Many

variables in social theories do not

have a directly measurable empirical referent.

Even in economics where

many of the variables are physical (e.g. money, commodities, population,
etc.) there is still a large gap between variables that occur in
economic theory and those which are available as economic statistics,
(econometrics is the study of mathematical models based on the latter).
Much empirical work in the social sciences is concerned with discovering
the structure or relationships in multidimensional data using correlational-
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type techniques.

Data-based methods, however, do not yield the theoretical

understanding they promise.

Models offer a stepping stone between

theory and data. In addition, there are tremendous practical problems of
data acquistion in the social sciences, e.g. uncertainty associated with
spatio-temporal aggregation, inherent variability, use if data acquired
for other purposes, etc.
(iv)

Experiment
It is not generally possible to devise an experiment on--a social

system which will allow many factors to be controlled in order that
the relationship between small subsets can be systematically examined.
This experimental control is a feature of some parts, but by no means
all, of the physical sciences and psychology.

The implication is that

the full complexity of the phenomena or systems have to be dealt with
as a whole.

Most theories in the social sciences are therefore

general, or global, and this makes the theory - data distance even larger.
(v)

Complexity
Social systems are highly complex - they possess a great number

of subsystems which interact in a very large number of ways.

Attempts

to link events in an orderly manner are often confounded by variable
dynamic feedbacks which cannot be controlled in an experimental
situation.

Social systems appear, therefore, to be highly recursive,

although they are not unique in this respect (e.g. biological organisms).
Despite the real complexity, the study of social systems is made more
tractable by the division into arbitrary disciplines (justified, in
part, by the high degree of commonality).
(vi)

Self-reference
An additional difficulty, in the study of social systems, is

that the investigators often form part of the system (or similar
system) that is being investigated.

Thus the values, beliefs, etc.

held as a consequence of belonging to a particular society may affect
the understanding of that and other societies.

Regardless of problems

of objectivity, it is clear that self-reference in the study of social
sciences is closed, i.e. social systems affect social theories which
in turn may profoundly affect social systems (e.g. Marxism, economic
theory, Freudian psychology).
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(vii) Systems
The word "system" effectively means "assembly of things" but
without the physical restrictions this entails.

It is never really

used scientifically on its own, but with at least one adjective, as in
"social system" or "dynamic system" or "non-linear dynamic social
system".

The combined term designates a combination of local and

global structural and/or functional properties and is essentially a
theoretical concept.

As soon as the intended range of application

(^r) of a theory or model is described as a " Z3-system", say, .an
entire body of knowledge, theories, models, etc. is invoked.

It is

important to realise that, except in trivial instances, the identif
ication of

with a 8 - system has the same epistemological status as

the identification of ^ r with a model or theory.
9.2.2 Implications for modelling: objectives, validity, validation
On the traditional view of modelling (i.e. a model derived
from a theory, or fitted to data) the problematic nature of theory
and data (as compared to the physical sciences) would seem to make
modelling in the social sciences a hopeless case.

However, this view

of modelling completely ignores the extremely varied roles that
models may play in the evolution and justification of scientific
knowledge

claims in both the physical and social sciences.

Never

theless, the nature of theory and data in the social sciences means
that model validity cannot be equated simply with theoretical coherence
or with empirical correspondence.

The objectives, or intended uses,

of models in the social sciences are more concerned with the develop
mental aspects of theory construction or empirical research and may
include the following:
(i)

The structuring of a fuzzy intended range of application ( % £ ).

This may reveal theoretical and practical inadequacies.
(ii)

Stimulating empirical research in a direction which is regarded

as "fruitful".
(iii) As a tool for theory development, or testing the consistency
of competing theories.

(A typical example is the extension of a

verbal theory into a mathematical model).
(iv)

As a concise means of communicating ideas, or empirical results.
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(v)

In solving a model, by analytical or simulation techniques,

under various conditions, pseudo-experiments can be performed on
the model that could not be performed on the real system (e.g. the
investigation of hypothetical or "what-would-have-happened-if" worlds,
similar to the use of counterfactuals
(vi)

in historical analysis).

To provide a picture of the system which gives an explanation

as a whole (i.e. an analogical construct).
(vii) Practical or utilitarian objectives.

Despite the difficulties

of theoretical and empirical validation models are used in a practical
situation to modify some system of interest (e.g. models for prediction
in econometrics, the rich picture - root definitions - conceptual model
schema for "real-world problem solving" in soft systems methodology).
The four external validity criteria identified in the theory of
model validity in Chapter 4 were empirical correspondence, theoretical
coherence, pragmatic value, and heuristic potential.

Except in a few

cases (e.g. econometric models) the first is inappropriate as single
criterion.

The relative importance of the four criteria in determining

the validity of a model will depend very much on the modelling
objectives and the content and stage of development of the particular
domain (field of research) associated with the model.

In general,

however, the most important set of criteria for model validation in
the social sciences are heuristic.

These are concerned with the

evaluation of the potential of a model for discovery, developing
scientific understanding, encouraging empirical research, etc.

These

criteria are related to "good reasoning patterns" in science and many
can be explicity stated.

In the next section a general methodology for

model validation is proposed which is based mainly on heuristic criteria
(which are described in detail) but also includes tests based on
empirical, theoretical, and pragmatic validity criteria.
9.3

A General Methodology for Model Validation in the Social Sciences

9.3.1 Nature and scope of the methodology
The general methodology for model validation outlined in this
section is a flexible programme capable of dealing with the validation
of models of many different types in the social sciences.

Although

the emphasis is on validation tests associated with heruristic potential
(as in the 6. -validation methodology, J
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5.6), the methodology contains

the available repertoire of assessment devices.

It is based on the

theory of model validity (which elaborates the relationship between
modelling objectives, the nature of data (and domain development),
and validity criteria, developed in Chapter 4) and on the
6 -validation methodology for innovative models described in Chapter 5.
Many of the stages of the methodology would be performed in the process
of model formulation and development and therefore, it is best to
regard it as embedded in the overall modelling methodology rather than
simply as a final assessment procedure (although it may be very effect
ively used for this purpose).

The necessary conclusions to this view

are that the validity or acceptability of a model will depend to a
great extent on the methodology used to construct it, and that
validation will be often a process of methodological criticism (e.g.
the critique of "The Limits to Growth" by Cole et al., 1973; see §
9.4.2).

In § 9.4, the validation methodology is used to consider the

validity and validation of models in four illustrative areas of modelbased research in the social sciences.
9.3.2 Outline of the validation methodology
The validation methodology is depicted in fig. 9.1.

Each box

in the diagram represents a different validation stage and the system
atic logical progression of validation proceeds down the page.
However, in practice the results of a particular stage of validation
may be used to alter the model (or even more general aspects such
as modelling objectives or the intended range of application,^.) and
in principle forward or reverse methodological steps may be made between
any stages (this is discussed more fully in Chapter 4,J 4.4.1).

Each

stage of the methodology is discussed separately below.
9.3.2.1

Preliminary considerations

The first stage of the methodology consists of a detailed analysis
of the modelling objectives and the available data and theory.

This

stage should clarify how well the intended range of application
is understood.

If a model is highly innovative,

(J^)

may be possibly

only well defined with the help of the model and validation tests
will have to be more stringent than usual.

The appropriate validity
is '

criteria and validation tests and their relative importance should be
identified at this stage.

For instance, a model that is based on a

domain (field of research) that is empirically oriented and which is to
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be used for utilitarian objectives (e.g. econometric models, see
f 9.4.1) will be mainly concerned with empirical validation
(/ 9.3.2.3.1) and pragmatic assessment (y^ 9.3.2.5) .

Differences

between approaches emerge clearly in the preliminary considerations
(e.g. critical theorists taking the heuristic validation/theoretical
tests

route).

Other aspects that may be considered at this

stage which are important at later stages include: identification
of theoretical problems associated with the domain (e.g. apparently
inconsistent theories); and areas of

in which available data are

uncertain, inadequate, or unavailable.
9.3.2.2 Necessary conditions and initial stability tests
The necessary conditions are the satisfaction of internal
validity criteria of consistency and algorithmic/simulation validity
(see Chapter 4), which are self-evident and easily checked.

In a

complex model simulated on a computer it is very important that these
tests are made since obvious mistakes can be easily hidden and there
is a tendency to trust even the strangest results from a large model.
The initial stability tests apply to a mathematical model or computer
simulation and require that the model be reasonably stable in
preliminary solutions or simulation runs.

Stability tests require

careful consideration in models of social systems since it is possible
that

is not itself fundamentally stable (see 3

9.3.2.3.3).

9.3.2.3 Representational validation
Representational validation consists of the application of
empirical ( §

9.3.2.3.1) and theoretical ( §

9.3.2.3.2) criteria.

Detailed stability and sensitivity tests are also included
(J

9.3.2.3.3), and these may be considered to apply both empirical

and theoretical validity criteria (see fig. 9.1).

This stage of the

methodology is concerned with the extent to which the model represents
the intended range of application,$r .

The empirically validated

range of application,^» of the model is the portion of £ x which has
satisfied the appropriate empirical tests, (S^may be described as
the "empirical support" of the model).
9.3.2.3.1 Empirical validation
Empirical validation is the comparison of the model (form,
function, and behaviour) with empirical data from $£■ .

Closely

associated with these comparisons is a programme of empirical research
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aimed at extending the empirical information available from

.

Quite often this programme will be structured with the aid of the
model (e.g. in devising new data types).

Empirical validity criteria

require that the model and data should match to within data uncertainty
over the spatio-temporal resolution of

.

A suitable methodology

for empirical validation, which proceeds from qualitative comparisons
to feature analysis to time series comparisons and parameter estimation,
is the ^-methodology developed in Chapter 5 (§5.2).

In the long-term

it is the occasional touches of a research programme with reality
through empirical validation that provides an epistemological basis.
Typical problems of empirical validation of models in the social
sciences are associated with the generality of models and the
inadequacy of available data.

A model which describes a social or

political situation in general may have to be augmented by additional
hypotheses, initial conditions, constraints, etc. in order to represent
a particular instance of the general situation.

These additions are

necessary in order to validate empirically such a model.

There may be

insufficient data for validation for both practical and theoretical
reasons.

As discussed in i 9.2.1, many variables (concepts) used in

theories and models in the social sciences cannot be measured, and a
large part of the empirical validation of many models will be concerned
with the extent to which operational techniques can be developed for
the measurement of previously unmeasurable variables in the model.
It is possible to disassemble some models such that each submodel
may be validated separately, and the overall validation can be struc
tured hierarchically by the gradual reassembly of the model.

This

allows a clear identification of the areas of validity and uncertainty
in the model.

However, many phenomena in social systems are highly

recursive and interdependent, and this approach may not always be
feasible.

In this case, empirical validation can only be performed

on the model as a whole and this makes its validity even more problematic.
One of the strongest tests of empirical validity occurs when a
Prediction of the model subsequently takes place.

This is partic

ularly effective when the prediction is of a rare or unusual event.
9.3.2.3.2 Theoretical tests
Theoretical tests consist of checks of model coherency with
existing theories or models, and other critical considerations.
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One of the difficulties is the existence of multiple, conflicting
theories that occur in the social sciences.

Occasionally, a model

may allow such conflicting theories to be integrated, but in general
the model has to be compared with the theory that is considered
"best".

The enforcement of theoretical validity criteria depends on

how well established current theories are, a point which should
emerge from the preliminary considerations ( § 9.3.2.1).

If a model

does not cohere well with existing theories it must be validated
in other ways - i.e. by empirical (i 9.3.2.3.1) or heuristic

-

(3 9.3.2.4) validation.
9.3.2.3.3 Stability and sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis is concerned with the extent to which
global properties of a dynamic model are retained despite small
variations in parameter values, initial conditions, structure, etc.
A full description of the available techniques and their uses in
model validation is given in Chapter 5 ( § 5.2.4.2).

Some additional

comments will be made here on the use of these techniques in validating
models in the social sciences.

Frequently, because of data and theory

problems, sensitivity analysis is the main focus of model validation
(see J

9.4.3).
Most models in the social sciences are highly nonlinear.

Consequently, the sensitivity of the model to one parameter (or initial
condition, etc.) is often highly dependent on at least one other
parameter in a way that fundamentally cannot occur in a linear system.
Many sensitivity analysis techniques (e.g. analytic solutions of
Tomoric's sensitivity equations, or systematic perturbation methods)
vary one parameter at a time from its nominal value and therefore
may not always expose

the dramatic changes than can occur when two

or more parameters change slightly together.

One-by—one parameter

variation methods steer blind orthogonal courses through the rich
diversity of nonlinear phenomena.

A similar criticism can be raised

against methods of uncertainty transmission through nonlinear systems
based on first-order Taylor approximations (and the Jacobian matrix)
or perturbation techniques.

Ideally, the sensitivity of global

Properties (such as stability) are determined by topological methods,
but this is rarely possible in complex models.

An alternative solution

is to use Monte Carlo model simulations (see § 5.2.4.2) or analytic
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techniques in which a set of parameters may be varied simultaneously.
Another problem is whether the global property, taken as an
indicator of the model's validity

(theoretical or empirical), actually

occurs in the intended range of application ( %t ) .

For instance,

if it is assumed that a certain socio-economic structure is stable,
this may imply a conservative, or regularative, social theory which
may be criticised.

Global, or

"systems", properties of a model and

£j- should not be accepted as a prior assumption but should be the
subject of both theoretical and empirical investigation.

If a model

has received adequate theoretical and empirical validation over & r ,
and contains certain systems properties (e.g. stability, oscillations,
catastrophes, etc.), these properties may also be ascribed to

.

Conversely, a critical test of a model is in matching its global
qualitative properties to those of

.

Since models are the most

effective means of studying complex interactions, they therefore also
provide an epistemological basis for the investigation of systems in
systems science.
9.3.2.4 Heuristic validation
Most social science models have neither a complete theoretical
nor an adequate data fcase against which to be validated.

The main

assessments of these models are made in heuristic terms, i.e. the
extent to which a model is a tool for understanding and discovery.
Heuristic considerations form part of the day to day activities of all
scientific research and are, in effect "good scientific reasoning
patterns".

Whilst there are a very large number of good heuristics,

it is nevertheless possible to identify a small number of criteria
to determine the heuristic potential of a model which are fairly
objective.

These criteria recognise that a model forms part of a series

of models, or an ongoing research programme.

The following criteria

may be used to test whether a model has heuristic potential:
(i)

The model has an increased range of application over its
predecessor, i.e. £ r (*-) Z>

(ii)

The empirical support of the model is greater than its
predecessor, i.e.

<)

(iii) The model helps improve the understanding of the phenomena
of interest.

(This is difficult to specify, probably because
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the nature of scientific explanation is not well understood.
A helpful way to approach this, however, is to examine the
range of questions which can be posed and answered with the
model.

In some senses, a model imparts an understanding of

the system as a whole.

Additional considerations may be of

the theoretical elegance or conceptual simplicity of the model).
(iv)

The model allows the examination of hypothetical, "what-wouldhave-happened-if-worlds"; a pseudo-experiment; counterfactuals.

(v)

An empirical research programme is initiated, sustained ,'' and
structured as a consequence of the model.

(An example is

when a theoretical concept is expressed as a model variable
which is then measurable).
(vi)

The model allows a clearer definition of

» (i-e. it provides

a good conceptual model, see (iii)).
(vii) An outstanding problem in the domain (field of research) is
solved by the model (e.g. some previously unexplained phenomena,
or conflicting theories).
(viii) The model leads to a "better" set of problems and new modelling
objectives (i.e. the model may fail tests of representational
validity yet suggests new directions for research).
At first sight it seems that a model should satisfy heuristic
criteria positively and not negatively (e.g. as a consequence of
the critical outcry against a very bad model, see § 9.4.2).

However,

in the long run, bad models are probably fundamental to the dialectic
of science.
9.3.2.5 Pragmatic assessment
The pragmatic validity of a model (with utilitarian objectives)
for use in a wider system of interest (SOI) may be assessed in
critical terms, or by ex post validation after the model has been used
and data are available on its effect (see Chapter 5, / 5.5).

Examples

of models with utilitarian objectives occur in econometrics ( J 9.4.1)
and soft systems methodology ( f 9.4.4).

Although it is possible to

validate this type of model purely pragmatically, without regard to
scientific validity (heuristic and representational), the view taken
here is that scientific validity is essential for successful utilitarian
application.
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9.3.2.6 Concluding the methodology
The validation methodology forms part of the overall modelling
methodology of a model.

In many areas of the social sciences theories

models and data are in a developmental stage (e.g. world modelling,
conflict dynamics) and a final, definitive conclusion on the validity
of a model may be inappropriate.

However, a summary of the results

could be produced that includes the following points:
(i)

Whether the empirical support, %/

(the empirically valid range
••

of application), of the model can be determined and, if so, its
extent.
(ii)

New empirical information available, (including new data
representation devices) .

(iii) Theoretical advances.
(iv)

The appropriateness of modelling and proposals for future
development.

9.4

The Validity and Validation of Models in Four Illustrative
Areas of Modelling in the Social Sciences
The four areas of modelling in the social sciences that have been

selected for illustration are econometrics ( £
( / 9.4.2), conflict dynamics ( j
models in general (/ 9.4.4).

9.4.1), world modelling

9.4.3), and the use of analogical

The aim is to analyse the different models

within the framework of the validation methodology (/9.3) and, in
some cases, to suggest additional validation tests that should be
performed.

(Each area will be discussed only in sufficient detail

to introduce aspects of model validity and validation and is not
intended as a balanced introduction to the subject area).
9.4.1 Econometric modelling
Econometric models were originally devised in order to test
economic theories (such as Keynes' ).

Today, however, they are intended

primarily for utilitarian objectives - the control or management of an
economy, avoidance of economically unsatisfactory situations (e.g.
inflation), etc. and do this by providing predictions of the state of
an economic system beyond the present time.

An econometric model is

so called because the variables that occur in it are all measurable,
and consists of a set of simultaneous difference equations (relating
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groups of variables) and a large data base.

The equations are fitted

to the data using statistical techniques, and the process is repeated
continually as the data base is enlarged (a good reference on
econometrics is Desai, 1976).

Econometricians generally assume that

expanding the data base will eventually lead to models with predictive
validity.

The complexity of current econometric models and data

bases can only be handled on large computers (e.g. the Treasury,
Cambridge, and Wharton models).

The range of application ( ^jr) of an

econometric model may be the economic system of a town, region,
country, or international trade, but in all cases the model will be
a highly aggregated representation of the economic events that occur.
The system of interest (SOI) is the economic system ( ^ ), of course,
but in addition it includes the political and social systems that are
highly important in any economic decision.
The objectives and empirical basis of econometric models suggests
that validation should focus on empirical tests and, to some extent,
pragmatic assessment (see fig. 9.1).

Econometric models have received

a great deal of empirical validation using statistical techniques
(e.g. Naylor et al., 1966; Young et al., 1973; Desai, 1976) to the
extent that a good fit to existing data is often considered to be
the sole criterion of-validity (Friedman, 1953).

The predictive

validity of a model may be assessed by comparison with historical
data, and with new data when it becomes available.

This approach

hinges on the false assumption that a data base can be built which
will eventually contain details of the range of all possible economic
behaviour.
An alternative approach in empirical validation is to examine
the ability of econometric models to reproduce key features or
qualitative events ("turning points" , House, 1974) in historical
data as well as having good overall statistical fit.

This can

establish that the relationships, or mechanisms, in the model actually
occur in the economic system and are not arbitrary equations which
happen to reproduce data (Berlinski, 1976).

The econometric model

then becomes effectively a tool for theory development.

The insight

provided into a critical event may be far more valuable than the
accurate prediction of a period of economic calm.

Although there is

an increasing emphasis on these other aspects of validity (theoretical
and heuristic) in econometrics (e.g. House, 1974; Desai, 1976),
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econometric models have not yet generated new theories which allow
complex economic systems to be better understood.

(In fact, most

econometric models are implicitly based on Keynesian economic
theory).

(By contrast, meteorological modelling, which has a similar

structure - large data bases, simultaneous finite difference models,
a complex global data acquisition network - has always paid attention
to the use of large models for theory testing and development, and
new theories, particularly of global climatological patterns, have
emerged; Monin, 1972).

The knowledge that a model embodies a good

understanding of the economic system also increases the confidence
in the empirical validity of predictions beyond the validation
interval.
One of the main problems in the theoretical assessment of
econometric models is that of aggregation; the extent to which
variables may be lumped together in global models or theories
(macroeconomics) yet still satisfy small scale theories
(microeconomics).

Leontief derived conditions (in terms of the

marginal rates of substitution of economic variables) under which
aggregation is valid, however this can be shown to limit permissive
functions to the linear kind only (Green, 1964).

Aggregation problems

occur in many models in the social sciences (e.g. world models,
i 9.4.2).
To sum up: econometric models are data-based and the main thrust
of validation is empirical (statistical comparisons).

However,

theoretical tests are important and this is reflected in the growing
emphasis in empirical validation on the reproduction of critical
turning points which provide good evidence of the validity of the
funcitonal relationships or mechanisms in a model.

On the whole,

econometric models are too large and institutionalised for heuristic
validity to be an important factor for acceptability although, in
principle, they do offer tremendous scope for empirical research and
theoretical development (two important heuristic criteria).
9.4.2 World modelling - "The Limits to Growth"
In response to the Club of Rome's "Project on the Predicament
of Mankind", a team of scientists led by Professor Meadows of MIT
developed a world model in an attempt to investigate the likely
changes of the world's population, capital, agricultural and natural
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resources, and pollution over the next 100-150 years.

The model

(known as "World 3") was based on that of Forrester ("World 2", 1971).
The findings of Meadows and his group were first published, strangely,
in a popular account, "The Limits to Growth" (Meadows et al., 1972),
in which the dramatic growth and eventual collapse of the world's
population before the year 2100 was dogmatically predicted.

The full

technical report (Meadows et al., 1974), in which the results of a
wider range of simulation runs and scenarios were presented, was rather
less dogmatic and more cautious but nevertheless predicted the same
"behaviour mode" of eventual collapse.
Both World 2 and World 3 were formulated using Forrester's
"Systems Dynamics" technique (Forrester, 1968), which is basically
a way of constructing first order differential equations that allows
multiplicative interactions of variables.

World 2, which Forrester

developed on the basis of his own common sense insight (Forrester,
1971), consists of five sectors: population, capital (economics),
agriculture, natural resources, and pollution.
based on currently accepted theories or data.

World 2 was not
Meadows' World 3 has

the same basic structure as World 2 but is much more elaborate
containing about three times as many mathematical equations and many
of the numerical relationships are estimated for empirical data
(Meadows et al., 1972, 1974).

Although the complete model is

complicated, many variables in the model represent gross aggregations
(such as developed and third world economies) and many of the
submodels are highly elementary (e.g. the population dynamics).
On the basis of historical data (from 1900-1970) both models
may be run forward in order to project current trends - the so-called
"standard run" (Meadows et al., 1972, p.124).

This run "assumes no

major change in the physical, economic, or social relationships which
have historically governed the development of the world system"
(Meadows et al., 1972).

World 2 and World 3 predict a massive growth

in the world's population and pollution followed by a severe collapse
before 2100.

In "The Limits to Growth", the standard run is followed

by a series of modifications to World 3 which attempt to produce a
stable equilibrium without collapse.

The measures which are apparently

required to avoid the prospect of doom include a drastic reduction of
the birth rate and a cessation of industrial growth.
The two world models have received a great deal of criticism
since they were originally published.
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This was particularly fuelled

by the dogmatic, assertive, pseudo-scientific claims of "The Limits
to Growth".

The best collection of criticism is the book edited

by Cole, Freeman, Jahoda, and Pavitt (1973) in which the model
(World 3) is assessed from technical, theoretical, and ideological
viewpoints.

Berlinski (1976) criticised the mathematical basis of

systems dynamics in terms of the theory of dynamical systems.
Rather than review the main criticisms of the world models, World 3
(i.e. the model developed by Meadows et al. and reported in "The
Limits to Growth") will be assessed in terms of each stage of the
validation methodology outlined in § 9.3.

The five stages to be

considered are: (i) necessary conditions; (ii) empirical validation,
(iii) theoretical tests; (iv) sensitivity analysis, and (v)
heuristic assessment.
(i)

Necessary conditions
The consistency validity criterion requires that a model

should contain or entail no contradictions and is usually satisfied
very simply, however Julien, Freeman, and Cooper (in Cole et al;
1973, Chapter 6) showed that the capital submodel contained many
internal inconsistencies which were partly responsible for the over
shoot and collapse response.

No errors arose in the simulation of

the equations (i.e. algorithmic/simulation criteria) using an Euler
system since all the time constraints in World 3 are long.

However,

if fast dynamics are included an Euler system will probably result
in errors.
(ii)

Empirical validation
Meadows et al. (1972) use the response of the standard run

from 1900-1970 as evidence for the empirical validity of the model.
Since there are no constraints on time in the model it should also
be capable of predicting backwards in time but, as Cole and Curnow
(Cole et al., 1973) demonstrated,the original model shows a catas
trophic

collapse from an infinite population in 1880.

Furthermore,

if the model run is started 30 years earlier, say, the date of the
eventual collapse is brough forward by 30 years.
started in 1850, the collapse would occur in 1970.

If the model was
These results show

that the model is not capable of reproducing periods of historical
data in general and its good fit to the 1900-1970 period in the
standard run is purely fortuitous.
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(iii) Theoretical tests
While the model fails to satisfy empirical validity criteria, its
emergence from theoretical tests is even worse.

The two submodels

which are most strongly attacked are those representing population
and capital.

The population submodel basically follows Malthus' ideas

on population expressed in 1830 and is not based on currently accepted
demographic theories; in particular, it omits many important social
feedback loops on the control of birth rate.

Similarly, the capital

submodel does not make full use of empirically validated economic
theory and is very rigid.

The aggregation of the developed and

third world countries in the model eliminates the possibility of
investigating many important crisis situations (e.g. the oil crisis).
Other areas of the model that are theoretically inadequate are the
pollution and available resources sectors.

In addition, technological

change is treated as an exogenous factor yet this has tremendous
impact on the model's behaviour.

The theoretical inadequacies can

be traced largely to the omission of social and political processes
in the model which have a profound impact on the world system.
In theoretical terms, therefore, the model is invalid.

This

could be justified if the model had passed some fairly stringent
empirical tests (which it hasn't) or if it offered tremendous
heuristic potential.
(iv)

Sensitivity analysis
Meadows et al. (1972) offer additional confirmation of the

basic behaviour mode in a series of sensitivity tests in which
certain parameters (such as available natural resources) are varied
by large amounts.

Despite these changes the model still exhibits

the overshoot and collapse pattern.

It is interesting that this

feature is cited as evidence of the validity of the model (Meadows
et al., 1972, p.121).

Usually, if a model of a dynamic system which

has been evolving (but relatively stable) exhibits a rapid instab
ility it is rejected as invalid.

Cole and Curnow (in Cole et al.,

1973) repeated the sensitivity tests and in addition simulated the
model with a number of parameters changed simultaneously by small
amounts.

In some of these latter tests parameters were also varied

slowly with time in order to introduce adaptive social and tech
nological feedbacks into the model.
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Under these circumstances the

model no longer exhibits the overshoot-collapse behaviour.
In effect, the standard run of World 3 is driven hard into
growth and early collapse by the rigid capital and population submodels.
If these submodels are made slightly more elastic, or adaptive, by
relatively small parameter changes the model will run for centuries
without catastrophe.

Sensitivity analysis reveals the dogmatic

assertions on the impending catastrophe to be without foundation,
in terms of the model itself.
There is a lesson here for the sensitivity analysis of nonlinear
models.

Tests in which separate parameters are individually varied

(even by large amounts) at the beginning of a run will not in general
reveal the complete range of the model's behaviour.

It is therefore

very important to perform sensitivity tests in which more than one
parameter is varied in each run and, if possible, to investigate
the effect of time-varying parameter changes.
(v)

Heuristic assessment
Having failed all the other validation tests, the only possible

redeeming feature for World 3 is that of heuristic validity.
unately the story is the same.

Unfort

The gross aggregation of the model

virtually precludes interesting theoretical development and does
not help understanding of the real physical, social, and political
issues involved in global dynamics.

Although the model requires a

great deal of data this is at such an aggregated level which makes
it useless for any further research.
As it stands, World 3 fails every stage in the validation
methodology of § 9.3.

Paradoxically, the very badness of the model

has generated a tremendous critical response which has exposed many
of the problems inherent in world modelling and indicated legitimate
directions for future research.

"Thinking about the Future" (Cole

et al., 1973) is a far more valuable and scientifically acceptable
book than "The Limits to Growth" (Meadows et al., 1972), but it
would never have been written if the latter had not been published
in the first place.
9.4.3 Modelling bicommural conflict
In this section a model of bicommunal political system is
examined.

The model, which was developed in the Department of Systems

Science, has a triadic structure consisting of submodels of the
dominant community, the economic subsystem, and the dominated community
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(Not

, Mitchell, and Janes, 1974).

Recent work has focussed on

the dominated community, the community that is assumed to be less
powerful with respect to numbers, organisation, and mobilisable
resources (Bowers, Mitchell, and Webb, 1978,1979,1980).

The model

of the dominated community was formulated mathematically using
Forrester's technique of Systems Dynamics (Forrester, 1968).

The main

objectives of this work have been: (i) to observe the dynamics
of conflict, (ii) to identify "opt-out" points on the conflict
spiral; and (iii) to investigate the potentialities of dynamic?
systems analysis in a complex area with high recursivity (Bowers,
Mitchell, and Webb 1979a). (Detailed description of the model,
including its theoretical basis, is given in Bowers et al., 1979a,
the results of the initial simulation runs in 1978, and a readable
summary of the work in 1979b).
The present stage of development of the model of the dominated
community will now be assessed using the validation methodology of
§ 9.3 (fig. 9.1).

As with the world model ( § 9.4.2) the following

aspects are considered: (i) necessary conditions, (ii) empirical
validation; (iii) theoretical tests; (iv) sensitivity analysis;
and (v) heuristic assessment.

Each corresponds to a different

concept of validity (see Chapter 4).
(i)

Necessary conditions
Clearly the model contains no obvious contradictions.however it

is very difficult to exhaust all the possibilities of inherent
inconsistencies.

The simulation of the model's equations uses an

Euler system (Bowers et al., 1979, p.15, following Forrester, 1968).
Given the nature of conflict (e.g. uncontrolled positive feedbacks)
it is likely that rapid dynamics may suddenly occur.
system the shortest time constants
Euler step chosen accordingly.

In a linear

can be determined and the

However, in nonlinear systems, the

dynamics are functions of the state variables (especially using the
multiplicative techniques of systems dynamics) and extremely fast
dynamics may occur (as in catastrophe).

Under these circumstances

there is no guarantee that an Euler system will reproduce the full
range of nonlinear behaviour and it may lead to cummulative integration
errors.

Some topological considerations of the mathematical

equations should be made to check the nature of likely structural
change.

(These are minor points, but clear omissions).
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(ii)

Empirical validation
The model is effectively a development of a number of theories

of political conflict into mathematical form.

Consequently, many of

the model variables were not previously measurable ( i.e.on a numerical
scale).

Empirical validation for such a model does not consist simply

in the comparison of the model with data (from a specific conflict
situation) but includes the empirical research which attempts to
operationalise the measurement of model variables; in effect, the model
shapes the empirical investigation.

The lengthy report of Mitchell

and Webb (1978) demonstrates that empirical references for the model
variables can be defined and scales and indices for their measure
ment constructed (some are admittedly subjective).

An interesting

outcome of this work was in the measurement and meaning of political
ideology determined from paragraph analysis of documents of the
Scottish National Party using graph theory (Farbey, Mitchell, and
Webb, 1979).

This introduces a new data type (i.e. symbolic relational

structure) and appears to have general application to the measurement
ideology from documents as well as in the semantic analysis of
domain—specific documents (Farbey et al., 1980).
The comparison of the model's response with data collected
from a conflict situation (using the new measures) has not yet
been made.

The model is a general model of bicommunal conflict and

does not represent a specific conflict situation.

In order to do so

it will have to be augmented with additional submodels and specific
constraints of the situation will have to be applied.
data base of time series data is also required.

An appropriate

When the comparisons

are eventually made emphasis should be placed on the reproduction
of important qualitative features (such as conflict growth) before
statistical comparisons.

If the empirical validity is established

in a number of cases (e.g. Scottish nationalism, the Basque Community
in Spain, and the Flemish community in Belgium) and if the number
of additional submodels required in each is not too large, then it
will be legitimate to claim that the model has some general empirical
validity.

It is highly unlikely, of course, that the model will

predict the outcomes of real conflict situations very accurately
because it is deterministic whereas social and political processes
have an obviously stochastic nature.
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(iii) Theoretical tests
Whilst World 3 paid almost total disregard to accepted theories
( § 9.4.2), systems dynamics was used in bicommunal conflict modelling
as a means of extending verbal political theories into mathematical
form.

Consequently, much attention was given to the coherence of the

model with theories of political conflict.

The model expanded the

theoretical description of conflict into a number of levels such
that theories which had previously been regarded as incompatible
or contradictory were resolved and integrated within the framework
of the model (Bowers, Mitchell, and Webb, 1980).
(iv)

Sensitivity analysis
Most of the validation tests carried out on the model have

concerned sensitivity analysis.

These have involved changing a

parameter value, initial condition, etc. and observing the effect on
the stability of the model.

The difficulty of interpreting sensitivity

analysis results in the context of models in the social sciences has
been discussed earlier in this Chapter.

The problems range from

whether or not the subject of the model,

S^.

, is inherently stable

to the incredibly wide range of sensitivity tests that can be performed
on nonlinear dynamic models.
(v)

Heuristic assessment
A number of heuristic validity criteria were described in

J 9.3.2.4.

For an ihnovative or highly developmental model these

criteria are by far the most important (see Chapters 4 and 5).

In

the physical sciences models eventually converge to correspondence
with empirical data, which then becomes the most important criterion.
Given the complexity of social and political systems it seems unlikely
that this convergence will take place during the lifetime of an
individual model.

Throughout the many reports on bicommunal modelling

there is an underlying theme that the results must be judged
heuristically by the insights they afford into conflict situations.
However, there is a tremendous asymmetry between the formal, precise
treatments of modelling, the sensitivity tests, and measurement and
the rather ill-structured assessments of heuristic validity or potential.
Contrary to the implicit assumption, heuristic criteria are not
vague but can be given precise expression ( § 9.3.2.4) which allows
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a fairly objective assessment of the heuristic validity of a model.
The following aspects will be considered: (a) theoretical advance;
(b) empirical support, (c) understanding; (d) problem shifts; (e)
empirical research; (f) new directions for research.
(a)

Theoretical advance
The model allows a clearer definition of ^

and extends the

resolution with which it may be described theoretically; i.e. it
is a theoretical elaboration (this includes the mathematical
expression of verbal theory) and advance.
(b)

Empirical support
Although the empirically valid range of application (or empirical

support),

, has not yet been determined, substantial progress has

been made towards the operational procedures for measuring model
variables which will soon make this possible.
(c)

Understanding
In vague terms it can be said that the model advances the

understanding of political conflict situations.

More precisely, it

offers an increased potential for explanation by offering an expanded
repertoire of questions which may be posed and answered concerning
such situations.

In jargon, more " counterf actuals" and their

consequences can be examined than with previous theories of conflict.
(d)

Problem shifts
Prior to the model a perceived problem in the domain of political

conflict was the incompatibility of existing theories.

In integrating

a number of theories, the model effectively solved this problem.
(e)

Empirical research
In operationalising the measurement of variables, the model

helps to structure empirical investigation of dynamic conflict
situations.

Particularly successful results were associated with

the use of graph theory in the measurement of ideology.
(f)

New directions of research
In addition to further validation tests, the model is to

be used to investigate what combination of conditions are necessary
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to stimulate a mass-movement in a conflict situation.

An attempt

is to be made to reduce the submodel of the dominated community and
to simulate it with the dominant and economic system submodels
(Bowers et al., 1979b).
In conclusion, the model emerges positively from the heuristic
and theoretical tests in the validation methodology.

Although

empirical validation has still to include empirical comparisons,
results so far are encouraging.

On another level, the conclusions

appear to offer partial evidence for the applicability of systems
dynamics techniques to problems in the social sciences.

However, this

undervalues considerably the interaction of scientific judgement and
technical skills of the individual workers in the research team.
Comparing the positive results of this model with the criticisms of
the world models ( S

9.4.2), both of which use systems dynamics,

it is clear that the use of this technique is purely incidental
and that there are other more fundamental theoretical and methodological
factors involved.
9.4.4 Analogical models
An analogical model is one whose subject is different from its
source.

This involves the transfer of a model (or modelling techniques)

from one domain in which it has been developed to a new domain.

A

basis for the use of analogical models is the perception of theoretical
and empirical similarities between the two domains.

Although analogical

modelling is an important feature of all science, it is perhaps
most widely used in systems science, particularly when applied to
social systems.
When an analogical model is introduced into a new domain it
effectively gives a new explanation or theory as a whole.

This type

of model raises interesting problems of model validity and validation
(and epistemology) which were discussed in Chapter 3 ( § 3.4.5).
Examples of analogical models are control system models in biology
and dynamic mathematical models introduced into the social sciences.
At first it is unlikely that theoretical or empirical validity
criteria could be applied to an analogical model (e.g. if the model's
data type requirements exceeded the available data types in the new
domain).

Validation must proceed mainly heuristically (as with the

conflict model, £

9.4.3) until appropriate measurement systems have
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been developed.

Gradually, if a model is accepted, it will be

gradually changed and integrated into the domain.

By the time it

satisfies empirical correspondence tests it may have changed
significantly from its original form and will no longer be analogical
In systems science, analogical models are frequently used
for utilitarian objectives (i.e. in improving, modifying or designing
a system of interest).

Checkland's soft systems methodology for

"real world problem solving" (Checkland, 1972) suggests the use of
organismic models such as that of Beer (1972) or models based '
on his "human activity system".

According to Checkland these models

must be assessed according to how they contribute to the solution
of the problem and not as representations of an
he advocates pragmatic validity criteria alone.

.

In other words

M'Pherson's

"protosystem" (M'Pherson, 1980) is another example of an analogical
model for problem solving.

Whilst M'Pherson includes empirical

as well as pragmatic validity criteria, heuristic and theoretical
validity criteria, which are crucially important, are omitted.
Checkland's and M'Pherson's methodologies concentrate so much on
solving the real-world problem that the reason for the use of a
model becomes obscured.

Surely it is simply this: a model embodies

scientific understanding or explanation, and understanding is a
pre-requisite for effecting change.
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9.5

Conclusions
After considering some general features of laws, theories,

models, and data in the social sciences ( § 9.2.1), it was clear
that validity could not be equated simply with empirical correspondence
or theoretical coherence ( § 9.2.2).

A validation methodology was

presented which was based on the theory of model validity (Chapter 4)
and included the full range of validity criteria ( § 9.3).

This

methodology is original in that an emphasis is placed on the importance
*

of heuristic assessment for innovative models.

In £ 9.4, the validation methodology was used successfully
to examine the validity and validation of models in four illustrative
areas of modelling in the social sciences.

In particular, the

methodology explained the inadequacies of world models ( # 9.4.2) and
illustrated the potentialities of nonlinear dynamic mathematical
modelling of bicommunal political systems ( §

9.4.3).

These results

may be taken as evidence that the multidimensional concept of model
validity, and the conceptual framework of the theory of model
validity, proposed in Chapter 4 has meaning for models in the social
sciences.

In addition, the validation methodology could be used

to structure the validation of such models in the future.
This Chapter concludes the four case studies.

The first

three case studies (Chapters 6, 7 and 8) dealt with the validity
and validation of three mathematical models in biology in considerable
detail and demonstrated the applicability of the theory of model
validity in that area.

In developing the theory it was intended

that it should apply to models generally in science (and
engineering).

The results of this Chapter confirm that the theory

is also applicable to models in the social sciences, a particularly
problematic area, which is an encouraging sign for its generality.
In the next Chapter, some methodological, theoretical, and practical
implications of the work reported in the last six Chapters on
modelling and validation in systems science and biomedicine will be
examined.
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CHAPTER 10
METHODOLOGICAL, THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL
IMPLICATIONS FOR MODELLING AND VALIDATION IN
SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND BIOMEDICINE

10.1

Introduction
The previous six chapters have presented a great deal of methodo-

logical investigation and detailed practical validation case studies.
(in Chapter 4, a theory of model validity was developed which explicated
validity as a multi-dimensional concept and provided a conceptual frame
work for the analysis of model validity and validation.

This was used

in Chapter 5 to devise methodologies suitable for the validation of
models with a range of objectives and at different stages of develop
ment.

Chapters 6, 7 and 8 consisted of the practical validation of

three biological models, and, in Chapter 9, some aspects of model vali
dity and validation in the social sciences were considered generally, and
with reference to some illustrative areas.)

In this chapter, the impli

cations of the results of this work on methodological, theoretical, and
practical aspects of modelling and validation in systems science and bio
medicine will be examined.

The aim is to show how research in both areas

can benefit from, or be guided by, these results in particular, and this
type of methodological study in general.

Firstly, however, a brief sum

mary will be made of the theory of model validity.
In the theory of model validity (Chapter 4), a valid model is defined
as one which satisfies its modelling objectives.

The latter are classified

into scientific objectives (which are essentially concerned with the rep
resentation and understanding of phenomena) and utilitarian objectives
(which are concerned with the creation or improvement of a system, solving
practical problems, etc.).

Validity criteria (or tests for model validity)

are classified into internal and external criteria.

Internal criteria

consist of consistency and algorithmic (or simulation) criteria and are
necessary prerequisites.

External criteria are contingent (dependent upon

factors external to the model, e.g. data or theories) and are further
classified as follows:

representational criteria, which consist of empirical

criteria (correspondence with empirical data) and theoretical criteria
(coherence with accepted theories or models);

heuristic criteria (which

examine the potential of a model for improved explanation, new research,
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etc.);

and pragmatic criteria (which are concerned with the extent to

which a model can lead to better design of a system, solution of a prac
tical problem, etc.).
concept of validity;

Each criterion may be equated with a different
the most common notion of validity as simply

empirical correspondence is replaced, therefore, by a richer multi
dimensional concept.

The relationship between modelling objectives and

appropriate validity criteria is articulated in the theory of model
validity, together with the requirements for, and constraints of, empirical
data (the theory contains a theory of data).

Throughout the theory, the

importance of the content and stage of development of the domain (field of
research associated with a model) in affecting a model and its validity
are emphasised.
The structure of the chapter is as follows:

in Section 10.2 the

possible benefits for systems science on a general methodological level
are examined.

Some more practical recommendations for modelling and

validation in biology and medicine are made in Section 10.3.

In effect

this section summarises the general conclusions made in Chapters 6, 7 and
8.

Finally, in Section 10.4, suggestions are made on the direction of

future research programmes into model validity and validation.

10.2

Benefits for Systems Science
The term "systems science" here refers to the loosely associated

areas known as "systems approaches to ....", "systems research", "systems
methodology" (hard and soft), etc.
systems science include:

The main features which characterise

(i) an attempt to deal with complex phenomena,

systems, and problems (both natural and artificial);

(ii) the develop

ment of a body of systems concepts and theories with wide applicability;
(iii) a commitment to synthesis as well as analysis;
across conventional disciplinary boundaries.

and (iv) working

Models (verbal and mathe

matical) provide a means of integrating knowledge, studying complex rela
tions and investigating global (or system) as well as local properties
and have therefore played an exceedingly important role in the development
of systems science.

Consequently, the results of this methodological

study into model validity and validation have direct implications for
systems science.

These will be examined at two levels:

firstly, the

implications for validation of systems models in specific application
areas;

and, secondly, the general methodological implications for systems

science as a whole.
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Various methodologies for model validation have been devised
(Chapter 5) and successfully applied to systems models in biology and
the social sciences (the conclusions on the validities of the models
vary considerably, however;

see Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9).

These methodo

logies are based on the theory of model validity which offers an increased
understanding of model validity.

(Some specific recommendations for

modelling and validation in biology and medicine are made in Section 10.3).
Systems models are invariably based on models or modelling techniques
developed in one area, or scientific domain (typically dynamical systems
theory, control theory, etc.), which are applied to phenomena or problems
in a different area (e.g. biology, social sciences).

This may represent

a theoretical advance (e.g. extension of theories, introduction of new
concepts, mathematical formalisation,etc.), and often the data require
ments of the model far exceed the available data in the new area.

Con

sequently model validity cannot be equated simply with empirical corres
pondence and/or theoretical coherence (e.g. as in the modelling of tech
nological (physical) systems).

Another problem for validation is that

the conventional approaches, objectives, and criteria of acceptability
in the new area may differ considerably from the area in which the model
or modelling techniques originate.

Some of the validation methodologies

were designed specifically to cope with these difficulties (the y-methodology
for models with a limited amount of theoretical and empirical innovation,
Section 5.4;

the e-methodology for highly innovative, or analogical, models,

Section 5.6;

and a general methodology for models in the social sciences;

Section 9.3).
(i)
(ii)

The main features of these methodologies are:

The inclusion of objective criteria for heuristic assessment.
Detailed considerations of modelling objectives, and data require
ments and availability.

(iii)

Theoretical validity tests if possible (it is not wise to ignore
existing theoretical achievements.

(iv)

Empirical validation conceived as an empirical research programme,
extending the available data types (i.e. devising new measure
ment systems) and making comparisons with the model when pos
sible.

(A methodology for model-data comparisons has also

been developed which ranges from qualitative tests through
feature space comparisons to model parameter estimation pro
cedures - the a-methodology, Section 5.2).
(v)

Pragmatic assessment for utilitarian modelling objectives.
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The emphasis in the present approach has been in creating valida
tion methodologies which expose and deal with the full extent of the
validation problem.

It is important to recognise that many stages of

validation (i.e. application of validity criteria) are fundamentally em
bedded in the overall process of model formulation and development, and
that validation is not simply a "bottom of the page" empirical calibra
tion procedure.

Consequently, if a model emerges badly from validation

(i.e. is "invalid") an improvement will probably require a change of the
modelling methodology as well as the model.

'

Models are increasingly complex - a consequence of the availability
of powerful computing facilities and the nature of systems science.
complex models require greater time for

More

formulation and validation.

Unfortunately, most development has occurred on the formulation side of
modelling in systems science rather than validation (this is probably
because in technical modelling of physical systems, where many of the
modelling techniques originate, models are based on well-established bodies
of theories and data, resulting in an automatic validity).

The validity

of complex systems models in areas such as biology, the social sciences,
etc. based on these techniques is therefore problematic (in other words,
there is an inadequate realisation of a model’s objectives).

The use of

the validation methodologies developed here will result in the inclusion
of critical validation tests at key points in modelling methodologies.
Hopefully this will result in an improved distribution of the limited
modelling resources so that a model will be more able to realise its
objectives.
On a general, or metatheoretical, level the theory of model validity
acts as a common conceptual framework for analysing models and validity
in all application areas of systems science.

This commonality was achieved

by broadening the concept of validity as used in different areas, including
heuristic and pragmatic validity, and relating validity to modelling
objectives, as opposed to a simplistic treatment of validity (e.g. validity
as empirical correspondence).

The conceptual framework can help in the

identification of both similarities and differences between systems models,
modelling techniques, and validity in different areas.

Thus it satisfies

the systemic research aim of unity at a metatheoretical level (i.e. a theory
of theories, or models)

and can determine the extent to which unity is

achieved at the level of theory, model, and methodology (e.g. do the systems
concepts such as feedback, stability, etc., have a general applicability?).
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It appears that the generality claimed for many systems models or concepts
is essentially analogical (i.e. the generality only holds for heuristic
validity), and has not been demonstrated for the full range of validity
criteria.
The problem of the definition and epistemology of "system" has also
been considered (see Sections 3.5.4, 4.4.2, and 9.4.4).

Definitions of

"system", by itself, are usually either trivial, or formal and overrestrictive (and ontologically dubious).

In practice, "system", is used

to refer vaguely to a collection (or grouping, assembly, etc.) of phenomena,
events, people, or objects which, for some reasons, are interesting as a
collection (or grouping, assembly, etc.) and not simply as individuals.
However, when used with an adjective, as in "l system", a precise set of
local and global, structural and functional properties is
I system is therefore a theoretical entity or model.

identified.

A

If a model M (which

is a E system) is used to represent an intended range of application,
then the decision as to whether or not %■ £

has the properties of a

I system will depend on the extent to which M has been validated.

The

formulation and validation of models therefore provides a legitimate
epistemological basis for the investigation of systems in systems science.
In separating E system .from

a difficult problem in the philosophy of

systems science is solved.

10,3

Recommendations for Modelling and Validation in Biology and Medicine
In this section, the conclusions of the validation studies of the

three biological models (Chapters 6, 7 and 8) will be briefly summarised,
and some recommendations for modelling and validation in biology and
medicine will be made that are based on the developments reported in this
thesis.
The objectives of the model of the human cardiovascular system
examined in Chapter 6 are scientific - the investigation of short-term
haemodynamics and pharmacodynamics in man.

The model is highly complex,

containing 61 first order differential equations and 159 algebraic equa
tions, and there is considerably insufficient physiological theory and
data available to validate it fully.

However, it was demonstrated that,

on the basis of current physiological understanding and available data,
the model had many defects.
drug submodels.

These were traced to the neural control and

This implies that there is scope for model improvement
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even though the theoretical/data base of the model is insufficient.
Although the high detail of the model requires an extension of available
data, the information this would yield is of very limited physiological
and medical significance.

If the model was simplified, the gap between

required and available data would be diminished and, more importantly,
greater confidence could be placed on the indirect validation of the
submodels of neural control and drug action.
By contrast, the model of the human renal-artificial kidney machine
«•

system (Chapter 7) has primarily utilitarian objectives - the improvement
of the health care of patients with kidney failure undergoing dialysis
therapy - although it is also intended for the study of renal control
processes in normal and disease states.

The model includes simple repre

sentations of the major control systems that are associated with the
kidneys (hormonal, fluidic, electrolytic, and thermal).

Most of these

are based on partial understanding and inadequate data (e.g. from animal
experiments) and are therefore a large source of uncertainty in the model.
Fortunately, many of these controllers do not operate when a patient is
in a state of severe renal failure, and the model yields fairly accurate
predictions for the major clinical variables during and between periods of
dialysis.

These predictions may be used to optimise dialysis therapy

(e.g. minimisation of time on dialysis and maximisation of time between
dialyses).

However, the accuracy of the model in this degenerate mode

does not justify the inclusion of the controllers.

The extra complexity

slightly undermines confidence in the predictions and makes model para
meter estimation very difficult and problematic.

This suggests that a

simpler model should be used for the clinical application, and the full
model for investigating normal renal control mechanisms.
The model of the human respiratory system assessed in Chapter 8 is
intended for the scientific objective of investigating respiratory control.
Many parts of the model (e.g. lung-gas exchange curves, blood gas dissocia
tion, etc.) are based on well— validated physiological theory.

In addition,

there is a long tradition of quantitative approach to respiratory physiology
and many of the model variables are measured in physiological laboratories.
Of the three biological models examined, the respiratory model is the one
most fully validated.

It is also possible to test (and reject) various

hypotheses for respiratory control using the model thereby directly satis
fying its main objective.
In making general recommendations for modelling and validation in
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biology and medicine, five separate topics will be considered:
tific objectives; (ii) clinical application;
(iv)

use of features;

(i) scien

(iii) models for teaching;

and (v) suites of models.

These recommendations

are made directly on the basis of the developments and results reported
in this thesis, in particular the theory of model validity, the validation
methodologies, and the results of the validation case studies.
(i)

Scientific objectives are associated with the use of a model for

understanding, explanation, stimulating experimental research, etc.
In biology, these objectives may require models to represent a system
accurately, on the one hand, or to be a heuristic device, on the other.
In the former case, the y-roetbodology (Section 5.4) for model validation
which systematically applies theoretical and empirical criteria to various
disassemblies of a model has proved to be a powerful and critical methodo
logy.

In comparing a general model with biological data from a particular

system or individual, the methods of feature space comparisons are very
useful (see Section 5.2, or (iv), below).

Many models are used in

theoretical biology to provide a new focus for theoretical or experimental
research and may be incommensurable with existing biological theory and
data (e.g. models of neural nets).

The e-methodology for model validation

(Section 5.6) which provides objective criteria for heuristic assessment
may be used in the initial validation of this type of model until new
data become available for empirical validation.
The aspects of biological systems which play a major role in control
and adaptation are the neural, hormonal, and genetic systems.
all areas in which understanding is still at an early stage.

These are
There is

tremendous scope here for the use of models as exploratory devices and to
introduce mathematical theory.

An example is the way in which different

neural control loops interact and are coordinated in the medulla.

The

overall effects on bodily systems of different types of hypothetical
interactions may be investigated using a model.

This may suggest critical

experiments that would not usually be undertaken within the conventional
areas of physiology.
(ii)

Models are being increasingly used in medicine for clinical appli

cations (i.e. a utilitarian modelling objective).

Major uses include the

optimisation of clinical measurement, or assay, systems;
or automation of diagnosis and prognosis;

the improvement

the improvement of therapy;

or the improvement of health-care in a wider sense.

Models for clinical

applications are generally simpler than those for scientific objectives
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and are attractive for a number of reasons.

Firstly, their simplicity

means that their data requirements match those available and the models
may be more fully validated empirically (i.e. in time-series comparisons).
Secondly, this allows a parameter estimation problem to be well-posed
and solved for system identification or indirect measurement.

Thirdly,

less time is spent on one model (this has the additional advantage that
there will be less tendency to retain a model, because of sunk costs,
after it has failed validation tests).

Fourthly, they may be simulated

on microcomputers which are widely available.

Finally, their conceptual

and mathematical basis is easily communicable.
A suitable validation methodology for clinical models is the 3methodology (Section 5.3) which has an emphasis on empirical tests (in
particular, those based on parameter estimation techniques).
important to consider the pragmatic validity of these models.

It is also
(Empirical

validation is concerned with the extent to which a model represents a
particular system;

pragmatic validation investigates

utilitarian objectives are satisfied.)

whether or not

The 6-methodology (Section 5.5)

provides a framework for the critical assessment and ex post evaluation
of a model.

For example, empirical validation will determine if a model

can correctly estimate parameters for an individual patient, whereas prag
matic validation will assess whether these parameter values promise, or
result in, improvements of diagnosis or therapy.
(iii)

Models may also be used for teaching purposes to represent some

physiological system under normal^pathological, or therapeutic conditions.
The validity of this type of model should be assessed in terms of their
didactic effect on the student.

Typically, the model is simulated on a

computer using an interactive program.

The representational validity of

this type of model can be relaxed — its behaviour should not appear dif
ferent from a physiological system, but it does not have to correspond
exactly to a particular instance - and, consequently, there is much
potential for models in this role.
(iv)

In comparing a general model of a type of biological system with

empirical data from individual systems, problems arise because of the
inherent variability of biological systems and phenomena.

Statistical

techniques may be used to obtain population averages, but this may filter
out important and interesting characteristics (especially dynamic phenomena
of variable timing).

An alternative approach is to define features of the

data obtained from biological systems which capture the important
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characteristics and, at the same time, reduce the variability between
individual systems (i.e. an effective normalisation procedure).

A general

method for comparing features of data and model in validation is included
in the a-methodology (Section 5.2).
(v)

One of the main problems for model validation in biology and medicine

occurs when a model has multiple objectives.

For example, the renal model

(Chapter 7) is required for investigating renal control mechanisms (a
scientific objective) and for improving renal dialysis therapy (a utilitarian objective).

It is quite likely that a single model will not fully

satisfy all its objectives.

In the case of the renal model, the two

objectives are clearly conflicting.

There is no reason why one large

model should be the only acceptable solution.

Instead, a set or suite of

interrelated models may be developed where each model has a different
objective.

Each model can be clearly validated against its single objec

tive and conflicting requirements can be eliminated.

Such a suite of

models could be stored in a single computer file together with an operating
or executive program and might consist of a small model for parameter esti
mation, a larger model for examining overall behaviour, and a probabilistic
decision model for diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy selection, for example.

10.4

Suggestions for Future Research Programmes
There are four distinct areas in which research on model validity

and validation may be undertaken:
(iii) theoretical aspects;
models.
sidered;
(i)

(i) philosophy;

(ii) methodology;

and (iv) validation case studies of individual

It benefits a research programme if more than one area is con
ideally, all four areas should be involved.

Philosophy.

The incorporation of the theory of model validity into

a theory of models, or modelling.

The epistemology of modelling, its

implications for model validity and validation, and for systems concepts
and theories in systems science.

This work should be based on a detailed

examination of actual scientific practice.
(ii)

Methodology.

The development of critical, effective validation

methodologies appropriate to specific application areas (e.g. physical,
biological, social, or political modelling) and which cover the full range
of validity criteria - internal, and external (empirical, theoretical, prag
matic and heuristic).

The results of the current study suggest that this

may involve changing overall modelling methodologies.
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An aim should be

the development of methodologies (joint model formulation/validation)
with which modelling objectives may be realised at the expense of minimum
use of resources (e.g. money, time, computing, data acquisition, etc.)
(iii)

Theoretical aspects.

bility

Further work on the problem of identifia-

(theoretical and practical aspects).

Classification of non

linear dynamic systems and their qualitative properties (extremely
important in model validation).
(iv)

Validation case studies.

Much understanding of the naturfe of model

validity and techniques for model validation can be obtained by selecting
a group of illustrative models from a particular research area as case
studies for validation.
were

In this thesis, the subjects for the case studies

biological models.

The next stage would be to consider in detail

other areas such as economic modelling or political modelling in which
model validity is more problematic (economics and econometrics would
probably be the more fruitful area).

The results of these case studies

may also be used to test and develop the theory of model validity developed
in Chapter 4.
time-consuming.

Since many models are complex, such case studies may be
Research, therefore, should be directed also at methods

for devising a minimal, yet critical and effective, set of tests for
validation.
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CHAPTER 11
CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has investigated in depth the meaning and nature of
model validity and the ways in which models may be validated.

As models

have become increasingly complex and applied to new areas, such as
biology, ecology, energy systems, and the social sciences, it is widely
recognised that the problems of model validity and validation have become
much more difficult and important.

In a review of the scientific litera

ture of model validity and validation (Chapter 2) it was found that,
whilst numerous concepts of validity and techniques for validation abound,
there is no framework or satisfactory explanation of how the various con
cepts are related to each other and to other factors, or of what tests to
use in validating a particular model.

A consequence of this is that many

validation methodologies are simplistic (e.g. restricted to input-output
data comparisons) and some models are not validated at all.

Validation

methodologies which are entirely data-based may work adequately for models
in control engineering (or other technical areas, where the models are
based on classical physics) but when used in new areas, such as biology or
the social sciences, where there are great theoretical and data problems,
they are often totally inappropriate.

It was clear at an early stage in

the work, therefore, that validity and validation would have to be con
sidered from a much wider perspective.

The review of the philosophy of

science (Chapter 3) revealed many different ideas on the nature of model
validity and at the same time stressed the importance of a sound epistemo
logical base.

An interesting finding of this review was that the current

trend in the philosophy of science is the study of actual ongoing scientific
practice and development, rather than the old positivist concern with the
logical properties of completed theories.
An innovative theory of model validity was proposed in Chapter 4.
This is a conceptual framework which gives meaning to the different aspects
of model validity and explains how they are related to each other and to
other factors.

As such, it provides a basis for analysing models and

their validity and for designing appropriate validation methodologies for
all application areas of models.

In so doing it is unique and original

(an exception is the seminal paper of Hermann, 1967, in which many of the
ideas were first suggested although a full conceptual framework was not
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actually developed).

The basic structure of the theory is triadic, con

sisting of an analysis of modelling objectives, a theory of data, and a
set of validity criteria.

The validity criteria (or tests for validity)

represent the various concepts of model validity and are closely related
to modelling objectives.
1.

They are classified as follows:

Internal criteria (Prerequisite criteria with no reference outside
a model)
1.1

Consistency criterion

(A model should contain or entail no

contradictions, Section 4.3.3.2.1)
1.2

Algorithmic criteria

(Faithful solution or simulation of a

model, Section 4.3.3.2.2)
2.

External criteria
2.1

(Reference to external factors, e.g. data or theory)

Representational criteria

(Tests of the extent to which a model

represents phenomena or system, Section 4.3.3.3)
2.1.1

Empirical criteria

(Correspondence with empirical data,

Section 4.3.3.3.1)
2.1.2

Theoretical criteria

(Coherence with accepted theories

or models, Section 4,3.3.3.2)
2.2

Heuristic criteria

(Tests of heuristic, or scientific, potential,

Section 4.3.3.5)
2.3

Pragmatic criteria

(Assessment of the value of a model for

practical use, Section 4.3.3.4)
An important aspect of the theory is the inclusion of a number of
objective tests for heuristic validity, which may be used in the valida
tion of highly innovative models, as in systems science and the applica
tion of models to new areas.

There is also a detailed classification of

modelling objectives (Section 4.3.1) in which a primary distinction is
made between scientific objectives (for representation, explanation,
hypothesis testing, etc.) and utilitarian objectives (for practical appli
cations).

The theory of data (Section 4.3.2) helps in considering the

nature of available data, and the implications of such data for model
validity (particular emphasis is on data uncertainty).

The final and

most important aspect of the theory is the elucidation of the general
relationship between modelling objectives, data, and validity criteria,
(Section 4.3.4J.

This relationship may be used to determine appropriate

validity criteria and data requirements for the validation of a model.
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Throughout the theory there is explicit consideration of the influence on
model validity of the content and stage of development of the scientific
domain (field of research) associated with a model.
The first test of the theory of model validity was in using it to
develop validation methodologies suitable for different modelling objec
tives and stages of scientific development (Chapter 5).

A wide variety

of methodologies was devised, ranging from empirically-based methodologies
(e.g. for models in control engineering), through empirical/theoretical
methodologies (e.g. for biological models), to heuristic methodologies
(e.g. for political models).

The latter methodology is substantially new

and offers tremendous scope for the validation of innovative models, for
instance in systems science.

The range and detail of the validation

methodologies provided initial evidence for the power and general appli
cability of the theory of model validity.
The next stage was the application of the conceptual framework of
the theory of model validity and appropriate validation methodologies
(and techniques) to three mathematical biological models (a model of the
human cardiovascular system, Chapter 6}

a model of the human renal-

artificial kidney machine system, Chapter 7j
respiratory control system, Chapter 8).

and a model of the human

The results were critical and

detailed assessments of the models which determined clearly the extent
of their representational validity and whether or not they satisfy their
modelling objectives.

In addition, the areas of inadequacy or uncertainty

within the models have been identified and suggestions made for future
model development.

Biological models deal

with complex phenomena, are

often based on inadequate theory, and have data requirements which usually
exceed those available.

Consequently, they raise many problems for model

validity and validation, and the successful results of these three case
studies are practical evidence for the appropriateness of the validation
methodologies used and the value of the conceptual framework (i.e. the
theory of model validity).

Furthermore, the results themselves have

proved important in the development of the models.
' Further support for the theory of model validity was obtained in the
final case study in which more general aspects of model validity and
dation in the social sciences were investigated (Chapter 9).

vali

After con

sidering the nature of theory, models, and data in the social sciences
(as compared with the physical and life sciences), a general methodology,
based on the theory of model validity, for model validation was proposed.
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This is a broad validation methodology with particular emphasis on methods
for the objective assessment of heuristic validity,

The methodology was

applied to some illustrative areas of modelling in the social sciences
(including world modelling, and models of bicommunal political conflict)
and it was found to help in identifying clearly the potentialities and
problems of models and validation in the various areas.
Finally, in Chapter 10, the overall implications of the work for
methodological, theoretical, and practical aspects of modelling and vali
dation in systems science, and biology and medicine were examined.

In

both these areas it was shown that the theory of model validity (Chapter 4)
leads to an improved understanding of the nature of modelling and model
validity in general, and that the validation methodologies (Chapter 5)
are suitable for the critical and effective validation of a wide range
of types of model.

For modelling in biology and medicine detailed recom

mendations were made, mainly on the basis of the results of the biological
case studies, for the types of model appropriate for different modelling
objectives (e.g. research vs. clinical application) and for suitable tech
niques and methodologies for validation.

Lastly, it was suggested that

there are four distinct areas for future research into model validity and
validation - philosophy, methodology, theoretical aspects, and practical
validation studies — and that research programmes would be most success
ful if at least two areas were pursued simultaneously.
The work reported in this thesis contributes to the improved under
standing and explanation of the concept of model validity and offers a
repertoire of practical validation methodologies.

On another level, the

work is a broad methodological study of the kind which is urgently
required in systems science.

More practically, however, much of the thesis

has been concerned with the extensive validation of three specific biolo
gical models.
A model may be regarded as a system of equations and, to paraphrase
the famous words of Paul Dirac, "it is more important to have beauty in
one's model than to have it fit experiment".
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APPENDIX I

AN HISTORICAL CASE STUDY IN MODEL VALIDATION - WILLIAM HARVEY *S
DISCOVERY OF THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD

William Harvey (1597 - 1657) may be regarded as the father of
modern physiology and medical science.

Although this fails to

recognise the great contributions of other early scientists such as
Vesalius (1514 - 1564), Servetus (1511 - 1553), Fabricius of
Aquapendente (1537 - 1619), and Columbus (1516 - 1559), as well as
the Islamic scientists, and overemphasises the role of the individual
in historical processes, it is true that Harvey personally made several
profound scientific discoveries and advances.

His three main works

are "Prelectiones Anatomiae Universalis" (1615 - 1628), "De Motu
Cordis et Sanguinis in Animalibus" (1628), and "De Generatione
Animalium" (1651).

The "Prelectiones" were prepared from Harvey's

lecture notes and reveal the germination and growth of his thoughts
on medicine as a whole, as well as the two great problems - generation
of animals, and the movement of the heart and blood.

In "De Generatione",

he propounds an epigenetic theory of generation with the heart playing
the control role.
Harvey is best remembered as the discoverer of the systemic
circulation of the blood, which he described in his most celebrated
book, "De Motu Cordis".

This little book of 72 pages is a masterpiece

of beautifully logical scientific writing.

Not only was the discovery

profound in itself, the scientific methods Harvey used (in particular
quantitative argument) were also novel.

In this appendix, Harvey's

demonstration of the circulation of the blood in "De Motu Cordis" will
be outlined, and analysed as an historical validation case study.
This relates not only to the main topic of the thesis (model validity
and validation) but also to the subject of the main case studies biological modelling - especially Chapter 6 (the validation of a
mathematical model of the human cardiovascular system).

(For a more

general account of Harvey's life and work, consult Keele, 1978).

AI.l

An Outline of Harvey's Demonstration of the Circulation of the
Blood in "De Motu Cordis".
The early chapters of "De Motu Cordis", ("On the Movement of the
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Heart and Blood in Animals”), are taken up with a critical review of
previous work and remarks on the various phases of the movement of the
heart based on Harvey's careful clinical and anatomical observations
of cold blooded animals.

In Chapter 8, he reports how he found that

the amount of blood passing from the veins to the arteries in the heart
is more than could be possibly derived from ingested food.
"In consequence, I began privately to consider if it had a
movement, as it were, in a circle.
verified ..." (DMC, p.58).

This hypothesis I subsequently

(The references, "DMC", are to the

translation by Franklin, 1957) .
In order to verify (validate) the hypothesis, Harvey makes three
postulates which he subsequently demonstrates:
1.

"that the blood is continuously and uninterruptedly transmitted
by the beat of the heart from the vena cava into the arteries
in such amount that it cannot be supplied by the ingesta".

2.

"that the blood is continually, evenly, and uninterruptedly
driven by the beat of the arteries into every member and part,
entering each in far greater amount than is sufficient for its
nutrition or can.be supplied to it by the whole mass of blood".

3.

"similarly,

... that the veins themselves are constantly

returning this blood from each and every member to the region
of the heart".

(Chapter 9; DMC, p. 61).

In demonstrating the first postulate, Harvey took the great step
of introducing quantitative measurement and theory into physiology
and medicine:
"In man, then, let us take the amount that is extruded by the
individual beats, and that cannot return into the heart because of
the barrier set in its way by the valves, as half an ounce, or three
drachms, or at least one drachm.
a thousand beats ...

In half an hour the heart makes over

If you multiply the drachms per beat by the

number of beats you will see that in half an hour either a thousand
times three drachms or times two drachms, or five hundred ounces, or
other such proportionate quantity of blood has been passed from the
heart into the arteries, that is, in all cases blood in greater amount
than can be found in the whole of the body ...
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In the above sort of way, by calculating the amount of blood
transmitted ... let us convince ourselves that the whole amount of
blood mass goes through the heart from the veins to the arteries and
similarly makes the pulmonary transit.
Even if this may take more than half an hour or an hour or a day
for its accomplishment, it does nevertheless show that the beat of the
heart is continuously driving through that organ more blood than the
ingested food can supply, or all the veins together at any time contain."
•»

(Chapter 9; DMC, pp. 62 - 63)
In Chapter 11, Harvey enters on the well known series of
experiments in which he ligatures the veins and arteries of the arm in
order to confirm the second postulate.
"Just as in a tight ligature the arteries above the ligature are
distended and pulsate, but not those below it, so - per contra - in a
medium tight ligature the veins below the ligature swell up and are
resistant, but those above behave quite differently."

(DMC, p. 73).

This demonstrates that blood goes outward with its strength from
the heart down the arteries, and returns in the veins with less vigour
to the heart.

Since microscopes were not yet available to observe the

capillary beds, Harvey could only speculate that the blood goes from
the arteries to the veins through "invisible porosities".

(The

capillaries were observed by Malpighi, circa 1670).The third postulate receives confirmation in Chapter 13.

Firstly,

Harvey describes the anatomy and function of the venous valves,
(Fabricius, Harvey's anatomy teacher in Padua, had made detailed
anatomical studies of the venous valves, but did not realise their
functional importance).

The twin flaps of each valve "are so ready

to come together and act in unison that they completely prevent any
backflow from the root of the vein into any other branches" (DMC, p. 82).
In order to provide external proof of the action of the venous valves
and additional confirmation of the third postulate, he performs
another series of ligature experiments, with a medium-tight ligature.
Figure AI.l

shows Harvey's illustrations of the experiments

(the only diagrams in "De Motu Cordis").

In the top illustration

(figura 1) swellings occur at intervals (B, C, D, D, E, F) which are
produced by the valves.
valve.

Blood cannot be "milked" downwards past a

But if pressure is placed on a valve (H) and the blood milked
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upwards past the next valve (0) the section of vein (H - 0) remains
empty (figura 2).

Even if pressure is applied above the valve (K) blood

will still not pass backwards through valve (0) (figura 3).

Finally,

if the blood is pressued out of the vein LN into the region above the
valve, and the finger at L is removed, the vein fills up quickly from
below (figura 4)
"Do this quickly a thousand times.

If after making a calculation

(by multiplying by a thousand your estimate of the amount which is
•f

raised above the valve at each upward stroking of the vein), you will
find that so much blood passes in a relatively short time through the
one portion of the vein, that, I believe, you will be completely
convinced, by the speed of the blood's movement, of the fact that it
circulates."

(DMC, p. 86).

"De Motu Cordis" concludes with a summary of the argument, a
consideration of the function of the heart in wider terms, and an
analysis of the embryonic development of the circulation (much extended
in Harvey's later work, "De Generatione", 1651).

AI.2

An Analysis of "De Motu Cordis" as a Case Study in Model
Validation

Essentially, "De Motu Cordis" is an exercise in model validation.
After preparing the ground (critical reviews, anatomical observations,
etc.), Harvey presents his conceptual model (or hypothesis) of the
circulating blood at an early stage.

Most of the book is concerned

with demonstrating the empirical validity of the model.

Since the

passage of blood from arteries to veins could not be observed at the
time, Harvey devised three critical validation tests (i.e. testing the
three postulates) the results of which could only be satisfied by his
model.

These tests will now be considered with respect to the different

validity criteria: empirical, theoretical, heuristic, and pragmatic
(see Chapter 4) .
All the tests are explicitly empirical.

The first involves a

quantitative determination of the blood flow rate from the heart.

The

very high value is consistent with the circulating blood model, although
Harvey gave no upper and lower bounds for blood velocity.

The second

and third tests rely mainly on qualitative observations of the behaviour
of the veins and arteries during ligature experiments.
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These provided

additional confirmation that the blood flows from arteries to veins.
The basic process of transport from arteries to veins could not be
directly observed, but only inferred, and so the tests are effectively
indirect empirical tests.

(The same type of indirect validation is

used to validate the neural control (or other control) submodels in
the biological models of Chapters 6, 7 and 8).
Harvey put forward a radical new model about blood flow - a
discovery - which contradicted and therefore could not be assessed
against the conventional (medieval) ebb and flow model of the'blood
flow, in which arterial and venous flows are separate.

However,

whilst in functional terms his model was original, in structural or
anatomical terms (structure of the heart, venous valves, etc.) his
ideas were coherent with those of earlier anatomists, such as Fabricius.
At the same time as validating Harvey's model, the empirical tests
provided counterevidence against the ebb and flow model.
Although the acceptance of Harvey's model is based on empirical
criteria, it also satisfies heuristic criteria.

Firstly, it offered

an explanation of data that could not be explained previously and
resolved the anomalies of the ebb and flow model.

Secondly, "De Motu

Cordis" is an excellent example of good scientific reasoning (not
simply deductive logic).
Harvey's discovery of the circulation was so soundly based that
it was soon accepted (within his lifetime).

This acceptance did not

require an assessment of the pragmatic value of the new model.

In

fact, an early criticism was that the ebb and flow model was perfectly
adequate for medical application.

Of course, the discovery and the

new techniques were soon found to be of great importance for practical
medicine as well as physiology.
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APPENDIX II

A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE HUMAN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

List of Symbols Used

a

elastance (reciprocal compliance)

A

cross-sectional area

b

variable associated with myocardial contractility control

B

baroreceptor output

C

compliance

d

variable associated with venous tone control

f

frequency

F

flow

g

acceleration due to gravity

G

hydrostatic pressure difference

h

integration step length

K

constant

1

length

L

inertance

m

mass

M

injected mass

n

number of g's of acceleration

P

pressure

q

variable associated with peripheral resistance control

R

resistance

t

time

T

period

U

variable associated with heart rate control

V

velocity

V

volume

W

concentration

X

variable associated with time-varying compliance generation

y

variable associated with respiration

a

constant

y

kinematic viscosity

P

density

a

variable associated with drug effects

T

time constant
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List

of

Compartmental subscripts

Subscripts

(after Beneben & Dewit, 1967) .

AA

Abdominal arteries

LA

Left atrium

A01

Ascending aorta

LV

Left ventricle

A02

Aortic arch

PA

Pulmonary arteries

A03

Thoracic aorta

PV

Pulmonary veins

AV

Abdominal veins

RA

Right atrium

CA

Leg arteries

RV

Right ventricle

IA

Intestinal a r t e r i e s

SVC

Superior vena cava

cv

Leg veins

UA

Head and arm arteries

IV

Intestinal veins

UV

Head and arm veins

IVC

Inferior vena cava

TV

Thoracic veins

Other subscripts

AO

Aorta

SA

Systemic artieries

VC

Vena cava

sc

Systemic circulation

AOT

Aortic arch & thoracic aorta

sv

Systemic veins

LPA

Lower part arteries

abd

Abdomen

LPV

Lower part veins

LEG

Legs

LUNG

Lungs

MAX

Maximum

MIN

Minimum

N

Normal

R

Respiratory

TH

Thorax

T

Total

U

Unstressed

BRONC Bronchial
cc

Critical closure

COR

Coronary

D

Diastolic

H

Heart

head

Head and arms

IE

Inhalation-exhalation

INT

Intestinal

Units

Employed

Pressure

mmHg

Resistance

Flow

ml sec

Inertance

Volume

ml

Compliance

ml mmHg

Llastance

mmHg ml

(1 mm Hg
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=

mmHg sec ml
2
mmHg sec ml
"l
1332 gm cm
sec

The

A.II.l

Complete

Mathematical

Model (Pullen, 1976)

The Circulatory Fluid Mechanics Model

Right atrium:
dV,
RA

=

dt

3
RA

=

F - F
*1
RARV

a
RA

,
’

(V
^ RA

f2

-

,

V

V

RA

^

0

(All.1)

)
URAy

f2

>

( A U . 2)

0
(AU. 3)

RARV
o

F

F2

,

SVCRA

f2

+ F

^

IVCRA

0

+ F

+ F

BRONC

COR

(AU. 4)

' (PRA ~ PRV^ ^ RRARV

(Ail.5)

Right ventricle:

dV.
FRARV

"

VR A *

frvpa

(AU. 6)

°

dt

dF

PRV ” PPA ” ^ V P A 1RVPA

RVPA
dt

(

-

)■ F
2A PA /

RVPA

, FRVPA^ ' ( A U . 7)

RV

P

RV

=

a
RV

(V
RV

-

V

)
URV‘/

(AU. 8)

Pulmonary arteries:

dV.
PA
dt

=

FRVPA

PA

-

(VPA

“

-

FPAPV

’

VUPA > ' CPA
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VPA ^

°

(AU. 9)

(AU. 10)

(P.
PA
F

"

PPV* ^ ^LUNG * PP V > P CC
( A U . 11)

PAPV

^PPA

“

F

-

PCC^ ^ ^LUNG ». PP V < P CC

Pulmonary veins:

^PV
dt

m

PAPV

.
*

F

• PVLA

V £ 0
PV'

i

'

’

m

Sv

f C

J

PVN

V

*

' i K6CPVN *
m

F3

s' .

(V - V ) / c
v PV
UPV
PV

n

Ppv

(PPV ~

(A U . 12)

A U . 13)

»s. V
P V ^ UPV

(A U . 14)

VPV $ Vu?v
7 PV

PLA)

(A U . 15)

^PVLA V2UPV
F

-

PVLA

( F .

,

F

>

0
(A U . 16)

K1F3

»

P3 « °

Left atrium:

dVX A

fpvla

-

flalv

’

7l a ^

0

( A U . 17)

dt

LALV

<P1A

’

*

i

P4

1

.

PL V 5

( A U . 18)

V ULA^

f

RLALV

( A U . 19)
O

P

’

~

V

P4

(VLA

p-

aLA

PLA

(ÀII.20)
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»

F4

^

®

Left ventricle:

dV.
LV

F

LALV

- F
LVA01

,
’

V

5

LV

0

(All.21)

dt
( —2A 2---- ÌI f2
P - P
-R
F
- I
LV
AOl
LVAOl LVAOl
V___API / r LVAOl , FLVA01^ ° (AII>2

dF_
'LVAOl
dt

LV

aLV

'LV

(All.23)

(VLV " VULV)

Ascending aorta:

dV
AOl

FLVA01 “ FA01A02 " FCOR

*

VA01

^

0

(All.24)

dt

dF.
A01AQ2

(PA01 " PA02 ~ RA02FA01A02) / LA02

(All.25)

dt
J _

(VA01 ' VUA01> +

dV
AOl

A

(All.26)

'AOl
CA01

"AOl

COR

dt

(PA01 ” PRA) 1 RCOR

(All.27)

Aortic arch:

dV
A02

"

FLA01A02 ” FA02UA " FA02A03

*

=

PA02 + PTH " PUA ~ RUAFA02UA “ GA02UA

(All.28)

VA02 * 0

dt

dF
APJ-VA-

(All.29)

dt
JUA

dFA02A03

=

PA02 ~ PAQ3 ~ RAQ3FA02A03 + GAQ2A03

dt

A02

(All.30)

A03

i —

(\ 02 - VVA02>

+

----- ^
CA02

"A02
429

SL

dt

(All.31)

Head and arms arteries:

F

dV.
UA

A02UA

(All.32)

- F

, V .^ 0
UAUV ’ UA ^

dt
(All.33)
UA
CUA

CUA

dt

(PUA ” PUV)/(RHEAD aHEAD^

UAUV

(All.34)

Head and arms veins:
F

dV.
UV

UAUV

- F

,
*

UVSUC

V

UV

>. 0

(All.35)

dt
d
UV

3

(V
- V
)/C
UV
U U V " UV

(All.36)

CUVN

9

vuv

>

V

K6CUVN

9

vuv $

V

UUV

UV

V,
UUV

(All.37)
UUV

UUVN /d.

(All.38)

("P
—P
. p
X p
\ TT^
v UV
SVC
TH
UVSVC ^
UV

(All.39)

UUVN

uvsvc

i

f5

>

0

f5

<

o

(All.40)
K9F5

Thoracic aorta:

dV
A03
dt

FA02A03 ” FBR0NC ” FA03IA “ FA03AA * VA03^ 0
(All.41)

dF
A03IA
dt

dF
A03AA

dt

PA03 + PTH “ PIA _” PABD
_ RIAFA031A + GA031A
_

(All.42)

PA03 + PTH ~ PAA ~ PABD ~ RAAFA03AA + GA03AA
'L
'AA

(All.43)

p
AO 3

F

=

1
"A°3

^VAn^

dVA03
dt

VTîAO^ + K8
Cao3

P
- P
- G
A03
RA
A03RA

(AU. 44)

(AU. 45)

BRONC
^BRONC • q4 * aBRONC

Intestinal arteries :
J

dVIA
dt

=

PA03IA " FIAIV

=

1
7~CIA

PIA

F IAIV

=

’

VIA ^

0

( A U . 46)

dV

(V
- V
) + K8
^ IA
UIA;
■ =— •
CIA

IA

dt

( A U . 47)

(AU. 48)

(PIA " PIV)^ RINT °INT q4^

Intestinal veins :

dV

IV
dt

=

f iaiv

=

~

CIVN
CIV

( A U . 49)

’ Vi v ^ °

(AU. 50)

d3 ^VIV " VU I V ^ CIV

PIV

-

f ivivc

*

VIV > VUIV

K6CIVN *

VIV * VUIV

J
(AU. 51)

=
W

vuiv

F,

s

d4

( A U . 52)

(PIV ” PIVC + PABD

6

Riv

F6

’

G

PTH

2
)V
IVCIV' IV

(AU. 53)

v2UIVN
F6 >

0

FIVIVC

( A U . 54)
K10F6

>

F6 «

0

dVAA
dt

=

FAO3AA “ FAAAV " FAACA
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*

w
O

Abdominal arteries:

( A U . 55)

dF
AACA
dt

^ PAA

PCA + PABD " RCAFAACA + GAACaH

( V . . " VTIAA) +
AA
UAA

1

r—
CAA

AA

CAA

^PAA

'AAAV

K8
dVAA
7;----------- j —

CA

(All.56)

(All.57)

dt

(All.58)

PAV)^ (RABDq4CTABD)

Abdominal veins:

dV
AV
dt

PAV

CAV

=

faaav

=

=

+

fcvav

’ VAV^ 0

d3 CVAV - VUAV)/CAV

J

AVN

’

AV

(All.59)

(All.60)

UAV
(AH. 61)

‘ K6CAVN

VUAV

" FAVIVC

=

’

VA V ^ VUAV

VUAVN/d4

(All.62)

=
F7

(PAV " PIVC + PABD
PTH
O
R V
AV UAVN

^VCAC^AV
—

F? >

0

Fy ^

0

AVIVC

(All.63)

(All.64)
* u * i

.

¿£8 arteries:

dV,
CA
dt

FAACA ” FCACV

(VCA

CA

”

’

VUCA^

VC A ^ °

(All.65)

+

(All.66)

CCA

CACV

^PCA ~ PCV)/^RLEGq4aLEG^
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-i-._!íA
CCA
dt

(All.67)

Leg veins:

F

dV

CV
dt

- F

,
*

CVAV

V

CV

(All.68)

^0

(All.69)

d3 (VCV - VUCV>/CCV

CV

CV

CACV

I

V

CVN

V

:r
6 VN

V.

CV

> V

UCV
(All.70)

< V
C V " UCV

UCVN ^d4

ucv

(V

v CV

(All.71)

— p
— p
— G
AV
ABD
AVCV'

CV

(AIL72)

r “?
CV
UCVN

9

8

>

0
(All.73)

F

9

12 8

0

00

CVAV

00

i

Inferior vena cava:

dV
IVC
dt

IVC

IVC

" FAVIVC + FIVIVC " FIVCRA * VIVC ^ °

(VIVC -

V

UIVC >/CIVC

CIVCN

9

V

K6CIVCN

9

V

(All.75)

IVC > vuivc
(All.76)
IVC ^ vuivc

G
)
<p i v c - PRA “ IVCRA
2
R
V
IVC
UIVC

IVCRA

(All.74)

V

2
IVC
(All.77)

F9

9

Fg >

0

K5F9

9

f9 ^

o

433

(All.78)

Superior vena cava:

dV

SVC
dt

Fuvsvc ”

(V
V SVC

psvc

csvc

F

(

vsvc ^

0

vusvc^ ^csvc

CSVCN

,
’

K6CSVCN

’

(All.79)

(All.80)
V

SVC

> V

usvc
(All.81)

svc^

usvc

2
p
+ r
1 v
SVCRA'
SVC
(psvc ~ RA

10

R

f svcra

*

f svcra

SVC

V2

(All.82)

usvc

i Fi°
l K5F10

Fio >

0

Fio«

0

(All.83)

Time-varying compliances of atria and ventricles:

dU

1.0 (U^q set to z e r o at end of cardiac cycle)

(All.84)

AS

K22 + K23 TH

(All.85)

AV

TAS " K24

(All.86)

VS

K25 + K26 TH

(All.87)

10

dt

tt/T

AS

(All.88)

tt/T.

VS

(All.89)

0 ,
sin

I

o—1
i
!=>

X.

-

u i o > tas

• uio<
tav

0

I

i

0
sin (x2x4)

(All.90)

tas

•

u 10> tav

’

uio 4

(All.91)
tav

• x4 » TVS
* x4 i Tvs
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(All.92)

aLA

X3 Í b2 °LA aLAS " 3LAD 1

f

+

&LAD

(All.93)

aLV

=

X5

b2 aLV aLVS “ &LVD 1

+

&LVD

(All.94)

aRA

=

X3 / b2 GRA aRAS ~ aRAD ]

+

aRAD

(All.95)

aRV

=

X5 l b 2 G RV aRVS ~ aRVD \

+

3RVD

(All.96)

Respiration:

dy

2

1.0

(y2 set to zero at end of respiratory cycle)

(All.97)

dt

yl

_

9

y

1 0

=
K1 +

PTH

y2 ^

(All.98)

9

y2 > TIE

(k 2 -

=
K3 + « 4 -

PABD

TIE

2

V

sin (Tryj^/Tjg)

V

sin (îiy1/TIE)

(All.99)

(All.100)

Calculation of (MAP), (SV), (CO), (ETSR) :
(t.

r

1
T
H

(MAP)

i

+

T )
h

\

PA01

start of a cardiac
cycle)

(All.101)

bl

(SV)

=

r

+V
flvaoi

dt

(All.102)

h

(CO)

ETSR

=

(SV)/t r

(All.103)

(MAP)/(CO)

(All.104)
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True total systemic resistance:

(TTSR)

2

R.

\

a

+ ''h e a d “h e a d + V

™

2
™

Rsvcv usvc

v uv

q4

=

Rc

=

%

=
"e

=

R CA + “A

W

=

=

RI

(TTSR)

A. II.2

=

R BR0NC

eG^EG

(All.106)

+ RCVV DCVN / V 2CV

R

IA

ra o 3

+

+

ra a

+ a « r R
q4

^ A

+ R

INT INT

RA02 + W

g /<r b

A

r c o r r i /(r c o r

+

+

V

v 2u a v h /v 2a v

ra v

IV

* R IVCV

+ V

: V

(All.107)

(All.108)

W

re rf

*H

v SVC

q4 RABD °ABD

=
rg

aBR0NC

(All.105)

V

2
UIVN

/V

UIVC/V IVC

2
IV

(All.109)

(AH. 110)

(All.Ill)

(All.112)

* V

(All.113)

V

(All.114)

The Neural Control Model

Aortic arch baroreceptors;

fs
dt

dS.
__4
dt

(PA02 “ S3)/t1

(All.115)

(S2 ' S4)/t2

(All.116)

dP
A02
dt

(All.117)
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si

S2
■

l

=

BA02
■

1

si >

0
(All.118)

^

0

K 13 (S3 + K U

S4

-V

S5

'

S5

>

0

0

,

S5 $

0

0

S5

•
,

(All.119)

(All.120)

Carotid sinus baroreceptors:

dS8
dt

=

dS9
dt

=

(s7 -

_

dPUA
dt

S6

(PUA - V

(All.121)

s 9)/t 2

(All.122)

(All.123)

S6
O

S7

/Tl

’

S6
D

>

0

«

0

(All.124)
-

Í

0

•

S6

=
K 13 (S8 * KU

S10

PUA
•

Í

S9

sio

’

S10

0

’

S10

-

k

15)

>

0

$

0

(All.125)

(All.126)

C.N.S. input function:

B

=

(l-

V

BA02 + K16BUA

(All.127)

.C.N.S. control of heart rate:

dU.
4
dt

=

dD6
dt

=

(»! -

iy/u3

<°5 - U6)/T3
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(All.128)

(All.129)

!!z

(U6 ~ V

dt

(All.130)

A

a

k 17(b

U,

/t4

B «

K18

-K18)

(All.131)

0
’
U„

dUx
(All.132)

dt
IL

U2 > 0

9

K 19

(All.133)

>

K20

9

K1S

U.
I

0

B *

K18

B 5

K18

B

9

2.0

9

Ug £

9

0.3

9

Ug

(All.134)

Ur

U8
0.3

u„

“2 <

K21 •

°H (D4

2.0
< Ug < 2.0

^

(All.135)

0.3

+ u?)

(All.136)

T is set to the value of U at the end of
H
9
the cardiac cycle.

C.N.S. control of peripheral resistance;

(qi
1 “ qo)/Tc
Z
3

dq2

(All.137)

dt

dq3
dt

=

N

■ q3)/T6

(All.138)

=
K29q3 + (1 - K29* q2

q4

q1
T

i

K27

■

B >

K18

/

K28

’

B *

K18

(All.139)

(All.140)
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C.N.S. control of myocardial contractility:

db2

(bi

- b2)/T8

(All.141)

dt
b.
1

=

|

K34

/

k 35

B

>

K18

B

5

K 18

(All.142)

C.N.S. control of venous tone :

dd2

d
1

d3

d4

A.II.3

- d2)/T?

(dl

dt

=

*

i
i

K30

>

/

K 31

•

=

1 +

=

1 +

(All.143)

B "

*18
(All.144)

B «

K18

K32 (d2 " 1)

(All.145)

K33 ^d2 ” ^

(All.146)

The Pharmacokinetics Model

Right atrium;

dmRA

dt

W SVCRA

f svcra

+WCORFCOR +ü)BRONCFBRONC +

W IVCRAFIVCRA “ WRARVFRARV "

“r a

V

t\ a

/VRA

^T 9

(AH. 147)

(All.148)

Right ventricle:

\v
dt

w rarvfrarv

“ “ r v p a f r v p a “ 1\

®RV^VRV

v

^t9

(All.149)

(All.150)
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Pulmonary arteries:

0)
F
RVPA RVPA
“PAPV^APV ” mPA^T9

(All.151)

“P A ^ P A

(All.152)

>

n

dn,PA
dt

Pulmonary veins:

dnPV
dt

w papvfpapv

~

w pvlafpvla

” “p v ^

(All.153)

ii

>
3^

(All.154)

“P A ^ P V

Left atruim:

dlnLA
dt

WLA

hi

F
PVLA PVLA

w lalvflalv

" “ l a ^T 9

”l a /v l a

(All.155)

(All.156)

Left ventricle:

dmLV
dt

>

>

WLV

ULALVFLALV -

w lvaoiflvaoi

" “ l v /t9

(All.157)

(All.158)

Ascending aorta:

dm.
A01
dt

WA01

WLVA01FLVA01 '' “A01A02FA01A02 " WCORFCOR “ mA01/T9

mA01/VA01

A 40

(All.159

(All.160)

Aortic arch:

dm

AO 2

dt

WA01A02FA01A02 ~ WA02UAFA02UA " WA02A03FA02A03
~ mA02/T9

œ
A02

(All.161)

mA02^VA02

(All.162)

Head and arms arteries:

dm.

UA

dt

WA02UAFA02UA " UUAUVFUAUV

mUA/Xi

(All.163)

to.

UA

(All.164)

"UA/VUA

Head and arms veins:

Jmuv

WUAUVFUAUV ~ WUVSVCFUVSVC

+

(AII.165)

dt
(assuming mass M injected at t = 0)

(jj.
uv

W

(All.166)

Thoracic aorta:

dm

A03

UA02A03FA02A03

WBR0NCFBR0NC

WA03IAFA03IA

dt

“WA03AAFA03AA " mA03/x9

0)
A03

(All.167)

mA03/VA03

(All.168)

UA03IAFA03IA “ WIAIVFIAIV " m iA/x9

(All.169)

m iA/VIA

( A H . 170)

Intestinal arteries:

dm.

IA

dt

w.
IA
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Inferior vena cava:

dm

IVC

ü)

F

Avive Avive

dt

+ u)

F

ivmrivivc

- h\

“ivcra

F

(All.181)

■ mIVC/T9
w.

ivcra

mivc/vivc

(All.182)

dm.
SVC
dt

“uvsvcFuvsvc ~ “svcrafsvcra " mSVC^X9

(All.183)

w.
SVC

“sve^sve

(All.184)

IVC

Superior vena cava

Concentrations appropriate to directions of flow:

“ sVCRA

9

“agi

9

>

fcor

0

^

fsvcra

« “r a

9

fcor

1 “a 03

9

fbronc

l

“ivcra

(All.185)

0

^

0

>

0

fbronc

^

f “iVC

f ivcra

*

0

9

< “r a

fivcra

*

0

9

' “r a

9

frarv

“r v

9

frarv

$

“r a

= ’

9

frvpa

>

9

fr vpa

^

r “p a

9

fpapv

>

= j

(All.187)

(All.188)

0

'r “ r v
= 1
( “p a

i

0

9

i

“PAPV

/ “ra

0

>

fsvcra

(All.186)

“b r o n c

Ü)
RVPA

9

(

“COR

“r a r v

f “sve

0

(All.189)

0
0

(All.190)

0
(All.191)

“p v

9
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fpapv

^

0

Intestinal veins:

dm.
IV
dt

a)IAIVFIAIV ~ WIVIVCFIVIVC

w.
IV

miv^viv

(AU. 172)

WA03AAFA03AA “ WAAAVFAAAV " WAACAFAACA " mAA/X9

(AU. 173)

” a a /v m

( A U . 174)

dm
AV
dt

WAAAVFAAAV + WCVAVFCVAV ” WAVIVGFAVIVC “ mAV^X9

(AU. 175)

ü)
AV

mAV/VAV

(AU. 176)

CA
dt

WAACAFAACA " “CACVFCACV “ mCA/X9

(AU. 177)

w,

m CA/VCA

(AU. 178)

t0CACVFCACV “ WCVAVFCVAV “ m CV^X9

(Ail.179)

mcv/vcv

(AU. 180)

m iV^T9

( A U . 171)

Abdominal arteries:

dm
AA
dt

(JL)

AA

Abdominal veins :

Leg arteries:

dm

CA

Leg veins:

dm.
CV
dt

ü),
CV
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f
“PVLA

'

Fm
n . >
PVLA

"U

fpvla

*

flalv

>

f “U

“l a l v

F

f \v
‘

WA01

*

l¡\

A02UA

FA01A02 ^

“a 02

0

0

FA02UA >

0

0

F

0
0

> 0

A02A03

(All.197)

WA02A03
FA02A03 ^

< WA03

F
H jauv

=

1

0

«r
*

n
U

Fuvsvc >

0

Fuvsvc *

0

"bv
H jv

0

>

'
F

'

UAUV
UAUV

WA03IA

=

^vc

f WA03

' “[A
to
A03AA

(ii
IAIV

i WA03

=

s

FA03IA >
FA03IA $

f

FA03AA >

9

r “ ea

y

A03AA 5
F
F

9

f

0
(All.200)

9

‘ WAA

/
0)
IVIVC

9

(All.198)

(All.199)

^UVSVC
*

(All.195)

(All.196)
FA02UA $

f WA02

r H ja

(All.194)

< 0

A01A02

f WA02
)
* V

SS

(All.193)

*

F

(All.192)

0

<
LVAOl *

flvaoi

i WA01

Ìli
A01A02

0

^

flalv

“l v a o i

0

^PV

—

IAIV
IAIV

0

0
(All.201)
0

>

0

<
^

0

(All.202)
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0
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Í
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9
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0

S

W AAAV

F
wa a

,

WAV

,

WAA

,

F

[

WAACA

F
F

'

WCA

i

WCV

>

AAAV

$

0

AACA

>

0

$

0

>

0

(All.204)

(AI1.205)

AACA

F
0)
CVAV

0

AAAV

CVAV

(All.206)
0

WAVIVC

'

WAV

fcvav

j

WAV

fav i v c

/

w

«

0

fa v i v c

,

F
W CA

0
(All.207)

“ ivc

j

>

>

0

«

0

CACV

(All.208)

WCACV
F
cv

,

CACV

Effect of drug on heart rate:
f

1

+

0^ œ

, bradycardia

1

, tachycardia

°H
/
1

1

+ a

(AH. 209)

u)

2

RA

Effect of drug on peripheral resistance:

(

1

+ V

a 03

(

---- 1------

vasoconstriction

ctb r o n c

1

a

\

+ aiÜ)A03

1 + V l A

INT

(All.210)
vasodilatation

vasoconstriction
(All.211)

/
1 + V l A

vasodilatation

1 + V

vasoconstriction

aa

°AED

(All.212)
1 * ° i “a a

vasodilatation

vasoconstriction

1 + V c A

O.

LEG
(AU. 213)
1 + °1“CA

vasodilatation

1 + 0 1"UA

vasoconstriction

O.

HEAD

(AU. 214)
1 + V u A

vasodilatation

Effect of drug on myocardial contractility;

RA

i

1 + °3“EA

,

positive inotropy
(All.215)

1 * °3V

,

negative inotropy

1 + a3“RV

,

positive inotropy

a.

RV

(All.216)

LA

1 + °3“EV

,

negative inotropy

1 ^ L A

,

positive inotropy
(All.217)

1 + °3ULA

LV

1 +

3 LV

,

negative inotropy

,

positive inotropy
(All.218)

1 +

0 3WLV
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,

negative inotropy

APPENDIX III

A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE HUMAN RENAL-ARTIFICIAL
KIDNEY MACHINE SYSTEM

List of Symbols Used
a

Cardiac function parameter

A

Angiotensin II plasma concentration; area of dialysis membrane

ADH

ADH plasma concentration

ADHS

Total ADH secretion rate

ADHSP

ADH secretion rate due to plasma osmolality

ADHSV

ADH secretion rate due to excess fluid volume

ALD

Aldosterone plasma concentration

ALS

Total aldosterone secretion rate

-

ALSA

Aldosterone secretion rate due to angiotensin IIconcentration

ALSK

Aldosterone secretion rate due to plasma potassium concentration

AP

Arterial pressure

AS

Total angiotensin II secretion rate

AVOS
b

Average intracellular and extracellular fluid osmolality
Cardiac function parameter

BMRC

Core basal metabolic rate

BMRS

Skin basal metabolic rate

BV

Blood volume
c

Specific heat of blood

CBi> Cjjj Concentration of sodium potassiumin blood and dialysate
C , C
c
s

Thermal capacities of core and skin

C,, C

Concentration of urea or creatinine in intracellular and
extracellular fluid

CE

Cardiac effectiveness

CEK

Cardiac effectiveness due to plasma potassium concentration

CENA

Cardiac effectiveness due to plasma sodium concentration

CO

Cardiac output

DADH

Removal rate of ADH

DAPq

Patient - specific correction factor for arterial pressure

DTPR

Total peripheral resistance due toplasma angiotensin II
concentration

DWV

Excess fluid volume
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E

Extracellular fluid volume

E.
m

Ingestion rate of fluid

EBDT

Fraction of intraluminal fluid reabsorbed in the distal tubules

EBLH

Fraction of intraluminal fluid reabsorbed in the loop of Henle

EDTR

Fluid reabsorbed from the distal tubules

EFDT

Fluid flow into the distal tubules

EFLH

Fluid flow into the loop of Henle

ELHR

Fluid reabsorbed in the loop of Henle

EPTR

Fluid reabsorbed in the proximal tubules

FACTl-4

Kidney failure parameters, defined in A.III.8.1

FLUMIN

Fluid ingested per minute

FNA

Sodium flow through the glomerular membrane

G

Generation rate of urea or creatinine

G'

Generation rate of urea or creatinine in renal failure

GFR

Glomerular filtration rate

GTB

Glomerular tubular balance

I

Intracellular fluid volume

IC

Intracellular osmotic constant factor

IHL

Insensible heat loss

IK

Intracellular potassium concentration

IK'

Intracellular potassium concentration after osmotic balance

INA

Intracellular sodium concentration

INA'

Intracellular sodium concentration after osmotic balance

IOS

Intracellular osmolality

kI,E

Cell permeability constant for urea or creatinine

K

Permeability of dialysis membrane for electrolytes or waste
products

Kcs

Thermal conductance between core and skin

K

Rate of clearance of urea or creatinine through urine

r

k se

Surface to environmental heat transfer coefficient

MSP

Mean systemic pressure

PC

Plasma (or extracellular) osmotic constant factor

PCP

Pressure across dialysis membrane

PK

Plasma potassium concentration

PK'

Plasma potassium concentration after osmotic balance
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PNA

Plasma sodium concentration

PNA'

Plasma sodium concentration after osmotic balance

POS

Plasma (or extracellular) osmolality

POTDIA

Concentration of potassium in the dialysate

POTMIN

Potassium ingested per minute

PV

Plasma volume
Blood flowrate through dialysis machine

qb

R

Plasma renin concentration

RAP

Right atrial pressure

RHL

Heat loss in core

RS

Renin secretion rate

RVR

Resistance to venous return

SBF

Core to skin blood flow

SDTR

Sodium reabsorbed from the distal tubules

SFDT

Sodium flow into the distal tubules

SFLH

Sodium flow into the loop of Henle

SLHR

Sodium reabsorbed from the loop of Henle

SODDIA

Concentration of sodium in the dialysate

SODMIN

Sodium ingested per minute

SPTR

Sodium reabsorbed from the proximal tubules

STPR

Skin total peripheral resistance

T

Core temperature

c

Environmental temperature
te

T

s

Skin temperature

TEK

Total extracellular potassium mass

TENA

Total extracellular sodium mass

TIK

Total intracellular potassium mass

TINA

Total intracellular sodium mass

TPR

Total peripheral resistance
Total peripheral resistance due to thermoregulation

tprth

UFL

Urine fluid flow rate

UK

Urine potassium flow rate

UKAL

Urine potassium flow rate due to aldosterone

UKH

Urine potassium flow due to plasma potassium concentration

ULTRF

Fluid loss rate through dialysis membrane

UNA

Urine sodium flow rate
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VR

Venous return

y

Blood density

Units Employed
ADH concentration

mU.£-1

Aldosterone and Angiotensin II

«-1
ng.i,

Concentrations
Osmolality

~ o"1
mosm.x

Pressure

mm Hg

Renin concentration

GU.Ä,“1
(Goldblatt
units)

Sodium and Pottasium masses

mEq

Temperature

°C

Thermal capacitance

cals.°C ^

Thermal conductivity '

cals, min-1 °C-1

Time

min.

Urea and creatinine masses

8.
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The Complete Mathematical Model
(For a description of model development, consult Uttamsingh, 1981,
Chapter 4).

A.III.l

Thermoregulatory System Submodel

A.III.1.1

Passive thermal system submodel

d T
, ---S- =
p
dt

s

l i
dt

BMRC - K_q (T

- T ) - j d c SBF (T

BMRS + Kcs (T

- Ts> V

Lì)

=

C

S

L

■*
- T ) - RHL * ..
S

cSBF (T. - Tg) - K ^ T .
- IHL

A.III.1.2

- y
..

(2)

Submodel of thermal control

STPR = 4484.3

if T

STPR = -2882.8 T + 105382.0
c

if 35.0 £ T

STPR = 19.3 T

if 36.4 v< T

s

- 209.8

c

<

35.0
c
c

and T
STPR = 36.9 T

s

if 36.5

- 809.9

T

and T
STPR = -256.2 T
STPR =

A.III.1.3

SBF

(1)

c

if 37.0 * T

+ 9927.8

if 38.5 ^ T

64.1

s
c
s
c
c

< 36.4
< 37.0
£ 34.1
(3)
< 37.0
5> 34.1
< 38.5

J

Interactions with the cardiovascular system submodel

=

AP
--- STPR

(4)

20.934 STPR
TPRt h

(5)
20.934 + STPR
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A.III.2

Cardiovascular System Submodel

A. III.2.1

Extracellular fluid and blood volumes

dE
—

=

E. - UFL
in

BV

=

0.33E

if

E v< 21.0

A

BV

=

0.0156E + 6.6

if

E > 21.0

J

MSP = 3.5 BV

A.III.2.2

..

..

..

-

- 10.5

(6)

(7)

..

(8)

Total peripheral resistance

DTPR

=

0.037A - 1.0

if A ^ 27.0

DTPR

=

5.44 l°g10A ~ 7.8

if A > 27.0

(9)

TPR

=

( 10 )

TPRt h + DTPR

A.III.2.3.

Effect of N

â

and K concentrations on cardiac effectiveness

CENA

=1.0

if PNA < 148.0

CENA

= -0.0125 PNA

CEK

=

CEK

= -0.065 PK + 1.43

CE

=0.5

+2.85

1.0

if

pna

.. (ID

£ 148.0

if

PK < 6.5

if

PK * 6.5

..

A.III.2.4

(CENA + CEK)

( 12 )

(13)

Systemic function curves

RVR

=

0.07 TPR

..

..

.. (14)

VR

»

(MSP - RAP)
-----------RVR

..

..

.. (15)
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(equation (15) is solved simultaneously with equation (16); see
A.III.2.6.

This corresponds to the intersection of systemic function

(venous return) and cardiac function (cardiac output) curves - Guyton's
1955 method).

A.III.2.5

CO

=

where: (i)

(ii)

Cardiac function curves

a RAP + b
for RAP if: 2.0
a = 3.0,

b = 5.25

if CE > 0.85

a = 2.5,

b = 3.75

if 0.85 is CE >

a = 1.7,

b = 2.125

if 0.62 >

for

2.0 <

if 0.62 >

CE

m

CE

tl

if 0.85 *

<■

a = 0.625 , b = 7.5
rO

A.III.2.6

RAP £ 4 . 0
if CE > 0.85

for

0.62

CE

a = 0.875 , b = 9.5

a = 0.375

(iii)

• (16)

^ 0.62

4.0 < RAP

a = 0.0, b - 13.0

if CE > 0.85

a = 0.0, b = 8.75

if 0.85 5s CE * 0.62

a = 0.0, b = 6.25

if 0.62 > CE

Determination of right arterial pressure, cardiac output,

and arterial pressure
MSP - b RVR
RAP = ----------1 + a RVR

..

..

.. (17)

CO

a MSP + b
-----------1 + a RVR

..

..

.. (18)

AP

=

..

..

.. (19)

CO.TPR + DAPq
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A.Ill,3

Kidney Function Submodel

A.III.3.1

Submodel of glomerular function

GFR = 0 . 0
GFR = 1.92AP

- 38.4

GFR = -0.00808 AP2 + 2.195 AP
GFR = 0.035 AP

FNA

=

- 13.6

+ 129 .2

if

AP

20.0

if

20.0 < AP « 75.0

if

75.0 < AP i 120.0

if

120.0 < AP

GFR . PNA
--------

(20)

( 21 )

1 0 0 0 .0

A.III.3.2

Proximal tubule segment submodel

(i) Sodium

GTB = -0.0357 PNA + 5.815

where 0.75 £ GTB £ 1.0

.. (22)

SPTR = GTB.FNA

..

..

..

.. (23)

SFLH =

..

..

..

.. (24)

FNA - SPTP

(ii) Water
EPTR = GTB . GFR

..

..

..

.. (25)

EFLH = GFR - EPTR

..

..

..

.. (26)

A.III.3.3

Submodel of the Loop of Henle

(i) Sodium
SLHR =

0.8 SFLH

..

..

..

.. (27)

SFDT =

SFLH - SLHR

..

..

..

.. (28)

EBLH =

-0.01 EFLH + 0.65

..

..

.. (29)

ELHR =

EBLH . EFLH

..

..

.,

.. (30)

EFDT =

EFLH - ELHR

..

..

.,

.. (31)

(ii) Water
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A.III.3.4

Submodel of distal and collecting segments

(i) The action of ADH
EBDT = 0 . 0

if

ADH

0.765

EBDT = 0.383 ADH - 0.293

if

0.765 < ADH £ 3.0

EBDT = -0.0383 ADH2 + 0.364 ADH + 0.109

if

3.0 < ADH £ 5.0

EBDT = 0.0012 ADH + 0.9653

if

5.0 < ADH

EDTR = EBDT . EFDT

.. (33)

VFL = EFDT - EDTR

.. (34)

(ii) The action of aldosterone
SDTR = 0 . 6 SFDT
SDTR = SFDT (0.003ALD

+ 0.596)
+ 0.833)

SDTR = SFDT (0.00021 ALD
SDTR = SFDT

UNA = SFDT - SDTR
UKH = 0.107 PK

if

ALD ^ 0.0

if

0.0 < ALD £ 8 5 . 0

if

85,0 < ALD £ 800.0

if

800.0 < ALD

••

- 0.505

(36)

• •

•

(37)

ALD £ 85.0

UKAL = 0.00009 ALD + 0.0224

if

85.0 <

A.Ill,4

>

•

if

=

'
» .. (35)

• •

UKAL = 0.00028 ALD - 0.0062

UK

\

(38)

ALD

UKH + UKAL

(39)

Submodel of Hormonal System

A.III.4.1

Submodel of ADH system

POS = 2.11 PNA

• «

• •

.. (40)

t «

ADHSP = 0.348 POS - 103.43

if

POS ?! 299.5

Ì

ADHSP = 0.0285POS

if

POS < 299,5

J

.. (41)

DWV =

e

"

- 8.04

• •

• •

en
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9 9

.. (42)

(32)

\

ADHSV = 0.0

if

DWV £ 1.8

ADHSV = 0.15 - 0.083 DWV

if

1.87 >

ADHSV = 0.813 - 0.75 DWV

if

1.0 > DWV * -1.2

ADHSV = 1 . 7 .

if -1.2 > DWV

DWV * 1.0

I
(43)

17.0 DWV . ADHSV + ADHSP
if

ADHS =

POS > 299.6

17.0 + DWV

(33.0 DWV

DWV > 2 . 0

- 32.0) ADHSV + ADHSP

ADHS =
(33.0 DWV

- 32.0) + 1.0

if

POS > 299.6
1.0 v< DWV

ADHS = 0.5 (ADHSV + ADHSP)

if

ADH > 4 . 0

DADH = 0.374 - 0.042 ADH

if

ADH .<4.0

PV = 0.6 BV

A .Ill.4.2

=

and
(44)

2.0

for all other conditions

DADH = 0.206

d AD + 1
-------dt

and

•

ADHS - ADH . DADH
--- ---- -----------PV

•

..

(45)

j

% •

.. (46)

..

.. (47)

Submodel of the renin - angiotensin II - aldosterone system

(i) Renin
RS = 0.0163 - 0.0093 SFDT
dR

RS - 0.135 R

dt

PV

..

..

... (48)

(49)
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(ii)

Angiotensin II
.. (50)

AS = 583.3 R . PV
dA

AS - 4.04 A

dt

PV

.. (51)

(iii) Aldosterone
AL SA = A

if

A v< 18.0

>

ALSA = 4.43 A

- 61.7

if

18.0 < A v< 34.0 J

ALSA = 0.78 A

+ 62.5

if

34.0 < A

.. (52)

J

ALSK = 21.64 PK - 55.5

•

•

•

•

.. (53)

ALS = 0.25 (3.0 ALSA + ALSK)

•

•

•

»

.. (54)

•

•

■

•

.. (55)

d ALD

ALS - 0.62 ALD
PV

dt

A.III.5

A.III.5.1

Submodel of the Artificial Kidney Machine

Ultrafiltration of water

ULTRF = 0.0139 PCP + 0.7

if

PCP < 100.0

ULTRF = 0.042 PCP - 2.1

if

PCP > 100.0

.. (56)

A.III.5.2

f

Diffusion of electrolytes and water products

For concentrations, Cfi^ and C^.
Di
respectively:
where

species i in blood and dialysate,

K^

=

0.10

for sodium

2

=

0.05

for potassium

k3

=

0.07

for urea

=

0.06

for creatinine

k

K4
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d <CB i - E)

’ %

dt

A.III.6

(CBi -

V

K.A
exp (----- ) - 1

.. (57)

%

Submodel of Fluid and Electrolyte Balance

A.III.6.1

Sodium and potassium balance

(i) Off-dialysis
d (TENA)
------- =
dt

SODMIN - UNA

..

..

.. (58)

d (TEK)
-----dt

POTMIN - UK

..

..

(59)

=

(ii) On-dialysis

d (TENA)
=

Q„ (PNA - SODDIA)

K .A
exp (------ ) - 1

+ SODMIN - UNA'

Ë

dt

%

d (TEK)
=

Qb (PK - POTDIA)

K .A
exp (------- ) - 1

dt

+ POTMIN - UK'

%

(iii) Concentrations of extracellular sodium and potassium
TENA
PNA =

••

••

••

,, (62)

••

•«

*•

.. (63)

E

TEK
PK =
E

(iv)

(60)

Balance and concentrations of intracellular sodium and potassium
d (TINA)
------- =
dt

0

.. (64)
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(61)

d (TINA)
------- =
dt

0

.. (64)

d (TIK)
------ = 0
dt

..

..

TINA
---I

•.

•.

INA =

IK

=

A.III.6.2

.. (65)

..

.. (66)
v

TIK
--I

.. (67)

Fluid balance (osmosis) submodel

(i) Off-dialysis
dE
—
dt

=

FLUMIN - UFL

..

(

68)

(ii) On-dialysis
dE
—
dt

=

FLUMIN - UFL - ULTRF

.. (69)

(iii) Osmosis
POS = PNA + PK + PC

.. (70)

IOS = INA + IK I IC

.. (71)

POS . E + IOS . I
AVOS = --------------E + I

.. (72)

Ei

=

POS . E
------

.. (73)

AVOS

i'

=

IOS . I
-----AVOS

.. (74)
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PNA . AVOS
.. (75)

PNA' =
POS

PK . AVOS

.. (76)

PK*
1
POS

INA . AVOS
(77)

INA'
10 S

IK . AVOS
IK'

•• (78)
IOS

A.Ill.7

Urea and Creatinine Dynamics Submodel

(Equations are written for the concentrations,
species.

and C^, of a general

Parameter values for urea and creatinine are given in (iii) .)

(i) Off-dialysis (normal)
d (CI . I)
dt

=

G " k I,E (CI -

=

k I,E

V

(79)

d (CE . E)
dt

(CI " V

.. (80)

" V CE

(ii) On-dialysis (with kidney failure)
d (CT . I)
dt

’

G ’ " k I,E (CI -

V

d (CE . E)
dt

ki,E ^ I - V - V - S - v v

.. (81)

K.A
exp (-----) - 1
QB
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(82)

(iii) Parameter values

Parameter
G
G'
kI,E
k

r

k '
r

A.III.8

Urea

Units

Creatinine

0.021

0.00042

g.min-!

Depend on Mestabolic Changes

g.min--*-

0.7

0.4

£.min ^

0.14

0.014

• _1
£o .min

•f

oo. m•m _1
J

Depend on ISidney Failure

Submodel of Renal Failure

A.III.8.1

Definition of failure parameters

FACT1 =

Remaining fractional ability to excrete water and sodium

FACT2 =

Remaining fractional ability to secrete renin

FACT3 =

Remaining fractional ability to excrete potassium

FACT4 =

Remaining fractional ability to excrete urea and creatinine

A.III.8.2

Modified equations

(i) GFR
GFR = 0 . 0

if

AP £ 20.0

GFR = FACT1 (1.92AP- 38.4)

if

20.0 < AP C

GFR = FACT1 (-0.00808 AP2 +2.195AP- 13.6)
GFR = FACT1 (0.035 AP

+ 129.2)

if

75.0 < AP i
if

120.0 < AP

(ii) EBLH
0.01 EFLH
EBLH ------------- + 0 . 6 5
FACT1

if FACT1 > 0.0
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. (29a)

(iii)

UK

UK = FACT3 (UKH + UKAL)

.. (39a)

(iv) RS
0.0093 . SFDT
RS = FACT2 ( 0 . 1 6 3 -------------- ) if FACT1 > 0 , 0
FACT1

.. (42a)

(v) Urea and creatinine
The general equations for concentration C

of species in extracellular

compartments are modified as follows:
(a) Off-dialysis
d (CE . E)
dt

- k I,E CCI - CE ) ' kr ’ CE ■ FACI4

.. (20a)

(b) On-dialysis

d (C£ . E)
dt

= kI,E (CI - CE) " kr • CE * FACT4
K.A
- QB • CE

exp
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(----- ) - 1

.. (82a)

APPENDIX IV

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE HUMAN
RESPIRATORY CONTROL SYSTEM

List of Symbols used

Variables

Subscripts

c

Concentration

a

Arterial

D

Diffusion rate

A

Alveolar

f

Frequency of respiration

B

Brain tissue

F

Fractional concentration

c

Capillary

M

Metabolic production rate

co2

Carbon dioxide

P

Partial pressure

D

Dead space

pH

Blood acidity

D ANAT

Anatomical dead space

RQ

Respiratory exchange rate
(Respiratory quotient)

D ALV

Alveolar dead space

D PHYS

Physiological

Q

Quantity

E

Expired, Expiratory

Q

Blood flow rate

FRC

Functional residual capacity

t

Time

I

Inspire, Inspiratory

T

Instantaneous transfer rate
to/from alveolar compart
ment

J

Gas (02> C02)

L

Lung

Pure time delay

M

Muscle tissue

Inspiratory time

N

Normal

Expiratory time

°2
OT

T
TI
te
•

u

Utilisation rate

V

Volume

•

V

Ventilation

VT

Tidal volume

dead space

Oxygen
Other tissue

s

Shunted fraction

V

Venous

V

Mixed venous blood

Units Employed
Pressure

nun Hg

Concentration of gas

A.A blood-1

Volume

A

Metabolic rate

A STPD.min”1

Respiratory frequency

breaths.min“1

Flow

A.min“1
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The Complete Mathematical Model

(The structure of the model is shown in Chapter 8, Figure 8.2.

For a

commentary on the equations and the numerical parameter values, etc.
consult Sarhan et al., 1979.)

A.IV.l

Pattern of Breathing

A.IV.1.1

Sinusoidal pattern of breathing
VT

VA

'

VFRC +

(1 - C0S 2 ’ ft>

.... (1)

.... (2)

-

b

VFRC

«

*

T

2 . 9 - 0.312 VT

V.
A

=

it

f.VT.sin 2

VT

=

0.288 V^

VT

=

0.089 V

^(actual)

.... (3)

ft

....

(4)

(if V > 10.47 ¿.min“ 1)

....

(5)

(if V Í 10.47 ¿.min"1)

----

(6)

----

(7)

it

\ 863
‘ ' f -V T -'in 2 ” £t + (D02 - DC02J*713

d C02

=

Q*(Cv ,C02 - Ca,C02)

----

(8)

D02

=

Q*(Ca,02 " Cv,02)

....

(9)

(The factor 863/713 in (7) is introduced to account for the difference
between S.T.P. and B.T.P.S., Body Temperature and Pressure Standard units.)

A.IV.1.2

Triangular waveform pattern of breathing

Inspiration

( 10 )

VA
A

=

VT/T t
1

(11)
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Expiration

VA

=

- VT/Te

' ‘ W/TE + (D<>2 - DC023 ' fît

’A(actual)

A.IV.2

.....

(13)

- -

<“ >

Respiratory Control Submodel

A.IV.2.1

Control submodel for sinusoidal pattern of breathing

V

=

4.0 i-.min-1 (if Pa>co2

20,0 10111 HG)

.....

(15)

V

=

0.1 (SS - 2 -o)(pa>co2 ” 20*°) + 4,0
.....

(16)

SS(Pa>Co2 - -38.o) ¿.min’"1 (if Pa>c02 > 40.o)

.....

(17)

where SS = 2.2(l.O + 16.0/(Pa>o2 - 30.o))

.....

(18)

(if 20.0 $ Pa>cc,2 ^ 40.0)

V

=

A.IV.2.2

Control submodel for triangular pattern of breathing

Drive

=

pa>C02 " 35-2

. (19)

VT/Tj

=

0.11 (Drive)

.

T

-

1.29 - 0.007 VT (if VT < 2.048£)

TI

‘ ( v r = % 8 8 ) + °-59 (lf w

T_

=

E

*•2 -048 «

0.64 T t * 11.1/(Drive + 2.73)
X

( 20 )

. (21)
.

( 22 )

. (23)

. (24)

T
Atotal

«

T

I

+ T
E

. (25)
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f

=

—----—
total

V

=

f.VT

A.IV,3

A.IV.3.1

(breaths.min ^)

.....

(26)

.....

(27)

Submodel of the Controlled System

C0„ store equations

Brain tissue
dCB,C09
dt

CBv ,C02))/V b

(28)

( % , C 0 2 + ^ l ( C a ,C 0 2 (TL-M ) “ Cmv . C O ^ Î ^ m

(29)

^ 0 T ,C 0 2 + %T (Ca,C 0 2 ^TL-M^

(30)

+ ^B^Ca,C09 ^TL-B^

Muscle tissue
dGM,C02
dt

Other tissues
^ o t ,c o 2
dt

COTv,CO

Mixed venous blood
Cv,C02

-

(QB

CBv,C02 ^TB-L^

QM*C0Tv ,C02 ^TM-L^

^M 'CM v ,C02 ^TM - L ^ ^
(31)

A.IV.3.2

0^ store equations

Brain tissue
dC
dt * 2

f"^B,0? + ^ B ^ a . O . ^ L - B * " CB v , o J ^ VI

(32)

Muscle tissue
dC
dt ' 2

K l , 0 2 + ^M^Ca,02 ^TL-M^ " CM v ,02^
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VM

(33)

Other tissues
dC
dt

* 2

t“^0T,0? + ^ O T ^ a . o / V - M ^ " CO T v , o J ^ VOT

---

^3^

Mixed venous blood

Cv , 0 ,

"

^ B ’ CBv ,0 2 ^TB-L^ + ^M 'CMv ,0 2 ^TM-L^ +

' S t v .O,, ^TM -L ^ ^
(35)

A.IV.3.3

The alveolar gas exchange and dead space compartments

VD ANAT + VD ALV

"

VD (i<e* VD PHYS the Physiological dead space)
.....

VL

V + V
VA
D ALV

(36)
(37)

Dead space equations during inspiration
dFD,C02
dt

VA(actual)^FI,C02 “ FD,C02V VD

dF .
__^ >^2
dt

VA(actual) ^FI,02 " ^ . O ^ / ^ D

.....

(38)

.....

(39)

Alveolar equations during inspiration
dF,

_ A , c°2 ,

[(F])>co2 . FAiC02) ( V A (a c t u a l)- 0 .2

♦ Bc02] / ( V a - VD ALV)
(40)

5
dt ’° 2

- [(FD,02

- FA.02i ( FA(actual) ‘ °'2 3 ^

A VA ‘ VD ALV^
.....

(41)

Dead space equations during expiration
.dF.

_ P ,C ° 2 . C(vA(actual> - 0.2 | P ) ( fd>C02 - Fa >c 02}]/v d
dF,

p,o2

dt

- a*.A(actual)

-

0.2

dVT
dt 5 (f d ,02 -
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f a ,o 2)

V

vd

.... (42)

.....

W3)

Alveolar equation during expiration
dF

A,c°2

dt

DC02/CVA ~ VD ALV^

dt

- D02/iVA " VD ALV)

A.IV.3.4

(45)

Alveolar arterial equilibrium
713,f a ,c o 2

.....

(46)

■

713-f a .o 2

............

(47)

=

p

,02

............. (48)

,c o 2

............. (49)

a ,c o 2

'a ,o 2

a»°2

3 yCO^

A.IV,3.5

(44)

a

pa

Arterial gas dissociation curves
* "Haldane effect"

C

âj^ 2

=

(BH CO,),

«3D

+ 0.375Í(Hb) - C (HbO,)) + 0.0006732 P

â

- 0.62 lo g10((C

¿

- 0.0006732

)/o.01 I

_A

â|LÜ2

)
(50)

Ja,02

0.023
760

a,02

+ C (HbO.)
av
2

where C (HbO,) = HB (l - exp(- X.P
))
â
Z
0}Uo

A.IV.3.6

(51)

2.2

Venous blood dissociation curves

The same as for arterial gas dissociation.

A.IV.3.7

Venous tissue equilibrium

In this model, tissue and venous blood are considered to have
different dissociation curves, i.e, C„ _A
l| w 2
however, that P

i ,UU2

= P

vi j

w

2

.

Haldane effect is not included.
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f

C _ AA .
vi ,LÜ2

It is assumed,

In the tissue dissociation curve, the

A.IV.3.8

The pH equation

pH

-

A.IV.3.9
Q

7.4 - 0 . 6 4 log10(PAiC02y40.0)

(52)

Blood flow
=

Qo t

%

=

A.IV.3,10
x
L-B

+

%

+

%

T

0.16 (Q - Qb)

.....

<53> '

.....

(54)

Circulatory delay times
= delay time from lung to braintissue
= 1.062Q + 0.015/Q^
D

w
L-M

t_

(55)

= delay time from lung to muscles
(assumed equal to delay time from lung to other tissues)
= 1.062/Q + 0.735/Qm

(56)

t b _l

= 0.06/QB + 0.188/Q

(57)

_l

= 2.94/Qm + 0.188/Q

(58)

tm

A.IV.3.11

The shunt effect

The model incorporates a blood shunting effect in order to simulate
certain diseases.

A small quantity of blood, using between 1% and 5% of

the total cardiac output, fails to pass through the pulmonary capillaries
but instead is shunted through non-aerated vessels, either in the lungs
themselves or in the heart.

This blood mixes with the aerated blood in

the left heart and slightly reduces the Pq 2 of the blood before it enters
the arterial tree.

This is known as venous admixture of blood and its

effect is illustrated in Figure 8.2.

In some diseases of pulmonary cir

culation, such as emphysema, the shunted blood amounts to more than 50%
of the total cardiac output.
Thus, blood C

c * ,0 2

_ is calculated as follows:
a,02

- ■( « - Qs )-C c>02 * V

c V j o 2) ;Q

where
Q

=

total blood flow (A.min“1)

=

fraction of Q„ shunted
i

•

Q

•

s
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..............

(59)

and

C

=

c ,1*2

A.IV.3.12

Q =

concentration of capillary oxygen,

Cardiac flow control
fon * %

AQ

=

02

(60)

2 + 4QC02 - < ^ ' * 1

9.6551 - 0.2885 P

. + 2.9241 x 10"3 (P
)2
a,02
^ a,02''

- 1.0033 x 10-5 (Pa>02) 3 [if P

=

% 2

(if P

° - 3 (Pa ,C 0 2 ' 4 0 - ° )

AQ
co2 '

0 & £ Pa ,C 0 2 < 4 0 ' o r i£ Pa ,C 0 2 > 60 ^

II

M
O'

=

•

(63)

H¿ l '

(64)

Ci£ 40 4 Pa ,0 2 « 6° J

Cerebral blood flow control
C^BN +

=

a q b ,o 2

A
•°2

0

a q b ,-o 2

[if P

+

a q b ,c o 2

“ (5b )t2

_ > 104 nun Hg]
a,02

2 .785 - 0.1323 P

2

(65)

......

(66)

.....

(67)

.323 x 10-2 - 3.1073 x 10":
+ 8.0163 x
l o _ l ,(pa>'co2j
2 Pa,C02

L « P a, CO 2 e 38]

a q b ,c o 2

.....

3fP
]I2 - 2.324 x 10“ 5 (P
)3
. + 2.6036 x 10":
1 a.02J
1 a,0 '
a,02

+ 7.6559
104 mm Hg]
1 x lo" 8 (p.,o2)'' Ci£ Pa,02 <

AV ,co2 =

(61)

(62)

~ £ 104 mm Hg]
a»0 2

AQ
co2 -

A.IV.3.13

AV

0

< 104 mm Hg]

=

0

& £ 38 « Pa,C02 4
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44]

.....

(68)

.....

(69)

2

AQ

B ,CO 2

15.58 + 0.7607 P

a >c02

+ 9.3918 X 10 5(P

cLy\s\J^

[i£ Pa,C02 > “ ]

1.2947

X

1 0 - 2 (P a>Co 2) 2

)3 - 2.1748 x 10_ 7 (p

_A i*4
d)V>Ü2

.....
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INDEX OF KEY TERMS

Most of the thesis has been written in ordinary language, with
the addition of technical vocabularies (such as biology and mathematical
modelling) whose meanings are well known.

However, in considering the

philosophical, methodological, theoretical and practical aspects of
model validity and validation, it was necessary to introduce many new
concepts, and to give more precise meanings to existing terms. Most of
*
these were defined and explained at length in Chapter 4 ("Theory of
Model Validity"), but since they are used throughout the thesis, in
particular the case studies, the more important and frequently
occurring terms and phrases are described briefly below as a reference
index, together with a reference to the section in which they were
introduced.
1.

Data type
An empirical representation device (§4.3.2.1) classified into:
(i)

Observational data type.

Description of empirical

phenomena in ordinary language. (§4.3.2.2)
(ii)

Symbolic data type. Mapping of empirical phenomena
into a precise, abstract symbolic space (e.g. pattern
classification, measurement). (§4.3.2.3)

The data types corresponding to a model are known as "required
data types" (denoted by D^), and those that are actually
observable or measurable are known as "available data types".
(Da ), (§4.3.2.4)
2.

Domain
A more or less structured body of knowledge related to a
certain research area and which may contain data (putative
facts), hypotheses, theories, models, etc. (§4.1.2)

3.

Methodology
A set of principles, rules, or techniques.

The study of

methods, techniques, criteria, etc. used in scientific practice.
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4.

Modality
The intended range of application

see 7) has two modalities

or modes (§4.3.1.3.1) :
(i)

Structural or physical modality. The structure,
geometrical properties, and topology o

(ii)

Functional modality.

f

.

The behaviour, functioning,

functional properties, dynamics, etc. o f i ^ .
5.

Model
______

j

A theoretical knowledge representation device which embodies
both description and explanation of phenomena. (§4.1.2)
6.

Objectives
This refers to "modelling objectives" - the purposes a model
may serve, the roles a model may play, or the ends a model
is intended to achieve in a scientific research programme or
practical application (§4.3.1.1),

A detailed classification

of modelling objectives is made in §4.3.1 based on the following
cross-classification:
(i)

"General" or "specific" objectives.
wide, long-term objectives.

General objectives -

Specific objectives - relate

model to a class of systems or phenomena of interest.
(ii)

"Scientific" or "utilitarian" objectives.

Scientific

objectives - associated with the evolution and testing
of scientific knowledge in a domain (see 2), representation
of phenomena, etc.

Utilitarian objectives - the model is

intended for use in a practical situation.
7.

Range of application
(i)

Intended range of application,^-The class of systems or
phenomena that a model is intended to represent, together
with a set of constraints concerning time scales, resolutions,
boundaries, etc. (§4.3.1.3.1)

(ii)

Empirically valid range of application,

. The extent of

for which the model has satisfied empirical validity
criteria.(§4.3.3.3.1)
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8.

Stage of development
This refers to the degree of theoretical sophistication (i.e.
mathematical as opposed to verbal theories), repertoire of
available data types (see 1), the range of scientific and
methodological techniques, etc. of a domain (see 2) associated
with a model. (§4.1.2)

9.

System
The term "system" is used loosely in general parlance to mean
a collection of associated objects, events, phenomena, ideas,
rules, etc., for which, however, there is no generally accepted,
yet substantive, definition.

" E - system" is used here to denote

precisely a generic, theoretical or empirical, system whose
structural and functional properties can be clearly defined.
10.

System of interest, SOI
The wider system, beyond the range of application (or
representation) of the model, in which the model (or its
conclusions, predictions, etc.) is to be used for utilitarian
objectives, i.e. practical application (§4.3.1.3.2)

11.

Valid model
A valid model is one which satisfies the modelling objectives
for which it is required (§4.1.2).

Model "validity" is the

extent to which the modelling objectives are satisfied.

The

different concepts of validity depend on the validity criteria,
(see 13)
12.

Validation
The process of determining the validity of a model.

The

systematic application of appropriate validity criteria (see 13)
for a given set of modelling objectives.

A "programme" or

"methodology" of validation is a series of tests for a model, or
class of models, which is based on considerations of modelling
objectives, data requirements, and appropriate validity criteria.
(§4.3.4, §4.5, and Chapter 5)
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13.

Validity criteria
Tests, rules, means, bases for comparison, or standards for
determining the validity of a model (§4.3.3.1).

Each validity

criteria explicates a different concept of model validity, and
is related to different modelling objectives.

The validity

criteria are classified as follows:
1.

Internal validity criteria
Do not require reference outside model:
1.1

Consistency validity criterion. Model should contain
or entail no contradictions. (§4.3.3.2.1)

1.2

Algorithmic (or simulation) validity criteria.

Require

correct and accurate solution or simulation of
model. (§4.3.3.2.2)
2.

External validity criteria
Require reference to domain, theories, models, or data
outside model:
2.1 Representational validity criteria.

Concerned with

testing the extent of the representation of
2.1.1

Empirical validity criteria.

(see 7):

Require that

model should agree with empirical data f r o m ^
- "empirical correspondence". (§4.3.3.3.1)
2.1.2

Theoretical validity criteria. Model should be
consistent with accepted theories or models
appropriate t o j ^ - "theoretical coherence".
(§4.3.3.3.2)

2.2

Pragmatic validity criteria.

Tests of model in

satisfying utilitarian objectives either by critical
assessment, or evaluation of effect on SOI (see 10)
of using model - "pragmatic value". (§4.3.3.4)
2.3

Heuristic validity criteria.

Tests associated with

the assessment of the potential of the model for
scientific explanation, discovery, hypothesis testing,
etc. - "heuristic potential". (§4.3.3.5)
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